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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Results of the Fieldwork Program 
The main remains found within the study area were:  
 

 an early timber structure, probably earlier than the Hassall House 
 the cellar of the Hassall House  
 remains of an structure to the east associated with a large chimney/flue 
 a well to the south of the main house 
 a possible dairy, south of the well and the main house 
 a series of pits, recut into each other 
 two timber-lined pits 
 three pits with brick-lined bases. 

 
These remains were substantially impacted by the demolition of the Hassall house in 1882 and the 
sale of the building material from the site and the construction of the 1960s RTA building.   
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1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
After preliminary testing in November 2003 which was carried out alongside the removal of the 
extensive concrete strip footings from the RTA buildings it was decided that the whole site was to be 
stripped of the overburden and investigated to reveal any remains of the early nineteenth-century 
occupation.1  This was made possible alongside the removal of all contaminated materials and soils 
which started on the 15/11/2004.  The whole area Was to be stripped of contaminated soils which 
basically included all the twentieth century material down to the natural Ground.  The removal of the 
overburden and the battering of deep areas with clean introduced fill was undertaken by Mainland 
Civic in the six weeks following the starting date.  An area of about 30m by 25m in the southeast 
corner of the site was not archaeologically investigated as the depth of contaminated fill was more 
than 4m.  Another area of about 20m by 30m in the northwest corner of the study site, which was the 
location of a south sloping ramp within the RTA complex, did not yield any significant features and 
was also excluded from investigation as well as an area 6m wide along George Street and stretching 
13m south into the study area which had asbestos conduits running through it.  To the west of this 
area was a smaller section of about7.5m by 4m with an electricity sub station which was also 
excluded.  Any surviving nineteenth century structures within the remainder of the study area were to 
be investigated and removed by Casey and Lowe.  Further work was carried out in January by a team 
of Archaeologists investigating pre British invasion aboriginal culture.  Two deep features that 
required extensive machine excavation were investigated on February 28th, 2005 after the aboriginal 
archaeology was concluded. 
 
 
1.2 Study Area 
The study area fronts onto George Street, with the eastern boundary formed by Argus Lane, the 
southern boundary by Union Street and the western boundary by buildings at 115 George Street.  The 
property was part of a single historic property.   The natural soil on the site consisted of a soft loose 
alluvial sand similar to the sand deposit on the corner of George & Charles Streets, across the road 
and which extends eastwards to the corner of George & Harris Street.    
 
 
1.3 Methodology 
A small machine was used to strip the area under archaeological supervision.  A space of about 29m 
by 16m in the southwest corner was cleared first for the placement of Site sheds.  Next was the north 
half of the site and another portion east of the southwest corner  and lastly due to the extensive 
excavations in the southeast corner, the remainder of the south half  The removed soil was stockpiled 
and loaded onto trucks by a larger machine.  Once the desired level was found the areas were 
cleaned, mainly with the aid of hoes and if features e.g.  post holes, or remains of structures were 
present further investigations were carried out to collect information about their function, age etc.  A 
photographic record as well as scale plans and detailed notes were taken of all work carried out.  Soil 
samples were taken from relevant features.  Pit features were usually half sectioned and if necessary 
excavated in full.  Post holes were excavated in the Casey & Lowe method, lowering the post hole 
fill a few centimetres to clearly show the cut and completely removing the post pipe fill, this allows 
for photographic recording which makes it easier to understand and interpret the timber structures 
made with post construction.  The main focus of the excavation was to retrieve as much information 
as possible about the nineteenth-century period involving Hassall House. 

                                                      
1 Casey & Lowe 2003b 
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Photo 1-1: Machine stripping of 
overburden in Area A, looking 
southeast, from George Street 
towards Argus Lane.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Context numbers used for the site were 4801 to 5098.  These context numbers have not been used on 
any other site excavated by Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd.   
 
 
1.4 Areas 
The site was divided into Area A and Area B.   Area A was roughly the north half and Area B the 
south half of the site.   This would have coincided with the early twentieth century line of property 
boundaries separating the Union Street properties from the George Street properties.    
 
 
1.5 Plans 
The archaeological remains were recorded on a series of field plans in a scale of 1:50.  There were a 
series of field plan numbers used during recording that correlate with the field plans as shown in Fig. 
1-1.  Once the excavation was completed the plans were inked, scanned, annotated and reorganised 
(Appendix 1, this report) for the purposes of this report.    
 
 
 
Plan 1 General plan of the site 
Plan 2 Area A 
Plan 3 Area B 
Plan 4 Area B, western pits during excavation 
Plan 5 Area B, western pits post excavation 
Plan 6 Area A with overlays and reconstructions 

 
 
Copies of these plans are to be found in Section 3 of this report. 
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Figure 1-1: Site plan showing the location of the field plans which have now been incorporated into the main 

plans.  These plans were initially drawn at a scale of 1:50 by Franz Reidel.  
 
 
1.6 Phases 
The study area has been divided into a series of eight phases listed below: 
 
Phase 8 Surface collection and demolition of RTA (2003 and 2004) 
Phase 7 Rubbish dump/site preparation and construction of RTA (1960s) 
Phase 6 Twentieth-century housing 
Phase 5 Demolition of Hassall House (1884) 
Phase 4 Leasing of Hassall House (1834-1880) 
Phase 3.2 Occupation of Hassall House by Hassall Family(c1804-1834) 
Phase 3.1 Construction of Hassall House (c1804) 
Phase 2 Pre-Hassall House Features (c1790-c1804) 
Phase 1 Aboriginal Occupation and Natural Landscape 
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1.7 Limitations 
This report was written without access to the artefact catalogue and any dates these may have 
provided to assist with phasing.  The information came from the recording done on site and the 
historical material available from the Archaeological Assessment compiled by Casey & Lowe Pty 
Ltd for the project.2  Generally, the interpretations in this report have not been altered if they are 
different to those in Vol 1 of this report.   
 
 
1.8 Authorship 
This report has been written by Franz Reidel.  Franz supervised the archaeological program, did 
much of the site planing and inked all the field plans.  This report also incorporates a sub-report by 
Tim Adams who undertook the excavation, recording and planning of most of the main pits in Area 
B.  Tim Adams annotated the computer plans.  Dr Mary Casey, Excavation Director, reviewed and 
amended this report.    
 
 
1.9 List of Illustrations 
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2.0 Results – Area A 
 
2.1 Overview 
Excavation commenced in the southwestern area of the site to allow for placing the site sheds in this 
area, only a few features were found here.  The machine clearing then shifted to the northeast corner 
of the site where the concrete slab and the fill was removed.  The rest of the site was slowly cleared.  
The main remains found within the study area were:  
 

 an early timber structure, probably earlier than the Hassall House 
 the cellar of the Hassall House  
 remains of an structure to the east associated with a large chimney/flue 
 a well to the south of the main house 
 a possible dairy, south of the well and the main house 
 a series of pits, recut into each other 
 two timber-lined pits, one near the eastern structure and one to the south of the dairy area.  

 
 
2.2 Area A 
 
2.1.1 Phase 8 – Surface collection and demolition of RTA (2003 and 2004) 
Phase 8 refers to surface finds and the most recent period of the demolition of the RTA buildings.  
The fill inside the RTA foundation trenches (8865) and the unstratified contexts (4801) and (5067) 
were assigned to this Phase.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2-1: View of 
northeast part of Area 
A, note the RTA 
footing trenches 
cutting through the 
area.   
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Figure 2-1: Geotechnical plan showing the layout of the RTA buildings along George Street and Argus Lane, buildings to the shout and the open area which also contained petrol tanks.   
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2.2.2 Phase 7 – Rubbish dump/site preparation and construction of RTA (1960s) 
This phase is the period in the 1960s from the demolition of the twentieth-century houses to the 
construction of the RTA building in the.  Part of this phase was a large pit of about 30m by 25 m in 
the south east corner of the site which extended east under Argus Lane and south under Union Street.  
It was over 4m deep and appeared to be a rubbish tip containing mid nineteenth-century household 
waste and building debris but as this dump was highly contaminated, including some heavy metals 
there was limited opportunity to collect any artefacts from this deposit (Fig. 2-1).  Context (4866) 
was given for the RTA wall trench cuts which could all be accurately assigned by overlaying a plan 
of the RTA footings over a plan of the excavated features. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2-2: Deep 
excavation after 
removal of rubbish 
dump, looking north 
towards George Street 
with Argus Lane to the 
right.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2.2.3 Phase 6 – Twentieth-century housing 
This phase contains all contexts associated with the twentieth-century houses occupying the area for 
roughly the first half of that century (Fig. 2-16, Section 2, main report).  Few remains for this period 
survived and were presumably removed during the construction for the 1960s RTA building.   
 
Post holes 
A large number of post holes were found and assigned to this phase.  The criterion for this deciding if 
a post hole was part of this phase was the presence of building materials associated with Hassall 
House within the post hole fill or packing.  These post holes were generally scattered over Area A 
with the exception of contexts (4981), (4993), (4997) and (4998) which may have been part of 
boundary fences (Plans 2, 3).  Contexts (4861) and (4981) could have been part of a north-south 
running boundary fence line and context (4998) part of a separate north-south boundary fence line.  
Contexts (4993) and (4997) are roughly in line with the central boundary separating the George 
Street and the Union Street properties.  For a full list of the post holes in this phase see Matrix 1, 
Phase 6.   
 
Pits 
Various small and mainly shallow pits were also assigned to this phase using the same criterion as for 
the post holes (Plan 2, 3).  None of them contained any substantive archaeological deposits and were 
not recorded in detail.   
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2.2.4 Phases 3, 4 and 5 – Construction, Occupation and Demolition of the Hassall 
House 

These phases deal with the construction, occupation and demolition of Hassall House, various out 
buildings and other features.  The contexts associated with these phases are discussed together as 
most of them belong in more than one or all of the above phases.  
 
Hassall House 
 
Cellar 
The cellar of Hassall House was located about 12.5m from the George Street frontage and about 35m 
from Argus Lane.  It was discovered during testing in 2003 but was then identified as ‘brick pit’ as 
the test trench did not reveal any walls or floor covering.  After the removal of the demolition fill 
(4802) the remains of one course of cellar footings (5043) and part of a flagstone floor (5044) 
became evident (Plans 1, 2; Photos 2-3, 2-5).  The interior measurement along the south wall was 
4.3m and 5.2m along the east wall.  The west wall survived for 3.1m and the north wall for 1.4m 
from the northeast corner.  The wall then turned 90 degrees into a north-south running wall which 
survived with a length of 1m.  The northwest corner did not survive.  The cut line (5086) for the 
cellar could not be established because of the loose nature of the natural sand.  The sides of the 
excavation to reach the bottom of the cellar had to be sloped for safety reasons.  The stone floor of 
the cellar was about 1.3m below the rest of the investigated area.  The footings (5043) were made of 
irregular flat soft grey local sandstone which might be described as mudstone, only about 350mm 
wide, with only one course remaining and in most places with only the inner face still in tact.  The 
stones were bonded with mainly grey mud mortar with the exception of some buff shell mortar in the 
southwest corner (Photos 2-4, 2-5).  Some of the paving (5044) of flat mudstone remained along the 
south wall.  The slabs were mainly rectangular or squarish with dimensions of about 450mm 300mm 
or 450mm by 450mm and a thickness of between 50mm and 150mm.  The bedding (5065) for the 
paving consisted of a mixture of about 50 percent grey mud mortar and 50 percent brown sand and 
was up to 100mm thick.  The cellar was built in Phase 3.1 – Construction.  The demolition fill (4802) 
belongs to Phase 5 – Demolition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2-3: Remains of cellar footings (5043), looking east. Scale 1m 
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Photo 2-4: Remains of cellar footings (5043) and paved floor (5044), looking southwest.  Scale 1m 
 
 

Photo 2-5: Buff shell mortar in southwest corner of cellar footings (5043). Scale 1m 
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Photo 2-6: Grey 
mud mortar in west 
wall of cellar 
footings (5043). 
Scale 1m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Wall trench 
When overlaying a plan of the RTA footings over a plan showing the excavation results there was 
one trench which was located outside (to the north) of the RTA buildings (Plans 1, 2).  This trench 
(5088) fits with a tentative overlay constructed from the 1831 and 1882 (Figs. 2-6, 2-11) plans using 
the cellar to locate the Hassall House.  The fill (5087) of this trench, though shallow, contains no 
modern building materials only grey some grey clay mortar, similar to that found in cellar footings.  
This suggests the trench could have been a section of the foundation trench for the front wall of 
Hassall House.  Other than the cellar and this wall trench other traces of evidence for the location of 
Hassall House were found during the archaeological program. 
 
Well 
A well constructed of sandstock brick with an interior diameter of 1.2m was found about 6m south of 
the cellar (Photos 2-7).  The fill (5080=4835) consisted of light coloured grey buff and brown sand 
slightly darker and greyer towards bottom from where a small selection of artefacts as well as some 
timber was found.  The structure (5081=4836) was made of small flat sandstock bricks (200mm by 
100mm by 60mm) laid in stretcher bond, one brick wide with every other course in header bond to  
tie the wall to the surrounding fill (Photo 2-8).  The well was not perfectly round, narrowing to about 
1m towards the base.  The bottom of the structure consisted of bricks laid in a circle in header fashion 
with a mudstone slab in the centre (Photo 2-9).  The bottom 100mm to 200mm of the structure was 
set in natural grey clay.  Above that was about 1m of reddish brown compact clayey sand and the 
remainder was made up of buff brown sand.  The cut (5083) for the well construction was fairly wide 
at the upper levels which was probably the result of collapses due to the soft nature of the natural 
sand.  The natural ground in the lower levels was more compacted and the cut there was only 
marginally wider than the structure itself.  The fill (5082) between the bricks and the cut consisted of 
mottled brown buff sand interspersed with pieces of grey clay from the bottom of the well cut.  The 
feature was excavated by machine due to its depth.  The surrounding area had to be benched for 
safety reasons.  The bricks were collected and stacked on pallets for transportation.  The fill of the 
well probably dates to Phase 5 – Demolition.  The structure and the cut date to Phase 3.1, c. 1804.   
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Photo 2-7: The well 
(5081) with the 
cellar of Hassall 
House in the 
background, looking 
north. Note how 
much wider the cut 
(5083) is compared 
to the well itself.  
Scale 1m 
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Photo 2-8: Header and stretcher courses in masonry of well. Scale 1m  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2-9: The bottom of the well (5081) and the lower natural soil profile where the surrounding material was 

more compact and the cut for the well was much narrower, looking southwest. Scale 1m 
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Eastern Structures 
 
Main building 
There was a building east of Hassall House depicted on plans from 1831 and 1882 (Figs. 2-6, 2-11).  
Signs of structural remains were found during testing in November 2003 and this could be confirmed 
during the main excavation program.  There were a few traces of wall trenches (5078) as well as 
remains of the foundation for a fire place (4913) (Plans 2, 3; Photo 2-10).  The wall trenches 
contained fill (4912) of brown sand, sandstock brick fragments and specks of shell mortar.  The 
trenches were up to 600mm wide and 250mm deep.  Connecting the trenches on plan resulted in a 
building with a width of about 7.7m (parallel to the George Street frontage), a depth of about 6m and 
an east-west running interior wall about 3.5m south of the north wall.  The fireplace foundation 
(4913) was made of roughly-shaped sandstone with brick and smaller sandstone infill.  It was up to 5 
courses (550mm) high, 600mm deep and 1100mm wide and located in the eastern half of the south 
wall.  The remains were about 5.5m west of Argus Lane and about 7.5m south of George Street.  
This building was probably constructed in Phase 3.2 – Hassall Occupation and was probably in use 
until it was demolished in Phase 5.   
 
 

Photo 2-10: Location of the eastern building with traces of wall trenches (arrowed) looking south with the 
main remediation area in the background. Scale 1m 
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Chimney/Flue 
Remains of an unusual brick structure was discovered about 1.5m south of the southeast corner of the 
main eastern building (Plans 2, 3; Photos 2-11 to 2-15).  The structure (4914) was built of flat orange 
sandstock bricks bonded with yellow/buff shell mortar with up to five courses remaining in the east 
wall.  It was U-shaped with an internal southern opening; it measured 1.46m by 1.46m in total 
(Photo 2-12).  The west and east walls were 560mm wide each and the north wall 650mm.  The 
opening was 340mm by 810mm.  There was also a wall (4915) made from local mudstone butting 
the southwest corner of the brick structure and extending 1.4m to the south (Photo 2-13).  The wall 
stepped up towards the west.  The lower section consisted of two courses (200mm) of stone with the 
bottom course made up of a single slab 1370mm long, 200mm wide and up to 120mm high.  The 
upper section was four courses high which comes to a height of about 280mm.  The upper section 
was sitting beside the lower section in natural sand.  Both the structures mentioned were not just 
foundations but appeared to be below ground level structures that had been used as such.   
 
Some clues about the use of these structural elements (4914, 4915) were gathered from the fill 
removed from the area (Photo 2-11).  Demolition fills (4805, 4837) consisting of brown sand, 
sandstone and sandstock brick fragments, pieces of yellow shell mortar, charcoal, as well as lenses of 
topsoil with specks of charcoal was removed from the northern and southern sides and from inside 
the structure (4914), from an area of about 4.3 by 2.2m which extended considerably south and north 
of the brick feature.  The final fill context removed from the cut north of the brick structure (4914) 
was context 4838 which was about 1200mm by 1100mm with a depth of up to 70mm made up 
mainly of demolition material (sandstock brick rubble and shell mortar fragments) and sat directly on 
natural sand.  The final context (5014) removed from the centre of the brick structure (4914) was 
basically a deposit of ash of up to 100mm thickness which also occupied up to about 1m of the area 
to the south.  The last fill context (5096) from the area altogether was made up of light brown sand 
including some specks of charcoal creating a slope at the south end of the cut (5094) the surface of 
this deposit was recorded as context 5095.  The cut for the original construction of the brick feature 
and the sandstone wall was context 5094.  
 
The features could be interpreted as follows.  The brick structure could have been the bottom part of 
some kind of kiln or oven.  The presence of the ash deposit (5014) points in that direction.  There was 
also some evidence of burning visible in the mortar between the brick courses (Photo 2-14).  This 
however does not quite seem extensive enough for a permanently used fireplace.  Some blackening 
was seen on top of the bricks in the north wall which could have been the base of the fire box.  The 
cut (5091) extends about 1.5m north of the structure and appears to have been dug when the structure 
was demolished maybe to salvage building materials. It cut he wall trench (4912) and (5078) of the 
main eastern building and exposes the east side of the fireplace (4913).  The area to the south of the 
brick structure (4914) and east of the stone wall (4915) appeared to be different and the area does not 
appear to have been re-cut.  There was a gentle slope (5095) towards the centre opening in the brick 
structure which appears deliberate and ash may have been dragged out of the fire place that way.  No 
real explanation can be offered for the stone wall (4915).  It is possible that it had a corresponding 
wall on the east side of the cut (5094) which might have supported a timber floor but there was no 
evidence supporting this theory.  The brick and stone structure was most likely built in Phase 3.2 – 
Hassall Occupation and was in use up to demolition in Phase 5. 
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Photo 2-11: Half section through demolition fills (4805, 4837) within the brick structure 4914, note the burnt 
black deposits underneath the demolition fills, looking north. Note the fill in the large pit (4824) on 
the left. Scale 1m   

 

Photo 2-12: Brick structure 4914 with buff yellow shell mortar, looking south following the removal of the fill 
deposits shown in Photo 2-11. Scale 1m 
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Photo 2-13: Stone structure (4915) adjoining brick structure (4914) to the north, looking west. Scale 1m 
 

Photo 2-14: The yellow shell mortar has been burnt and changed to an orange colour and there is blackening at 
the base of the brick wall in structure 4914, looking east.   
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Photo 2-15: Structures 
4914 and 4915 after 
removal of fills. The 
stone fireplace (4913) of 
the eastern structure is 
visible in the left 
background as are the 
remains of a brick wall 
(4923) in front of it, 
looking north. The 
robbed trench (5078) for 
the eastern structure is 
arrowed. The two early 
post holes are visible. 
Scale 1m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Brick wall  
A section of what was probably the base course of a brick footing (4923) was located 800mm south 
of the fireplace (4913) and 700mm west of the brick structure (4914) (Photo 2-15).  The bricks used 
were flat sandstock bonded with sandy yellow-shell mortar similar to the mortar used in the brick 
structure (4914).  The feature was up to 1200mm long and 400mm wide, running east-west with a 
possible 90 degree right angle return towards the south, at the east end.  There were a construction 
cut (4925) and demolition fill (4924) associated with the feature which were visible in plan and in the 
section in the RTA trench to the west.  About 1m to the west and in line with feature (4923) was a 
trace of what could have been a wall trench (fill (5097), cut (5098)).  This trace was only a smear but 
could have been part of the north wall of an outbuilding together with footing 4923.  The 
construction of this building would have probably taken place in phase 3.2, with occupation in 
Phases 3.2 and 4.  The fills (4924) and (5097) have been assigned to Phase 5. 
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Pits 
Two rectangular pits (4824, 4817) were found immediately to the south and southeast of structure 
(4914) and (4915) (Photos 2-15, 2-16, 2-17; Plans 2, 3).  The western pit (4824) measured 1800mm 
by 1200mm and contained between 210mm and 500mm of dark brown to grey fill (4803) containing 
some slate and sandstone fragments but very few artefacts.  The pit had straight sides and a flat base 
cut into the natural reddish brown sand.  Traces of upright timber boards (4825), which had either 
been driven or sunken slightly into the natural sand, could be seen after the removal of the fill (Photo 
2-16).  There was no timber base.  The second pit (cut 4817) measured around 2200mm by 1200mm 
and was between 200mm and 350mm deep with an irregularly-shaped base sloping towards the south 
(Photo 2-17).  The fill (4804) consisted of dark brown sand and charcoal fragments.  The pit was cut 
by two post holes (4809) and (4813) which appeared to date most likely to the twentieth-century 
occupation (Phase 6).  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2-16: Pit 4824 
with traces of upright 
timber boards around 
the perimeter of the cut, 
shown as narrow black  
rectangles, looking 
north. Scale 1m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2-17: Pit 4817 
southeast of brick 
structure 4914, looking 
north.  Post holes 4813 
(right) and 4809 are 
thought to be belong to 
the twentieth-century 
houses. Scale 1m 
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Post holes 
Two features (5022, 5026) only became visible after the removal of all the fills associated with 
structures (4914) and (4915) (Photo 2-15; Plans 2, 3).  One of the features (5022) was definitely a 
post hole with probably a round post with a diameter of 90mm.  The cut (5022) measured about 
500mm by 400mm.  The post pipe was 120mm deep and due to the post being pulled out roughly 
oval shaped.  The other was a shallow cut (5026) about 550mm by 300mm and only 50mm deep.  
These two features probably date to the early stages of Phase 3.2 – Hassall Occupation. 
 
There was a row of north-south running cuts along the boundary to Argus lane (Plans 2, 3).  One of 
them was clearly a post hole.  The cut (5030) measured 210mm by 300mm with a post pipe in the 
northwest corner of 100mm diameter.  The remaining cut was only about 400mm deep.  The other 
cuts did not show post pipes and were shallow, between 20mm and 100 mm deep.  The fill consisted 
of brown sand and no artefacts were found.  These features could have been part of a boundary fence 
during the Hassall House period of occupation (Phase 3.2 to 4).  The were considerably cut down by 
twentieth-century activities on the site.  
 
 
Topsoil/occupation 
Four contexts were investigated which could be identified as topsoil or occupation deposits 
connected with activities around the eastern structures.  Context (5021) was a shallow dark grey 
brown sandy deposit with flecks of charcoal (Plans 2, 3).  It was located at the northeast corner of 
structure (4914) about 1500mm by 1000mm in area and up to 70mm deep.  Context (5033) is series 
of shallow depressions with depths of up to 150mm filled with mottled brown sand.  These 
depressions cover an area of about 1200mm by 900mm at the southeast corner of (4914) and were 
most likely created through gardening activities.  Contexts (5045) and (5064) were patchy dark 
brown sandy topsoil with some inclusions of charcoal and specks of sandstock brick within the main 
building.  A small portion of this context was excavated alongside one of the RTA trenches (Photo 2-
18).   
 
 

 
 
 
 
Photo 2-18: 
Remnant topsoil 
(5045) within an 
area of eastern 
building, looking 
southeast. Scale 
1m 
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Others  
There was a small section of about 1m of a shallow up to 100mm deep trench (5046) filled with dark 
grey brown sand which contained several pieces of lead glaze ceramic (4826) (Plans 2, 3).  This 
trench was cut by a later RTA trench leaving a width of only 250mm.  While it may have been part of 
a Phase 3 structure twentieth-century disturbance has removed most of this evidence.   
 
 
2.2.5 Phase 2 – Pre-Hassall House Features (c1790-c1804 or 1814) 
 
Timber Structure 
A group of post holes in the centre of Area A were identified as belonging to Phase 2.  The main 
criterion for this decision was the absence of building debris and artefacts in the post hole packing or 
fills.  Altogether sixteen post holes have been assigned to this group.  They form two north-south 
running rows, with seven or eight post holes each, about 4.5 m long and about 3.5 m apart.  The 
western row is approximately 7m to the east of the cellar.  The spacing between posts is just over 
600mm on average, which corresponds with the imperial measurement of 2 feet.  Most of the post 
holes were squarish or rectangular and the posts all appeared to be round.  The post hole packing fills 
are sand in various shades of yellow, brown and reddish brown.  The largest post hole cut measured 
around 550mm by 450mm, the smallest 310mm by 310mm.  The diameter of the post pipes ranged 
between 70mm and 210mm and the depth of the post pipes between about 200mm and 300mm.   Post 
hole 4887 may have been a recut of 4889 and it is noted that 4899 is slightly our of alignment (Plans 
2, 3).  
 
 

Photo 2-19: Phase 2 post holes which constitute the eastern and western wall lines of the early timber structure 
with a large circular feature (5020) in the centre, looking north.  Note the asbestos pipes to the north, 
this area was not subject to excavation due to OH&S reasons. Scale 1m 

 
 
The western row appears to continue north as there are three more post holes which seem to be in 
line.  These post holes are however much wider spaced and the packing fills all contained building 
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debris which means that they were dug after Hassall House was demolished, post-Phase 5.  They are 
therefore placed in Phase 6.  Two of these post holes were recorded as contexts (4861) and (4981).  
There were no signs of any east-west row at the northern end and only a few patches of darker sand 
at the southern end, none of which turned out to be post holes. 
 
As far as the evidence goes the early post holes could be the remains of a kind of simple shelter used 
before the construction of Hassall House.  The absence of demolition debris in this Area is especially 
significant as all the post holes are located within the footprint of Hassall House.  If they were dug 
after the demolition of the house the backfill would definitely have contained some traces of cultural 
debris of the previous 80 to 100 years.    
 
Context numbers of western post holes (Plans 2, 3): 

Post pipe fill 4860 4867 4956 4973 4871 4969 4856  
Post pipe cut 4861 4868 4957 4974 4872 4970 4857  
Post hole packing 4862 4869 4958 4975 4873 4971 4858 4904 
Post hole cut 4863 4870 4959 4976 4874 4972 4859 4903 

 
Context numbers of eastern post holes (Plans 2, 3): 

Post pipe fill 4902 4898 4878 4882 4886 4892 4908  
Post pipe cut 4901 4897 4877 4881 4885 4891 4907  
Post hole packing  4900 4896 4876 4880 4884 8490 4906 4888 
Post hole cut 4899 4895 4875 4879 4883 4889 4905 4887 

 
Comment by Mary Casey 
The size of the footprint 4.3m by 3.5m (14ft by 11.4ft) does not suggest that this was extensive 
structure.  The typical convict hut is 12ft by 24ft (3.7m by 7.4m) which is almost twice as long.  
Therefore this structure is no more than the equivalent of a room of a small timber structure.   While 
it is possible that there may have been a larger timber building there is no surviving evidence for this.    
 
It is possible the timber structure may have been part of the early house, such as a verandah or a lean 
to.  There is no real stratigraphic evidence to phase it as either Phase 2 or 2.1.  Although it is more 
logical to place it within Phase 2, based on the evidence of the stone used in the cellar, the brick 
demolition material found within the cellar and the 1870s photo of the house (Section 2, Fig. 2-12, 
Vol 1).   
 
 
Circular feature 
An almost circular cut with a diameter of about 2.25m was located in the centre of the timber 
structure (Photo 2-19, Plans 2, 3).  The cut (5020) had vertical sides and a quarter of it was excavated 
by hand to nearly 1.5m.  The fill (5019) consisted of clean sand, probably the same sand that was 
taken out in the first place.  There were absolutely no artefacts in the fill and the overall depth was 
probably about 1.8m.  A machine had to be used to excavate the feature so that the sides could be 
benched and the fill was hardly distinguishable from the soft natural sand.  This made the detection 
of the bottom of the pit, which was not marked by any structural features, impossible.  The actual 
bottom of the feature could not be identified.  The feature was cut by two Phase 6 post holes 
 
The interpretation of this feature is guesswork but given the absence of any building debris and 
artefacts it should be considered to pre-date the Hassall House.  It may have been the attempt to dig a 
well in the wrong place and work was therefore abandoned and the hole refilled.  If the shelter 
structure came earlier or later could not be determined.   
 
Comment by Mary Casey 
While similar in size to the well cut to the south its location as a possible well is an odd choice, so 
close to the George Street property boundary rather than further to the south, at the rear of any likely 
structures.  A similar large circular feature was found at the Conservatorium of Music within the 
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Verbrugghen Hall area.  It was also backfilled with clean sand.  This feature was the location for a 
crane for building twentieth-century additions to the building.  It is possible that this large hole acted 
in the same way for a crane or other machinery used for the construction of the 1960s RTA buildings 
which would place this feature in Phase 7 rather than Phase 1.  The location of this feature within the 
centre of the two lines of post holes which form the early timber structure appears to suggest a 
relationship between these two elements.  While we thought this was the case for some time in the 
end we have decided that it was coincidental rather than the result of deliberate behaviour or choices 
or of a relationship between the various elements.   
 
 
2.2.6 Phase 1 – Aboriginal Occupation and Natural Landscape  
All of the above features were generally found in the natural reddish brown to light brown sand 
(5051).  A separate number (5050) was given to the natural sand in the brick feature (4914). 
 
A good natural soil profile was observed during the excavation of the brick well (5081) (Photo 2-9).  
The reddish brown fairly soft sand gradually changes to light brown to buff and to almost white then 
to compact red brown at about RL 4.60m and finally abruptly to a clayey light grey at about RL 
3.75m.  The top level was at RL 6.27m.  This profile is however only representative for the area 
around the well.   
 
For more details on the nature of the soils and topography see Vol 1. Section 4.   
 
An extensive archaeological program recorded the Aboriginal remains on the site:   
Jo McDonald Cultural Heritage Management  2005  Archaeological Salvage Excavation of Site RTA-

G1, 109-113 George Street, Parramatta, NSW, October 2005 
See Section 3.3 for the overview of results on this project.  
 
 
2.3 Results Area B 
 
2.3.1 Phase 8 – Surface collection and demolition of RTA (2003 and 2004) 
The RTA footings were less intrusive in Area B which meant that more of the modern material could 
be removed by machine (Photo 2-20).  Any surface finds and artefacts collected during machining 
and cleaning will be identified as contexts (4801) and (5067).   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2-20: View to 
northwest showing 
parts of Area B, near 
the end of the 
excavation program.  
The large trench in 
the centre was an 
existing sewer line.  
Scale 1m 
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2.3.2 Phase 7 – Rubbish dump/site preparation and construction of RTA (1960s) 
A large amount of contaminated fill, over 4m deep, was removed from an area of about 30m by 25m 
in the southeast corner of the site (Photo 2-2).  This part of the site seems to have served as large 
scale rubbish dump between the demolition of the twentieth-century houses and the construction of 
the RTA buildings.  A large pit appears to have been dug extending beyond the boundaries of the 
study site under Argus Lane to the east and under Union Street in the south, possibly for the purpose 
of extracting clean sand or for infilling a creekline.  The pit was then refilled with household waste 
and demolition material.  Context (5067) contains some finds from this area of the site.   
 
 
2.3.3 Phase 6 – Twentieth-century housing 
No features found in Area B were considered to be associated with Phase 6.   
 
 
2.3.4 Phases 3, 4 and 5 – Construction, Occupation and Demolition of the Hassall 

House 
 
Central Structure – Possibly Dairy 
The machine removal of scattered demolition material (5032) of sandstock bricks, shell mortar and a 
few pieces of mudstone flagging revealed the remains of a structure in the centre of the site, 
approximately 9.5m south of the cellar (5043) and 1.8m south of the well (5081) (Photo 2-21; Plans 
1, 4).  Evidence for the remains of this structure consisted of three external wall trenches (5042/5036) 
with possibly one internal wall (5084/5085).  The trenches (5042) contained demolition fill and 
mixed sand which was removed by hand.  The south trench contained a stretch of wall footing (5037) 
made of flat sandstock bricks and buff shell mortar, about 2.85m long, 340mm wide and only one 
course of brick survived (Photo 2-22; Plan 4).  The line of this wall was interrupted where it joined 
the north-south running interior wall trench (5085).  The remaining length of the southern trench was 
about 6.8m with a maximum depth 200mm.  Approximately 5m remained of the northern trench; it 
was up to 300mm deep, its width is uncertain as the southern edge was removed by the modern sewer 
trench.  The eastern trench was 3.8m long, 400mm wide and 250mm deep.  An east-west modern 
sewer trench, 800mm wide, cut through the northern end of the eastern trench (Photos 2-21, 2-22).   
 
A small portion of brick work (5037) up to three bricks high, 340mm wide and about 500mm long 
survived at the western end of the southern trench.  There were no traces of the western wall or wall 
trench left which was removed by the cut for a large manhole for the sewer towards the west (Photo 
2-23).  The interior wall may have been supported by a timber bearer (5084), traces of which were 
found within trench 5085, which was probably sitting on a brick pier, measuring 270mm by 230mm, 
found in the northern half of this trench.  This building was 3.6m wide and judging by the location of 
the interior wall probably 6m long.   
 
An additional feature found in connection with this building was the bottom of a sandstock brick box 
drain (5038) made of the same kind  of bricks as the footings (5037) (Photo 2-23).  The drain ran 
east-west about 2m north of the south wall with a slope towards the west.  A stretch of about 1.7m 
consisting of a base 230mm wide made of bricks laid across the direction of the drain and up to two 
courses of the side walls survived in the west half of the building.  Although there is a slight irregular 
depression in the east half of the building, the drain appears to have stopped in the centre and did not 
continue eastwards.  The fill (5039) over the drain was made up of brick rubble and sand. 
 
The building was most likely rectangular with two internal rooms or at least an internal division.  The 
drain most likely started in the centre taking liquid waste away from the interior of the building.  The 
pieces of flat mudstone found in the demolition fill are indicators for a stone paved floor which, 
together with the drain, could suggest that this building was used for domestic animals.  This 
building might have been demolished prior to the rest of the estate in Phase 5 as it is not present on 
the Auction plan from 1882.  Its construction and usage falls within Phases 3.2 and 4.   
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Photo 2-21: Central structure with well and cellar in background, looking north. Scale 1m 
 

Photo 2-22: Central building with drain (5038) in centre and surviving wall footing (5037) to the right, looking 
east.  The strip of yellow clay material on the left is the fill of a modern sewer trench. The black line 
outlines the surviving footprint of this structure.  Scale 1m 

sewer 
trench 

drain 
5038 
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Photo 2-23: Central structure showing the northern trench with a brick pier, the yellow backfilled sewer line 
cut through the northern part of this structure, looking west.  Note how the western ground slopes 
steeply down to the sewer access hole. Scale 1m.  

 
 
Pits in Area B 
 
Western pits3 
A series of inter-cut pits were discovered in the southwest area of the site, Area B.  These features 
were located at the rear of Hassall House.  Initially the fills of the pits were half-sectioned in order to 
understand their relative stratigraphy, after which the fills were completely excavated, with the 
exception of fill 5017 (cut 5018) which remained half sectioned due to its depth and fill 5015 (cut 
5016).  Soil and pollen samples were recovered from many of the fills (Section 8.4).  All 
archaeological deposits and remains were assigned a separate context number for which a context 
sheet was filled in detailing information about the deposit.  All of the pit features had both a pre and 
post-excavation to scale drawings and both stages were also photographed. 
 
Four distinct groups of inter-cut pits were found in this southwestern area of the site.  These four 
groups will be discussed separately.  The individual pit features will be identified primarily by their 
cut numbers.  The pits are on Plans 4, 5 and 6 and Photos 2-24, 2-25.   
 
Group 1 
Against the western limit of the study area are two inter-cut features (Photos 2-24, 2-25), rectilinear 
pit feature 4816 which cut an earlier pit 4820.  The pit cut 4816 measured approximately 2m by 1m, 
with a depth of up to 300mm.  It contained fill 4815, grey brown sandy silt with occasional charcoal 
flecks and sandstock brick fragments.  There was evidence of hoe or shovel marks in the base of the 
cut (4816), suggesting it may have been used as a garden bed.  Pit 4816 was cut into sub-circular 
feature 4820.  This pit contained two distinct fills, 4818 and 4819, with a combined depth of 
c650mm.  Fill 4818 had various layers of laminated fill, namely charcoal-flecked orange brown or  

                                                      
3 This section was written by Tim Adams with additions by Franz Reidel.  
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Photo 2-24: Pit 4816 and fill 4815, and pit 4820 with fills 4818 and 4819, looking east.  Compare Plans 5, 6. 
Scale 1m 

Photo 2-25: Pits 4816 and 4820 after excavation of the fill, looking east. Compare Plans 5, 6. Scale 1m 
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buff brown sandy silt and charcoal-flecked grey silty clay as well as bands of charcoal and inclusions 
such as crushed shell, fragments of sandstock bricks and crushed bone.  The lower fill (4819) was 
made up of grey clayey sandy silt with occasional charcoal flecks and sandstock brick fragments.  
There were thin sandy laminated layers at the base of the pit suggesting that the pit was left open for 
a period of time.  Soil and pollen samples were taken from fill 4818 (sample nos 2 and 3) and fill 
4819 (samples 1 and 4).  Sample no. 3 was analysed for pollen and the results are discussed in 
Section 8.4.   
 
Group 2 
Approximately 10m to the east of the two most western pits (4816 and 4820) was a second group of 
pits (Photos 2-26, 2-27, 2-28).  This group consisted of three features or pits, 5001, 5018 and 5041.  
Feature 5001 was filled with 5000, a pale grey sandy fill mottled with buff redeposited natural sand.  
It had occasional charcoal flecks throughout and approximately 5 percent was small sandstock brick 
fragments.  Towards its base the fill changed to laminated buff sandy layers, suggesting it was left 
open for a while after it was initially excavated, allowing sand to blow in.  This fill contained many 
artefacts including large amounts of assorted butchered bone, suggesting it was used as a domestic 
rubbish pit.  Soil and pollen samples were taken from fill 5000 (sample numbers 39 and 40).  Sample 
39 was analysed for pollen and the results are discussed in Section 8.4.    
 
Pit cut 5001 was rectilinear in plan with slightly undercut vertical sides and a stepped base.  It 
measured 2.05m x 1.5m, with a depth of 700mm at the top of the step and 1000mm at its deepest 
point.  Feature 5001 cut into an earlier feature (5018) on its southern edge and 5041 on its northern 
edge.  The stratigraphic relationship between these two earlier features is unknown because of the 
disturbance of the later feature, 5001.  It is possible they were contemporary.  Cut 5018 was sub-
rectangular in plan with irregular sides that sloped gently inwards, and then bulged in before 
straightening towards the base.  The base of the pit was flat.  This feature measured 1.75m x 1.10m 
and had a depth of 1.5m.  It was not fully excavated due to its depth.  This deep pit was filled with 
5017, which consisted of four distinct fills.  The most recent fill consisted of mottled redeposited buff 
sands with a depth of c800mm at its deepest point.  The next fill was a grey brown sandy fill with a 
slight clay content and a depth of c500mm.  It contained charcoal flecks, sandstock-brick fragments 
and assorted artefacts.  Soil and pollen samples 29 and 30 were taken from this layer.  Sample 29 was 
analysed for pollen and the results are discussed in Section 8.4.  This brown sand layer appears to 
have been emptied out at some point, before the feature was refilled with the buff sands.  Beneath the 
brown sand was another layer of mottled buff sands with a depth of c200mm, below which was 
c200mm of very fine damp sand.  The depth and small rectangular shape of this feature suggests it 
may have been a cesspit.   
 
Feature 5041 was an irregular-shaped cut between 350mm and 500mm deep and up to 2.1 m long 
with a width between 600mm and 1m, filled with 5040, very fine brown sand with patches of 
compact red and grey sand mottled with buff sand and inclusions of charcoal and sandstock-brick 
fragments.  This feature could represent the cut for several postholes, as its base appeared to consist 
of three separate rounded depressions.   
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Photo 2-26: Fills 5040, 5000 
and 5017, looking south. Scale 
1m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2-27: 
Pit 5001 and 
5018 half 
sectioned, 
looking south. 
Pit 5018 may 
have been a 
cesspit. Scale 
1m 
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Photo 2-28: Pits 5041, 5001, 5018, looking north. Scale 1m 
 
 

Photo 2-29: Pit 4830 and timber lined pit 4846/4847, looking northeast. Note the discolouration of the early fill 
5015 in pit 5016 into which the timber-lined pit cuts. Scale 1m 
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Photo 2-30: Timber-lining 4846 
of pit/cut 4847, the timber base 
plates (4846) still remained, 
looking east. Scale 1m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2-31: 
Timber-lined 
pit 4847, 
looking south. 
Scale 1m 
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Groups 3 
The next group of features (Photos 2-29, 2-30, 2-31) was located 2m to the east of features (5001), 
(5018) and (5041) (Plans 5, 6).  These consisted of two separate groups of pits which were probably 
the result of the re-excavation and re-cutting of two distinct pit features.  The more northerly of them 
consisted of three cuts: 4828, 4830 and 4832.  The most recent of these cuts (4828) was a rectangular 
pit with vertical sides and a flat, slightly undulating, base.  Its dimensions were 1.8m by 1.4m with a 
depth of between 400mm and 500mm.  Cut (4828) was filled with (4827), which consisted of 
assorted demolition-like fills, buff brown sandy shell mortar and sandstock bricks, separated by 
layers of grey sandy silt.  This fill could have come from the demolition of Hassall’s house or one of 
the outbuildings.   
 
Feature (4828) cut two earlier features (4830) and (4832).  These were two rectangular features 
measuring 2.35m by 1.65m to 1.85m with a depth of between 350mm and 500mm.  They appear to 
consist of the emptying out or re-cutting of the same rectangular feature and were filled with (4829) 
and (4831), two similar sandy silt fills with occasional sandstock bricks and charcoal flecks.  These 
fills were difficult to distinguish while excavating.  Few artefacts were found in these fills, although 
some lead-glazed ceramic and creamware were recovered from (4831).  Pollen and soil samples 9 
and 10 were taken from fill (4831).  Feature (4830) cut the second group of pit features discussed 
below and also posthole fill (4833) and cut (4834).  This posthole was thus stratigraphically early for 
this area of the site.  It consisted of a square cut c500mm in length filled with pale grey sandy silt.  
No post pipe was identified during excavation, the evidence for which could have been removed by 
the excavation of pit 4830. 
 
To the south of pit 4830 there was a rectangular cut (4845), with almost vertical sides and a flat base.  
It measured 2.4m by 1.2m with a depth of between 550mm and 650mm.  This cut was filled with 
context (4843), which consisted of various sandy tip layers sloping down to the north, representing 
the various fill episodes of the pit.  This feature cut into the fill of a second rectangular feature, 
(4847).  This feature consisted of a rectangular cut measuring 2.1m by 1.7m with a depth of between 
1.16m and 1.22m.  Its sides were vertical and the base uneven.  A shallow slot measuring up to 
400mm wide had been excavated around the edge of the base into which a timber frame (4846) had 
been placed to support the timber paling (4846) that lined the sides of the pit.  The timber used for 
the frame measured 100mm by 100mm with a length of either 2m or 1.58m.  The timber paling lining 
the sides was between 100mm to150mm wide and in places survived as only a distinct stain on the 
side of the cut.  Fill (4864), pale grey moist sandy silt, was found within the slot for the timber frame.  
Samples 21 and 22 were taken from this fill.  This timber lined pit was filled with (4844), a buff grey 
brown sandy silt with pale sandy patches throughout.  There were whole and fragmentary sandstock 
bricks and charcoal flecks within this fill.  The bricks measured either 220 by 110mm by 70mm or 
230mm by 110mm by 65mm.  They had no frog.  A sample of both kinds of brick was retained.  Soil 
and pollen samples 16 and 17 were collected from fill (4844).  Sample 16 was analysed and 
discussed in the Pollen Report, Section 8.4.  At the time of excavation the function of this timber-
lined pit was unclear.  It could have been a cesspit or a storage pit, possibly for cold storage or as a 
compost pit.  The pollen analysis does not support the use of this feature as a cesspit.  
 
Timber-lined pit feature (4847) cut into two earlier pits, 4955 and 5016.  The first was a smaller sub-
circular pit cut (4955) with sides that sloped down towards the base and measured 1300mm by 500mm 
with a depth of 300mm.  This cut was filled with (4954), a compact fine brown sand deposit with 
occasional sandstock brick and sandstone fragments.  Ceramic, glass and metal artefacts were found 
within this fill.  Beneath, and cut by, pit (4955) was feature (5016).  This was a large irregular-shaped cut 
in plan that became more rectangular towards the base.  It measured 3.3m by 2.3m with a depth of 
900mm.  The irregularity of the cut at its top may suggest it was originally a rectangular pit feature, 
possibly timber-lined, that was excavated out and replaced with timber-lined feature (4847).  Cut (5016) 
was filled with (5015).  This consisted of various sandy fill layers with occasional charcoal flecks, 
sandstock brick and sandstone fragments.  There were few finds within the fill, which may be further 
evidence of this feature being excavated out and replaced.  The ceramics found included early Chinese 
sherds, often from the same vessel.  Soil and pollen samples 22 and 23 were taken from this fill. 
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Group 4 
The fourth group of pits were two rectangular features (Photo 2-32) located 1.5m to the south of cut 
(5016).  Pit cut (5073) and fill (5074) was the most recent and cut the earlier feature, cut (5076) and 
fill (5077).  The later pit (5073) was about 2.25m long and up to 1.3m wide.  The depth of the 
irregular base measured between 70mm at the north end for about 500mm, then stepping down to 
600mm in the centre of the south half.  The cut (5073), although clearly visible in plan became 
almost impossible to clearly define in the lower levels.  The fill (5074) consisted of dark grey-brown 
sandy soil with some sandstone and sandstock-brick rubble and a range of artefacts.  The earlier pit 
(5076) was 2.25m long and 1.25m wide but and 500mm deep (in section).  The fill (5077) was not 
excavated but appeared to contain the same material as described in the later fill (5074) for the later 
pit (5073).  The irregular base of the pit feature and the difficulty faced by the excavators in 
determining the cut line could suggest more than one re-cut. 
 
Conclusions 
Four distinct groups of inter-cutting or re-cut pits were found in the southwestern area of the site.  
They were all located within a c20m by 15m area to the rear of Hassall’s house and are probably 
associated with the use of the house.  The various cuts probably represent the emptying out and re-
cutting of pits as they filled up, went out of use and additional pits were needed.  The functions of the 
pit features were not clear during excavation, however some conclusions can be made, and additional 
information about the specific functions may be revealed during post-excavation research when the 
artefacts and soil samples are analysed. 
 
The most interesting feature was the timber-lined pit (4847).  This appeared to represent the 
replacement of an earlier similar sized and shaped feature, pit 5016.  The timber lining suggests it 
was something more than a rubbish pit, possibly a cesspit or a storage pit, maybe for cold storage.  
Feature (5001) with its high percentage of artefacts, including butchered bone, was probably a 
domestic rubbish pit.  Feature (5018) with its small rectangular dimensions and greater depth to the 
other features, 1.5m, suggests to could have been a cesspit.  Rectangular feature (4816) with the 
shovel marks dug into its base was probably a small garden bed in the back garden of the Hassall's 
house. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Photo 2-32: 
Pit 5073 
after 
excavation 
with fill in 
section, 
looking east. 
Scale 1m 

5073
5076
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Photo 2-33: Pits 5041, 5001 and 5018 with pit 4830 and in background are cut 4830, timber-lined pit 
4847/4846 and partially excavated pit 5016, looking southeast. Scale 1m 

 
 
Eastern Pits 
Another series of pits was found, covering an area of about 15m by 5m, roughly in the centre of the 
site, adjacent to the extensive rubbish dump to the east and Union Street to the south (Plan 3, Photo 
2-34).  Altogether five pits were recorded in detail.  The northern most pit (5058) (Photo 2-35) was 
roughly rectangular (1450mm by 750mm) and about 450m deep with slightly inward sloping sides 
and oriented north-south.  It had a base made of flat sandstock brick (5057) remaining intact over 
slightly less than the southern half the length of the pit.  The fill (5056) was made up of brown red 
and yellow layered sand containing sandstock bricks from the pit base.  Moving about 1.7m to the 
south, the next pit (5054) was roughly oval shaped, 2.2m long and 1.3m wide with a flat base at a 
depth of 450mm rounding to vertical sides.  The fill (5053) was a mottled greyish brown mix with 
almost no artefacts.  This pit was only half sectioned and not further excavated.   
 
Approximately 500mm to the south was a rectangular-shaped pit (5063) with a straight northern end 
about 1.2m wide and with vertical sides.  The overall length was 2.3m.  The fill (5062) consisted of a 
mixture of dark grey and reddish brown sand and contained very few artefacts.  Therefore this feature 
was also only half sectioned and not completely excavated.   
 
Immediately to the east was another roughly rectangular-shaped pit (5061), about 1.85m long and 
850mm wide, stretched towards the east (Photo 2-36).  It was 400mm deep with straight sides and 
had a sandstock-brick base (5060) measuring about 1500mm by 700mm.  There was an possible 
extension also with bricks at the base at the east end.  It measured 500mm by 400mm and was only 
about 100mm deep.  Another extension was located at the south side of the pit.  It measured about 
700mm by 400mm and was about 300 mm deep cut into the natural with no brick base.  Both the 
extensions were recorded under the same cut number (5061).  The fill (5059) appeared the same in 
the main pit and the extensions.  It was made up of dark grey and red brown sand and contained only 
a few artefacts.   

5041
5001

5018

4830
5016

4847/4846
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The last pit (5068) (Photo 2-37) had an irregular outline of about 2.5m in diameter with a base of 
whole and half sandstock bricks and some mudstone (5069).  The base was roughly level with the 
surrounding area (RL 6.23m), making it a comparatively shallow pit.  The shallow fill (5070) and 
(5075) consisted of dark red brown sand with inclusions of charcoal and some artefacts as well as a 
thick metal sheet (300mm by 300mm) which was resting on the brick base.  There were no traces of 
walls inside the brick based pits.  And there were no signs of burning.  The other features in the area 
were found to be mainly shallow depressions or modern disturbances.  
 
The pits with the unusual brick bases could have been storage pits where some kind of floor was 
required to keep stored items goods off the sand possibly with a timber lid or similar cover laid over 
the top.  The absence of walls however was curious and given the relatively soft sand, collapses 
would have been unavoidable.  Maybe the brick base was just used as a marker for re-excavation.  
The fills excavated from the features were basically clean and gave no clues as to how the pits would 
have been used.  These pits most likely belong in Phases 3.2 and 4 and were probably related to 
gardening or storage purposes. 
 
 

Photo 2-34: View south over the eastern pits.  The dark spot in the foreground turned out to be a shallow 
discolouration rather than an archaeological feature, see Plan 3. Scale 1m 

 
 

5063

5058 

5054

5061 
5068 
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Photo 2-35: (above) Pit 5058 
with brick floor 5057, looking 
south. Scale 1m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2-36: Pit feature 5061 
with brick floor 5060, looking 
east. Scale 1m 
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Photo 2-37: Pit feature 5068 with irregular brick paving 5069, looking north. Scale 1m 
 
 

Photo 2-38: Pit feature 5063, looking north. It was mainly back filled with the same surround reddish sand as 
the surrounding natural. Scale 1m 
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2.3.5 Other Remains 
 
Area between western and eastern pits 
Only a handful of unimportant small features were revealed during the machining of this area.  A 
general photograph was taken (Photo 2-39).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2-39: Area between western and eastern pits looking south. Note the edge of the sewer line on the left. 

Scale 1m 
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Brick wall 
During the battering (for site safety reasons) of the southern boundary a small east-west oriented 
section of wall (5052) (Photo 2-40) was uncovered about 19.5m from the southeast corner of the 
property and about 600mm in from the Union Street boundary.  It was two bricks wide and a total of 
3 courses were revealed.  The masonry was of flat sandstock brick and yellow sandy mortar with 
only very few inclusion of shell.  The top of the wall was at about RL 6.40m.  The materials used 
suggest that this wall was contemporary with Hassall House. 
 
 

Photo 2-40: Sandstock brick wall along south boundary, context 5052, looking east. Scale 1m 
 
 
Fence line 
A row of postholes (5093) (Photo 2-41) was discovered during the removal of the overburden for the 
site sheds in the southwest corner about 6.5m from the Union Street boundary There were four 
distinct postholes with distinct post pipes spaced at approximately 6m from each other.  Two more 
postholes were found in between at irregular distances and two more post pipes were uncovered at 
the eastern end of the row.  The post pipes in the four main postholes appeared to be round and the 
two intermediate ones were rectangular. 
 
The age of these feature can not be accurately determined although the absence of any building 
debris in the posthole fills (5092) and the location north of the boundary line points to an early 
Hassall date like Phase 3.1 or Phase 3.2.  It was possibly a fence used to keep livestock away from 
the gardens. 
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Photo 2-41: Row of 
postholes in southwest corner 
of site, looking east. Scale 
1m 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2.3.6 Phase 2 – Pre-Hassall House Features (c1790-c1804) 
There were no obvious remains of phase 2 in Area B 
 
 
2.3.7 Phase 1 – Aboriginal Occupation and Natural Landscape 
An extensive archaeological program recorded the Aboriginal remains at the site:   

Jo McDonald Cultural Heritage Management  2005  Archaeological Salvage Excavation of 
Site RTA-G1, 109-113 George Street, Parramatta, NSW, October 2005 

See Section 3.3 for the overview of results on this project.  
 
The natural sand was reddish brown sand in the centre of Area B changing gradually to yellow/buff 
sand and to light grey clayey sand in the western part.  The context numbers for the natural sand in 
Area B is 5051.    
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Archaeological Matrix

AREA A

Phase 8
Demolition fill 4865 unstrat 4801 5067 unstratified

of RTA

1960s & 1970s

Phase 7
Site preparation wall cut 4866
and construction
of RTA building

20th century fencelines 20th century fencelines

post pipe fill 4841 4850 4854 4916 4933 4937 4941 4945 4977 4952 4963 4967 4978 4990 4994 5004 5008 5010 4920

Phase 6 post pipe cut 4842 5851 4855 4911 4932 4936 4940 4944 4948 4953 4964 4968 4979 4991 4995 5005 5009 5011 4921 pit fill 4949 4894 4918 4927 4929 5071
20th-century

housing post packing 4839 4848 4852 4910 4931 4935 4939 4943 4947 4950 4961 4965 4980 4992 4996 4999 5002 5006 5012 4920 pit cut 4960 4893 4917 4926 4928 5072

post hole cut 4840 4849 4853 4909 4930 4934 4938 4942 4946 4951 4962 4966 4981 4993 4997 4998 5003 5007 5013 4919

Phase 5
Hassall House

Demolition
1882 fill 4802 W. tr. fill 5087 Well fill 4835=5080 Ex tree 5034 5035 fill 4826 4924 5097 4912

Phase 4
Leasing of 

Hassall House
topsoil 5021 5064 5033 occupation dep? 5045

brick wall 4923 fireplace 4913 brick str.

wall cut 5046 wall cut 4925 5098 5078

Phase 3.2
Hassall occupation
c1804/1814-1834

Eastern structures

paving 5044

Phase 3.1 bedding 5065 structure 5081
Hassall House
Construction footing 5043 fill 5082
c1804/1814

cut 5086 wall trench 5088 well cut 5083
cut

Cellar Well

Early Timber Strucutre
W W W W W W W W E E E E E E E (E)

Phase 2 pipe fill 4856 4969 4871 4973 4956 4867 4860 pp fill 4908 4892 4886 4882 4878 4898  4902
Pre-Hassall House

pipe cut 4857 4970 4872 4974 4957 4868 4861 pp  cut 4907 4891 4885 4881 4877 4897  4901

post packing 4858 4971 4863 4975 4958 4869 4862 4904 p packing 4906 4890 4884 4880 4876 4896 4886 4900

post hole cut 4859 4972 4874 4976 4959 4870 4863 4903 ph cut 4905 4889 4883 4879 4875 4895 4887 4988

post holes from north to south fill 5019

circular 5020
cut

Phase 1
Aboriginal 
Occupation
and Natural Natural Sand 5051
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Phase 3.1
Hassall House
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Phase 2
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AREA A AREA B

Mod. fill 4806

Mod cut 5089

pp fill 4808 4812

pp cut 4807 4811 pit fill 4822

deposit 4823 ph fill 4810 4814 pit cut 4821

phcut 4809 4813

Other

demo 4805
demo 5032

demo 4837 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
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fill 4843 fill 5074 5055 5047

cut 5091 fill 4803 4804 pit fill 5056 5053 5059 5062 5070=5075 5000 cut 4845 pit 5073
pit 5001 5048
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surface 5095 4828
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wall beam pit cuts 5058 5054 5061 5063 5068 pit 4820 pit 5041 pit 4955
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Ceramics Report for 109-113 George Street, Parramatta 
 
 
1.0       Introduction 
 
1.1 Background1 
The excavation at 109 to 113 George Street, Parramatta, was located on the southern side of George 
Street and was bounded by Union Street at the rear southern side and by Argus Lane on its eastern 
side. 
 
Prior to the archaeological excavation taking place a 1960s two-storey brick building with below 
ground parking space was located at 109 George Street, with the former 1960s RTA building located 
at 113 George Street.  The construction of the underground parking space at 109 George Street was 
believed to have destroyed any archaeology at this location and because of this the excavation 
focused solely on the property of 113 George Street. 
 
The transfer of a 14-year lease on a George Street site by Governor John Hunter to the Reverend 
Rowland Hassall was made on 18 October 1799.  On this same day another lease was made to 
Charles Smith for land immediately adjacent to Hassall’s property.  On 24 May 1803 Smith sold his 
lease to Hassall.  Also in 1803, on 1 September, another 14-year lease was made for land within the 
study area to an Obediah Ikin.  On 29 August 1805 Ikin sold his land to Hassall. 
 
By c1804 Rowland Hassall had built a house on George Street, with bricks from England shipped out 
as ballast.  The house comprised 13 rooms, an attic and a cellar.  Outbuildings included a kitchen, a 
dairy and a schoolroom. 
 
Reverend Hassall had arrived in the colony via Tahiti, where he had been a missionary with the 
London Missionary Society.  Upon arrival in New South Wales in 1798 he continued to preach, as 
well at to acquire land and to hold a number of government posts.  Hassall preached from his 
Parramatta home, holding services in a barn. 
 
The Hassall house also became a base for visiting missionaries of the London Missionary Society 
and in 1813 his son, Thomas Hassall, opened the very first Sunday school in Australia.  A printing 
press also operated from these premises, producing various religious tracts. 
 
Reverend Rowland Hassall died on 31 August 1820, leaving his three combined parcels of leased 
land to his wife Elizabeth, and then to his son Thomas, upon her death.  Rowland’s will mentioned 
the house with garden, yard, buildings, premises and paddocks. 
 
The Hassall family continued to hold the property over a number of decades, with the family selling 
the land by auction on 30 September 1882.  In 1884 all the buildings were demolished and the land 
subdivided into various allotments.  Houses were built along the George Street and Union Street 
frontages post 1895.  In the 1960s the RTA building was erected at 113 George Street. 
 
Although the site was originally expected to have a high degree of archaeological potential, further 
investigation of the area prior to excavation revealed this to be unlikely.  The foundations to the RTA 
building had required the use of strip footings to provide stability on the sandy soil and these had a 
greater impact than typical pier footings.  There were also numerous intermediary footings.  In-
ground petrol tanks were also located in three areas in the southeastern area of the site.  Additional 
contamination of the southeast corner was found existing in 3 to 4 metres of fill, where the area 
appeared to have been used as a later rubbish dump. 
 

                                                      
 
1 Background information regarding the site comes from Casey & Lowe:2003 
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Archaeological testing proved that the historic remains had been considerably disturbed and that the 
more substantial remains had been removed from site.  Testing indicated that the Hassall house had 
been mostly removed at its demolition and the construction of the RTA building in the 1960s had 
caused further destruction.  Overall the site evidenced considerable twentieth century disturbance. 
 
The excavation site was divided into two areas, Area A was the northern half of the site and Area B 
was the southern half of the site.2 Area A featured structural remains whereas Area B featured a 
number of pits. 
 
Area A featured the remains of five structures.  These were the cellar of the c1804 Hassall house; a 
brick well; a small rectangular timber structure; a mostly robbed brick building, and a brick structure 
- possibly a furnace - next to a large rectangular building with a surviving partial chimney base. 
 
Only the lowest course of the c1804 cellar walling and part of the stone floor paving was found as 
evidence of the 13-roomed Hassall house.  The small rectangular timber structure was evidenced by 
postholes.  It also featured a large circular feature backfilled with sterile fill.  The mostly robbed 
brick building featured a single course of surviving wall and part of a box drain in the centre - was 
this the dairy?  The well was located between the house and the previously mentioned robbed brick 
building.  The bricks found in the well and as part of the remnant out buildings were flat sandstocks, 
supporting an early construction date.  The well would have played an important role in the house’s 
infrastructure.  The possible flue structure was located immediately adjacent to a stone fireplace that 
was all that survived of the building fabric of the adjacent building. 
 
Area B contained various recut pits associated with the c1804 to 1882 period of occupation of the 
site. 
              
 
1.2 Aims of Report 
The excavation permit application for the site identified a series of Research Questions.  Those 
considered to be the most suitable for the ceramics are as follows: 

• What information can the ceramics provide on consumer choices, market availability and 
living standards for the sites occupants?  Life in the Hassall household through its material 
culture and patterns of consumption.  Evidence for the nature of childhood? 

• Nature of early agricultural practices and/or evidence for dairying through analysis of early 
pottery? 

• Evidence of early ceramics in the form of Chinese porcelain, creamware and lead-glazed 
earthenwares. 

 
1.3 Methodology 
The methodology used to catalogue the ceramics was developed by Dr Mary Casey.3  The catalogue 
sheets used an individual catalogue number for each artefact entry (ceramics using numbers #35,400-
#36,473); the context number where item found; the shape of the item (cup, plate, etc); the general 
function (food, alcohol, household, etc); the specific function (teaware, tableware, serving, etc); the 
fabric (stoneware, fine earthenware, etc); portion (whole, body, base, etc); decoration (Sponge, Salt 
Glaze, Blue Transfer Print, etc); pattern (“Asiatic Pheasants”, etc); country of manufacture; mark 
(ticked if basemark or inscription present); rim diameter (in millimetres); joins (context and 
catalogue number); item; fragments; weight; brief description (includes mark description and info on 
maker); from and to date; box (final location of item for storage). 
 

                                                      
 
2 Information on all context numbers and archaeological features mentioned within this report was found in the 
excavation trench report – Reidel 2005, Vol 2, Section 7 this report.  
3 Casey, Mary 2004  ‘Falling through the cracks: method and practice at the CSR site, Pyrmont’, Australasian 
Historical Archaeology, 21: 27-43. 
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The minimum item count (MIC) was ascertained both by the individual catalogue number and the 
item number.  Where items were too small to ascertain much more than perhaps just the decoration, 
these were put together in the one entry and listed in the fragments column only, with nothing put 
under items and “miscellaneous body sherds” written in description.  Items, which conjoined 
between contexts, were only entered once under the ‘item’ column to avoid doubling up on numbers, 
with the number of fragments entered in all cases. 
 
Although a ceramic type series was not undertaken, the methodology used included a running pattern 
series that incorporated other sites excavated by Casey and Lowe Pty Ltd.  When a pattern could not 
be identified by name a number was assigned to it and this was used every time it was found on 
either this or other sites, or until the pattern name was identified and then it was replaced on the 
database (ie, Blue Transfer Print 39).  This number appears on the catalogue sheets under ‘pattern’. 
 
 
1.4 Authorship 
Rowan Ward wrote the substance of this report and catalogued all the ceramic artefacts. 
 
 
1.5 List of Illustrations 
 
PHOTOS 
Photo 1: Front row l-r: jar (4802/#35622), penny ink (4801/#35618), ink bottle (5067/#35683), blacking bottle 

(5067/#35682).  Back row l-r: stout bottles (4802/35620 and 4802/#35621), blacking bottle 
(5067/#35681), jar (5067/#35684), ginger beer bottle (5067/#35680).  Artefact photo 032. 

Photo 2: “Italian” pattern plate (4804/#35435).  Artefact photo 022. 
Photo 3: Pomatum pot lids (5074/#36317 and 4844/#35950).   Artefact photo 041. 
Photo 4: Front row l-r: pomatum pot lids (5074/#36317 and 4844/#35950), a blue handpainted and glided 

Chinese porcelain lid (context 4844/#36350).  Back row l-r: “Italian Scenery” pattern washbasin 
(4844/#35953), “Lady Peel” pattern poe (5074/#36324).  Artefact photo 039. 

Photo 5: “Rhine” pattern vegetable dish (5074/#36297).  Artefact photo 044. 
Photo 6: Front row l-r: “Abbey” pattern plate (5074/#36318), “Gothic” pattern saucer (4804/#35437).  Back 

row l-r: “Lady Peel” poe (5074/#36324), “Nice” pattern plate (5070/#36202).  Artefact photo 003. 
Photo 7: Left: fine stoneware ginger jar (5067/#35679); Front: ginger jar lid (5074/#36370); Back: blue 

handpainted and gilded porcelain lid (4844/#36350).  Artefact photo 008. 
Photo 8: Front: bowl/washbasin (4801/#35641); Back row l-r: poes (4837/#35659, 4801/#35640).  Artefact photo 075. 
Photo 9: Left to right: pan (4818/#36453), basin/bowl (4826/#35657, 4910/#35666), pan (4818/#36451).  

Artefact photo 092. 
Photo 10: Crock with lug handles (4815/#36449).  Artefact photo 089. 
Photo 11: Example of “Palestine” pattern.  Snyder 1997:23. 
Photo 12: Example of “Palestine” pattern.  Snyder 1997:23. 
Photo 13: Example of the William Adams basemark used on the “Palestine” pattern.  Snyder 1997:23. 
Photo 14: Side view of child’s mug (5074/#36320).  Pattern series number 102 (grn tp). 
Photo 15: Side view of child’s mug (5074/#36320).  Pattern series number 102 (grn tp). 
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2.0 Discussion / Overview 
 
2.1 Discussion/ Overview 
The amount of ceramic fragments recovered from across the site numbered 2369, reflecting a 
minimum item count (MIC) total of 1037 individual items.  Table 2.1 
 

Context MIC % No. Frags %  
4801 38 3.7  41 1.7   
4802 6 0.6  3 0.1   
4803 14 1.4  32 1.4   
4804 22 2.1  76 3.2   
4805 57 5.5  110 4.6   
4806 17 1.6  29 1.2   
4815 35 3.4  64 2.7   
4818 5 0.5  9 0.4   
4819 2 0.2  2 0.1   
4822 13 1.3  16 0.7   

Table 2.1: Contexts containing ceramics 
Red = Area A contexts with ceramics 
associated with structures and pits. 
Blue = Area B contexts with ceramics 
associated with pits. 
 

4823 20 1.9  21 0.9    
4826 2 0.2  8 0.3    
4827 18 1.7  19 0.8    
4831 5 0.5  5 0.2    
4835 17 1.6  22 0.9    
4837 35 3.4  45 1.9    
4839 1 0.1  1 0.0    
4841 2 0.2  2 0.1    
4843 119 11.5  232 9.8    
4844 118 11.4  565 23.8    
4852 3 0.3  4 0.2    
4865 2 0.2  2 0.1    
4894 3 0.3  3 0.1    
4910 5 0.5  5 0.2    
4912 1 0.1  6 0.3    
4921 1 0.1  1 0.0    
4927 1 0.1  1 0.0    
4954 4 0.4  9 0.4    
4990 4 0.4  6 0.3    
4999 2 0.2  2 0.1    
5000 101 9.7  282 11.9    
5014 13 1.3  18 0.8    
5015 7 0.7  15 0.6    
5017 53 5.1  96 4.1    
5021 3 0.3  3 0.1    
5027 1 0.1  7 0.3    
5032 10 1.0  20 0.8    
5033 3 0.3  3 0.1    
5036 12 1.2  22 0.9    
5039 21 2.0  43 1.8    
5040 3 0.3  3 0.1    
5045 4 0.4  17 0.7    
5047 3 0.3  4 0.2    
5049 2 0.2  2 0.1    
5055 6 0.6  1 0.0    
5059 24 2.3  39 1.6    
5062 13 1.3  13 0.5    
5065 4 0.4  4 0.2    
5067 13 1.3  7 0.3    
5068 2 0.2  2 0.1    
5070 26 2.5  61 2.6    
5071 2 0.2  3 0.1    
5074 134 12.9  358 15.1    
5077 5 0.5  5 0.2    

 1037 100.5 2369 99.7   
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The 44 decorative ceramic types recovered across the entire site reflected the typically increasing 
wide range of ceramic choices available within the marketplace as the nineteenth century progressed, 
and in general reflect the long historic occupation of the site from c1804 through into the twentieth 
century (Table 2.2). 
 

Decoration MIC % No. Frags % 
annular 5 0.5  12 0.5  

annular ww 1 0.1  1 0.0  
banded 3 0.3  4 0.2  
bl flow 43 4.1  110 4.6  
bl hp 60 5.8  94 4.0  

black basalt 1 0.1  1 0.0  
blk flow 13 1.3  18 0.8  

blktp 24 2.3  42 1.8  
bltp 247 23.8  603 25.5  

bltp pearl 88 8.5  362 15.3  
bristol gl 8 0.8  3 0.1  

brntp 23 2.2  65 2.7  
clobb 6 0.6  51 2.2  

cream w 80 7.7  252 10.6  
edge pearl 26 2.5  38 1.6  
edge WW 3 0.3  3 0.1  
grnflow 1 0.1  1 0.0  

grntp 32 3.1  63 2.7  
hp 13 1.3  28 1.2  

hp cream w 5 0.5  17 0.7  
hp gild 1 0.1  1 0.0  
hp pearl 3 0.3  3 0.1  
hp ww 13 1.3  15 0.6  
lead gl 49 4.7  77 3.3  
mocha 2 0.2  9 0.4  

mocha pearl 1 0.1  1 0.0  
mocha ww 2 0.2  2 0.1  

pearl 21 2.0  38 1.6  
ppl flow 1 0.1  6 0.3  

ppl tp 34 3.3  65 2.7  
redtp 4 0.4  5 0.2  
salt gl 93 9.0  93 3.9  
selfslip 13 1.3  22 0.9  

slip 1 0.1  1 0.0  
sponge 5 0.5  18 0.8  
sprigg 11 1.1  23 1.0  

tp hp mou 1 0.1  1 0.0  
tp,glz,gild 1 0.1  1 0.0  

wgl 24 2.3  42 1.8  
wgl gilt 12 1.2  33 1.4  
wgl mou 3 0.3  3 0.1  

ww 54 5.2  120 5.1  
ww mou 4 0.4  16 0.7  

yellow ware 2 0.2  6 0.3  
 1037 100.4 2369 99.9 
Table 2.2: Range of decorative types recovered.  

 
The range of decorative wares available to the Parramatta consumer was indicative of the dominance 
the United Kingdom ceramic industry had achieved during the nineteenth century on the worldwide 
ceramic marketplace as a whole.  The wide range of decorative styles, in every conceivable shape, 
and with price ranges to suit all budgets, meant that the imported United Kingdom ceramics so 
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effectively dominated the field that locally produced ceramics, such as the early lead-glazed wares 
and imported ceramics from China, were not able to maintain their competitiveness within the market 
of mass production and ease of accessibility to goods. 
 
With the exception of some 60 MIC Chinese ceramics (bl hp), a gilded porcelain plate from 
Czechoslovakia, the lead glaze (49 MIC) and self slip (13 MIC) of probable local manufacture, and 
the locally made marked salt-glaze stoneware items (8 MIC of local Sydney manufacture), the 
remaining decorative types listed in Table 2.2 were all probable imports from the United Kingdom.  
These imported wares range from the plain (creamware and whiteware), to the simply decorated 
(annular, mocha, edgeware, sponge, banded and handpainted), through to the colourful patterns in 
blue, black, brown, green, purple and red transfer-printed designs, including the popular blue and 
black flow wares. 
 
The majority of the salt-glazed and bristol-glazed stoneware was catalogued as being of United 
Kingdom/Australia manufacture, unless impressed with the makers mark identifying name and/or 
country of manufacture. 
 
By far the most dominant decorative type represented across the site was blue transfer print, on 247 
MIC, comprising 23.8 percent of the total assemblage.  With just under one quarter of the entire 
collection represented by a single decorative ware, 38 of the remaining types all featured on less than 
5 percent each, indeed just on half (22 types), were represented by less than 1 percent each.  There 
were five decorative types that each represented over 5 percent of the assemblage, but were still 
under 10 percent. 
 
After blue transfer print, the next most common ware was salt-glazed stoneware, on 93 MIC, 
representing 9 percent of the total assemblage.  Next was blue transfer-printed pearlware, on 88 MIC, 
equalling 8.5 percent.  The fourth most common ware recovered was plain creamware, on 80 MIC, 
representing 7.7 percent.  Blue handpainted Chinese porcelain featured next, on 60 MIC and 5.8 
percent.  The last ware to be found on over 5 percent of the collection was whiteware, on 54 MIC and 
representing 5.2 percent. 
 
Transfer-printed patterns occurred in six colours, red (4 MIC), brown (23 MIC), black (24 MIC), 
green (32 MIC), purple (34 MIC), and blue (335 MIC - including the 88 MIC on pearlware).  These 
452 MIC transfer-printed ceramics represented 43.6 percent of the entire assemblage, however this 
increased to just on 50 percent (518 MIC) when other forms of transfer-printed styles and techniques 
were included - black flow (13 MIC), blue flow (43 MIC), green flow (1 MIC), purple flow (1 MIC), 
clobbered (6 MIC), transfer-printed, handpainted and moulded (1 MIC), and transfer-printed, glazed 
and gilded (1 MIC). 
 
Transfer printing enabled the consumer to choose from a seemingly infinite number of patterns, 
attainable in matching pieces and a variety of colours.  Replacement items could be easily found 
when needed, and at prices that ranged from the cheaper, commonly mass-produced patterns made by 
many potteries (such as “Willow” and “Asiatic Pheasants”), to more expensive patterns perhaps only 
made by the one manufacturer.  Certainly as the nineteenth century progressed transfer printing 
became one of the most commonly sought after and available forms of decorative types on the 
market, covering a myriad of shapes and uses. 
 
2.2 Conjoins 
A number of ceramics were found to have conjoins between various contexts.  These are discussed in 
further detail when focussing on specific features in both Area A and Area B. 
 
The table below, Table 2.3, lists the ceramic conjoins found across the entire site, indicating 158 
fragments, representing 18 MIC individual items, were found to join between contexts.  The table is 
referred to later when discussing specific features that also have conjoins, notably the pits in Area B. 
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Context Cat # Vessel Number Join MIC Frags 
4843 35849 bkf cup 1 4844/#35899 1 4 
4844 35899 bkf cup 1 4843/#35849 0 3 
4805 35627 bottle 1 4804/#35624 1 2 
4804 35624 bottle 1 4805/#35627 0 1 
4843 35843 bowl 1 4844/#35940 0 3 
4844 35940 bowl 1 4843/#35843 1 4 
5039 35615 cup 1 5021/#35613 1 1 
5021 35613 cup 1 5039/#35615 0 1 
4844 35895 cup 2 4843/#35808 1 1 
4843 35808 cup 2 4844/#35895 0 1 
4835 35605 dish 1 4803/#35596 1 2 
4803 35596 dish 1 4835/#35605 0 2 
5039 36134 dish 2 5032/#36109; 5049/#36138 0 15 
5049 36138 dish 2 5032/#36109; 5039/#36134 0 1 
5032 36109 dish 2 5039/#36134; 5049/#36138 1 4 
5070 36198 dish 3 5074/#36256 0 1 
5074 36256 dish 3 5070/#36198 1 3 
4804 35646 bowl 4801/#35641; 4910/#35665 0 1 
4801 35641 bowl 4804/#35646; 4910/#35665 1 2 
4910 35665 bowl 4801/#35641; 4804/#35646 0 1 
4805 35649 jar 4837/#35661 1 3 
4837 35661 jar 3805/#35649 0 1 
4826 35657 basin/bowl 4910/#35666 1 7 
4910 35666 basin/bowl 4826/#35657 0 1 
5070 36201 plate 1 5074/#36258 0 1 
5074 36258 plate 1 5070/#36201 1 4 
4843 35822 poe 1 4844/#35907 1 5 
4844 35907 poe 1 4843/#35822 0 10 
4843 35840 poe 2 4844/#35941 0 2 
4844 35941 poe 2 4843/#35840 1 5 
4843 35846 poe 3 4844/#35908 0 6 
4844 35908 poe 3 4843/#35846 1 13 
5074 36302 poe 4 5070/#36184 1 10 
5070 36184 poe 4 5074/#36302 0 1 
4843 35845 wash basin 1 4844/#35953 0 1 
4844 35953 wash basin 1 4843/#35845 1 27 
4954 35963 wash basin 2 5015/#36051 1 6 
5015 36051 wash basin 2 4954/#35963 0 2 

    18 158 
Table 2.3: Conjoins.  

Red = Conjoins in Area A within structures and features discussed in Section 3.1. 
Blue = Conjoins between Area B pits discussed in Section 3.2. 
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3.0 Analysis of Areas A and B 
 
3.1 Area A 
The ceramics recovered from contexts associated with the five structural remains found in Area A 
were few in number.   
 
Cellar: Demolition Fill 4802 
Ceramics associated with the Hassall house cellar were only found in two contexts, one of these 
being the demolition fill (4802) covering the cellar footings and stone paving, and the other the 
bedding for the stone floor paving (5065).  See Table 2.1 
 
The demolition fill contained just six MIC ceramics, with four of the six items featuring basemarks 
of mid to late nineteenth-century manufacture.  A gilded porcelain small plate (#35,411), marked 
“VICTORIA” / “AUSTRIA”, was made by the Victorian Porcelain Factory in Czechoslovakia 
between 1891-1918.  Three marked whole stoneware items were also recovered, two made in 
Scotland and one in England.  A salt-glazed stout bottle (#35,620), marked “PORT-DUNDAS” / 
“GLASGOW” / “POTTERY COY”, dated between c1850-1932.  A bristol-glazed stout bottle 
(#35,621), marked “MURRAY & CO” / “14” / “GLASGOW”, dated between 1870-1898.  A bristol-
glazed jar (#35,622), marked “DOULTON & WATTS” / “LAMBETH POTTERY” / “LONDON”, 
dated between c1835-1858 (Photo 1).  These items were all part of the fill that occurred post 1884 
when the Hassall house was demolished.  They may have belonged to the house itself or have come 
from later activity on the site, such as from the houses built along the George and Union Street 
frontages post 1895 (such as the 1891-1918 gilded plate). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo 1: Front row l-r: jar (4802/#35622), penny ink (4801/#35618), ink bottle (5067/#35683), blacking bottle 
(5067/#35682).  Back row l-r: stout bottles (4802/35620 and 4802/#35621), blacking bottle 
(5067/#35681), jar (5067/#35684), ginger beer bottle (5067/#35680).  Artefact photo 032. 

 
 
The four MIC ceramics found in the bedding for the cellar floor paving (5065), indicated there was 
some possible contamination of this deposit, perhaps from the above demolition fill.  The Hassall 
house was constructed by c1804 yet the four ceramics recovered from the context associated with the 
construction of the cellar date from the 1830s.  These items were an annular (whiteware) bowl 
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(#35,590), a green transfer print plate (#35,591), a blue transfer print “Fibre” pattern saucer 
(#35,592), and a blue transfer print “Willow” pattern plate (#35,593). 
 
Brick Well: Fill 4835 
The brick-lined well (4836), located 6m south of the cellar, was machine excavated due to its depth.  
The fill contained just 17 MIC ceramics (4835), all located near the base.  Table 3.1. 
 

Decoration Shape MIC 4835
bltp breakfast cup 1 

bltp pearl plate,small 1 
 unid 1 

cream w dish 1 
 jug 1 
 plate 1 
 unid 2 

pearl plate 2 
salt gl bottle 1 
lead gl unid 1 
bl hp dish 1 

 plate 1 
edge pearl plate 3 

  17 
Table 3.1: Ceramics in well 

 
Do these ceramics represent possible discards from the Hassall household, given that they were only 
found near the base of the well and not within the upper levels backfilled with clean sand?  The 
majority of the items are associated with either food consumption or serving; with the exception of 
four unidentified body sherds in blue transfer-printed pearlware, creamware and lead glaze, and the 
salt-glazed bottle body/base sherd of unknown shape.  The decorative types represented within this 
small collection are those commonly associated with early nineteenth-century deposits, especially the 
lead glazed, creamware, edgeware pearlware and blue handpainted Chinese porcelain examples.  The 
three identified patterns recovered also reflected this, with the blue transfer-printed breakfast cup in 
“Two Temples II” pattern dating from c1819+ (#35,533), a blue transfer-printed pearlware small 
plate in “Willow” pattern dating between c1810-1870 (#35,531), and a blue handpainted Chinese 
porcelain “Canton” pattern plate (#35,604) and serving dish (#35,605) dating between c1790-1850. 
 
One of the ceramics from the well, the Chinese porcelain “Canton” pattern serving dish (#35,605), 
was found to conjoin with sherds recovered from the fill of a rectangular pit 4824 (4803, #35,596).  
This pit 4824 measured 1800mm by 1200mm and contained only 16 MIC ceramics in its fill.  The 
ceramics recovered here were also, like the well fill, representative of an early nineteenth-century 
deposit, featuring creamware (2), handpainted creamware (1), pearlware (2), edgeware pearlware (1), 
blue transfer-printed pearlware (5), lead glazed (1), salt glazed (1), and blue handpainted Chinese 
porcelain (3).  See Table 3.4.  Three identified patterns were also recognised here - a blue transfer-
printed pearlware washbasin in the “Cowman” pattern dating between c1820-1870 (#35,420), a blue 
handpainted Chinese porcelain “Nanking” pattern cup dating between c1790-1850 (#35,595), and a 
blue handpainted Chinese porcelain “Canton” pattern serving dish (#35,596) and platter (#35,597) 
also dating between c1790-1850. 
 
No ceramics were recovered associated with the small rectangular timber structure located in the 
centre of Area A, with all posthole fills devoid of ceramics. 
 
Dairy? Demolition Fill 5039 
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The robbed rectangular brick building with sandstock brick box drain was located in the centre of the 
site, about 9.5 metres south of the cellar.    The only ceramics recovered associated with this feature 
were found in the fill in and around the drain (5039) and numbered 21 MIC.  Table 3.2. 
 

Decoration Shape MIC 5039
bl hp cup 1 
bltp cup 4 

 plate 2 
 platter 1 
 unid 1 

bltp pearl dish 0 
 jug 1 

clobb unid 1 
cream w jar 1 

 poe 2 
edge pearl platter 1 

hp ww saucer 1 
pearl poe 1 
redtp unid 1 
salt gl jug 1 

 unid 1 
ww unid 1 

  21 
Table 3.2: Ceramics in box drain fill.  

 
The box drain is believed to have started in the centre of the building and was used to drain liquid 
waste/water away from the interior of the structure.  Paved stone flooring fragments were evidently 
found within the demolition fill, and this coupled with the box drain was suggestive that the structure 
was used to perhaps house animals of some kind. 
 
The 18 MIC ceramics recovered from the drain fill were related to mainly domestic food functions - 
represented by teawares (cups, saucer), tablewares (plates), serving (platters, jugs, dish), and 
container items (jar).  The only exception to this was the hygiene function represented by three poes.  
The five items listed as unidentified were those body sherds that were unable to be identified to 
specific shapes. 
 
The fact that the drain began in the centre of the structure and drained away from its interior 
suggested that the ceramics recovered from within the drain would also have come from the interior.  
The ceramics alone did not indicate that this structure was necessarily used to house animals, nor did 
the ceramics indicate a dairy function.  It should however be noted that because the context number 
(5039) was assigned to the fill both in and around the box drain some contamination from other areas 
was possible.  Also note that while initially used as a dairy it may have had other functions during the 
late nineteenth century. 
 
Conjoins between the drain fill and other contexts associated with the structure were found.  A blue 
transfer-printed pearlware “Willow” pattern oval serving dish with an impressed anchor basemark 
belonging to the English manufacturer Davenport, dating between c1820 to1887, was recovered from 
the drain fill (#36,134).  The 15 sherds from this dish were found to conjoin with two other contexts, 
5032 (#36,109) and 5049 (#36,138).  Context 5032 was the demolition of the structure and context 
5049 was the fill in a wall trench belonging to the structure.  It should also be noted here that the 
reason a ‘0’ is indicated next to this dish in Table 2.3 means that it was conjoined with another 
context and was counted as the item number then, to ensure no doubling up of MIC numbers. 
 
Furnace/Flue 
Another conjoin was found between the drain fill and a deposit located east of the ‘flue’ structure.  
This deposit (5021) had a sherd from a blue handpainted Chinese porcelain “Nanking” pattern cup 
(#35,613), dated from between c1790 to 1850, that conjoined with a sherd from the box drain fill 
(5039, #35,615).  The conjoining item was suggestive of contemporary demolition and also 
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reasonably wide disturbance, as well as perhaps more ad hoc dispersal, or even that the item was 
broken in the dairy and dispersed onto 5021. 
 
Four identified transfer-printed patterns were found within the drain fill, on five items.  All were in 
blue transfer print, with one on a pearlware body.  A “Palestine” pattern plate (#36,131), attributed to 
William Adams and Sons, Stoke, dated between 1838 to 1861; a “Two Temples II” pattern cup 
(#36,132), with Broseley variation border, dated from c1819+; a “Venus” pattern cup (#36,133), 
attributed to Podmore, Walker and Co, Tunstall, dated between 1834 to 1859; a “Willow” pattern 
pearlware serving dish (#36,134), with impressed anchor basemark attributed to Davenport, dated 
between c1820 to 1887; and a “Willow” pattern platter (#36,135), dated from c1810+. 
 
Only 14 MIC ceramics were recovered from contexts associated with the brick structure, possibly a 
furnace/flue, and the large eastern rectangular brick and sandstone building with partial chimney.  
Context 4912 was a wall trench fill and yielded just one ceramic item, that of six sherds from a 
purple flow “Clyde” pattern saucer (#35,564), of unknown manufacturer but dated from c1860+.  
The remaining 13 MIC were all recovered from a burnt ash deposit in the centre of the brick ‘flue’ 
structure (5014).  Table 3.3. 
 

Decoration Shape MIC 5014
bl flow cup 1 

bltp jug 1 
 plate 1 
 plate,small 1 

bltp pearl plate 1 
 unid 2 

ww cup 1 
 unid 2 

lead gl unid 1 
hp ww saucer 1 
bl hp cup 1 

  13 
Table 3.3: Ceramics in burnt deposit  

 
The eight identified ceramics from the burnt deposit were all related to the domestic function of food 
consumption - tableware (plates) and teaware (cups and saucer) - or serving (jug).  The five 
unidentified items were all body sherds of unknown shape.  Three patterns were identified within this 
small deposit - a blue handpainted Chinese porcelain “Nanking” pattern cup (#35,611), dated 
between c1790 to 1850; a blue transfer-printed “Willow” pattern small plate (#35,578), dated from 
c1810+, and a blue transfer-printed “Palestine” pattern plate (#35,579), attributed to William Adams 
and Sons, Stoke, and dated between c1838 to 1861.  No conjoins were found with any other contexts, 
for either the “Clyde” pattern saucer in context 4912 or the 13 items in context 5014. 
 
 
 
Pits 4824 (4803) and 4817 (4804) 
Two rectangular pits were also located in Area A, immediately to the south and southeast of the brick 
‘flue’ and sandstone building mentioned above.  The western pit (4824), measuring 1800mm by 
1200mm, and its fill (4803), was briefly discussed earlier in relation to a conjoining item within the 
well fill.  The second pit (4817), measuring around 2200mm by 1200mm, was cut by two later 
postholes of probable twentieth-century date.  Twenty-two ceramics were recovered from the fill of 
this second pit (4804).  Table 3.4. 
 
The majority of the 22 MIC ceramics were food-related items - tableware (plates), teaware (saucers, 
teapot, cup), serving (platter), and container (jar, bottle, container lid).  The three unidentified items 
were miscellaneous body sherds. 
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Decoration Shape MIC 4803 MIC 4804
bl hp cup 1 - 

 dish 1 - 
 plate - 2 
 platter 1 1 
 saucer - 1 

bltp plate - 2 
 saucer - 1 

 teapot - 1 
bltp pearl breakfast cup - 1 

 cup 1 - 
 plate - 3 
 saucer 1 1 
 unid 2 2 
 wash basin 1 - 

cream w jug 1 - 
 unid 1 1 

edge pearl plate 1 2 
hp cream w tureen 1 - 

lead gl bowl - 1 
 unid 1 - 

pearl plate 1 - 
 unid 1 - 

ppl tp saucer - 1 
salt gl bottle 1 1 
selfslip cont - 1 

  16 22 
Table 3.4: Ceramics in pit fills.  

 
 
 
Eight individual ceramic patterns were identified within the pit fill (4804), on ten items.  These 
patterns included the blue handpainted Chinese export porcelain patterns of “Nanking”, on a saucer 
(#35,598) and “Canton”, on two plates (#35,599 and #35,600), both dating to between c1790 to 1850.  
The remaining six identified patterns were all transfer-printed wares, with all but one being in blue.  
Two blue transfer-printed “Willow” pattern plates, one on pearlware, were found (#35,429 and 
#35,432), dating from c1810+ (and up until c1870 for the pearlware example); a blue transfer-printed 
pearlware “Village Church” pattern plate (#35,430), dated between c1820 to 1870; a blue transfer-
printed “Tower” pattern plate (#35,433), dated from 1815+; the “Two Temples II” pattern teapot 
(#35,434), with transfer-printed basemark “COPELAND & GARRETT” / “LATE” / “SPODE”, 
dated between c1833 to 1847; a blue transfer-printed pearlware “Italian” pattern plate (#35,435), 
dated from c1816 to 1870, and a purple transfer-printed “Gothic” pattern plate (#35,437), with 
transfer-printed scroll cartouche basemark featuring “Gothic” and attributed to Thomas Mayer, dated 
between c1830 to 1838 (Photo 6).  The “Tower” and “Italian” patterns were both first introduced by 
Spode in 1815 and c1816 respectively and then copied by others (Photo 2).  
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Photo 2: “Italian” 
pattern plate 
(4804/#35435).  
Artefact photo 022. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Conjoins occurred between the pit fill (4804) and three other contexts on site.  A salt-glazed 
stoneware bottle had conjoining body and base sherds between the pit fill (#35,624) and a demolition 
fill (4805), relating to the demolition of the brick ‘flue’ and building discussed above (#35,627).  
Another conjoining item, found in two other contexts (4801 and 4910), was a lead-glazed bowl.  The 
base sherd recovered in the pit fill (#35,646) was found to conjoin with body and base sherds from 
the general surface cleanup context of 4801 (#35,641), and also with a body sherd from a posthole 
fill 4910 (#35,665).  This posthole appeared to relate to the twentieth-century housing phase of the 
site.  These lead-glazed conjoining items recovered in contexts associated with surface cleanup and 
twentieth-century housing indicated a relationship with the pit fill that was an arbitrary one only. 
 
Both the pit fills were suggestive of typical household domestic refuse.  The pit fill 4803 contained 
just 16 MIC ceramics, with the decorative types represented suggestive of an early nineteenth-
century deposition, including creamware, pearlware, lead glazed, blue transfer-printed pearlware, 
edgeware and blue handpainted Chinese porcelain.  The blue handpainted Chinese porcelain 
“Canton” pattern serving dish (#35,596), found to conjoin with sherds in the well (#35,605), also 
supports this, with the well assemblage also indicative of the early nineteenth-century.  No transfer-
printed wares in colours other than blue were recovered in the pit fill, again suggesting an early, pre-
1830s date.  Just over half the ceramics within the pit fill were food related - teaware (two cups and a 
saucer), tableware (two plates), and serving (a dish, platter, tureen and jug).  The remaining seven 
items were a washbasin (hygiene), an unidentified bottle (container), and five unidentified body and 
base sherds.  The identified shapes were all indicative of private household use. 
 
The second pit in Area A, with fill context 4804, contained 22 MIC ceramics.  Although this pit also 
contained many of the same decorative types as those found in fill 4803, it also featured a greater 
number of identified patterns and two basemarks.  Although blue was still the dominant colour, a 
purple transfer-printed item was also found.  Of the eight identified patterns found, two were blue 
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handpainted Chinese porcelain (“Nanking” and “Canton”), five were blue transfer-printed (“Willow”, 
“Village Church”, “Tower”, “Two Temples II” and “Italian”), and one was in purple-transfer print 
(“Gothic”).  Two of the transfer-printed patterns had basemarks, dating between c1833 to 1847 
(#35,434) and c1830 to 1838 (#35,437).  The ceramics in this pit fill appear to be slightly later than 
those in pit fill 4803, dating post-1830. 
 
3.2 Area B 
Area B was allocated to the southern half of the site, the backyard area.  The remains from this part 
of the site, believed to be associated with the c1804 to 1882 occupation period, was restricted mostly 
to pits.  Four distinct groups of intercutting pits were located in the southwestern area of the site, at 
the rear of Hassall’s house. 
 
Western Pits 4816 (4815) and 4820 (4818, 4819) – Group 1 
Two inter-cutting features were found against the western limit of the study area.  A rectilinear pit 
(4816) cut an earlier sub-circular pit feature (4820).  Pit 4816 measured about 2m by 1m and had 
evidence of hoe or shovel marks in the base of the cut suggestive of it having been a garden bed.  The 
fill within this pit (4815) had a depth of up to 300mm and contained 35 MIC ceramics (64 frags).  
Table 3.5. 
 

Decoration Shape MIC 4815
bl hp cup 1 

 plate 6 
black basalt teapot 1 
bltp pearl bowl 1 

 breakfast cup 2 
 saucer 1 
 unid 4 

cream w plate 1 
 platter 1 
 poe 1 
 tureen 1 
 unid 6 

edge pearl plate 3 
hp cream w plate 1 

 tureen 1 
lead gl crock 1 

 pan-1 1 
pearl plate 1 
ww plate 1 

  35 
Table 3.5: Ceramics in pit fill 4815 

 
Twenty-four of the items were food related, incorporating preparation, serving and consumption.  
The remaining eleven items were either a poe (hygiene) or unidentified sherds of unknown shape and 
therefore function (10).  Food preparation was represented by two lead-glazed coarse earthenware 
items, a pan (pan-1) (#36,448) and a crock (#36,449).  Two tureens, in plain creamware (#35,709) 
and handpainted creamware (#35,716), and a plain creamware platter (#35,708) were indicative of 
the function of serving.  Thirteen plates and a bowl represented tableware.  Six of the plates were in 
the blue handpainted Chinese porcelain “Canton” pattern, dated between c1790 to 1850 (#36,335-
#36,340).  Three edgeware plates (#35,712-#35,714) were also perhaps indicative of a set.  The 
remaining four plates were creamware (#35,706), whiteware (#35,711), pearlware (#35,712), and 
handpainted creamware (#35,717).  Teaware was represented by a black basalt teapot (#36,333), a 
blue transfer-printed pearlware saucer (#35,721), a blue handpainted Chinese porcelain cup 
(#36,334), and two blue transfer-printed pearlware breakfast cups (#35,722 and #35,723). 
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Nine decorative types were represented within the pit fill, and all, with the possible exception of a 
whiteware plate, were very much indicative of an early nineteenth-century collection.  Creamware 
(10 MIC), blue transfer-printed pearlware (8 MIC), and blue handpainted Chinese porcelain (7 MIC) 
comprised just under two-thirds of the collection.  Transfer-printed wares in colours other than blue 
were not represented, nor were patterns commonly found in later nineteenth century deposits, such as 
“Rhine”, “Albion” or “Asiatic Pheasants” present.  At time of cataloguing none of the blue transfer-
printed items were in known identified patterns and none of the 35 MIC ceramics has basemarks. 
 
The earlier sub-circular pit (4820) had two distinct fills (4818 and 4819), with a combined depth of 
c650mm.  Both fills contained few ceramics, with 4818 having 5 MIC ceramics (9 frags) and 4819 
having just 2 MIC (2 frags).  Table 3.6. 
 

Decoration Shape MIC 4818 MIC 4819
cream w poe - 1 

 unid - 1 
bl hp plate 1 - 

lead gl pan-1 3 - 
 unid 1 - 
  5 2 

Table 3.6: Ceramics in pit 4820 
 
Both the fills in pit 4820 contained ceramics associated with the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries.  In fill 4818 the blue handpainted Chinese porcelain plate (#36,341), in the “Canton” 
pattern, dated between c1790 to 1850, and the three lead-glazed pans (#36,451-#36,453) and one 
lead-glazed unidentified body sherd (#36,450) dated from c1790+.  In pit fill 4819 both the 
creamware poe (#35,725) and unidentified creamware body sherd (#35,726) dated between c1760 to 
1830. 
 
With fieldwork evidence suggesting that pit 4816 had been a garden bed, disturbance of its fill would 
be anticipated (4815).  The ceramics within this fill and the two fills within the earlier cut were very 
alike, and although no conjoins were found between the earlier and later fills the ceramics in fill 4815 
may in part have come from the fills 4818 and 4819.  
 
Western Pits Group 2 - Pits 5001 (5000), 5018 (5017) and 5041 (5040) 
A second group of pits was located approximately 10m east of the 4816 and 1820 features discussed 
above.  This group consisted of three features, 5001, 5018 and 5041.  Pit 5001 was rectilinear in 
shape, measuring 2.05 metres by 1.5 metres, with a stepped base.  The pit had a depth of 700mm at 
top of step and 1000mm at deepest point.  This pit cut an earlier 5018 feature on the southern edge 
and feature 5041 on its northern edge.  Pit 5001 contained a fill (5000) featuring 101 MIC ceramics 
(282 frags).  Table 3.7. 
 
The shapes represented within the pit fill ceramic assemblage reflected its use as a probable domestic 
rubbish pit.  Nineteen identifiable shapes were catalogued, with four items falling into the 
unidentified category.  Items associated with the preparation, serving and consumption of food were 
all represented here, by 73.2 percent of the total assemblage. 
 
The role of food preparation was represented by a single lead-glazed pan (#36,463), with the roles of 
serving and consumption dominating the food-related shapes.  The three dishes, five jugs, nine 
platters and one tureen found within the fill, all evidenced serving food.  A large blue handpainted 
Chinese porcelain bowl was catalogued as having a serving/tableware function (#36,357).  The 
consumption of food was evident in both the tableware and teaware items found, with 28 tableware 
items being the most dominant function within the ceramic pit assemblage (26 plates and 2 bowls).  
Teaware was represented by 18 items, the same number as the serving function (1 breakfast cup, 6 
cups and 11 saucers).  The eight small plates, with rim diameters between c180mm to 200mm, were 
catalogued as having a teaware/tableware function because they could be used as cake or side plates. 
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Shape 
Specific 
Function MIC 5000

black bottle maint 2 
bottle cont 9 

 g beer 2 
bowl tblw/serve 1 

 tblw 2 
breakfast cup tea 1 

cont cont 1 
cup tea 6 
dish serve 3 
ewer hygiene 3 
jug serve 5 
lid cont 1 

pan-1 prep 1 
plate tblw 26 

plate,small tea/tblw 8 
platter serve 9 

poe hygiene 2 
pot garden 1 

 med/toilet 1 
saucer tea 11 
tureen serve 1 

wash basin hygiene 1 
unid unid 4 

  101 
Table 3.7: Shapes in pit fill 5000 

 
 
Thirteen salt-glazed stoneware bottles were also identified within the pit fill, with two indicating the 
consumption of beverages, other than tea, on site.  The two ginger beer bottles both featured 
impressed marks.  The bottle showing local Sydney bottle manufacture featured the mark “E. 
FOWLER” / “POTTER” / “SYDNEY” and dated between 1854 to 1863 (#36,399).  The other bottle 
was marked on the neck with “E. SMITH” / “PARRAMATTA”, and was the name of the soft drink 
manufacturer not the potter.  This bottle dated between 1838 to 1840 (#36,400).4 
 
Nine bottles were identified as having the function of container only because not enough of them 
remained to identify any more of the actual shape.  These bottles were made up of body and base 
sherds.  One featured the remains of a potters impressed mark, “(T FIE)LD” / “POTTER” / 
“SYDNEY”, dating between c1842 to 1849 (#36,409).  The remaining two stoneware bottles 
identified within the pit fill were blacking bottles, associated with the function of household 
maintenance (#36,401 and #36,402). 
 
The remaining ceramics within the pit that had identified functions other than those related to food, 
beverage or household maintenance numbered eight in total.  Six items were associated with personal 
hygiene (3 ewer, 2 poe and 1 washbasin), one with medicine/toilet (1 toothpaste/ointment/cream pot), 
and one with the garden (1 plant pot).  Two lead-glazed items were catalogued as containers of 
unknown general function, one being a lid finial (#36,465), and the other a container body/base sherd 
(#36,464). 
 
 
 
                                                      
 
4 Boow 1991:160 
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Decoration 
Specific 
Function Shape MIC 5000 

bl flow tea cup 1 
 tblw plate 1 

bl hp serve platter 1 
 tblw/serve bowl 1 
 tblw plate 3 

bltp hygiene ewer 2 
 serve dish 3 
  platter 5 
  tureen 1 
 tblw bowl 1 
  plate 14 
 tea breakfast cup 1 
  cup 3 
  saucer 3 
 tea/tblw plate,small 5 

bltp pearl tblw plate 1 
 tea saucer 3 
 unid unid 1 

brntp tea cup 1 
  saucer 1 

clobb unid unid 1 
cream w hygiene ewer 1 

  wash basin 1 
 serve platter 3 
 tblw plate 1 

edge pearl tblw plate 2 
 tea/tblw plate,small 2 

edge WW tblw plate 1 
grntp serve jug 1 

 tea cup 1 
  saucer 1 
 tblw plate 1 
 unid unid 1 

hp tea saucer 1 
hp cream w tea/tblw plate,small 1 

hp pearl tea saucer 1 
hp ww tea saucer 1 
lead gl cont cont 1 

  lid 1 
 tblw bowl 1 
 prep pan-1 1 

pearl tblw plate 1 
ppl tp serve jug 1 

 unid unid 1 
salt gl cont bottle 9 

 g beer bottle 2 
 maint black bottle 2 
 serve jug 1 

selfslip garden pot 1 
ww hygiene poe 1 

 med/toilet pot 1 
 serve jug 2 
 tblw plate 1 

yellow ware hygiene poe 1 
   101 

Table 3.8: Decoration and shape in pit fill 5000 
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Twenty-one decorative types were represented by the ceramics within the fill of pit 5001.  Table 3.8.  
Blue transfer-printed ware was the most dominant decorative type represented within the pit fill, 
featured on 38 MIC ceramics, representing 37.6 percent of the total pit assemblage.  With the 
exception of two ewers, all remaining blue transfer-printed items were food related - serving (9 
MIC), tableware (15 MIC), teaware (7 MIC), and teaware/tableware (5 MIC). 
 
The salt-glazed wares were the next most commonly featured items in the pit, represented by 14 MIC 
stonewares.  All but one were bottles (2 blacking, 2 ginger beer and 9 unidentified), the exception 
being a jug (#36,412). 
 
The remaining 19 decorative types recovered from the pit represented a selection of the wide range of 
ceramics available to the customer during the course of the nineteenth century, from the earliest and 
simplest styles (lead glazed, creamware, edgeware, whiteware), through to the more technologically 
advanced transfer-printed wares (including clobbered and blue flow).  Transfer printing occurred on 
55 MIC ceramics, representing 54.4 percent of the pit ceramic assemblage.  Within this field were 
seven different transfer-printed types - blue transfer print (38), blue transfer-printed pearlware (5), 
green transfer print (5), brown transfer print (2), purple transfer print (2), blue flow (2), and 
clobbered (1).  The lack of other common simple decorative techniques such as mocha, annular and 
sponge wares, all available throughout the nineteenth, and well into the twentieth, century, could also 
be seen as being indicative of both the wide choices available in the marketplace and also perhaps the 
individual buying power of the Hassall family over time. 
 
Seven ceramic patterns were identified within the pit fill, on 33 MIC vessels.  Table 3.9.  Six of the 
patterns were transfer printed, with the exception being blue handpainted Chinese porcelain.  Blue 
was the most dominant colour, both in the transfer print and the handpainted Chinese porcelain, with 
just a single item in brown transfer print having a recognised pattern. 
 
 

Pattern Name Decoration Shape MIC 5000
"Berry" brntp cup 1 

"Canton" bl hp plate 2 
  platter 1 

"Forest" bltp saucer 1 
"Napier"  platter 1 

"Palestine"  plate 8 
  platter 3 

"Two Temples II"  cup 1 
  saucer 1 

“Willow”  dish 2 
  plate 3 
  plate,small 5 
  platter 1 
  tureen 1 
  unid 1 

“Willow” bltp pearl plate 1 
   33 

Table 3.9: Identified ceramic patterns in pit fill 5000. 
 
 
All identified patterns occurred on items with a general food-associated function, relating to its 
serving and consumption.  The lone exception was an unidentified “Willow” pattern base (#36,037).  
The identified patterns occurred on teaware, tableware and serving items, indicating the existence of 
probable matching sets.   
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The single identified pattern represented within the pit fill (5000) in a colour other than blue was the 
brown transfer-printed cup in the “Berry” pattern (#36,044).  This pattern was attributed to William 
Ridgway, Hanley, and dated between 1830 to 1854. 
 
The remaining six identified patterns were in blue, with one pattern featured on Chinese porcelain.  
The popular blue handpainted Chinese export porcelain “Canton” pattern was identified on two 
plates (#36,352 and #36,354), and a platter (#36,353), and dated between c1790 to 1850.  These three 
items, relating to tableware and serving, perhaps can be seen as evidence of part of a matching dinner 
service. 
 
Both the “Forest” and “Two Temples II” patterns appear to have been mainly used for teaware 
related items.5  A “Forest” pattern saucer (#36,014), dated between c1830 to 1864, had at least three 
known possible manufacturers - J. Alleson (1838-1841), J. Clementson (c1839-1864), and Samuel 
Alcock (c1830-1859).  The “Two Temples II” pattern saucer and cup (#36,012 and #36,013), both 
featuring the Broseley variation border, dated from c1819+.  Rim and base sherds from a “Napier” 
pattern platter (#36,045), dated between c1839 to 1846, were attributed to John and George Alcock 
of Cobridge. 
 
Twenty-five of the total 33 MIC ceramics with an identified pattern were represented by just two 
patterns, “Palestine” and “Willow”, with both relating to dinner set items.  “Willow” pattern occurred 
on 14 items, with just the one plate being on pearlware (#36,038).  The shapes represented by the 
“Willow” pattern were indicative of matching table service wares, for serving and tableware.  The 
shapes represented included two oval serving dishes (#36,034 and #36,035), a platter (#36,033), a 
tureen (#36,036), four plates (#36,025-#36,027; #36,038), and five small plates (#36,028-#36,032).  
None of these items included basemarks, and because the pattern was produced by numerous 
potteries, and is still available today, only a start date of 1810+ was given as a manufacture date. 
 
 

Pattern Name Decoration Shape Brief Description From To MIC 5000
"Palestine" bltp plate Tp basemark - remains of ornate floral 

and scroll cartouche with 
"PALESTINE" on a ribbon banner; 
William Adams & Sons. 

c1838 1861 1 

"Palestine" bltp plate Tp basemark - ornate floral and scroll 
cartouche remains.  

c1838 1861 1 

"Palestine" bltp plate Tp basemark - remains of ornate floral 
and scroll cartouche.  William Adams 
& Sons. 

c1838 1861 1 

"Palestine" bltp plate Tp basemark - ornate floral and scroll 
cartouche remains with 
"[PALES]TINE". 

c1838 1861 1 

"Palestine" bltp plate Tp basemark - remains of ornate floral 
and scroll cartouche; imp basemark - 
"ADAMS".   William Adams & Sons.

c1838 1861 1 

"Palestine" bltp plate Tp basemark - ornate floral and scroll 
cartouche with "PALESTINE" on 
ribbon banner; imp basemark - 
"AD[AMS]".  William Adams & 
Sons. 

c1838 1861 1 

"Palestine" bltp platter Tp basemark - ornate floral and scroll 
cartouche. 

c1838 1861 1 

      7 
Table 3.10: Basemarks on “Palestine” pattern in pit fill 5000 

                                                      
 
5 “Forest” pattern was found on teaware items only at sites including the Conservatorium of Music, Sydney and 
Reservoir Street, Surry Hills.  “Two Temples II” pattern was found on teaware items at sites including the 
Conservatorium of Music; St. Patricks Cathedral, Parramatta; King George V, The Rocks; and Reservoir Street, 
Surry Hills. 
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The “Palestine” pattern was identified on 11 MIC ceramics, and like the “Willow” pattern, was on 
items suggestive of a matching table service.  This pattern featured on three platters (#36,007 and 
#36,010) and eight plates (#36,001-36,006; #36,008-#36,009).  The pattern was attributed to William 
Adams and Sons of Stoke, dating between c1838 to 1861, and this attribution was confirmed within 
this pit fill by the presence on six of the plates and one of the platters of surviving basemarks.  Table 
3.10.  Two of the basemarks included the name of “ADAMS” with the remaining five featuring this 
specific manufacturer floral and scroll cartouche indicating that the same company made all the items 
(Photo 13). 
 
Aside from the basemarked examples found on the “Palestine” pattern items discussed above, the pit 
fill also featured another four basemarked items.  Table 3.11. 
 
Decoration Shape Cat. No. Brief Description From To MIC 5000

cream w wash basin #35973 Imp basemark - "DAVENPORT" above an anchor, 
with "3 6" inside anchor. 

1836  1 

salt gl bottle #36400 Imp mark on neck - "E. SMITH"/ "PARRAMATTA". 1838 1840 1 
  #36409 Imp mark on lower ext body - "[T FIE]LD" 

"POTTER"/"SYDNEY". 
1842 1849 1 

  #36399 Imp mark on lower ext body - "E. FOWLER"/ 
"POTTER"/"SYDNEY". 

1854 1863 1 

      4 
Table 3.11: Other basemarks present in pit fill 5000. 

 
The three salt-glazed stoneware bottles featuring impressed marks were evidence of both the local 
pottery industry and the local soft drink manufactories.  The ginger beer bottle with the mark for E. 
Smith of Parramatta referred to the soft drink manufacturer, not the potter who made the bottle.  The 
remaining two stoneware bottles did however bear the potter’s mark, with one occurring on another 
ginger beer bottle (#36,399), and the second on a bottle body of unknown shape (#36,409). 
 
The 101 MIC ceramics recovered from the pit fill reflected a ceramic assemblage associated with the 
middle part of the nineteenth century.  The range of decorative types, combined with the seven 
identified patterns recognised on a total of 33 MIC ceramics, along with the 11 basemarks identifying 
four individual potteries, two English and two Australian, as well as one local Parramatta soft drink 
manufacturer, was indicative of domestic household refuse of the mid nineteenth century. 
 
Pit 5018 (5017) 
As previously stated, the pit 5001, containing pit fill 5000 just discussed, cut two earlier features, pit 
5018 and 5041.  The feature 5018 was sub-rectangular in plan with a flat base.  It measured 1.75m by 
1.10m, and had a depth of 1.5m.  This feature was not fully excavated because of its depth and 
contained the fill 5017.  The site trench report suggested that this feature might have been a cesspit, 
due to its shape and depth. 
 
A total of 53 MIC ceramics were recovered from the pit fill 5017 (96 frags). Sixteen identified shapes 
were represented within this fill, on 48 items, with the remaining five items being included in the 
unidentified category.  Table 3.12. 
 
The shapes within this pit fill also reflected one of domestic household rubbish.  Items associated 
with food - its serving, consumption (tableware, teaware, teaware/tableware and teaware/serving), 
and storage (container) - dominated the assemblage, represented by 37 MIC ceramics.  A whole 
ginger beer bottle was also representative of beverage consumption, other than tea (#36,417).  Other 
household-related functions represented were hygiene, in the form of toilet wares (5 MIC), and 
maintenance (3 MIC).  Two containers of unidentified function and five items of unidentified shape 
made up the total. 
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Shape 
Specific 
Function MIC 5017

black bottle maintenance 3 
bottle cont 1 
bottle g beer 1 
bowl tblw 1 

breakfast cup tea 1 
cont cont 1 
cup tea 8 
ewer hygiene 2 
jar cont 2 
jug serve 1 
lid tea/serve 1 

plate tblw 13 
plate,small tea 1 
plate,small tea/tblw 2 

platter serve 2 
poe hygiene 3 

saucer tea 4 
tureen serve 1 
unid unid 5 

  53 
Table 3.12: Shapes in pit fill 5017. 

 
 
A jug, two platters and a tureen represented the serving of food.  Food consumption was identified by 
a variety of shapes.  The 14 MIC tableware items were a single bowl and 13 plates.  The 14 MIC 
teawares comprised a breakfast cup, a small plate, four saucers and eight cups.  Another two small 
plates were catalogued as teaware/tableware and a lid finial was catalogued as teaware/serving.  Two 
jars were identified as relating to food storage, one in creamware (#36,054), and the other in 
handpainted whiteware (#36,069). 
 
The two remaining household functions represented here by the ceramics were hygiene, two ewer 
and three poe, and maintenance, in the form of three stoneware blacking bottles.  Within the 
dominant food category it was the plates that were the most prevalent shape, both within the 
tableware category and the fill assemblage as a whole (13 MIC).  The functions of teaware and 
tableware were equally represented, on 14 MIC ceramics each.  Although plates were the most 
represented shape within this assemblage, the teaware cup shape was not too far behind, on 8 MIC, 
and when the breakfast cup was also included it became 9 MIC. 
 
The pit fill 5017 contained 15 decorative types, and again the most dominant, featuring on 18 MIC 
ceramics and representing 34 percent of the assemblage, was blue transfer print.  Table 3.13. 
 
With the exception of an unidentified flat base (#36,089), the blue transfer-printed wares were all 
identified with food, either in its serving or consumption.  A single blue transfer-printed pearlware 
unidentified body sherd was also identified (#36,085).  This lone transfer-printed pearlware example 
could perhaps be seen to indicate that by the time this pit was filled the popularity of blue transfer-
printed pearlware was very much in decline, in comparison with its stable mate of blue transfer print.  
Pearlware was identified on five other items, representing two decorative types, that of edgeware 
pearlware (3 MIC) and plain pearlware (2 MIC).  The edgeware examples were three plates, two with 
blue edging (#36,066, #36,067) and one with green edging (#36,068).  The plain pearlware items 
were both plate base sherds (#36,058 and #36,059), and were more than likely originally part of 
plates with decoration, be it handpainted, transfer printed or edgeware.  Plain pearlware, without any 
decoration, was usually found associated with hygiene (poe, ewer), or food preparation (bowl), not 
tableware items. 
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Decoration 
Specific 

Function Shape MIC 5017
annular hygiene poe 1 
blktp hygiene ewer 1 

 tea cup 2 
bltp serve platter 1 

  tureen 1 
 tblw plate 7 
 tea breakfast cup 1 
  cup 2 
  plate,small 1 
  saucer 2 
 tea/serve lid 1 
 tea/tblw plate,small 1 
 unid unid 1 

bltp pearl unid unid 1 
brntp serve jug 1 

cream w cont jar 1 
 hygiene poe 2 
 tblw plate 1 
 unid unid 1 

edge pearl tblw plate 3 
grntp tea cup 2 

 tea saucer 1 
hp tblw bowl 1 

hp ww cont jar 1 
 unid unid 1 

lead gl unid unid 1 
pearl tblw plate 2 
ppl tp tea cup 1 

 tea saucer 1 
 tea/tblw plate,small 1 

salt gl cont bottle 1 
 g beer bottle 1 
 maint black bottle 3 

ww cont cont 1 
 hygiene ewer 1 
 serve platter 1 
 tea cup 1 

   53 
Table 3.13: Decoration and shapes in pit fill 5017 

 
Transfer-printed wares, identified in five different colours, were represented by 29 MIC ceramics and 
54.7 percent of the ceramic pit fill assemblage.  The transfer-printed colours were blue (19 MIC, 
including the pearlware item), black (3 MIC), brown (1 MIC), green (3 MIC), and purple (3 MIC).  
The remaining 24 MIC items were represented by plain glazed wares, such as creamware (5 MIC), 
pearlware (2 MIC), salt glazed (5 MIC), lead glazed (1 MIC), and whiteware (4 MIC), or simply 
decorated wares such as annular (1 MIC), edgeware (3 MIC), handpainted (1 MIC), and handpainted 
whiteware (2 MIC). 
 
The presence of a range of transfer-printed colours other than blue was indicative of a post-1830 
assemblage, even with the predominant colour remaining blue.  The presence of whiteware (1830+), 
both plain and handpainted, also confirmed this, and the presence of both the annular (#36,065) and 
handpainted semi-vitreous fine earthenware (#36,070) was additional confirmation.  The annular poe 
featured a mustard/buff glaze, dated from c1830 to 1930. 
 
The transfer-printed wares yielded seven identified patterns, on a total of 17 MIC ceramics, featuring 
the colours blue and green.  Table 3.14. 
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Pattern Name Decoration Shape MIC 5017 Date 
"Clara" bltp saucer 1 c1830-1841 
"Forest" grntp cup 1 c1830-1864 
"Italian" bltp platter 1 1833-1847 
"Marble"  plate 1 c1821+ 

"Palestine" bltp plate 2 c1838-1861 
  plate,small 1 c1838-1861 
 grntp cup 1 c1838-1861 
  saucer 1 c1838-1861 

"Two Temples II" bltp cup 1 c1819+ 
  saucer 1 c1819+ 

“Willow” bltp plate 4 1810+ 
  plate,small 1 1810+ 
  unid 1 1810+ 

   17  
Table 3.14: Identified transfer-printed patterns 

 
Six of the identified patterns were in blue transfer print and two in green.  The “Palestine” pattern 
featured in both blue and green.  “Willow” pattern was on six items, followed by “Palestine” on five, 
three in blue transfer print and two in green.  The remaining patterns occurred on single items, with 
the exception of the “Two Temples II” pattern that was found on two. 
 
The “Clara” pattern saucer, in blue transfer print (#36,100), was attributed to John Ridgway of 
Hanley, dating between c1830 to 1841.  The “Forest” pattern cup, in green-transfer print (#36,080), 
had three known makers - J. Alleson (1838 to 1841), J. Clementson (c1839 to 1864), and Samuel 
Alcock (c1830 to 1859) - and thus was dated between c1830 to 1864.  The “Italian” pattern platter, in 
blue transfer print (#36,097), was the only identified pattern featuring the remains of a basemark, 
belonging to Copeland and Garrett, and dated between 1833 to 1847.  The “Marble” pattern plate, in 
blue transfer print (#36,101), featured a sheet pattern of a prunus blossom on a background of 
cracked ice and was also known as the “Mosaic” pattern.  This pattern was first introduced by Spode 
in c1821 and was subsequently copied by other manufacturers.  The “Palestine” pattern, in both blue 
and green transfer print, was attributed to William Adams and Sons of Stoke, and dated between 
c1838 to 1861.  The blue tableware items, two plates (#36,094 and #36,095), and a small plate 
(#36,096), and the green teaware items, a cup (#36,078), and saucer (#36,079), indicated two 
separate sets in possible co-existence, with each one used for a different function.  The “Two 
Temples Two” pattern, in blue transfer print, featured on a cup (#36,092) and saucer (#36,093), with 
both featuring the Broseley variation border and dated from c1819+.  The ubiquitous “Willow” 
pattern, in blue transfer print and found on four plates (#36,086-#36,088; #36,091), one small plate 
(#36,090), and one unidentified flat base (#36,089), was dated from c1810+. 
 
Again, the “Forest” and “Two Temples II” patterns occur solely on teaware related items, as 
discussed with pit fill 5000.  The presence of the popular “Palestine” pattern in both green and blue 
indicated that it was not only available in at least two colours, and possibly more, but also that each 
colour was reserved for a particular use within this assemblage - blue for tableware and green for 
teaware, indicating two distinct sets. 
 
All of the seven identified transfer-printed patterns were commonly found ones, known across many 
historical sites within Sydney.  All seven, with the single exception of a “Willow” pattern 
unidentified base (#36,089), were on items associated with food - both serving (1 MIC) and 
consumption (15 MIC).  Four of the seven patterns date from the 1830s, with at least two also being 
manufactured into the 1860s.  The “Willow” pattern has yet to cease production. 
 
The two basemarked items recovered from the pit fill both had manufacturing dates between the 
1830s and 1840s.  Table 3.15. 
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Pattern Name Decoration Shape Cat No. Brief Description From To MIC 5017
"Italian" bltp platter #36097 Imp basemark - 

"[COPELAND & 
GARR]ETT". 

1833 1847 1 

 salt gl bottle #36417 Imp marks - “G / 
McARTHUR” on body and 
N. DUNN” on shoulder. 

1839 1845 1 

Table 3.15: Basemarked items in pit fill 5017. 
 
The salt-glazed stoneware ginger beer bottle (#36,417), had both the potter’s name, “G. 
McARTHUR”, and the ginger beer manufacturer’s name, “N. DUNN” impressed on it.  The back 
filling of the pit, a possible cesspit, appeared to post date the 1840s. 
 
Pit 5041 (5040) 
Pit 5001 not only cut the earlier pit 5018 with its fill 5017, as discussed above, it also cut pit 5041, 
also an earlier feature.  Pit 5041 was an irregular shaped cut between 350mm to 500mm deep and up 
to 2.1m long, with a width of between 600mm to 1m.  The site trench report mentioned that this 
could represent a cut for several postholes as three separate rounded depressions were found at its 
base.  The fill for pit 5041 was given the context number 5040 and contained only 3 MIC ceramics (3 
frags). 
 
The three ceramics found in fill 5040 were an unidentified handpainted pearlware body sherd 
(#36,136), and two blue handpainted Chinese porcelain “Canton” pattern plates (#36,363 and 
#36,364).  The handpainted pearlware item was dated between 1780 to 1870, and the two “Canton” 
pattern plates dated between c1790 to 1850.  With only three ceramics recovered from this pit fill any 
further information regarding it was not available.  The trench report also stated that the earlier pits 
5018 and 5041 might have been contemporaneous however the later disturbance of pit 5001 meant 
their stratigraphic relationship to each other was unknown. 
 
Western Pits Group 3 
Another group of pits were located 2m to the east of those discussed above (5001, 5018 and 5041).  
These were identified as being two distinct groups of pits.  The most northerly group consisted of 
cuts 4828 (fill 4827), 4830 (fill 4829), and 4832 (fill 4831).  Few ceramics were recovered from these 
pit fills, 23 MIC in total, and are not discussed further within the scope of this report.   
 
Located to the south of this group was another group, featuring a rectangular cut feature (4845), with 
vertical sides and a flat base measuring 2.4m by 1.2m and with a depth of between 550mm and 
650mm.  This feature was filled with context 4843.  This rectangular feature cut into the fill of a 
second rectangular feature, measuring 2.1m by 1.7m and with a depth of between 1.16m and 1.22m 
(4847).  This feature had vertical sides and an uneven base and featured a timber paling lining around 
its interior walls.  The fill within this timber-lined pit was context 4844. 
 
Pit 4845 (4843) 
The pit fill 4843 contained 119 MIC ceramics (232 frags).  Nineteen identifiable ceramic shapes were 
recovered, identified by 109 MIC items.  The remaining 10 MIC items were catalogued as 
unidentified, and consisted of various body and base sherds belonging to unknown shapes at time of 
cataloguing.  Table 3.16. 
 
The shapes recovered within this pit reflect an assemblage very much related to that of a domestic 
household deposit.  Plates alone make up just on a quarter of the assemblage (25.2%), with 30 MIC 
identified.  The next most common shape was the 18 MIC cups (15.1%), including the breakfast cup.  
Saucers followed closely behind, on 16 MIC (13.4%).  The tableware and teaware items were equally 
represented within the fill, on 34 MIC ceramics each, totalling 68 MIC in total, and representing 57.1 
percent of the total ceramics found.  The 34 MIC tableware items were the 30 plates and four bowls.  
The 34 MIC teaware items included one breakfast cup, 17 cups and 16 saucers.  Ceramics related to 
the function of food - its preparation (4 MIC), serving (10 MIC), consumption (70 MIC), and storage 
or container (4 MIC) - dominate the assemblage.  The nine bottles with the specific function of 
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container were not included within the food container category because they referred to salt-glazed 
stoneware bottle body and bases of unknown shape, with container listed as function to at least show 
that they were identified as bottle shapes.  The four items that were identified as food storage or 
container were all jars, one lead glazed (#36,458), one creamware (#35,749), and two whiteware 
(#35,770 and #35,771). 
 

Shape 
Specific 
Function MIC 4843 % 

bottle cont 9 7.6  
bowl prep 2 1.7  

 tblw 4 3.4  
breakfast cup tea 1 0.8  

cup tea 17 14.3  
dish prep 1 0.8  

figurine orna 1 0.8  
ink bottle writing 1 0.8  

jar cont 3 2.5  
 store 1 0.8  

jug serve 4 3.4  
pan-1 prep 1 0.8 

penny ink writing 1 0.8  
plate tblw 30 25.2  

plate,small tea/tblw 2 1.7  
platter serve 4 3.4  

poe hygiene 5 4.2  
pot garden 2 1.7  

saucer tea 16 13.4  
tureen serve 2 1.7  

wash basin hygiene 2 1.7  
unid unid 10 8.4  

  119 99.9 
Table 3.16: Shapes in pit fill 4843 

 
 
The four food preparation items were a lead-glazed pan (#36,457), a creamware bowl (#35,750), a 
whiteware bowl (#35,767), and a yellow ware oval dish/pie plate (#35,790).  All four utilitarian items 
featured plain glazes with no further decoration.  The ten serving items included four jugs, four 
platters and two tureens.  The four jugs were in creamware (#35,748), moulded semi vitreous fine 
earthenware (#35,785), black flow (#35,797), and purple transfer print (#35,807).  The four platters 
were clobbered (#35,795), black flow (#35,796), purple transfer print (#35,812), and blue transfer-
printed “Willow” pattern (#35,836).  The two tureens were both in purple transfer print (#35,815, 
#35,816) and were in the same unidentified pattern as the purple transfer-printed platter (#35,812). 
 
Other ceramic items were also recovered that added to the broader representation of a domestic 
household assemblage.  The sherd of a male figurine indicated household ornamentation (#35,784).  
Five items related to the function of hygiene were in evidence, five poe and two washbasins.  Four of 
the poe were creamware (#35,751-#35,754), with the fifth being a blue transfer-printed pearlware 
“Wild Rose” pattern (#35,822).  The two washbasins were both in blue transfer-printed pearlware 
and both had identified patterns of the “Cowman” (#35,821) and “Italian Scenery” (#35,845). Two 
self-slipped coarse earthenware plant pots were also found (#36,455, #36,456), used in either interior 
or exterior environments (house or garden).  The two salt-glazed stoneware ink bottles represented 
literacy and were in the forms of a small penny ink bottle (#36,377), and a larger bottle with pouring 
lip from which the ink was used to refill smaller bottles (#36,377). 
 
Twenty-five decorative types were represented within the pit fill 4843, indicative of a mid nineteenth 
century assemblage.  Table 3.17. 
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Decoration 
Specific 

Function Shape MIC 4843 % 
annular unid unid 1 0.8  
bl flow tea saucer 1 0.8  

 unid unid 1 0.8  
bl hp tea cup 1 0.8  

blk flow serve jug 1 0.8  
  platter 1 0.8  
 unid unid 1 0.8  

blktp tblw plate 1 0.8  
 tea cup 2 1.7  

bltp hygiene poe 0 0.0  
 serve platter 1 0.8  
 tblw bowl 1 0.8  
  plate 19 16.0  
 tea saucer 1 0.8  
 unid unid 2 1.7  

bltp pearl hygiene poe 1 0.8  
  wash basin 2 1.7  
 tea cup 2 1.7  

bltp pearl tea saucer 1 0.8  
 unid unid 1 0.8  

brntp tea saucer 1 0.8  
 unid unid 2 1.7  

clobb serve platter 1 0.8  
cream w cont jar 1 0.8  

 hygiene poe 4 3.4  
 prep bowl 1 0.8  
 serve jug 1 0.8  
 unid unid 1 0.8  

edge pearl tblw plate 2 1.7  
grntp tea breakfast cup 1 0.8  

  cup 1 0.8  
  saucer 1 0.8  

hp tea cup 1 0.8  
  saucer 1 0.8  

lead gl prep pan-1 1 0.8  
 store jar 1 0.8  

pearl tblw plate 3 2.5  
ppl tp serve jug 1 0.8  

  platter 1 0.8  
  tureen 2 1.7  
 tblw plate 3 2.5  
 tea cup 2 1.7  
  saucer 2 1.7  
 unid unid 1 0.8  

salt gl cont bottle 9 7.6  
 writing ink bottle 1 0.8  
  penny ink 1 0.8  

selfslip garden pot 2 1.7  
sponge tblw bowl 2 1.7  
sprigg tea cup 1 0.8  

  saucer 2 1.7  
wgl tea cup 3 2.5  

  saucer 3 2.5  
 tea/tblw plate, small 2 1.7  

wgl gilt tea saucer 1 0.8  
wgl mou orna figurine 1 0.8  

 serve jug 1 0.8  
ww cont jar 2 1.7  

 prep bowl 1 0.8  
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 tblw bowl 1 0.8  
  plate 2 1.7  
 tea cup 4 3.4  
  saucer 2 1.7  

yellow ware prep dish 1 0.8  
   119 98.8 

Table 3.17: Decoration and shapes in pit fill 4843 
 
Of the twenty-five decorative types recovered within this pit fill, just under half were transfer printed.  
The transfer-printed wares, including the clobbered and the blue and black flow wares, numbered 58 
MIC ceramics, representing 48.7 percent of the collection, and were in nine varieties of decorative 
type.  These transfer-printed wares included blue flow (2 MIC), black flow (3 MIC), black transfer 
print (3 MIC), blue transfer print (24 MIC), blue transfer-printed pearlware (7 MIC), brown transfer 
print (3 MIC), clobbered (1 MIC), green transfer print (3 MIC), and purple transfer print (12 MIC).  
Blue transfer print, including the pearlware, featured on 31 MIC ceramics, representing a quarter of 
the total ceramic pit fill (26.0%). 
 
The plain glazed earthenwares, including the lead glazed, creamware, pearlware and whiteware, were 
for the most part, confined to items associated with either toiletry (4 poes) or food preparation and 
storage (1 pan, 2 bowls, 1 dish and 3 jars), all items bought primarily for their use and not their 
decoration.  The creamware jug (#35,748) was seemingly an exception to this, as were the pearlware 
plates and whiteware plates, cups, saucers and bowl.  In regards to the pearlware and whiteware 
items it should be noted that undecorated tableware and teaware items in these two wares are 
normally very rare, and the wares identified here were more than likely sherds belonging to decorated 
items.  The three pearlware plates, for example (#35,755-#35,757), were all represented by recessed 
foot rim sherds and probably belonged to items bearing decorated marleys (either transfer print or 
edgeware).  The whiteware teaware and tableware items were likewise most probably remnants from 
decorated items, with single sherds representing the bowl, plates, cups and saucers representing the 
item shapes in the archaeological record. 
 
In contrast to the plain glazed earthenwares, the plain white glazed bone china items were all 
associated with food consumption, in particular teaware related items.  These eight items, three cups 
(#35,773-#35,775), three saucers (#35,776-#35,778), and two small plates (#35,779-#35,780), were 
like the decorated bone china items identified solely with teaware - a handpainted cup (#35,783) and 
saucer (#35,782), a sprigged cup (#35,789) and two saucers (#35,788, #35,794), and a gilded saucer 
(#35,781).  The lone hard-paste blue handpainted Chinese porcelain example was also a teaware 
item, a cup (#36,342).  Teaware was not restricted to just the hard-paste and soft-paste porcelains, 
with transfer-printed earthenware items also represented in black, blue, brown, green and purple. 
 
As mentioned above, the blue transfer-printed wares, including that on pearlware, numbered 31 MIC 
ceramics.  Plates were the most dominant form within this decorative type, numbering 19 MIC in 
total, none of which were on pearlware.  The blue transfer-printed poe, counted as ‘0’ (“Berry” 
pattern, #35,840), conjoins with sherds in context 4844 and was counted as one item in that context 
so as to ensure that it was not confused as two separate items and counted twice.  With blue transfer-
printed wares dominating the assemblage, the next most commonly represented decorative types 
were purple transfer print and whiteware, each with 12 MIC items respectively.  Creamware and 
white glazed bone china follow, on 8 MIC items each, with the remaining decorative types all 
represented by one, two or three items only. 
 
The greater range of decorative types recovered within the fill is indicative of the ever increasing 
variety available within the marketplace as the nineteenth-century progressed.  Mass-produced 
ceramics, of just about every conceivable shape and colour, ensured that the consumer had a great 
range of choices, constrained only by individual taste and budget rather than market availability.  The 
number of identified transfer-printed patterns reflected this variety and choice, with 14 individual 
patterns on 25 MIC ceramics recognised.  Table 3.18. 
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Pattern Name Decoration Shape MIC 4843 Date 

"Albion" bltp plate 1 1858-1937 
"Berry" bltp poe 1 1830-1854 

"Canova" bltp pearl cup 1 c1830-1870 
"Cowman" bltp pearl wash basin 1 c1820-1870 

"Fibre" bltp unid 1 c1830+ 
"Isola Bella" bltp plate 1 c1850+ 

"Italian Scenery" bltp pearl wash basin 1 c1800-1870 
"Lake" blktp plate 1 1845-1858 

"Palestine" bltp plate 1 c1838-1861 
"Paris" ppl tp plate 1 c1860+ 

"Rousillon" bltp bowl 1 1846+ 
"Two Temples II" bltp pearl cup 1 c1819+ 

  saucer 1 c1819+ 
"Wild Rose" bltp pearl poe 1 c1830-1870 

“Willow” bltp plate 9 1810+ 
“Willow bltp platter 1 1810+ 

  unid 1 1810+ 
   25  

Table 3.18: Identified transfer-printed patterns in pit fill 4843. 
 
The identified transfer-printed patterns recovered from this pit fill also indicated a move away from 
plain or simply decorated hygiene-related wares, as seen previously, to the availability in the 
marketplace of more sophisticated transfer-printed washbasins and poe’s. These items were most 
likely affordable to the consumer because they are here represented in popularly found patterns that 
were produced by many different manufacturers and in quantity.  The four hygiene-related items 
represented here, in blue transfer print or blue transfer-printed pearlware, featured the common 
patterns of “Berry”, “Cowman”, “Italian Scenery”, and “Wild Rose”. 
 
Out of the fourteen identified patterns recovered, blue was the dominant colour, represented by 12 
examples.  Seven were in blue transfer print and five were in blue transfer-printed pearlware.  The 
two patterns not in blue were in purple transfer print (“Paris”) and black transfer print (“Lake”).  The 
majority of these patterns are commonly found on sites with features dating from around the middle 
of the nineteenth century, with perhaps the “Paris”, “Lake” and “Italian Scenery” patterns not so 
frequently found. 
 
The “Albion” pattern plate, in blue transfer print (#35,839), was attributed to Sampson Hancock and 
Co, and dated between 1858 to 1937.  The “Berry” pattern poe, in blue transfer print (#35,840), was 
attributed to William Ridgway and dated between 1830 to 1854.  The “Canova” pattern cup, in blue 
transfer-printed pearlware (#35,823), was attributed to Thomas Mayer and dated between c1830 to 
1870.  The “Cowman” pattern washbasin, in blue transfer-printed pearlware (#35,821), was made by 
a number of potteries and dates between c1820 to 1870.  The “Fibre” pattern unidentified body sherd, 
in blue transfer print (#35,837), was also made by numerous potteries and dates from c1830+.  The 
“Isola Bella” pattern plate, in blue transfer print (#35,842), was first introduced by William Adams 
and Sons in c1850.  The “Italian Scenery” washbasin, in blue transfer-printed pearlware (#35,845), is 
of unknown manufacture and dated between c1800 to 1870.  The “Lake” pattern plate (#35,851), in 
black transfer print, was attributed to Francis Morley and Co, and dated between 1845 to 1858.  The 
“Palestine” pattern plate, in blue transfer print (#35,838), was attributed to William Adams and Sons 
and dated between c1838 to 1861.  The “Paris” pattern plate, in purple transfer print (#35,810), is of 
unknown manufacture and dated from c1860+.  The “Rousillon” pattern bowl, in blue transfer print 
(#35,841), was a pattern registered by John Goodwin on 16 December 1846.  The “Two Temples II” 
cup (#35,820) and saucer (#35,819), both in blue transfer-printed pearlware, featured the Broseley 
variation border and dated between c1819 to 1870.  The “Wild Rose” pattern poe, in blue transfer-
printed pearlware (#35,822), is of unknown manufacture and dated between c1830 to 1870.  The 
“Willow” pattern plates (#35,833-#35,835), platter (#35,836), and unidentified body (#35,832), were 
all in blue transfer print and dated from c1810+. 
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The fourteen identified transfer-printed patterns on 25 vessels were predominately found on food-
related items, the exceptions being the two poe (#35,840, #35,822), the two washbasins (#35,821, 
#35,845), and the two unidentified items (#35,837, #35,832).  The remaining 26 items were identified 
with functions relating to food service and consumption, in particular the 15 tableware items (14 
plates and a bowl).  Three items represented teaware (2 cups and a saucer) and a platter represented 
the role of food serving.  Nineteen out of the 25 items with identified patterns were food related, 
representing 76 percent of the patterns.  Only two of the identified patterns were recovered on more 
than one item, with “Two Temples II” occurring on a cup and saucer, and “Willow” pattern on nine 
plates, a platter and an unidentified body.  The “Two Temples II” pattern again only occurred here on 
teaware items, seemingly confirming its use as a teaware only pattern.  The number of “Willow” 
pattern plates, and the single platter, would suggest part of a dinner service.  The identified patterns 
are very much in the romantic, idealised style of design, depicting idyllic country scenes or imagined 
exotic foreign landscapes, both especially popular within the mid nineteenth-century marketplace. 
 
Aside from the above identified transfer-printed patterns, two of which at least were indicative of 
matching sets, the pit fill also included two other decorative types that, although not identified by a 
particular pattern name or known manufacturer, were able to be identified on more than one item in 
the same design, and thus were probably indicative of matching sets.  Table 3.19. 
 

Pattern Number Decoration Shape MIC 4843 
124 ppl tp plate 2 

  platter 1 
  tureen 2 
9 sprig cup 1 
  saucer 1 

   7 
Table 3.19: Matching patterns on various shapes. 

 
The unidentified purple transfer-printed pattern ‘124’ was found on five individual items within the 
pit fill.6  The matching items, featuring a marley border of a wavy line and a bold scroll band framing 
stylised leaves, occurred on two plates (#35,813 and #35,814), a platter (#35,812), and two tureens 
(#35,815 and #35,816), indicative of items belonging to a matching dinner set.  In contrast, the bone 
china purple sprigged pattern ‘9’ was found on two teaware related items, a cup (#35,789) and a 
saucer (#35,788).  Both items feature the remains of a purple grapevine sprig, on the exterior body of 
the cup and on the cavetto of the saucer.  This type of ware is commonly found on items associated 
only with teaware on many historical sites in Sydney, and dates from between 1830 to c1920. 
 
Pit 4847 (4844) 
The rectangular pit containing the fill 4843 cut into the fill of another rectangular feature, 4847.  This 
feature, with a timber lining, contained fill 4844.  The pit fill 4844 contained 118 MIC ceramics (565 
frags), almost the same number recovered from fill 4843 (119 MIC).  Twenty-three ceramic shapes 
were represented within the 4844 fill, by 113 MIC items.  The remaining five items were catalogued 
as unidentified and comprised body and base sherds of unknown identifiable shape.  Table 3.19. 
 
Although 23 identified ceramic shapes were represented within the pit fill, and like those in fill 4843 
discussed above, were very much indicative of domestic household related refuse, four shapes alone 
represented just over half the assemblage (52.6%).  These four shapes included 18 cups (including 
the 6 breakfast cups), 18 saucers, 15 plates and 11 poes.  Teaware items were the most commonly 
represented within the assemblage, on 37 MIC items - breakfast cups (6), cups (12), saucers (18), and 
slop bowl (1).  Teaware comprised 31.3 percent of the total ceramic assemblage.  
 
 
 
 
                                                      
 
6 See Methodology section of report for information on the use of pattern numbers when cataloguing. 
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Shape 
Specific 
Function MIC 4844 % 

black bottle maintenance 1 0.8  
bottle container 6 5.1  
bowl preparation 2 1.7  

 tableware 1 0.8  
breakfast cup tea 6 5.1  

cont container 2 1.7  
crock preparation 1 0.8  
cup tea 12 10.2  
dish preparation 1 0.8  

 serve 3 2.5  
egg cup tblw 1 0.8  

ewer hygiene 5 4.2  
jar cont 3 2.5  

 preserve 1 0.8  
jug serve 1 0.8  

jug/ewer serv/hygiene 1 0.8  
penny ink writing 1 0.8  

plate tblw 15 12.7  
plate,small tea/tblw 5 4.2  

 tblw 3 2.5  
platter serve 6 5.1  

poe hygiene 11 9.3  
pot med/toilet 1 0.8  

 prep 1 0.8  
pot lid groom 1 0.8  
saucer tea 18 15.3  

slop bowl tea 1 0.8  
wash basin hygiene 3 2.5  

unid unid 5 4.2  
  118 99.2 

Table 3.19: Shapes in pit fill 4844 
 

 
Function 
Food-related items were the most predominantly occurring in the fill, representing preparation (5 
MIC), serving (10 MIC), consumption (62 MIC) and storage (4 MIC).  Food preparation items were 
represented by two whiteware bowls (#35,871 and #35,872), one lead-glazed crock (#36,459), one 
creamware dish (#35,855), and a lead-glazed pot (#36,460).  Like the food preparation items in fill 
4843, these five items were also all simply plainly glazed and had no other form of decoration.  Three 
dishes, one jug and six platters represented the serving-related items and all but two were transfer 
printed.  The three dishes were in green transfer print (#35,901), blue transfer-printed “Willow” 
pattern (#35,931), and red transfer-printed “Camilla” pattern (#35,951).  The jug was in blue transfer-
printed “Willow” pattern (#35,930).  The six platters were all in blue, four transfer printed and two 
handpainted.  Two featured the “Willow” pattern (#35,926 and #35,929), one was the “Palestine” 
pattern (#35,936), one was blue flow “Canton” pattern (#35,946), and two were handpainted Chinese 
porcelain in the “Canton” pattern (#36,343 and #36,344).  The four food storage items were a 
stoneware bristol-glazed preserving jar (#36,396), one blue handpainted Chinese porcelain jar lid 
(#36,350), one blue handpainted Chinese porcelain container lid (#36,351), and a whiteware jar 
(#35,873). 
 
Sixty-two items, which comprised 52.5 percent of the total ceramic pit fill assemblage, represented 
food consumption, involving tableware (20 MIC), teaware (37 MIC) and teaware/tableware (5 MIC).  
The tableware items included a bowl, an eggcup, 15 plates, and three small plates. The teaware items, 
as mentioned above, were the six breakfast cups, 12 cups, 18 saucers and one slop bowl.  The five 
items catalogued as teaware/tableware were all small plates used in possibly both tea and dining 
situations. 
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Aside from the food-related items identified, there were five other functions represented within the 
fill that were also indicative of domestic household refuse.  These included a salt-glazed stoneware 
blacking bottle (#36,388), used in the upkeep and maintenance of kitchen stoves and the like, and a 
whole salt-glazed stoneware penny ink bottle was evidence of literacy (#36,387).  Personal hygiene 
was evident by the number of washbasins, ewers and poes recovered.  Five ewers were identified; 
two creamware (#35,862, #35,864), one blue transfer-printed pearlware in the popular “Cowman” 
pattern (#35,909), one brown transfer print (#35,949), and one blue transfer print (#35,955).  The 
three washbasins were in creamware (#35,861), one blue transfer-printed pearlware “Cowman” 
pattern (#35,910), and one blue transfer-printed “Italian Scenery” pattern (#35,953) (Photo 4).  The 
poes were the most commonly occurring hygiene-related item found, with 11 identified; six 
creamware (#35,856-#35,860; #35,863), one blue transfer-printed pearlware “Wild Rose” pattern 
(#35,907), one blue transfer-printed pearlware “Cowman” pattern (#35,911), one blue transfer-
printed pearlware (#35,908), one blue transfer print (#35,939), and one blue transfer-printed “Berry” 
pattern (#35,941).  The “Cowman” pattern featuring on a poe, ewer and washbasin indicated as least 
one probable matching set, and the commonly occurring creamware items may also indicate sets, 
although given that most plain creamware was associated with the poe shape, which was an item kept 
mostly out of sight under beds or in cupboards, these were bought for their functionality more so than 
their decoration. 
 
Another item related to the role of personal toiletry was the red transfer-printed lid from a pomatum 
pot (#35,950).  Pomatum was a scented ointment used originally on the skin and as a lip salve, 
however later it became more commonly used on the hair as a grooming aid (Photo 3).  Another pot 
lid was also found, although in plain whiteware so its contents remain unknown (#35,874).  This item 
was catalogued as medicine/toilet. 
 

 
 
 
 
Photo 3: Pomatum 
pot lids 
(5074/#36317 and 
4844/#35950).   
Artefact photo 041. 
Scale 10cm 
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Decoration 
Twenty-two decorative types were represented within the pit fill 4844, with the range once again 
indicative of the wide variety and choices available to the consumer as the nineteenth century 
progressed and also of the overall domination of the United Kingdom on the ceramic marketplace 
worldwide.  Table 3.20. 
 

Decoraton 
Specific 

Function Shape MIC 4844 % 
bl flow serve platter 1 0.8  

 tea breakfast cup 1 0.8  
  cup 1 0.8  
  saucer 2 1.7  
 unid unid 1 0.8  

bl hp cont cont 1 0.8  
 cont jar 1 0.8  
 serve platter 2 1.7  
 tblw plate 2 1.7  
 tea cup 1 0.8  
  saucer 1 0.8  
 unid unid 1 0.8  

blk flow tea cup 1 0.8  
blktp tea cup 1 0.8  
bltp cont jar 1 0.8  

 hygiene ewer 1 0.8  
  poe 2 1.7  
 serve dish 1 0.8  
  jug 1 0.8  
  platter 3 2.5  
 tblw bowl 1 0.8  
  plate 5 4.2  
  plate-small 1 0.8  
 tea breakfast cup 1 0.8  
  cup 2 1.7  
  saucer 2 1.7  
 tea/tblw plate,small 2 1.7  

bltp pearl hygiene ewer 1 0.8  
  poe 3 2.5  
  wash basin 2 1.7  
 tblw plate 3 2.5  
  plate-small 2 1.7  
 tea breakfast cup 2 1.7  
  cup 1 0.8  
  saucer 1 0.8  
  slop bowl 1 0.8  
 unid unid 1 0.8  

bristol gl preserve jar 1 0.8  
brntp hygiene ewer 1 0.8  

 tblw plate 1 0.8  
cream w hygiene ewer 2 1.7  

  poe 6 5.1  
 hygiene wash basin 1 0.8  
 prep dish 1 0.8  
 tblw plate 1 0.8  

edge pearl tblw plate 1 0.8  
grntp serv/hygiene jug/ewer 1 0.8  

 serve dish 1 0.8  
 tea breakfast cup 1 0.8 
  saucer 1 0.8  

hp tea breakfast cup 1 0.8  
  cup 2 1.7  
  saucer 5 4.2  

hp ww tea saucer 1 0.8  
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lead gl prep crock 1 0.8  
  pot 1 0.8  

pearl tblw plate 1 0.8  
 unid unid 1 0.8  

ppl tp tblw plate 1 0.8  
ppl tp tea cup 1 0.8  

 tea/tblw plate,small 1 0.8  
redtp groom pot lid 1 0.8  

 serve dish 1 0.8  
salt gl cont bottle 6 5.1  

  cont 1 0.8  
 maint black bottle 1 0.8  
 writing penny ink 1 0.8  

sponge tea cup 1 0.8  
wgl tea breakfast cup 1 0.8  

  cup 1 0.8  
  saucer 2 1.7  

wgl gilt tblw egg cup 1 0.8  
 tea saucer 1 0.8  
 tea/tblw plate,small 2 1.7  

ww cont jar 1 0.8  
 med/toilet pot 1 0.8  
 prep bowl 2 1.7  
 tea saucer 2 1.7  
   118 97.3 

Table 3.20: Decoration and shapes in pit fill 4844. 
 
Blue transfer print was once again the most popular occurring, in both blue transfer print (23 MIC) 
and blue transfer-printed pearlware (17 MIC), representing 33.9 percent of the assemblage.  
Indications that this assemblage had a post-1830 date is evident by the presence of other colour 
transfer-printed wares: black transfer print (1 MIC), brown transfer print (2 MIC), green transfer print 
(4 MIC), purple transfer print (3 MIC), and red transfer print (2 MIC).  Although small in number 
they do indicate that a range of colours was available within the marketplace.  It should also be noted 
that these colours occur on items mostly not associated with tableware and were therefore not as 
susceptible to breakages due to constant usage.  These colours are found on items associated with 
teaware, serving, grooming and hygiene, all items that if part of sets their numbers were also not as 
large as those commonly found in association with tablewares and therefore would not be as 
commonly represented within the archaeological context.  Also, items such as the red transfer-printed 
pomatum pot lid (#35,950) were purchased for their contents, not their decoration, nor were they 
purchased in bulk as the contents, when used sparingly, would last.  The flow ware items also 
appeared to follow this trend, with blue flow on teaware (5 MIC) and serving (1 MIC), and black 
flow also on a single teaware item (1 MIC).  Although blue transfer print was by far the most 
commonly represented, and therefore inferred to be the most popular, the presence of small numbers 
of other colours at least indicated their availability. 
 
Fabric 
With the exceptions of the blue handpainted Chinese porcelains (9 MIC), the bristol-glazed 
stoneware of possible United Kingdom or Australian manufacture, the eight out of the nine salt-
glazed stoneware items also of either United Kingdom or Australian manufacture, and the lead-
glazed items of probable local manufacture (2 MIC), the remaining 18 decorative types represented 
United Kingdom manufacture.  One salt-glazed stoneware item was definitely also made in the 
United Kingdom because it had the remains of an impressed makers mark (#36,395).  See Table 
3.23. 
 
The sixteen soft-paste bone china items in handpainted (8 MIC), plain white (4 MIC), and gilded (4 
MIC), were mainly teaware related, the exceptions being a gilded small plate (#35,885) and an 
eggcup (#35,887).  Both these items however, catalogued as teaware/tableware and tableware 
respectively, can also easily fit into the teaware category, with small plates used in teasets and 
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eggcups often found in breakfast and tea sets.  Because these items were in bone china, and other 
items with similar decorations were all tea related, it is likely that these too can be seen as belonging 
to this category, not tableware.  Bone china is typically associated with teaware or ornaments.  Three 
of the handpainted bone china saucers featured the same rose spray motif and were therefore likely to 
have been part of the same matching set (#35,880-#35,882). 
 
Patterns 
Twelve transfer-printed patterns were identified in pit fill 4844, on a total of 27 MIC ceramics.  
Table 3.21. 
 

Pattern Name Decoration Shape MIC 4844 Date 
"Albion" bltp plate-small 1 1858-1937 
"Berry" bltp poe 1 1830-1854 

"Camilla" redtp dish 1 1833+ 
"Canton" bl flow platter 1 c1830-1854 

"Cowman" bltp pearl ewer 1 c1820-1870 
  poe 1 c1820-1870 
  wash basin 1 c1820-1870 

"Feather" bltp saucer 1 c1841-1849 
"Isola Bella" bltp plate,small 1 c1850+ 

"Italian Scenery" bltp pearl wash basin 1 c1800-1870 
"Palestine" bltp plate 1 c1838-1861 

  platter 1 c1838-1861 
"Two Temples II" bltp pearl saucer 1 c1819-1870 

"Wild Rose" bltp pearl poe 1 c1830-1870 
“Willow” bltp dish 1 1810+ 

  jug 1 1810+ 
  plate 3 1810+ 
  platter 2 1810+ 

“Willow” bltp pearl plate 3 1810-1870 
  plate-small 2 1810-1870 
  unid 1 1810-1870 

   27  
Table 3.21: Identified patterns in pit fill 4844 

 
Transfer printing was the perfect medium to enable exact copies of the same design to feature on 
different shapes to create matching sets, and this was represented here by the identified patterns all 
occurring on items associated with either hygiene – washstand and toiletry items – or food – serving, 
tableware and teaware items.  The popularity of blue was again clearly evident, with the patterns 
either in blue transfer print (13 MIC), blue transfer-printed pearlware (12 MIC), or blue flow (1 
MIC).  The sole exception to this was a red transfer-printed “Camilla” pattern dish. 

 
Matching items to form possible sets were best represented here by the transfer-printed patterns 
found on more than one item, such as the “Cowman”, “Palestine” and “Willow” patterns.  The 
remaining nine identified patterns were each found on only one item. The blue transfer-printed 
pearlware “Cowman” pattern was found on three items all suggestive of belonging to a matching 
washstand set - a ewer (#35,909), a washbasin (#35,910), and a poe (#35,911).  The blue transfer-
printed “Palestine” pattern was represented by a platter (#35,936) and a plate (#35,937), perhaps part 
of the same dinner service.  The “Willow” pattern, on a total of 13 MIC items, was represented in 
both blue transfer print (7 MIC) and blue transfer-printed pearlware (6 MIC), with all relating to 
either tableware or serving items. 

 
The “Albion” pattern small plate, in blue transfer print (#35,935), was attributed to Sampson 
Hancock and Co, and dated between 1858 to 1937.  The “Berry” pattern poe, in blue transfer print 
(#35,841), was attributed to William Ridgway and dated between 1830 to 1854.  The “Camilla” 
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pattern dish, in red transfer print (#35,951), was attributed to both Copeland and Garrett and W.T. 
Copeland and Sons, and dated from 1833+.  The “Canton” pattern platter, in blue flow (#35,946), 
was attributed to William Ridgway and dated between c1830 to 1854.  The “Cowman” pattern ewer, 
washbasin and poe, all in blue transfer-printed pearlware (#35,909-#35,911), was a popular pattern 
made by a number of potteries and dated between c1820-1870.  The “Feather” pattern saucer, in blue 
transfer-print (#35,952), was attributed to Ralph Hall and Co, and dated between c1841 to 1849.  The 
“Isola Bella” pattern small plate, in blue transfer print (#35,938), was first introduced by William 
Adams and Sons and dated from c1850.  The “Italian Scenery” pattern washbasin, in blue transfer-
printed pearlware (#35,953), is of unknown manufacture and dated between c1800 to 1870.  The 
“Palestine” pattern platter and plate, in blue transfer print (#35,936-#35,937), both featured 
basemarks belonging to William Adams and Sons and dated between c1838 to 1861.  The “Two 
Temples II” saucer, in blue transfer-printed pearlware (#35,906), featured the Broseley variation 
border and dated between c1819 to 1870.  The “Wild Rose” pattern poe, in blue transfer-printed 
pearlware (#35,907), is of unknown manufacture and dated between c1830 to 1870.  The “Willow” 
pattern jug (#35,930), dish (#35,931), plates (#35,932-#35,934), and platters (#35,926, #35,929), in 
blue transfer print, all dated from c1810+.  The “Willow” pattern plates (#35,913-#35,915), small 
plates (#35,916-#35,917), and unidentified flat base sherd (#35,912), in blue transfer-printed 
pearlware, all dated between c1810 to 1870. 

 
The presence of the “Willow” pattern in both blue transfer print and blue transfer-printed pearlware, 
on items relating to both serving and tableware functions, may be representative of different sets 
occurring at different times during the occupation of the site, or may also perhaps indicate the 
piecemeal replacement of items within a set as they were broken over time.  The “Two Temples II” 
pattern was again found only on a teaware-related item, a saucer, further confirming the idea that this 
pattern was reserved for this function of use only (#35,906).  The identified patterns were all either 
romanticised rural landscapes (“Albion”, “Cowman” and “Wild Rose”), romantic idealised views of 
exotic foreign lands (“Canton”, “Isola Bella”, “Italian Scenery”, “Palestine”, “Two Temples II” and 
“Willow”), or botanical subjects (“Berry”, “Feather” and “Camilla”), all subjects of continuing 
popularity from the 1830s onwards. 

 
Aside from the above identified transfer-printed patterns the pit fill also included three other 
decorative types that although not identified by a particular pattern name or known manufacturer, 
were able to be identified on more than one item in the same design, and were thus also indicative of 
matching sets.  Table 3.22. 
 

Pattern Number Decoration Shape MIC 4844 
345 bltp pearl breakfast cup 1 

  slop bowl 1 
79 bl flow cup 1 
  saucer 1 

98 grntp breakfast cup 1 
  saucer 1 

   6 
Table 3.22: Matching patterns on various shapes 

 
The three transfer-printed patterns, recognised on more than one item each, featured on a total of six 
shapes, with two items representing each pattern.  All six items were teaware-related objects.  The 
pattern numbers used were assigned within each decorative type as part of a running pattern series, 
and when in future these patterns can be identified by name then the numbers will be replaced with 
the name (see earlier section on Methodology). 
 
The unidentified blue transfer-printed pearlware pattern ‘345’, featuring on a slop bowl (#35,918) 
and a breakfast cup (#35,954), had small Maltese crosses and floral sprays on both the interiors and 
exteriors of both items, and was dated between c1800 to 1870.  The unidentified blue flow pattern 
‘79’ occurred on both a cup (#35,945) and a saucer (#35,960), and featured a scroll and floral spray 
motif dating between c1830 to 1930.  The unidentified green transfer-printed pattern ‘98’, on a 
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breakfast cup (#35,899) and saucer (#35,900), featured floral and fruiting sprays and scrolls, and 
dated from c1830+. 
 
Basemarks 
Three basemarked ceramics identifying the individual manufacturer were recovered from pit fill 4844 
and were indicative of the mid nineteenth-century.  All three marks indicated that the items were of 
imported United Kingdom manufacture, from Lambeth and Stoke.  Table 3.23.   
 

Pattern Name Decoration Shape Brief Description From To MIC 4844
 salt gl cont Imp mark on ext - "IMPERIAL POTTE[RIES 

LAM]BETH"/"GREE[N]"/"GLASS-
LINE[D]"/"STONE WARE".  Mark is that of 
Stephen Green, Lambeth. 

c1820 1858 1 

"Palestine" bltp plate Tp basemark - ornate floral and scroll cartouche 
remains.  Mark belongs to William Adams & 
Sons. 

c1838 1861 1 

"Palestine" bltp platter Tp basemark - ornate floral and scroll cartouche 
with "PALES[TINE]" on ribbon banner; imp 
basemark- "[A]DAM[S]".  William Adams & 
Sons. 

c1838 1861 1 

Table 3.23: Basemarks in pit fill 4844. 
 
Conjoins 
Seven ceramic items were found that conjoined between the two pit fills of 4843 and 4844.  The 
rectangular pit containing the fill 4843 cut into the fill 4844 of the timber-lined pit 4847 indicating 
that the two fills exhibited some cross-contamination but were not necessarily filled at the same time.  
Table 3.24. 
 

Context Cat # Vessel Number Join MIC Frags 
4843 35849 breakfast cup 4844/#35899 1 4 
4844 35899  4843/#35849 0 3 
4843 35843 bowl 4844/#35940 0 3 
4844 35940  4843/#35843 1 4 
4844 35895 cup 4843/#35808 1 1 
4843 35808  4844/#35895 0 1 
4843 35822 poe 4844/#35907 1 5 
4844 35907  4843/#35822 0 10 
4843 35840 poe 4844/#35941 0 2 
4844 35941  4843/#35840 1 5 
4843 35846 poe 4844/#35908 0 6 
4844 35908  4843/#35846 1 13 
4843 35845 washbasin 4844/#35953 0 1 
4844 35953  4843/#35845 1 27 

    7 85 
Table 3.24: Conjoins between pit fills 4843 and 4844. 

 
The green transfer-printed breakfast cup (#35,849/#35,899), featuring a flower-filled vase on a 
riverbank in the foreground and with a floral and scroll border, was of unknown manufacturer and 
dated from c1830+.  The blue transfer-printed cup (#35,843/#35,940), featuring a large ornate 
foliated scroll and floral spray border, was also of unknown manufacturer and dated from c1830+.  A 
purple transfer-printed cup (#35,895/#35,808), featuring a Greek key type border and a group of 
classical style vases on a table, dated from c1860+ and again the manufacturer was unknown.  The 
blue transfer-printed pearlware poe (#35,822/#35,907), in the popular “Wild Rose” pattern, dated 
between c1830 to 1870 and was made by a great many potteries in the United Kingdom.  The blue 
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transfer-printed poe (#35,840/#35,941), in the “Berry” pattern, was attributed to William Ridgway 
and dated between 1830 to 1854.  Another poe in blue transfer-printed pearlware (#35,846/#35,908), 
featuring a wavy watermark type motif and stylised flower heads covering the exterior body and flat 
rim band, dated between c1800 to 1870 and was of unknown manufacturer.  The final conjoining 
item was a blue transfer-printed pearlware washbasin in the “Italian Scenery” pattern 
(#35,845/#35,953), also dating between c1830 to 1870 and also of unknown manufacturer.  Both the 
pit fills 4843 and 4844 exhibited a fairly typical range of ceramics associated with household 
domestic refuse of the mid to latter part of the nineteenth century. 
 
Western Pits Group 4 - Pits 5073 (5074) and 5076 (5077) 
Two more rectangular pit features were located to the south of the timber-lined pit feature 4847 discussed 
above.  The pit cut 5073 and its associated fill of 5074 was the most recent and cut the earlier feature of 
5076 and its fill 5077.  Pit 5073 was approximately 2.25 metres long and up to 1.3 metres wide, varying in 
depth from 70mm to 600mm.  The earlier pit 5076 was also 2.25 metres long and was 1.25 metres wide.  
The pit fill 5077 was not excavated but appeared in section to be 500mm deep. 
 
Pit 5073 (5074) 
Pit fill 5074 contained 134 MIC ceramics (358 frags).  Twenty-nine shapes were identified within the 
fill, on 121 MIC items, with the remaining 13 MIC comprising unidentified body and base sherds of 
unknown identified shape.  Table 3.25. 
 

Shape 
Specific 
Function MIC 5074 % 

basin/bowl prep 1 0.7  
black bottle maint 2 1.5  

bottle cont 4 3.0  
bowl prep 3 2.2  

 tblw 1 0.7  
breakfast cup tea 3 2.2  

coffee can  1 0.7  
creamer  1 0.7  

cup  14 10.4  
dish serve 3 2.2  

egg cup tblw 1 0.7  
ewer hygiene 3 2.2  

ginger jar store 1 0.7  
jar cont 2 1.5  

 preserve 2 1.5  
jug serve 2 1.5  

jug/ewer serv/hygiene 2 1.5  
mug tea 1 0.7  

pan-1 prep 1 0.7  
penny ink writing 1 0.7  

plate tblw 30 22.4  
plate,small tea/tblw 5 3.7  

 tblw 1 0.7  
platter serve 6 4.5  

poe hygiene 6 4.5  
pot garden 1 0.7  

pot lid med/toilet 1 0.7  
saucer tea 12 9.0  

slop bowl  1 0.7  
tureen serve 3 2.2  

vegetable dish  2 1.5  
wash basin hygiene 4 3.0  

unid unid 13 9.7  
  134 99.3 

Table 3.25: Shapes in pit fill 5074 
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Shapes 
The shapes within the pit fill were once again those commonly associated with household domestic 
rubbish, in particular food-related items associated with its preparation, serving, consumption and 
storage.  The two most commonly represented functions were tableware (33 MIC) and teaware (33 
MIC), and when combined with the 5 MIC items classified as teaware/tableware these items 
represented 71 MIC and 52.9 percent of the ceramic assemblage.  The following shapes represented 
the function of teaware: breakfast cup (3 MIC), coffee can (1 MIC), creamer (1 MIC), cup (14 MIC), 
mug (1 MIC), saucer (12 MIC), and slop bowl (1 MIC).  The following shapes represented the 
tableware items: bowl (1 MIC), eggcup (1 MIC), plate (30 MIC), and small plate (1 MIC).  The 
single small plate catalogued as tableware, rather than teaware/tableware, was a transfer-printed, 
handpainted and moulded child’s plate (#36,239).  The teaware/tableware items, all small plates, 
were those found in either tea or dinner sets, although the two bone china items were most likely part 
of tea sets (#36,219 and #36,228). 
 
Function 
Food consumption was the most dominant function represented, especially by the 30 MIC plates, 
which featured in twice as many numbers as the next most common shape, cups (14 MIC).  This 
domination of plates within the pit ceramic assemblage (22.4%) reflects the higher risk of breakages 
for items that are used everyday, and often more than once a day.  The next most commonly 
occurring shapes, the teaware items of cups and saucers, also reflected this, to a slightly lesser 
degree.  The 30 MIC plates all featured transfer-printed patterns, either as straight transfer prints or as 
flow ware, and were in a variety of colours, including blue flow (3 MIC), black flow (1 MIC), blue 
transfer print (13 MIC), blue transfer-printed pearlware (1 MIC), black transfer print (3 MIC), brown 
transfer print (5 MIC), green transfer print (3 MIC), and purple transfer print (1 MIC).  Twenty of the 
plates had identified patterns, including “Abbey” (3 MIC), “Canton Views” (2 MIC), “Chantilly” (2 
MIC), “Italian Lakes” (1 MIC), “Lake” (1 MIC), “Palestine” (3 MIC), “Rhine” (3 MIC), and 
“Willow” (5 MIC).  Those patterns presence on more than one plate suggest they belonged to a 
matching set (see Table 3.27). 
 
The 16 MIC ceramics associated with the function of serving food comprised five different shapes - 
dish (3 MIC), jug (2 MIC), platter (6 MIC), tureen (3 MIC), and vegetable dish (2 MIC).  The three 
items identified as ‘dish’ included a round dome lid (#36,256), a square-shaped serving dish 
(#36,270), and a small square dish (#36,327).  The three tureens were represented by octagonal 
shaped “Willow” pattern lids (#36,271-#36,273).  The only plain serving item recovered was a 
creamware platter (#36,206), with the remaining 15 items all featuring transfer-printed patterns, 
either in transfer print or flow ware and in a variety of colours.  These colours included blue transfer 
print (#36,271-#36,275; #36,297), blue transfer-printed pearlware (#36,270, #36,327), brown transfer 
print (#36,256), purple transfer print (#36,314), green transfer print (#36,241), and blue flow 
(#36,301, #36,303, #36,309, #36,310).  Four transfer-printed patterns were identified, on nine of the 
items, including “Alma” (1 MIC), “Nice” (1 MIC), “Rhine” (1 MIC), and “Willow” (6 MIC). The six 
“Willow” pattern items were the only ones that featured the same pattern on more that one type of 
serving vessel - dish (1 MIC), platter (2 MIC), and tureen (3 MIC) - indicative of perhaps being from 
a matching set and also indicating the range of shapes in which a pattern could be available (see 
Table 3.27). 
 
The items associated with the preparation of food numbered 5 MIC ceramics, including one fine 
earthenware lead-glazed basin/bowl (#36,472), of probable local manufacture, one coarse 
earthenware lead-glazed pan (#36,473), also of probable local manufacture, and three imported bowls 
from the United Kingdom - one whiteware (#36,211), with a rolled rim edge and rim diameter of 
220mm, dating from 1830+, one mocha (#36,233), with a mustard yellow glaze and large blue 
dendritic motif on the exterior body, dating between c1830 to 1930, and one annular (#36,234), again 
with a mustard yellow glaze and featuring brown and cream slipped bands on the exterior body, and 
also dating between c1830 to 1930.  These items, either plain glazed (whiteware and lead glazed), or 
simply decorated (mocha and annular), filled the utilitarian requirements in the kitchen and were 
bought more for their functionality than their decoration.  These wares contrast greatly with those 
items associated with the functions of food serving and consumption, where the items served dual 
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decorative and functional requirements, with the decoration as, if not more, important that the 
functional requirements. 
 
Like the food preparation items, the 3 MIC ceramics associated with food storage or preserves, were 
similarly not brought for their decoration, but rather their contents.  A fine stoneware Chinese ginger 
jar lid (#36,370), with a badly pitted blue handpainted Chinese character remaining on its flat top, 
was evidence firstly that it was purchased for its preserved ginger contents, and then once emptied it 
proved to be a useful reusable container.  Two bristol-glazed stoneware preserving jars were also 
recovered (#36,440, #36,441), again purchased for whatever was their original content and then 
reused.  Stoneware containers, like the ginger and preserving jars, were highly durable and functional 
items.  An exception to these stoneware containers was a fine earthenware whiteware jar, catalogued 
as a container (#36,212), and probably bought empty to be filled with whatever the consumer 
required it for.  It should also be noted here that five items, all stoneware, although catalogued as 
containers, were unidentified as to any further function, and were not catalogued as part of the food 
function.  These included the 4 MIC salt-glazed stoneware bottles, made up of various body and base 
sherds of unknown shape (#36,435-#36,437; #36,439), and one unidentified salt-glazed stoneware jar 
fragment (#36,438). 
 
Items that also reflected other household-related activities were those associated with maintenance, 
the garden, literacy, medicine/toilet and personal hygiene.  The two items associated with household 
maintenance, in particular kitchen stoves and the like, were two salt-glazed stoneware blacking 
bottles (#36,433, #36,434).  Evidence of gardening was represented by a coarse earthenware self-
slipped plant pot (#36,470).  Literacy was represented within the ceramics by a lone salt-glazed 
stoneware penny ink bottle (#36,432).  The category of medicine/toilet was used for a black transfer-
printed pomatum pot lid (#36,317).  As mentioned previously, pomatum was originally used on the 
skin as an ointment and as a lip salve, with it later becoming more commonly used as a grooming aid 
for hair (Photo 3). 
 
Personal hygiene was represented by 13 MIC ceramics: three ewers (#36,214, #36,250 and #36,243), 
four washbasins (#36,213, #36,293, #36,294 and #36,326), and six poes (#36,207, #36,237, #36,251, 
#36,302, #36,321 and #36,324).  The range of decorative types within this category was quite 
extensive, with only three of the items being plain glazed: a whiteware ewer (#36,214), a whiteware 
washbasin (#36,213), and a creamware poe (#36,207).  The remaining nine items were all transfer 
printed in some form, either in transfer-printed ware, flow ware or clobbered.  Two ewers were in the 
black transfer-printed “Rhine” pattern (#36,250, #36,243), and a poe, also in black transfer-printed 
“Rhine” (#36,251), may possibly indicate a matching set.  Two poes were decorated with transfer-
printed flow, in blue (#36,302), and in black (#36,321).  Another two poes were decorated with the 
clobbered technique, using transfer printed designs with added hand painting.  One of these 
clobbered items was in the pattern “Lady Peel”, featuring dainty leafing and flowering branches in 
black transfer print, with additional blue, orange, yellow, pink and green handpainted detailing 
(#36,324). This poe was basemarked with both pattern name and makers’ initials, identifying it as 
made by Francis Morley & Co, of Hanley, between 1848 to 1858 (Photo 4).  The other clobbered poe 
featured large black transfer-printed floral sprays with added worn yellow, orange and green 
handpainted detailing (#36,237).  The washbasins, with the exception of the whiteware example 
mentioned previously, were in blue transfer print and blue transfer-printed pearlware.  The blue 
transfer-printed “Tower” pattern featured on one washbasin, dating from c1815+ (#36,293).  This 
pattern was first introduced by Spode and was subsequently copied by many others.  The “Italian 
Scenery” pattern, in blue transfer-printed pearlware, was again seen on a washbasin (#36,294), like 
that found in pit fills 4843 and 4844, and dated between c1800 to 1870.  The remaining washbasin, 
also in blue transfer-printed pearlware, featured large leaves and thistles remaining on the rim but the 
pattern remained unidentified at time of report (#36,326).  With the exceptions of the “Rhine” pattern 
ewers and poe, and the whiteware ewer and washbasin, all the other hygiene-related items discarded 
into the pit did not occur in any matching decorations. 
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Photo 4: Front row l-r: pomatum pot lids (5074/#36317 and 4844/#35950), a blue handpainted and glided 
Chinese porcelain lid (context 4844/#36350).  Back row l-r: “Italian Scenery” pattern washbasin 
(4844/#35953), “Lady Peel” pattern poe (5074/#36324).  Artefact photo 039. 

 
 
Decoration 
Thirty decorative types were represented within the pit fill 5074, again indicative of the great variety 
available within the marketplace from the mid nineteenth-century onwards, with mass-produced 
ceramics from the United Kingdom dominating the assemblage.  Table 3.26. 
 

Decoration 
Specific 

Function Shape MIC 5074
annular prep bowl 1 
bl flow hygiene poe 1 

 serve jug 1 
  platter 2 
  vegetable dish 1 
 tblw plate 3 
 tea cup 2 
  saucer 2 

blk flow hygiene poe 1 
 tblw plate 1 
 tea cup 1 

blktp hygiene ewer 1 
  poe 1 
 med/toilet pot lid 1 
 tblw plate 3 
 tea breakfast cup 1 
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  cup 2 
  saucer 1 
 unid unid 1 

bltp hygiene wash basin 1 
 serv/hygiene jug/ewer 1 
 serve platter 2 
  tureen 3 
  vegetable dish 1 
 tblw egg cup 1 
  plate 13 
 tea coffee can 1 
  cup 1 
  saucer 2 
 tea/tblw plate,small 3 
 unid unid 1 

bltp pearl hygiene wash basin 2 
 serve dish 2 
 tblw plate 1 
 unid unid 2 

bristol gl preserve jar 2 
brntp serve dish 1 

 tblw plate 5 
 tea saucer 1 

cream w hygiene poe 1 
 serv/hygiene jug/ewer 1 
 serve platter 1 
 unid unid 1 

grntp hygiene ewer 1 
 serve platter 1 
 tblw plate 3 
 tea mug 1 

mocha prep bowl 1 
redtp unid unid 1 
ppl tp serve jug 1 

 tblw plate 1 
 tea cup 1 
  saucer 1 

salt gl cont bottle 4 
  jar 1 
 maint black bottle 2 
 writing penny ink 1 

selfslip garden pot 1 
sponge tblw bowl 1 

 tea cup 1 
wgl tea creamer 1 

  cup 2 
 unid unid 1 

wgl gilt tea breakfast cup 1 
 tea/tblw plate,small 1 

ww cont jar 1 
 hygiene ewer 1 
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  wash basin 1 
 prep bowl 1 

lead gl prep basin/bowl 1 
lead gl prep pan-1 1 

 unid unid 1 
clobb hygiene poe 2 

mocha ww tea breakfast cup 1 
 unid unid 1 

hp ww tea cup 1 
 unid unid 1 

hp gild tea saucer 1 
hp pearl unid unid 1 

bl hp store ginger jar 1 
 unid unid 1 

sprigg tea cup 3 
  saucer 3 
  slop bowl 1 
 tea/tblw plate,small 1 

edge pearl tea saucer 1 
tp hp mou tblw plate-small 1 

mocha pearl unid unid 1 
   134 

Table 3.26: Decoration and shape in pit fill 5074 
 
 
Sixty-six of the ceramics, representing 49.2 percent of the assemblage, were decorated with a variety 
of coloured transfer prints.  The range of colours available in the marketplace was represented by 
black (11 MIC); blue, including on pearlware (37 MIC); brown (7 MIC); green (6 MIC); purple (4 
MIC) and red (1 MIC).  Transfer printing was also used in combination with other decorative types, 
such as clobbered (2 MIC), transfer-printed, handpainted and moulded (1 MIC), blue flow (12 MIC), 
and black flow (3 MIC).  All these varieties of transfer-printed wares appeared on 84 MIC ceramics, 
representing 62.7 percent of the total pit fill ceramic assemblage.  Blue transfer-printed wares 
remained the most dominant decorative type, on 30 MIC ceramics, and were represented by a variety 
of shapes including a washbasin, platters, tureens, plates and saucers. The 13 MIC plates featuring 
blue transfer print were the most numerous in shape, both within the decorative type itself and as the 
principal shape within the ceramic assemblage as a whole.  The second most common decorative 
type recovered was blue flow, on 12 MIC ceramics, and also featured on a variety of shapes 
representing hygiene (poe), serving (jug, platter and vegetable dish), tableware (plates), and teaware 
(cups and saucers). 
 
Ceramics commonly found associated with early nineteenth-century deposits, such as lead glaze, 
creamware and blue handpainted Chinese porcelain, are represented within this deposit by only a 
very few items (6.7%) - lead glaze (3 MIC), creamware (4 MIC), and blue handpainted Chinese (2 
MIC).  Other simply decorated ceramics, available throughout much of the nineteenth century, and 
for many also well into the twentieth century, were also represented here in only small numbers, 
indicating that the mass-produced transfer-printed wares were by this stage both plentiful and 
accessible within the marketplace, providing an affordable range of patterns and shapes to cater for 
all needs and budgets, making the other decorative forms more-or-less obsolete.  These simply 
decorated items included annular ware (1 MIC), edgeware (1 MIC), handpainted pearlware (1 MIC), 
handpainted whiteware (2 MIC), mocha ware (4 MIC), sponge ware (2 MIC), and whiteware (4 
MIC).  The small number of blue transfer-printed pearlwares was another indicator that this deposit is 
likely to post-date the mid nineteenth century (7 MIC). 
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The teaware-related items, the breakfast cups (3 MIC), coffee can (1 MIC), creamer (1 MIC), cups 
(14 MIC), mug (1 MIC), saucers (12 MIC), and a slop bowl (1 MIC), featured a variety of decorative 
types, and were in both earthenware and fine bone china.  The wide range of decorative types 
represented on the teawares included: blue flow (4 MIC), black flow (1 MIC), purple transfer print (2 
MIC), green transfer print (1 MIC), brown transfer print (1 MIC), blue transfer print (4 MIC), black 
transfer print (4 MIC), edgeware (1 MIC), hand painted whiteware (1 MIC), mocha whiteware (1 
MIC), sponge ware (1 MIC), plain white bone china (3 MIC), gilded bone china (1 MIC), hand 
painted and gilded bone china (1 MIC), and sprigged bone china (7 MIC).  As previously mentioned, 
the two bone china small plates catalogued as teaware/tableware were more than likely part of tea 
sets, one gilded (#36,219), and the other sprigged (#36,228). 
 
Patterns 
A total of 16 patterns were identified within the pit fill 5074, on a total of 45 MIC ceramics.  These 
patterns were in transfer prints, flow wares and a clobbered item.  Although blue dominated, other 
colours also featured, including black, brown and green.  Table 3.27. 
 

Pattern Name Decoration Shape MIC 5074 Date 
"Abbey" bltp cup 1 c1841+ 

 brntp plate 3 c1841+ 
"Alma" bl flow vegetable dish 1 c1851-1862 

"Canton Views" brntp plate 2 c1827-1840 
"Chantilly" bltp plate 2 c1860-1884 

"Italian Lakes" bltp plate 1 c1850-1870 
"Italian Scenery" bltp pearl wash basin 1 c1800-1870 

"Lady Peel" clobb poe 1 1848-1858 
"Lake" blktp plate 1 1845-1858 
"Nice" brntp dish 1 1842-1844 

"Osborne" blktp breakfast cup 1 1845-1858 
 blktp saucer 1 1845-1858 

"Palestine" bltp plate 3 c1838-1861 
"Peacock" bltp plate,small 1 c1816-1865 
"Rhine" blktp cup 1 c1845+ 

  ewer 1 c1845+ 
  plate 2 c1845+ 
  poe 1 c1845+ 
 bltp vegetable dish 1 c1845+ 
 grntp ewer 1 c1845+ 
  plate 1 c1845+ 

"Tower" bltp wash basin 1 c1815+ 
"Wild Rose" bltp coffee can 1 c1830+ 

W3 bl flow plate 1 c1830-1930 
 bltp plate 4 c1810+ 
  plate,small 2 c1810+ 
  platter 2 c1810+ 
  tureen 3 c1810+ 
  unid 2 c1810+ 
 bltp pearl dish 1 c1810-1870 
   45  

Table 3.27: Identified patterns in pit fill 5074. 
 
The 16 identified patterns were in blue transfer print (24 MIC), blue transfer-printed pearlware (2 
MIC), black transfer print (8 MIC), brown transfer print (6 MIC), green transfer print (2 MIC), blue 
flow (2 MIC), and clobbered (1 MIC).  The identified patterns were overwhelmingly associated with 
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items relating to the serving and consumption of food (37 MIC) - serving (9 MIC), tableware (20 
MIC), and teaware (5 MIC).  The remaining eight items were either hygiene related (6 MIC) or 
unidentified (2 MIC). 
 
The “Abbey” pattern, represented here by a blue transfer-printed cup (#36,292), and three brown 
transfer-printed plates (#36,295, #36,260, #36,318), was attributed to Thomas Edwards, Burslem, and 
dated c1841.  The “Alma” pattern vegetable dish, in blue flow (#36,310), was basemarked with the 
manufacturers initials belonging to Pinder, Bourne & Hope, Burslem, and dated between c1851 to 
1862.  The two “Canton Views” pattern plates, in brown transfer print (#36,257 and #36,258), were 
attributed to Elkin, Knight & Bridgwood, Fenton, and dated between c1827 to 1840.  The two 
“Chantilly” pattern plates, in blue transfer print (#36,295, #36,296), were attributed to John 
Thomson, Glasgow, and dated between c1860 to 1884.  The “Italian Lakes” pattern plate, in blue 
transfer print (#36,325), was basemarked with the manufacturers initials belonging to J. & M.P. Bell 
& Co, Glasgow, and dated between c1850 to 1870.  The “Italian Scenery” washbasin, in blue 
transfer-printed pearlware (#36,294), was of unknown manufacturer and dated between c1800 to 
1870.  The clobbered “Lady Peel” pattern poe (#36,324), featured a basemark including the 
manufacturers initials of Francis Morley & Co, Hanley, and dated between 1848 to 1858. The “Lake” 
pattern plate, in black transfer print (#36,247), was also attributed to Francis Morley & Co and dated 
between 1845 to 1858.  The “Nice” pattern serving dish, in brown transfer print (#36,256), was 
attributed to Ridgway & Morley, Hanley, and dated between 1842 to 1844.  The “Osborne” pattern 
breakfast cup (#36,249) and saucer (#36,248), in black transfer print, was attributed to Francis 
Morley & Co, Hanley, and dated between 1845 to 1858.  The three “Palestine” pattern plates, in blue 
transfer print (#36,287-#36,289), were attributed to William Adams & Sons, Stoke, and dated 
between c1838 to 1861.  The “Peacock” pattern small plate, in blue transfer print (#36,291), was 
attributed to John Thomson, Glasgow, and dated between c1816 to 1865.  The “Rhine” pattern 
occurred on eight items and in three different colours, with all of unknown manufacturer and dated 
from c1845+.  The “Rhine” pattern featured in black transfer print on a cup (#36,254), a ewer 
(#36,250), two plates (#36,252, #36,253) and a poe (#36,251); in green transfer print on a ewer 
(#36,243), and in blue transfer print on a plate (#36,242) and a vegetable dish (#36,297) (Photo 5). 
 
 

Photo 5: “Rhine” pattern vegetable dish (5074/#36297).  Artefact photo 044. 
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The “Tower” pattern washbasin, in blue transfer print (#36,293), was first introduced by Spode in 
1815 and was then copied by many others.  The “Wild Rose” pattern coffee can, in blue transfer print 
(#36,290), was a popular pattern made by many potteries and was dated from c1830+.  The fifteen 
items featuring the ever-popular “Willow” pattern occurred in blue flow, blue transfer print and blue 
transfer-printed pearlware.  The “Willow” pattern plate, in blue flow (#36,370), was dated between 
c1830 to 1870.  The 13 “Willow” pattern items in blue transfer print were all dated from 1810+; four 
plates (#36,264-#36,267), two small plates (#36,268 and #36,269), two platters (#36,274 and 
#36,275), three tureens (#36,271-#36,273), and two unidentified (#36,362 and #36,263).  The single 
blue transfer-printed pearlware “Willow” pattern item was a serving dish (#36,270), dated between 
1810 to 1870. 
 
Nine of the identified patterns were featured on only one item each, “Alma”, “Italian Lakes”, “Italian 
Scenery”, “Lady Peel” “Lake”, “Nice”, “Peacock”, “Tower” and “Wild Rose”, with the seven 
remaining patterns, “Abbey”, “Canton Views”, “Chantilly”, “Osborne”, “Palestine”, “Rhine” and 
“Willow”, all found on a least two or more items.  These seven patterns, featuring on more than one 
item, and either on the same shapes or a variety of shapes, were indicative of the availability to the 
consumer of matching items in which to either build sets or purchase readymade ones.  The wide 
choice of patterns, evident within this pit fill by these 16 identified patterns, reflected how the 
process of mass-produced transfer printing enabled the consumer to access a wide range of designs in 
colours and patterns that suited both individual taste and budget, as well as ensuring that replacement 
matching items could also be easily attained when required. 
 
The “Abbey” pattern, identified on four individual items, occurred in both blue and brown transfer 
prints.  The blue transfer-printed example was a cup (#36,292), while three plates were in brown 
transfer print (#36,259, #36,260, #36,318).  The three brown transfer-printed plates suggest at least a 
matching set, with the possibility that perhaps various colours of the same pattern were used for 
different vessel shapes.  The table was perhaps set with the brown transfer-printed “Abbey” pattern, 
while the teaware items were in blue.  The tableware items and teaware items were distinct coloured 
sets. 
 
The two brown transfer-printed “Canton Views” pattern plates (#36,257 and #36,258), the two blue 
transfer-printed “Chantilly” pattern plates (#36,295 and #36,296), and the three blue transfer-printed 
“Palestine” pattern plates (#36,287-#36,289), are all indicative of their being at least matching dinner 
plates present, if not entire services.  The black transfer-printed “Osborne” pattern, found on a 
breakfast cup and saucer (#36,249, #36,248), indicated matching teawares. 
 
Both the popular “Rhine” and “Willow” patterns were found in a variety of shapes that further 
proved that the technology of mass-produced transfer printing allowed for just about every 
conceivable shape to be attainable in the same pattern, and in a variety of colours.  The “Rhine” 
pattern occurred on 8 MIC ceramics, in three different colours and in a variety of shapes, both 
hygiene and food related.  Five items were in black transfer-printed “Rhine” pattern, a cup (#36,254), 
a ewer (#36,250), two plates (#36,252 and #36,253), and a poe (#36,251), with the ewer and poe 
perhaps belonging to the same washstand set and the two plates also perhaps belonging to the same 
table setting.  The single blue transfer-printed “Rhine” pattern item was a vegetable dish (#36,297), 
with the remaining two items occurring in green transfer-printed “Rhine” pattern being a ewer 
(#36,243) and a plate (#36,242).  The variety in colours allowed the consumer to have even more 
choice, not just in the pattern but in colour too.  The range of colours would perhaps mean that sets of 
items could be purchased in the one colour, in different colours according to different sets, or even 
mix-and-matching different colours within the same set. 
 
The 15 MIC “Willow” pattern items were also, like the “Rhine” pattern, represented on a variety of 
shapes, and by three different decorative types.  The majority of the “Willow” pattern, on 13 MIC 
items, was in blue transfer print, with all but two items relating to the function of food, the two 
exceptions being unidentified body and base sherds (#36,242, #36,263).  The 11 blue transfer-printed 
“Willow” pattern food-related items included four plates (36,264-#36,267), two small plates 
(#36,268 and #36,269), two platters (#36,274 and #36,275), and three tureens (#36,272-#36,273), all 
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suggesting the presence of a “Willow” pattern dinner service.  A single blue transfer-printed 
pearlware “Willow” pattern dish was represented (#36,270), perhaps belonging to another set or 
bought at some stage to be part of the above.  A “Willow” pattern plate in blue flow was also found 
(#36,370). 
 
Four patterns within the pit fill 5074, although not identified by a known pattern name or 
manufacturer, were able to be identified on more than one item and therefore, like the identified 
patterns discussed above, were indicative of matching sets.  Table 3.28. 
 

Pattern Number Decoration Shape MIC 5074
10 sprigg plate,small 1 
  saucer 2 
  slop bowl 1 

100 grntp plate 1 
  platter 1 
3 bl flow jug 1 
  poe 1 

81 bl flow cup 2 
  saucer 1 
   11 

Table 3.28: Matching patterns on various shapes. 
 
The four patterns - one sprigged, one transfer printed, and two blue flow - were represented on 11 
MIC ceramics.  The pattern numbers assigned to each were part of a running pattern series used to 
identify like patterns even when the name was unknown.  If the pattern name later becomes known 
then the number is replaced and the new details entered onto the updated database (see section on 
Methodology). 
 
The four items identified as having the same purple sprigged design, pattern number ‘10’, were all 
bone china and featured on shapes identified with teaware - two saucers (#36,225, #36,226), a slop 
bowl (#36,227), and a small plate (#36,228).  Although during the cataloguing phase the small plate 
was catalogued as teaware/tableware, given the bone china fabric and the fact that all sprigged ware 
on other historical sites occurs solely in shapes identified with breakfast or teaware sets (cups, 
saucers, creamers, slop bowls and egg cups), the likelihood that small plates should be included here 
is assured.  The pattern itself consists of alternating large and small purple floral plant sprays on the 
saucer cavetto, slop bowl exterior body, and small plate marley. 
 
The two green transfer-printed items featuring the pattern number ‘100’ consisted of a plate 
(#36,240) and a matching platter (#36,241).  The pattern featured bold flowering plants and fine 
tendrils, and the presence of the plate and platter suggested they belonged to the same dinner service.  
The two blue flow items in pattern number ‘3’, featuring a cracked ice type of overall decoration, 
consisted of a poe (#36,302) and a jug (#36,303).  The fact that this pattern was unique to these two 
objects within this pit fill may indicate that the jug was perhaps instead a ewer and thus formed part 
of a matching toiletry set with the poe.  This pattern was not however unique to the entire site 
assemblage, with examples of this pattern also found elsewhere on items associated with teaware, 
such as a breakfast cup and egg cup.  The other three matching blue flow items, identified with the 
pattern number ‘81’, were a saucer and two cups (#36,306, #36,305, #36,308), featuring a border of 
scroll framed flower heads with a floral spray and jugs on a table. 
 
 
Basemarks 
Five basemarked ceramics, four earthenware and one stoneware, were recovered in the pit fill 5074, 
identifying four individual manufacturers (one item was of unknown manufacturer).  The marks all 
dated to the mid nineteenth century.  Table 3.29. 
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Pattern Name Decoration Shape Brief Description From To MIC 5074
"Alma" 
#36310 

bl flow vegetable 
dish 

Tp basemark - “ALMA” / “P.B.(& H)” framed by 
2 laurel branches and a crown.  Initials belong to 
Pinder, Bourne & Hope, Burslem. 

c1851 1862 1 

"Italian Lakes" 
#36325 

bltp plate Tp basemark- ornate floral spray and shield 
cartouche containing "ITALIAN” / “LAKES” / J 
& M.P.B & Co”.  Initials belong to J. & M.P. Bell 
& Co, Glasgow. 

c1850 1870 1 

"Lady Peel" 
#36324 

clobb poe Tp basemark - Rampant lion with "LADY PEEL" 
above and “FM & Co” below.  Mark belongs to 
Francis Morley & Co, Hanley. 

1848 1858 1 

"Rhine" 
#36297 

bltp vegetable 
dish 

Tp basemark - “Rhine” within foliated scroll 
cartouche.  Maker unknown. 

1845  1 

#36441 bristol gl jar Imp mark - circular mark on lower ext body: 
“STEPHEN GREEN” / “IMPERIAL” / 
“POTTERIES” / “LAMBETH”. 

c1835 1858 1 

      5 
Table 3.29: Basemarks in pit fill 5074. 

 
All five ceramics were imported from the United Kingdom.  Three of the basemarked items were 
from England, one from Scotland, and the “Rhine” pattern of unknown manufacture was also 
attributed to the United Kingdom. 
 
Eastern Pits 
A number of pits, five of which were recorded in detail, were located in roughly the centre of the site, 
adjacent to the twentieth-century rubbish dump to the east and Union Street to the south.  Three of 
the pits (5054, 5058 and 5063) contained no ceramics within their fills, with the remaining two pits, 
5061 and 5068, containing 13 MIC and 26 MIC ceramics respectively.  It was within pit 5068 (fill 
5070) that three items were found to conjoin with items in the pit discussed above, 5073 (fill 5074).  
See Table 2.3. 
 
Pit 5068 (fill 5070) 
Pit 5068 was about 2.5m in diameter and was one of three pits featuring an unusual sandstock brick 
base (pits 5058, 5061 and 5068).  The base of pit 5068 comprised both whole and half sandstock 
bricks as well as some mudstone.  The pit and fill was comparatively shallow with the fill 5070 
containing 26 MIC ceramics (61 frags), three of which conjoined with pit fill 5074. 
 
Conjoins with 5074 
The three conjoining items were decorated with two identified brown transfer-printed patterns and 
one blue flow.  The blue flow item was a poe decorated with a cracked ice motif covering its rim 
band and exterior body.  It was identified on 10 rim and body sherds in fill 5074 (#36,302) and 
conjoined with a rim/body sherd in fill 5070 (#36,184).  A brown transfer-printed “Nice” pattern 
serving dish lid sherd, featuring a wide border of coral on a finely dotted background, was recovered 
in pit fill 5070 (#36,198) and conjoined with three more lid sherds in pit fill 5074 (#36,256).  This 
pattern was attributed to Ridgway and Morley, of Hanley, and dated between 1842 to 1844.  The 
third conjoining item, also in brown transfer print, was a “Canton Views” pattern plate, featuring a 
Chinese landscape of pavilions, bushland and a figure in a boat on a river.  One sherd in pit fill 5070 
(#36,201) was found to conjoin with four sherds from the same plate in pit fill 5074 (#36,258).  This 
pattern was attributed to Elkin, Knight and Bridgwood of Fenton, and dated between c1827 to 1840. 
 
Both the “Nice” and “Canton Views” patterns occurred on more than one item within the two pit 
fills, suggesting that although no more conjoins were found to occur, they may indicate disposal of 
the same matching set.  The “Canton Views” pattern occurred on another plate in pit fill 5074 
(#36,257), and the “Nice” pattern was also found on a plate in fill 5070 (#36,202), that matched the 
conjoining serving dish lid.  The plate also featured the remains of an ornate cartouche basemark 
featuring trees and a building and identified as belonging to Ridgway and Morley of Hanley, 1842 to 
1844.  
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Further evidence that the two pit fills 5070 and 5074 were related can be seen in the patterns “Abbey” and 
“Lady Peel”.  Both patterns were recovered in these two pit fills only, occurring nowhere else on site.  The 
clobbered pattern “Lady Peel” occurred on a soap dish in pit fill 5070 (#36,196), and on a poe in pit fill 
5074 (#36,324).  With both shapes belonging to the toiletry function it seems probable that they were 
from the same toiletry set.  The “Lady Peel” pattern poe featured a basemark of a rampant lion and the 
initials “FM & Co” below, belonging to the company of Francis Morley & Company, of Hanley and 
dating between 1848 to 1858.  The pattern itself was a sheet pattern featuring dainty leafing and flowering 
branches in black transfer print, with blue, orange, yellow, pink and green handpainted detailing.  The 
“Abbey” pattern occurred in both pit fills 5070 and 5074 in blue and brown transfer-printed examples.  
The pattern, featuring a ruined abbey, a group of figures, trees, water and mountains, was attributed to 
Thomas Edwards of Burslem, and dated c1841.  Pit fill 5070 contained an “Abbey” pattern tureen in blue 
transfer-printed pearlware (#36,203) and a brown transfer-printed plate (#36,199).  Pit fill 5074 also 
featured the “Abbey” pattern in three brown transfer-printed plates (#36,259-#36,260, #36,318), and a 
blue transfer-printed cup (#36,292) (Photo 6). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 6: Front row l-r: “Abbey” pattern plate (5074/#36318), “Gothic” pattern saucer (4804/#35437).  Back 

row l-r: “Lady Peel” poe (5074/#36324), “Nice” pattern plate (5070/#36202).  Artefact photo 003. 
 
As previously mentioned, three of the five pits recorded in the centre of the site had sandstock brick bases 
- pits 5058, 5061 and 5068.  The site excavation trench report suggested that these pits may have been 
storage related, however it also notes that the absence of any walls was curious as the soft sand would 
have meant unavoidable collapses.7  The ceramics recovered did not indicate storage, but instead 
consisted of items typically found associated with domestic household refuse of the mid nineteenth 
century.  The ceramic assemblages recovered were consistent in content with those found in the rubbish 
pits elsewhere on site, as discussed above in report.  Only two of the three brick based pits contained 
ceramics, with pit 5058 having none, pit 5061 containing 13 MIC items, and pit 5068 featuring 26 MIC 
ceramics. 

                                                      
 
7 Reidel 2005:29 
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4.0 Creamware 
 
4.1 Creamware 
Wedgwood perfected cream coloured earthenware, or creamware as it became popularly known, in 
1761.  When Queen Charlotte purchased a dinner service of creamware in 1762 its popularity among 
the buying public was assured and it was found in most households throughout both England and her 
colonies.  Miller states that England’s conquest of the world ceramic market was initiated by the 
development of creamware.8 
 
Brooks dates creamware between c1760-c1830.9  The ware is characterised by a translucent lead 
glaze covering a cream coloured fine earthenware fabric.  Pooled glaze, such as on foot rims, often 
occurs in shades of yellow or greenish-yellow.  The earlier creamware tended to be a deeper yellow 
than later vessels. Miller however, states that by 1830 a lighter coloured creamware had evolved and 
it continued production right throughout the nineteenth century.10  This lessening of the cream colour 
varied between manufacturers and was thus inconsistent across the ware.11  Identifying later 
creamware can therefore be fairly subjective once the cream colour lessened over the years, and 
definition can very much depend on the individual cataloguer. 
 
 

Context 
MIC 

Creamware % No. Frags % 
4801 3 3.8  6 2.4  
4803 2 2.5  2 0.8  
4804 1 1.3  4 1.6  
4805 1 1.3  1 0.4  
4815 10 12.5  11 4.4  
4819 2 2.5  2 0.8  
4823 2 2.5  2 0.8  
4827 2 2.5  2 0.8  
4831 1 1.3  1 0.4  
4835 5 6.3  6 2.4  
4837 1 1.3  1 0.4  
4839 1 1.3  1 0.4  
4843 8 10.0  24 9.5  
4844 11 13.8  133 52.8  
4865 1 1.3  1 0.4  
4954 1 1.3  1 0.4  
4990 1 1.3  1 0.4  
4999 2 2.5  2 0.8  
5000 6 7.5  17 6.7  
5017 5 6.3  10 4.0  
5032 1 1.3  4 1.6  
5036 1 1.3  1 0.4  
5039 3 3.8  4 1.6  
5045 1 1.3  1 0.4  
5059 2 2.5  2 0.8  
5062 1 1.3  1 0.4  
5070 1 1.3  1 0.4  
5074 4 5.0  10 4.0  

 80 100.9 252 100.2 
Table 4.1: Contexts with creamware ceramics. 
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A total of 80 MIC creamware items were recovered within contexts across the entire site.  These 
items comprised 252 fragments.  The creamware was distributed fairly evenly across contexts where 
present, with the only real concentration perhaps noticeable in the pit fills 4815 (10 MIC), 4843 (8 
MIC), and 4844 (11 MIC).  Table 4.1. 
 
Pit fill 4844 contained the highest amount of creamware, both with the item count (11 MIC) and 
number of sherds (133 frags).  This large difference between item count and number of sherds is due 
to items being made up by fairly large numbers of fragments, for example, a washbasin having 28 
sherds (#35,861), and two ewers comprising 17 sherds and 20 sherds each (#35,862 and #35,864).  
Twenty-nine unidentified body sherds were also bagged together and catalogued as 1 MIC.  The pit 
fill contained by far the greatest concentration of creamware sherds than any other context, 
representing 52.8 percent of the creamware total. 
 
Miller states that creamware recovered in archaeological assemblages dating from the 1820s onwards 
is usually associated with plates, bowls and chamber pots.12  Poes were by far the most dominant 
identified form represented within this creamware assemblage, on 20 MIC ceramics and representing 
25 percent of the creamware collection.  Table 4.2. 
 

Specific Function Shape 
MIC 

Creamware % 
cont jar 3 3.8  

hygiene ewer 3 3.8  
 poe 20 25.0  
 wash basin 2 2.5  

prep bowl 1 1.3  
 dish 1 1.3  

serv/hygiene jug/ewer 1 1.3  
serve dish 1 1.3  

 jug 3 3.8  
 platter 6 7.5  
 tureen 1 1.3  

tblw bowl 1 1.3  
 plate 9 11.3  

tea cup 1 1.3  
 saucer 1 1.3  

unid unid 26 32.5  
  80 100.6 

Table 4.2: Creamware shapes.  
 
Items associated with personal hygiene dominated this category of ware - ewer (3 MIC), poe (20 
MIC), and washbasin (2 MIC).  The discrepancy between the high numbers of poes represented and 
the low numbers of both ewer and washbasin indicated that the poe, kept hidden away when not in 
use, was bought for its functional use more so than for any decorative regard.  Washstand sets, 
comprising washbasins and ewers, were on the other hand part of the décor of a room as well as 
serving a functional purpose, and were not hidden away like the poes, and consequently these items 
were more likely to be decorated and were purchased just as much for their decorative appeal as for 
their functional use. 
 
The large number of unidentified items (26 MIC), representing 32.5 percent of the creamware 
assemblage, consisted of body or base sherds of unknown item shape.  After poes, plates were the 
second most common identified shape represented, on 9 MIC ceramics.  Items associated with the 
general function of food - its preparation, serving, consumption and storage - were represented by 25 
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MIC in total.  Preparation (2 MIC), serving (11 MIC), consumption - tableware (10 MIC) and 
teaware (2 MIC) - and storage (2 MIC - one of the jars was not identified with food), were all 
represented, with the plates (9 MIC) and platters (6 MIC) the most common within the food related 
category. 
 
A single basemarked creamware item was recovered, from the pit fill 5000, impressed with the year 
it was made - 1836.  Table 4.3. 
 

Specific 
Function Shape Cat No Brief Description From To MIC
hygiene washbasin 35973 Imp basemark - "DAVENPORT" above an 

anchor, with "3 6" inside anchor. 
1836  1 

Table 4.3: Basemarked creamware 
 

The basemarked washbasin with its manufacture date of 1836 had a distinctly yellow tinged glaze, 
although it was not as deep a yellow as that usually found associated with earlier creamwares.  
Yellow-coloured pooling also occurred on the foot rim. 
 
The cheapest ceramic type available in the marketplace was plain creamware.13  As a greater variety 
of other decorative types became available the popularity of creamware as a tableware waned from 
c1830 onwards and it moved into the more utilitarian functions such as hygiene and its associated 
poes, ewers and washbasins.  This move is clearly illustrated by the creamware recovered here. 
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5.0 Chinese Ceramics 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The total number of Chinese manufactured ceramics found on site was 60 MIC (94 frags), 
representing just 5.8 percent of the total ceramic assemblage recovered.  These imported Chinese 
ceramics were distributed fairly evenly across the contexts, with perhaps just the pit fill 4844 
indicating any particular concentration, with 9 MIC ceramics representing 15 percent of the total 
Chinese ceramics found on site.  The only other context to represent over 10 percent of the Chinese 
wares was another pit fill, context 4815, with 7 items (11.7%).  Table 5.1. 
 

Context 
MIC 

Chinese % No Frags % 
4803 2 3.3  4 4.3  
4804 4 6.7  6 6.4  
4815 7 11.7  7 7.4  
4818 1 1.7  2 2.1  
4823 1 1.7  1 1.1  
4826 1 1.7  1 1.1  
4835 2 3.3  4 4.3  
4837 1 1.7  1 1.1  
4843 1 1.7  1 1.1  
4844 9 15.0  13 13.8  
4852 1 1.7  1 1.1  
4894 1 1.7  1 1.1  
4990 2 3.3  2 2.1  
5000 5 8.3  10 10.6  
5014 1 1.7  4 4.3  
5015 5 8.3  11 11.7  
5021 2 3.3  2 2.1  
5027 1 1.7  7 7.4  
5039 1 1.7  1 1.1  
5040 2 3.3  2 2.1  
5045 2 3.3  6 6.4  
5047 2 3.3  3 3.2  
5059 1 1.7  1 1.1  
5067 2 3.3  1 1.1  
5070 1 1.7  1 1.1  
5074 2 3.3  1 1.1  

 60 100.1 94 100.3 
Table 5.1: Contexts and total of Chinese ceramics. 

 
Over the centuries Chinese porcelain has been much admired.  The examples recovered here 
comprised the utilitarian blue and white export wares available to all, being both affordable and 
easily replaceable.  None of the items were of the expensive highest quality porcelain destined for the 
wealthy consumer and made by special order - all the examples here were of the mass-produced 
variety.  The only decorative type identified within the Chinese ceramics recovered here was the 
underglaze blue handpainted ware, with no monochrome glazes or polychrome handpainted wares in 
evidence.  Table 5.2. 
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Decoration 
Specific 
Function Shape MIC % 

bl hp cont cont 1 1.7  
 cont jar 1 1.7 
 serve dish 2 3.3  
  platter 6 10.0  
 store ginger jar 2 3.3  
 tblw bowl 1 1.7  
  plate 28 46.7  
 tblw/serve bowl 1 1.7  
 tea cup 9 15.0  
  saucer 5 8.3  
 unid unid 4 6.7  
   60 100.1 

Table 5.2: Chinese decorative types 
 
 
5.2 “Nanking” and “Canton” Patterns  
The two popular underglaze blue handpainted export patterns of “Canton” and “Nanking” dominated 
the Chinese ceramics found on site, representing 70 percent of the total Chinese ceramic assemblage.  
Forty-two out of the total 60 MIC Chinese ceramics were identified with these two patterns, 
“Canton” on 29 items and “Nanking” on 13 items.  Table 5.3. 
 

Pattern Name 
Specific 
Function Shape MIC % 

"Canton" serve dish 2 4.8 
  platter 5 12.0 
 tblw plate 22 52.4 

"Nanking" tblw plate 1 2.4 
 tea cup 6 14.3 
  saucer 6 14.3 
   42 100.2 

Table 5.3: Identified Chinese patterns.  
 

Chinese export porcelain, with its formulaic landscape scenes filled with water, boats, bridges, 
islands, pavilions, trees and mountains, was decorated with such popularly recognised motifs because 
they were easily identifiable by the western consumer and reinforced the idealised and romanticised 
viewpoint many had of an exotic faraway land that they were unlikely ever to visit themselves.  The 
“Canton” and “Nanking” patterns are both excellent examples of this. 
 
Both the “Canton” and “Nanking” patterns are also prime examples of the type of ‘mass production’ 
that occurred in Chinese export porcelain when the same pattern was required on thousands of 
individual pieces, without the benefit of transfer-printed copies.  Large numbers of workers were 
involved in the manufacture of these export wares, with a single piece passing through numerous 
hands, each having a specialist skill in a particular element or pattern.  The “Canton” and “Nanking” 
patterns were relatively inexpensive mass-produced standard patterns made solely for the export 
market. 
 
A range of differing dates and comments on the commonly found “Canton” and “Nanking” patterns 
was noted within the various sources consulted during research on these two patterns.  Some samples 
of these are as follows.  Mackintosh states that “Nanking” first appeared around 1760 and that the 
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“Canton” pattern was a later development.14  Goteborg also states that the “Nanking” is earlier than 
“Canton”, with “Nanking” dating between 1780 to 1820 and “Canton” between 1820 to 1880.15  
Goteborg also believed “Nanking” to be of a higher quality than “Canton”.  Miller and Hunter state 
that the “Canton” pattern is commonly dated from 1785, when the Americans first began trading with 
China.16  They also pose the question of whether the pattern is actually a copy of a Staffordshire 
pattern - a copy of an English pattern that was a copy of an original Chinese porcelain?  Mudge also 
states that “Nanking” was an older pattern than the “Canton” and that it was of a better quality.17  
Schiffer claims that the “Canton” pattern dates from the first quarter of the nineteenth century and on 
up to the present day, and that the border variations can be used as indicators of date - the ruffled-
edge border being an early type with a later type featuring a straight-line border.18  Schiffer also 
states that the “Nanking” pattern is more refined and carefully painted than the “Canton” pattern 
examples, with the landscape scene being more complex.19  Corcoran also believes that the “Canton” 
border style variations are useful dating indicators, with the ruffle-edge being early and the straight-
line later, and that the “Nanking” pattern is the finer, more precisely painted ware.  Unlike Schiffer 
however, Corcoran dates “Canton” from 1790 and not c1820.20  Allen also believed that “Nanking” 
was the earlier of the two patterns, and that it is a finer bodied, better decorated pattern than the later 
“Canton”.  Allen also stated that dating the “Canton” pattern is a matter of debate but believed that 
most was made between 1810 to 1840.21  Staniforth and Nash date both the “Canton” and “Nanking” 
patterns being exported from China between c1760 to 1850.22  Frank dates “Canton” between 1790 to 
1840 and “Nanking” between 1790 to 1850, and also states that it is usually of a finer quality than the 
“Canton”.23  Wilson has illustrations of both a “Canton” pattern plate and a “Nanking” pattern 
saucer-dish and like Frank, dates them between 1790 to 1840 and 1790 to 1850 respectively.24 
 
Although some of the above authors believed “Nanking” to be earlier than “Canton” because of its 
finer fabric and seemingly to be generally more carefully painted, and most of the authors do 
comment on the better painting of the “Nanking” pattern, it appears that this so-called better quality 
is related more to the shape of the item the pattern is found on rather than it being either earlier than 
the “Canton” or a more skilfully designed and executed pattern.  Of the 13 MIC “Nanking” pattern 
items identified here (Table 5.3), 12 of these were teawares - six cups and six saucers - all with the 
finely potted fabric most suited to their shape and function.  These fine shapes would also be most 
suited to a finer style of pattern, with heavier styles such as the “Canton” pattern being not as suitable 
and appearing less proportionally pleasing on a finer shape.  With the “Canton” pattern identified on 
29 MIC shapes, all associated with either serving (7 MIC) or tableware (22 MIC), it appears that the 
“Canton” was reserved for larger, heavier bodied and more durable wares, items able to withstand 
constant use, more so than that of the more finer bodied “Nanking” teawares. 
 
The single “Nanking” pattern item recovered not related to the teaware function was a lone plate 
(#35,678).  This tableware item was recovered from an unstratified deposit (5067) covering both 
Areas A and B.  This particular item, with a rim diameter of 240mm, is unusual within the Chinese 
ceramics because all the other plates featuring rim sherds are scalloped edged, not straight.  This 
perhaps may indicate that this plate is of a later date.  Another indication that this “Nanking” pattern 
plate perhaps dates from a later period is in its slightly different border treatment.  The spearhead and 
dumb-bell border on the marley occurs below a row of groups of fine horizontal lines on the rim 
edge, above the usual wide asterisk band.  Also, the spearheads themselves are pointing in two 
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directions, upwards on the marley and downwards on the cavetto.  These additional border treatments 
to the traditional “Nanking” pattern, coupled with them occurring on a shape and function not usually 
associated with this pattern and in an upper unstratified context, are all indicative of this item 
belonging to a period associated with the patterns later manufacture in the mid nineteenth century. 
 
The “Nanking” pattern teaware items may be part of the same set.  A cup (#36,349) and two saucers 
(#36,348, #36,362) all feature traces of worn gilding on the rim edge and are also alike in their fine 
and clear depiction of the diaper band and the spearhead and dumb-bell border.  The cup and one of 
the saucers (#36,349, #36,348) came from the same pit fill (4844), and the second saucer (#36,362) 
came from the fill of an earlier pit located directly beneath it (5015).  The close proximity of the two 
contexts, the fact that the cup and saucer from context 4844 were the only two “Nanking” pattern 
items recovered from this pit fill, and the presence of the gilding and same style of painted pattern on 
the three items would seem to indicate that if they were not from the same set they were probably at 
least from the same shipment. 
 
In contrast to the “Nanking” pattern, none of the “Canton” pattern ceramics recovered were on 
teaware-related items (Table 5.3).  All the “Canton” pattern wares were either serving (2 dishes and 
5 platters) or tableware related (22 plates).  The dominance of plates in this pattern, and the presence 
of serving-related items, is indicative of the popularity of this export ware for dinner services. 
 
If Schiffer and Corcoran are indeed correct in using the border of the “Canton” pattern as an 
indication of date, then all the “Canton” pattern recovered from here is early as all items with the 
border remaining feature the ruffle-edged finish, with no evidence of the straight-line type found.  
However because no straight-line was found on this site further analysis of this as a dating tool needs 
to be undertaken on sites where the straight-line border does occur.  Because of this sites long period 
of constant occupation throughout the nineteenth century, and the fact that the “Canton” pattern 
ceramics usually turned up in contexts in association with a range of ceramics produced in the United 
Kingdom, suggests that this pattern retained its popularity for quite some time, even in the face of 
growing competition from the mass produced wares from the United Kingdom.  Both the “Nanking” 
and “Canton” patterns appear to be contemporaneous with each other - they occur together in most 
contexts where Chinese ceramics were found.  If the “Nanking” pattern was reserved for teawares 
and “Canton” pattern for tablewares, then there is no reason why these two patterns could not co-
exist - neither one was competing with the other, and even if they were, consumer demand for them 
both within the export marketplace was large enough to allow the two to successfully survive. 
 
The author tends to agree most with Frank and Wilson as far as dating both the “Nanking” and 
“Canton” patterns, although also makes the “Nanking” pattern dateable to c1850 rather than 1840.  
The lack of archival material relevant to tracing the importation of Chinese ceramics during the first 
years of colonial settlement in Australia presents a challenge when endeavouring to pin down the 
very beginning of its importation into the colony.  Newspapers, with their shipping news and 
advertisements, did not begin circulation until well after colonial settlement.  The documentary 
record does however, according to Nash, point to Chinese export porcelain arriving into Sydney as 
part of the cargo on seven ships between 1792 and 1810, and adds that at least another 40 merchant 
ships from Indian ports, all also no doubt carrying Chinese ceramics, also arrived in the colony at this 
time.25 
 
Imported Chinese ceramics fluctuated considerably in price, decreasing as more shipments became 
available.  For example, sales of Chinese cups and saucers were priced at 2 shillings 6 pence in 1809, 
one-tenth the price paid for the ceramics salvaged from the wreck of the Sydney Cove in 1798.26 
 
Another underglaze blue export porcelain pattern identified on a single item within the Chinese 
ceramic assemblage was that featuring the so-called ‘egg-and-dart’ border.27  This pattern appears to 
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be a combination of elements from both the “Nanking” and “Canton” patterns and is not as 
commonly found on sites as either the “Nanking” or “Canton”.  The lone example found here was a 
plate located in pit fill 5000 (#36,354).  The sherd comprised the remains of the plate marley, cavetto 
and recessed foot rim.  The diapered band found on both the “Nanking” and “Canton” patterns also 
occurs here, on the cavetto, and the ‘egg-and-dart’ border remaining on the marley appears to be a 
debased combination of the “Canton” pattern ruffle and the “Nanking” pattern spear and dumb-bell 
borders. 
 
The location of the plate was in a pit fill dating from the mid nineteenth century.  Corcoran lists a 
couple of other Sydney sites where this pattern was also known to occur, both in small numbers. The 
site of First Government House featured 22 sherds and with the demolition of First Government 
House occurring in 1846 the ‘egg-and-dart’ border must pre-date this event.  The site of Barrack 
Lane, at 79 George Street, Parramatta, also featured 10 sherds with the ‘egg-and-dart’ motif, although 
contexts were evidently disturbed and there was no secure dating possible prior to 1840. 28  Because 
this ‘egg-and-dart’ border was obviously available prior to the 1840s and appeared to at least still be 
in use by the middle of the nineteenth century, the date range for it has at this stage been placed at the 
same time as both the “Nanking” and “Canton” patterns, ranging between c1790 to 1850. 
 
Ceramics from the United Kingdom, enabling the consumer to have access to a huge range of 
decorative types and at very competitive prices, had flooded onto the Sydney marketplace well and 
truly by the middle of the nineteenth century.  The Chinese export porcelains, having proved to be 
extremely popular with their useful shapes, exotic but easily replaceable patterns, affordable prices 
and durability of fabric, were no longer alone in these fields and no longer held such a monopoly on 
the marketplace.  The ceramics produced in the United Kingdom fitted all these criteria as well as 
providing even more choices in the range of patterns, colours, fabrics and shapes available, all at a 
range of prices making them affordable to all.  The decline in the popularity of Chinese ceramics can 
be seen on this site, where they represent just 5.8 percent of the total ceramic assemblage recovered 
and where the majority of the ceramics appear to date from the mid nineteenth century. 
 
5.3 Kitchen Ch’ing 
The term ‘kitchen ch’ing’ is used to describe the category of common nineteenth-century Chinese 
ceramics, of both porcelain and stoneware fabric, decorated in underglaze blue and commonly 
associated with bowls and dishes.29  The thicker and heavier potted fabric made them ideally suited to 
daily use and they have been found on many archaeological sites connected to nineteenth century 
Chinese occupation throughout Southeast Asia, Australia, New Zealand and America. 
 
Kitchen ch’ing was not however restricted to sites of only ethnic Chinese occupation.30  These wares 
are also found in association with European households, and although they were not produced strictly 
for the export market, unlike the “Nanking” and “Canton” patterns discussed above, these hardy 
utilitarian items found a niche within the European marketplace. 
 
A single ‘kitchen ch’ing’ bowl was recovered from the sandy fill of a small pit (5016).  This fill 
(5015) contained 8 MIC ceramics, including two blue transfer-printed items - an unidentified body 
sherd (#36,050) and a washbasin (#36,051) - one locally made coarse earthenware slipped pan 
(#36,466), two “Canton” pattern plates (#36,359-#36,360), one “Canton” pattern serving dish 
(#36,361), and one “Nanking” pattern saucer (#36,362).  The ‘kitchen ch’ing’ bowl was represented 
by a body/base sherd of thick stoneware fabric (#36,358).  Both the interior and exterior body and 
base featured an uneven bluish grey glaze, with some miscellaneous underglaze blue hand painting 
also remaining on the lower exterior body.  Uneven bluish grey glaze also remained in the centre of 

                                                                                                                                                                    
 
27 Corcoran 1993:Appendix B, fig 7 
28 Corcoran 1993:60,65 
29 Willetts 1981:49-94 
30 For example, the Parramatta Children’s Court site also had ‘kitchen ch’ing’ wares in the ceramic assemblage. 
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the interior base, surrounded by a circular ‘biscuited band’ as a type of border.  This ‘biscuit band’ is 
an identifying feature often found on stoneware ‘kitchen ch’ing’ bowls and dishes.31 
 
The pit in which this bowl was found appeared to be one associated with the earlier period of the 
sites occupation, as it was cut by a later timber-lined pit (4847).  Although the pit contained few other 
ceramics, those seven found were wares commonly associated with earlier nineteenth-century 
deposits (blue transfer-printed pearlware, slipped earthenware, and the “Nanking” and “Canton” 
pattern Chinese export porcelains). 
 
5.4 Domestic Chinese v Export 
The George Street property was a European occupied site, with no ethnic Chinese recorded as ever 
being present during its entire period of occupation, and the ceramic assemblage also reflected this.  
Although 60 MIC Chinese ceramics were recovered, they formed a very small percentage of the 
entire ceramic assemblage, just 5.8 percent of the total. 
 
The Chinese ceramics represented were dominated by the blue underglaze porcelains, in particular 
the 42 MIC ceramics in the “Nanking” and “Canton” patterns, patterns which were made especially 
for export to the overseas western markets and not for domestic Chinese consumption.  The shapes 
also reflect this, with European tableware shapes very much evident - the “Canton” pattern plates 
with marleys, the five “Canton” pattern oval platters (#35,597, #36,343, #36,344, #36,353, #36,366), 
and the two “Canton” pattern oval serving dishes (#35,596/#35,605 and #36,361).  The overall 
dominance of the export patterns, “Canton” on 29 MIC and “Nanking” on 13 MIC, totalling 42 MIC 
out of the 60 MIC identified Chinese ceramics, was indicative of an assemblage associated with 
European not Chinese tastes. 
 
The presence of the single ‘kitchen ch’ing’ bowl, a ware made more for domestic use and not as an 
export ware, was found in a context associated with “Canton” and “Nanking” pattern export wares, 
as well as a locally made earthenware pan and two blue transfer-printed pearlware items from the 
United Kingdom, a collection again indicative of European not Chinese taste. 
 
The presence of ginger jars, like that of ‘kitchen ch’ing’, cannot be taken as being necessarily 
indicative of Chinese occupation.  Both the preserved ginger contents and the jars themselves could 
be just as attractive to European taste, with the jars capable of much reuse after initial purchase.  A 
complete ginger jar was recovered from context 5067 (#35,679), an unstratified deposit.  It featured 
two large Chinese characters in muted blue-grey underglaze hand painting on its exterior body, and 
featured a highly glossy glaze and porcellanous stoneware fabric.  The other ginger jar item was a lid 
found in pit fill 5074 (#36,370).  This pit fill contained a wide range of ceramics imported from the 
United Kingdom dating from the mid nineteenth century and was very much a European-related 
deposit.  The lid was of a coarse stoneware fabric with a badly pitted flat top with a worn blue 
handpainted Chinese character in its centre.  It was not the lid belonging to the whole ginger jar 
(diameter and fabric both different) (Photo 7). 
 
Rice bowls, celadon ware and brown glazed stoneware storage jars and soy sauce bottles were also 
completely absent from the archaeological record, all being Chinese ceramics usually found on sites 
with known ethnic Chinese occupation.32 
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Photo 7: Left: fine stoneware ginger jar (5067/#35679); Front: ginger jar lid (5074/#36370); Back: blue 
handpainted and gilded porcelain lid (4844/#36350).  Artefact photo 008. 
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6.0        Lead-glazed Pottery 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Lead-glazed earthenwares are usually associated with sites dating from the earliest colonial days of 
European settlement within Australia.  From first settlement pottery for everyday use was needed and 
this need was reflected in the early establishment of local brick making manufactories at Sydney’s 
Brickfields that included pottery production as well. 
 
Brick making was a very important component to the successful establishment of the European 
colony in New South Wales because without their successful and ongoing local production 
settlement would have been severely handicapped. 
 
By 1791-92 Lieutenant King noted that a pottery had been established and was producing unglazed 
wares, due to the lack of local iron ores.33  This absence of ore to produce glazes, coupled with the 
overwhelming demand for bricks within the colony to provide much needed shelter for the 
inhabitants meant that the focus was, quite rightly, on brick making rather than pottery production - 
adequate shelter was more important than pottery items.  By the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
once the colony had established a slightly firmer foothold and was feeling more permanent than 
transitory in nature, several potteries had established themselves within the immediate vicinity of 
Brickfield Hill.34 
 
The importation of glazes or oxides no doubt provided a boost to the local pottery industry and by the 
early 1800s Samuel Skinner was making glazed domestic pottery.  Skinner is an important figure 
within the history of local pottery manufacture in the colony because he was the first to be 
acknowledged as a successful maker of domestic pottery and established his pottery under the 
patronage of Governor King.35  Pottery production remained fairly spasmodic during the early years 
however by 1824 there were 14 potters listed as operating in Sydney, although potters could also be 
brick makers.36  Jonathon Leak and John Moreton established successful potteries in the 1820s, and 
between the 1830s and 1850s other potters also successfully found a market for their wares, including 
Thomas Field and Enoch Fowler.37 
 
Potteries around Brickfield Hill were ideally located not only because of their easy access to suitable 
clays but also because transport to outer lying settlements, such as Parramatta, was close at hand via 
the proximity of the main road west. No written historical documentation or archaeological 
investigation has suggested that any potteries existed at Parramatta, however brick making and 
roofing tile production was undertaken in the area - in what is now Parramatta Park and in North 
Parramatta. 
 
6.2 Lead-glazed Wares on Site 
The presence of lead-glazed wares on this site reflected its known documented history of early 
European occupation, dating from c1804.  A total of 49 MIC lead-glazed ceramics were identified 
(77 frags), representing just 4.7 percent of the total ceramic assemblage.  The lead-glazed items were 
found in 25 contexts and all in low numbers, with the most number found in the general cleanup 
context of 4801, with 7 MIC.  Table 6.1. 
 
 
 

                                                      
 
33 Casey 1999:5 
34 Casey 1999:5 
35 Casey 1999:7 
36 Casey 1999:8 
37 Ford 1998:68,72,99,116 
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Context 
Lead Glaze 

MIC % No Frag % 
4801 7 14.3  8 10.4  
4803 1 2.0  1 1.3  
4804 1 2.0  1 1.3  
4805 3 6.1  5 6.5  
4815 2 4.1  3 3.9  
4818 4 8.2  7 9.1  
4822 1 2.0  1 1.3  
4823 3 6.1  4 5.2  
4831 1 2.0  1 1.3  
4835 1 2.0  1 1.3  
4837 3 6.1  3 3.9  
4841 1 2.0  1 1.3  
4843 2 4.1  5 6.5  
4844 2 4.1  10 13.0  
4894 1 2.0  1 1.3  
4910 2 4.1  2 2.6  
4927 1 2.0  1 1.3  
4990 1 2.0  1 1.3  
5000 4 8.2  4 5.2  
5014 1 2.0  1 1.3  
5017 1 2.0  1 1.3  
5033 1 2.0  1 1.3  
5045 1 2.0  10 13.0  
5059 1 2.0  1 1.3  
5074 3 6.1  3 3.9  

 49 99.5 77 100.1 
Table 6.1: Contexts with lead-glazed ceramics 

 
 

The 7 MIC lead-glazed ceramics recovered in context 4801 represented 14.3 percent of the total lead-
glazed ware on site, with the remaining lead glaze spread across the other 24 contexts in numbers 
ranging between 1 and 4 MIC, and each representing between 2 percent and 8.2 percent of the total 
lead-glazed ware.  Fifty-six percent of the contexts containing lead-glazed ware had just 1 MIC piece 
identified, with 14 such contexts acknowledged.  
 
Three items were found to have conjoins across different contexts, with all contexts located in Area 
A of the site (Table 6.2).  Four sherds from a pale yellow glazed bowl (#35,641/#35,646/#35,665), 
with brown glazed bands on the exterior, were recovered in three contexts (Photo 8).  Context 4801 
was from the general cleanup of the site, context 4804 was from the fill of a rectangular-shaped pit 
(4817), and context 4910 was the fill for a posthole (4909).  Two postholes, one of which was 4909 
and its associated fill of context 4910, cut pit 4817.  The excavation trench report indicated that these 
postholes were of a likely twentieth-century date, thus the posthole fill (4910) is a later disturbance of 
the earlier pit fill (4804), thus the joining sherds.38 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
 
38 Reidel 2005:14 
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Context Cat # Vessel Number Join MIC Frags 
4804 35646 bowl 4801/#35641; 4910/#35665 0 1 
4801 35641  4804/#35646; 4910/#35665 1 2 
4910 35665  4801/#35641; 4804/#35646 0 1 
4805 35649 jar 4837/#35661 1 3 
4837 35661  3805/#35649 0 1 
4826 35657 basin/bowl 4910/#35666 1 7 
4910 35666  4826/#35657 0 1 

    3 16 
Table 6.2: Lead-glazed conjoins between contexts.  

 
Four sherds from a large mustard glazed jar (#35,649/#35,661), were recovered in two contexts, and 
both were contexts related to the unusual brick and sandstone structure discussed earlier in the report.  
Context 4805, which contained three of the jar sherds, was the demolition fill of the structure, and 
context 4837, containing the remaining fourth sherd, was the fill below the demolition fill. 
 
Eight sherds from an orange-brown glazed basin/bowl were also found in two contexts 
(#35,657/#35,666).  Seven of the sherds were from context 4826, the fill from a trench running 
alongside Argus Lane and which was cut by a later twentieth-century RTA trench.  The remaining 
eighth sherd was located in the posthole fill 4910, the same posthole that contained a sherd from the 
conjoining pale yellow-glazed bowl mentioned above, and identified as a twentieth-century feature 
disturbing the earlier pit 4817 and its associated fill of 4804. 
 
Lead glaze always occurs on an earthenware fabric.  Although the items are more often than not 
associated with utilitarian usage whereby the vessels are large and sturdy for practicality sake, and 
the fabric was necessarily far thicker in section than that of imported European or Chinese ceramics, 
the texture of the fabric cannot be assumed to always be coarse - thickness does not equal coarseness.  
Coarseness is here defined as an earthenware fabric containing inclusions noticeable in section.  The 
49 MIC lead-glazed wares recovered from this site provided an example of this, with the overall 
majority, 41 items, catalogued as being a coarse earthenware (cew) and just eight items identified as 
being a fine earthenware (few). These fine earthenwares were not ‘fine’ in the conventional sense of 
thinness of fabric, but were defined by the refined texture of the fabric itself, regardless of the 
thickness. 
 
The eight fine earthenware items identified were two poe (#35,640, #35,659), three bowls 
(#35,641/#35,646/#35,665; #36,444, #36,462), one basin/bowl (#36,472), and two unidentified body 
sherds (#35,669, #36,471). 
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Photo 8: Front: bowl/washbasin (4801/#35641); Back row l-r: poes (4837/#35659, 4801/#35640).  Artefact photo 075. 
 
 
The two poes, for example, both featured very similar pale yellow glazes on a finely textured creamy 
white fabric, with the thickness varying between 6mm to 12mm (Photo 8).  Two of the three bowls 
also featured finely textured but thick fabric, with the orange-glazed bowl varying between 6mm to 
11mm (#36,444), and the pale yellow-glazed bowl with brown glazed-bands on the exterior having a 
creamy white fabric measuring 9mm in thickness (#35,641/#35,646/#35,665).  It was the third bowl 
that is the lone example of fine earthenware both in texture and thickness (#36,462).  This bowl, with 
a rim diameter of 155mm, was catalogued under the specific function of tableware because of its 
diameter, quality of glaze and fineness of fabric, being just 3mm thick.  This bowl was the only item 
out of the total 49 MIC lead-glazed ceramics to be given the function of tableware, with all other 
identified items being more utilitarian wares. 
 
The typology of shapes used to describe the lead-glazed ceramics recovered here is based on, and 
continues from, those defined by Casey.39  For illustrations of the various shapes discussed in this 
section, and the typology of shapes found see Appendix1, this report 
 
The 49 MIC lead-glazed wares recovered from across 25 contexts all fell within three general 
functions.  These were ‘food’ (31 MIC), ‘personal’ (3 MIC), and unidentified (15 MIC).  Table 6.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
 
39 Casey 1999 and 2002b. 
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General 
Function 

Specific 
Function Shape MIC % 

food storage jar 3 6.1  
  jar/pot 3 6.1  
 preparation basin/bowl 4 8.2  
  bowl 4 8.2 
  crock 4 8.2 
  pan-1 14 28.6  
 tblw bowl 1 2.0  

personal hygiene poe 3 6.1  
unidentified container cont 1 2.0  

  lid 1 2.0  
 unidentified unidentified 11 22.4  

   49 99.9 
Table 6.3: Function and shape of lead-glazed wares. 

 
 
Thirty-eight of the lead-glazed items were identifiable shapes, with the remaining 11 all consisting of 
unidentified body sherds.  The 33 MIC food-related items comprised 67.4 percent of the total lead-
glazed wares recovered, with three-quarters of these, 26 MIC, identified with the specific function of 
food preparation.  The most dominant shape associated with this food preparation function was that 
of ‘pan-1’, represented by 14 MIC (28.6%).  Indeed, it is the pan shape that dominates the entire 
lead-glazed assemblage, not just in its preparation role (Photo 9).  The next three most common 
identified shapes, each represented by the same number of items, were the basin/bowl (4 MIC), bowl 
(4 MIC) and crock (4 MIC), again shapes identified with food preparation.  The 11 MIC unidentified 
body sherds of undetermined shape represented just under one-quarter of the lead-glazed ware 
(22.4%). 
 
 

Photo 9: Left to right: pan (4818/#36453), basin/bowl (4826/#35657, 4910/#35666), pan (4818/#36451).  
Artefact photo 092. 
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The dominant ‘pan-1’ shape was characterised according to the definition by Casey.40  These pans 
comprised of truncated cone shapes featuring either everted or rounded rim edges with diameters 
ranging between 280mm to 325mm.  The base diameters were between 159mm to 180mm and the 
angle of the sloping body varied between 130 degrees and 150 degrees.  Only one of these large, 
wide mouthed pans had a measurable height, that being 80mm (#36,453).  The fabric thickness, in all 
cases coarse earthenware, varied between 8mm to 20mm, with the flat sturdy bases being the thickest 
part.  The function of these shallow pans was identified with food preparation because of their 
similarity to dairy-related items such as milk pans, milk coolers, milk dishes and cheese pans.41  
Their shape would also have been useful in other kitchen-related fields, such as mixing ingredients or 
for leaving yeast bread mixtures in to rise and expand.  It seems unlikely that they were used to cook 
in because of their large size and shallowness, and also because none showed evidence of burning 
due to the cooking processes.  Both the glazes and slips on these items were in good condition, 
showing no sign of the deterioration that would be expected to occur if vessels were in regular 
contact with heat. 
 
One of the pans was quite a bit smaller than the rest, however its shape was typically pan-like so it 
was included with the rest (#35,671).  This pan featured a rounded rim edge with a diameter of 
180mm, a base diameter of 74mm, height of 34mm, and a fabric thickness of between just 4mm to 
8mm, with its flat base being the thickest part.  Its body angle of 150 degrees fitted that of the larger 
pans. 
 
All 14 pans were glazed on the interior and slipped on the exterior, with all examples featuring glazes 
in good condition, with very little in the way of use marks or general wear-and-tear.  The likelihood 
that the pans were used more for functions that required little human action - such as constant stirring 
or cooking/baking - would make them ideally suited for dairy-related roles such as those mentioned 
previously.  According to the historical documentation a dairy was present on the property.42  A 
mostly robbed brick building with part of a box drain in the centre was found in Area A and was 
thought to possibly be the dairy structure, however the 21 MIC ceramics recovered from in and 
around the box drain did not indicate this, and no lead-glazed wares were found here. 
 
Although none of the pans showed any evidence of burning due to cooking or baking processes, three 
did show evidence of post-breakage burning (#36,451-#36,453).  These three items are the only 
ceramics in the entire assemblage to show any evidence of burning, with all three located in the one 
context, 4818.  This context was the fill of a sub-circular pit in Area B (4820), and was cut by what 
appeared to be a garden bed (4816).43  The fact that the burning occurred on the fabric break, staining 
the fabric and surrounding glaze and slip, indicated that it occurred after the pans had been broken 
and not during their use. 
 
The four so-called ‘crocks’ were also grouped under the function of food - preparation (#36,447, 
#36,449, #36,459, #36,468).  These items featured a rounded rim edge with diameters ranging 
between 320mm to 340mm, and are deep bodied with a very thick coarse earthenware fabric of 
between 9mm to 22mm.  One of the examples (#36,449), features two-remnant lug handles just 
below the exterior rim edge, one on each side to enable easier lifting (Photo 10).  All are slipped, 
with only remnant glaze on either just the rim (#36,447), the handles (#36,449), or on the interior 
body (#36,459).  Only one is glazed on both the interior and exterior (#36,468). 

                                                      
 
40 1999:20 
41 Casey 1999:20 
42 Casey & Lowe 2004:2 
43 Reidel 2005:21 
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Photo 10: Crock with lug handles (4815/#36449).  Artefact photo 089. 
 
 
The four basin/bowl items, like the pans, all have glazed interiors and slipped exteriors (#35,652, 
#35,654, #35,657/#35,666, #36,472).  They have either everted or rounded rim edges and gently 
curving convex bodies.  The rim diameters range between 205mm to 300mm, with the coarse 
earthenware fabric having varying thicknesses of between 8mm to 16mm. 
 
In contrast to the above discussed pans, crocks and basin/bowls, the three items identified here as 
‘bowls’ were glazed on both the interior and exterior (#35,641/#35,646/#35,665, #36,462, #36,444).  
All three bowls also featured a fine earthenware fabric and gently curving body.  Two of the bowls 
were identified as belonging to the role of food preparation with the third, as mentioned previously, 
identified as tableware (#36,462).  The two bowls identified with food preparation both featured foot 
rims and had base diameters of 128mm and 159mm.  Both bowls had a body angle of between 128 
degrees and 130 degrees, and a fabric thickness ranging between 6mm to 11mm.  The glaze on all 
three bowls is in very good condition, particularly the smooth golden-brown glaze on the tableware 
related bowl. 
 
Glazing is important when items need to be impervious to liquid, especially in regards to any useful 
food-related earthenware, as the above pans, crocks, basin/bowls and bowls indicate.  The two jars 
(#35,649, #35,661), and three jars/pots (#35,655, #35,660, #36,446), all also identified as having a 
food related function (container), featured either an interior and exterior glaze or an interior glaze and 
exterior slip, ensuring that they were nonporous and therefore functional in their food-related usages.  
The jar/pot lid identified with the function of food-container featured a very worn glazed exterior, 
especially on the round finial (#35,660).  With a diameter of 74mm and a height of 23mm it seemed 
probable that it was associated with a food related item, whereas the other lid recovered was 
catalogued as an unidentified-container because of its very thick fabric and the fact that only the 
finial remained (#36,465).  This large finial, with very worn glaze and fabric, has a height of 44mm 
and a diameter of 60mm, and was obviously off a very large and substantial lid.  With the exception 
of four items, the condition of the glazes on all 49 lead-glazed wares was fairly good.  The four 
exceptions, with very badly worn glaze remaining in only patchy areas, were the jar/pot lid 
(#35,660), two crocks (#36,447, #36,449), and the unidentified large lid finial (#36,465). 
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Apart from the dominant identified general function of ‘food’, the only other general function 
identified within the lead-glazed wares was that of ‘personal’, and its specific function of hygiene.  
Three poes, representing 6.1 percent of the lead-glazed assemblage, were recovered (#35,640, 
#35,659 and #36,460).  All three poes featured a creamy white fabric covered on the interior and 
exterior with a yellow glaze.  Two of the poes were very alike in both their fabric and glaze (#35,640, 
#35,659) - a fine creamy white earthenware with a pale yellow glazed interior and exterior.  The third 
poe featured a coarse creamy white earthenware fabric covered with a bright yellow green speckled 
glaze (#36,460).  The rim treatments on the three poes were all different: poe #35,640 featured a 
gently curving rim band with a diameter of 220mm; poe #35,659 featured a flat rim band and was 
200mm in diameter; and poe #36,460 has a slightly everted rim edge and a diameter of 220mm.  
Fabric thickness varies between 6mm to 12mm, and just one of the examples had its handle intact 
(#35,640), attached lopsidedly to the upper exterior body. 
 
The overall utilitarian nature of the lead-glazed wares represented here, being functional and 
practical, with a glaze that required the wares to be impervious to liquid and was not designed to 
have any real decorative function, was the necessity for this assemblage.  The items represented use 
in the fields of food preparation and storage, with the possibility also of dairying roles (‘pan-1’), 
along with basic toiletry needs in the shape of poes.  All these functions required items bought for 
their use and were not necessarily meant to be seen outside of their purely functional roles.  Food 
would be transferred to serving and tableware items and the poes were kept hidden away under beds 
or in cupboards when not required. 
 
The single exception to the undecorated lead-glazed wares represented here was the previously 
mentioned bowl featuring a pale yellow glaze with wide brown glazed bands on the exterior body 
(#35,641/#35,646 /#35,665).  These additional decorative glazed bands indicated that this bowl was 
perhaps something more than just a bowl used in the preparation of food (Photo 9).  The bowl’s 
similarity to a washbasin recovered on the site of the Parramatta Children’s Court excavation is 
striking, although this item does not have the additional green glazed band.44  It is also similar to 
three large water jugs recovered from another Parramatta site.45  The strong similarity of these 
toiletry wares to the bowl recovered here suggests that perhaps this too was a washbasin.  Both this 
item and the washbasin at the Parramatta Children’s Court site (PCC #21,594/#21,595/#21,598), 
have footed base rims and a body angle of 130 degrees and 128 degrees respectively.  Unfortunately 
the rim diameter is unknown for this example, with only the base and part of the body remaining.  
Both items also have a similar pale yellow glaze on a distinctive creamy white fine earthenware 
fabric.  This decorative style of lead-glazed ware has, to the author’s knowledge, only been found on 
Parramatta excavations to date, suggesting a very much-localised ware.  Another indication that this 
item belongs to the personal-hygiene function rather than food-preparation is its close similarity in 
both fabric and glaze to two of the three poes identified here.  The two poes (#35,640, #35,659), had 
a fine creamy white earthenware fabric covered on both the interior and exterior by a pale yellow 
glaze of excellent condition (Photo 9).  This very pale yellow glaze appears to be associated very 
much with toiletry items, both on this site and the other two Parramatta sites mentioned here.  The 
distinctive decorative brown glazed bands on the exterior of the ‘bowl’ would appear to suggest that 
this item had a dual functional and decorative role to play, unlike the poes with their plain glaze 
which served a purely functional role and when not in use they were hidden out of-sight. 
 
6.3 Self-Slipped Wares 
A total of 13 MIC coarse earthenware self-slipped ceramics were identified here (22 fragments), 
representing just 1.3 percent of the entire ceramic assemblage.  The 13 items were assumed to have 
been locally made.  All but two of the items were identified as garden pots, with an orangey-red 
fabric and self-slip.  The two exceptions were an unidentified body sherd (#35,662), and the lid to an 

                                                      
 
44 See Ceramic report in Casey & Lowe 2006: Volume 2, Section 8. 
45 The author catalogued the ceramics from an excavation on the corner of Marsden and Macquarie Streets, 
Parramatta, directed by Edward Higginbotham & Associates in 2005. 
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unidentified container (#35,645).  The lid sherd was of a round dome shape, with a diameter of 
180mm, and was a coarse orange earthenware with self-slip. 
 
Of the 11 MIC garden pots, three featured measurable rims (#35,650, #35,651, #36,456).  The three 
rim diameters ranged between 180mm to 210mm and were either rolled-edged (#35,650, #35,651) or 
plain rounded rims (#36,456). 
 
6.3 Conclusion 
The locally made lead-glazed and self-slipped earthenwares discussed above were produced to fulfil 
a mainly utilitarian need within the early local marketplace.  As the nineteenth century progressed 
and imported ceramics from the United Kingdom came to dominate all fields of ceramics this need 
for cheap locally made wares ceased.  Imported wares, in a wide range of decorative styles, catering 
to all price ranges, soon fulfilled all consumer requirements. 
 
During the earlier years of colonial settlement the finer imported wares from both China and the 
United Kingdom were mainly purchased as tableware and teaware items, with the simple locally- 
made wares ideally suited for uses mainly concerned with utilitarian roles (food preparation and 
storage, possible dairying, and toiletry).  These local wares were not produced in competition with 
the finer imported wares but rather stood in their own unique field. 
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7.0      Ceramic Patterns 
 
7.1 Introduction 
Forty-five individual ceramic patterns were identified across the entire site, including transfer 
printed, flow ware, clobbered and blue handpainted Chinese export porcelain.  These identified 
patterns occurred on a total of 275 MIC ceramics.  Table 7.1. 
 

Pattern Name MIC % 
“Abbey” 6 2.2 
“Albion” 2 0.7 
“Alma” 1 0.4 

“Asiatic Pheasants” 1 0.4 
“Berry” 2 0.7 
“Cable” 1 0.4 

“Camilla” 1 0.4 
“Canova” 1 0.4 

“Canton Views” 3 1.1 
“Canton”, flow 1 0.4 

“Canton” 30 10.9 
“Chantilly” 3 1.1 

“Clara” 1 0.4 
“Clyde” 1 0.4 

“Cowman” 7 2.5 
“Feather” 2 0.7 
“Fibre” 2 0.7 
“Forest” 6 2.2 
“Gothic” 1 0.4 

“Isola Bella” 2 0.7 
“Italian Lakes” 1 0.4 

“Italian Scenery” 3 1.1 
“Italian” 3 1.1 
“Kulat” 2 0.7 

“Lady Peel” 2 0.7 
“Lake” 3 1.1 

“Lion Antique” 1 0.4 
“Marble” 1 0.4 

“Nanking” 12 4.4 
“Napier” 1 0.4 
“Nice” 3 1.1 

“Oriental” 1 0.4 
“Osborne” 3 1.1 

“Palestine” 31 11.3 
“Paris” 1 0.4 

“Peacock” 1 0.4 
“Rhine” 8 2.9 

“Rousillon” 2 0.7 
“Sea Leaf” 1 0.4 
“Tower” 2 0.7 

“Two Temples II” 14 5.1 
“Venus” 2 0.7 

“Village Church” 1 0.4 
“Wild Rose” 2 0.7 

“Willow” 100 36.4 
 275 100.5 

Table 7.1: Identified ceramic patterns from the whole site.  
 
By far the most commonly occurring pattern was the ever-popular transfer-printed “Willow” pattern, 
occurring on 100 MIC ceramics and representing 36 percent of the total identified patterns.  Over 
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half the number of identified patterns were represented by just three patterns; “Willow” pattern on 
100 MIC (36.4%), “Palestine” on 31 MIC (11.3%) and the Chinese handpainted “Canton” pattern on 
30 MIC (10.9%), together representing 161 MIC ceramics and 58.6 percent of the known patterns.  
The remaining 42 patterns indicate the wide range of ceramics available to the consumer within the 
Sydney marketplace, and how even in an environment of such huge choice the “Willow” pattern 
retained its dominance of the market share. 
 
The identified patterns were found on a wide range of object shapes, including serving wares 
(platters, serving dishes, jugs and tureens), tablewares (plates, small plates and bowls), teawares 
(cups, saucers, slop bowls and teapots) and hygiene-related wares (poes and washbasins).  Some 
patterns were found on items associated with an entire dinner set, such as the “Willow” pattern, 
whereas others, such as the “Fibre”, “Forest” and “Two Temples II” patterns were solely found on 
teawares. 
 
The “Willow” pattern, identified on 100 MIC ceramics, occurred in blue only, as blue transfer print 
(76 MIC), blue transfer-printed pearlware (23 MIC) and blue flow (1 MIC).  Table 7.2. 
 

Pattern Name Decoration Shape MIC 
“Willow” bltp pearl dish 3 

  plate 13 
  plate,small 3 
  platter 1 
  unid 3 
 bltp dish 4 
  jug 2 
  plate 38 
  plate,small 11 
  platter 10 
  saucer 1 
  tureen 5 
  unid 5 
 bl flow plate 1 

   100 
Table 7.2: “Willow” pattern shapes.  

 
The “Willow” pattern was very much associated with food consumption, both in its serving and 
tablewares.  Dinnerware plates were the most dominant shape within this pattern, recovered on 52 
MIC ceramics and representing just over half the identified shapes (52%).  Serving items were also 
well represented on 25 MIC items, including dishes, jugs, tureens and platters.  The 14 MIC small 
plates were catalogued with the function of teaware/tableware because they could belong to either 
setting, although the presence of just the one saucer would suggest that they were more tableware 
related, with teawares identified with other patterns and also other fabrics, such as bone china. 
 
Only one of the “Willow” pattern items featured a basemark.  A blue transfer-printed pearlware oval 
serving dish featured an impressed anchor on its base (#36134).  The anchor was used by Davenport 
between c1820 to 1887.  “Willow” pattern was very popular and was made by numerous potteries 
and is still in production today, the remaining 99 “Willow” patterned items could only be given a 
general dating range of 1810+ for the blue transfer print, 1810 to 1870 for the blue transfer-printed 
pearlware, and between 1830 to 1930 for the blue flow. 
 
The transfer-printed “Palestine” pattern, identified on 31 MIC ceramics, was the second most 
commonly found identified pattern on site, after the “Willow” pattern (Photos 11, 12).  The 
“Palestine” pattern was represented here by two colours, blue (28 MIC) and green (3 MIC). Table 
7.3. 
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Pattern Name Decoration Shape MIC 
“Palestine” bltp plate 18 

  plate,small 1 
  platter 5 
  saucer 3 
  unid 1 
 grntp cup 1 
  saucer 2 
   31 

Table 7.3: “Palestine” pattern shapes 
 

The “Palestine” pattern was attributed to the manufacturer William Adams & Sons and dated 
between c1838 to 1861.  A number of basemarked plates were recovered from Pit fill 5000 (see 
Table 3.10) with this manufacturers mark (Photo 13). 
 
Plates are by far the most dominant shape within this pattern, featuring on 18 MIC items (58%), and 
coupled with the 5 MIC platters it appears that dinner services in this pattern were available.  It is 
also evident that teaware services were also available in this pattern, with a cup and saucers 
represented here.  The presence of the green transfer-printed “Palestine” pattern cup and two saucers 
may indicate that teawares, if used alongside the same pattern as a tableware, may have been 
available and/or chosen in a different colour to differentiate between the two sets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 11: Example of “Palestine” pattern.  Snyder 1997:23. 
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Photo 12: Example of “Palestine” pattern.  Snyder 1997:23. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo 13: Example of the William Adams basemark used on the “Palestine” pattern.  Snyder 1997:23. 
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8.0  Report Conclusion 
 
8.1 Conclusion 
As noted in the introduction, prior to the archaeological excavation taking place at 109 to 113 George 
Street, Parramatta, a two-storey 1970s building with underground parking was at number 109 George 
Street, and the former 1960s RTA building was at 113 George Street.  Construction of the 
underground car park would have destroyed any archaeology at this location therefore the excavation 
focused only on the property of 113 George Street.  Although this site originally had been expected 
to have a high degree of archaeological potential it was found to have been severely impacted upon 
by the foundations of the RTA building.  Strip footings had been needed to provide the necessary 
stability on the sandy soil, along with numerous intermediary footings.  In-ground petrol tanks were 
also located in three areas, along with three to four metres of contaminated fill from a later rubbish 
dump occurring in the southeast corner. 
 
The historic remains had thus been considerably disturbed and the Hassall house had been mostly 
removed at its demolition and the later RTA building caused further destruction.  The site featured 
considerable twentieth century impact on the overall archaeological record. 
 
Area A, assigned to the northern half of the site, contained five remnant structural features, and Area 
B, assigned to the southern half, featured a number of recut pits associated with the c1804 to 1882 
period of site occupation.  A total of 1039 MIC ceramics were recovered from across the site (2369 
fragments), with ceramics associated with Area A structures and pits and Area B pits concentrated on 
for the purposes of this report (see Table 2.1). 
 
The long occupation period of the site, dating from c1804 and on into the twentieth century, was 
reflected in the 44 decorative ceramic types recovered from across the site, indicative of the typically 
increasing wide range of ceramics available as the nineteenth century progressed (see Table 2.2).  
This range of decorative wares was evidence of the dominance the United Kingdom ceramic industry 
had achieved during the nineteenth century on the worldwide ceramic marketplace.  These imported 
United Kingdom wares, offering huge choices in decoration, shape and price, meant that they 
effectively dominated the field, and early locally produced items such as the lead glazed wares, and 
the imported Chinese ceramics became uncompetitive and obsolete.  Transfer printing in particular 
enabled the consumer to have access to a huge variety of patterns, shapes and colours, ranging from 
the most commonly mass-produced patterns through to more expensive unusual ones.  It became one 
of the most commonly sought after and available ceramic types on the market, and was represented 
here by 43.6% of the entire ceramic assemblage, and when other forms of it were included, such as 
the flow and clobbered wares, it increased to just on 50 percent. 
 
Area A 
The ceramics associated with the Hassall house cellar were few in number (10 MIC), relating to the 
post-1884 demolition fill (context 4802) and to the possible contamination of the bedding for the 
cellar floor paving from the above demolition fill (context 5065).  The 17 MIC ceramics recovered 
from near the base of a brick-lined well were representative of an early nineteenth-century deposit 
and may indeed represent discards from the Hassall household (context 4835).  This was further 
reinforced by a conjoining “Canton” pattern Chinese porcelain serving dish found in both the well 
and the fill of a rubbish pit that also featured a ceramic range indicative of the early nineteenth 
century (context 4803). 
 
Evidence of a dairy, mentioned as being part of the Hassall property in historical documentation, was 
thought to possibly be represented by a robbed brick rectangular building with a box drain located in 
the centre of the site.  The ceramics alone, 21 MIC of which were found in the fill of and around the 
box drain (context 5039), did not support this, all mainly instead representing domestic food-related 
functions of teaware, tableware, serving, and two poes representing toiletry ware.  None of the 14 
MIC lead-glazed ‘pan-1’ items recovered on site, and of the shape thought to be ideally suited to the 
various roles within the dairying processes, were found here.  Other artefact categories, such as 
building materials, may be more useful here in ascertaining its function. 
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An unusual brick ‘flue’ structure and associated large rectangular sandstone building featured 13 
MIC ceramics from a burnt ash deposit in the centre of the ‘flue’ structure (context 5014).  The eight 
identified ceramic shapes were of the domestic household type, relating to either food consumption 
or serving (plates, cups, saucer and a jug).  A transfer-printed “Palestine” pattern plate indicated that 
the deposit dated from at least post-1838. 
 
Two rectangular rubbish pits were also located in Area A, both containing ceramics suggestive of 
typical household refuse.  The pit fill context 4803 contained 16 MIC ceramics, with a decorative 
range indicative of an early nineteenth-century deposit.  Pit fill context 4804 contained 22 MIC 
ceramics and, although many of the decorative types were the same as those in fill 4803, it featured a 
greater number of identified patterns and two basemarks which indicated this pit fill was slightly 
later, dating from the 1830s. 
 
Area B 
The archaeological features recovered within this area were comprised mostly of a number of 
intercutting pits and their associated fills.  Four distinct groups of intercutting pits were located at the 
rear of the Hassall house, in the southwestern area of the site. 
 
Group 1 pits, pit 4816, with its associated fill of context 4815, cut an earlier pit 4820 and its two fills, 
contexts 4818 and 4819.  Pit 4816 had evidence of hoe or shovel marks in the base of the cut, 
suggesting it had been a garden bed.  The fill (4815) contained 35 MIC ceramics, all suggestive of 
domestic household refuse (food and hygiene-related items).  Nine decorative types were represented 
and all indicative of an early nineteenth-century assemblage (creamware, blue transfer-printed 
pearlware, Chinese porcelain).  The earlier pit 4820 featured a total of 7 MIC ceramics in its two fills 
(4818 and 1819), both of which contained ceramics associated with the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries (Chinese porcelain, lead-glazed and creamware).  The ceramics within the fill of 
the probable garden bed and the fills from the earlier cut were very alike, and the 4815 fill from the 
above garden bed may in part have come from the lower pit fills of 4818 and 4819, through working 
of the garden bed. 
 
The second group of pits, consisting of three features, was located about 10m east of the first group 
discussed above.  Pit 5001, and its associated fill 5000, cut the two earlier pits of 5018 (fill 5017) and 
5014 (fill 5040).  Pit fill 5000 contained 101 MIC ceramics and reflected household domestic refuse.  
Items associated with food preparation, serving and consumption represented 73.2 percent of the 
assemblage, with other identified domestic functions represented by household maintenance 
(blacking bottles), hygiene (poes and ewers), garden (plant pot), and pharmacy (medicine/toiletry 
pot).  The 21 decorative types identified were representative of the wide range of ceramics becoming 
increasingly available during the course of the nineteenth century, from the simplest (creamware, 
edgeware, pearlware), through to the more technologically advanced (transfer prints and flow ware).  
Six identified transfer-printed patterns and a number of basemarks recovered suggested that the fill 
was a mid nineteenth-century deposit.  The earlier pit 5018 contained 53 MIC ceramics in its fill 
(5017), and the 16 identified shapes represented by 48 of the items again reflected household 
domestic rubbish.  Items relating to food consumption, serving and storage dominated, with hygiene 
(poes and ewer), and household maintenance (blacking bottles), also present.  The 15 decorative 
types identified again reflected the range of nineteenth-century types available, from the simplest 
through to the most sophisticated, and the seven identified transfer-printed patterns and two 
basemarked items suggested a post 1840s date.  The third pit in this group, pit 5041, contained only 3 
MIC ceramics within its fill (5040), two Chinese porcelains and one handpainted pearlware.  Pits 
5018 and 5041 may well have been contemporaneous however the later disturbance of pit 5001 
meant that their relationship remains unknown. 
 
The third group or central group of pits was located two metres to the east of the second group just 
discussed, and this group was identified as being in two distinct groups.  The most northerly group 
consisted of cuts 4828 (fill 4827), 4830 (fill 4829), and 4832 (fill 4831).  Very few ceramics were 
associated with these pits and so they were not discussed within the scope of this report (23 MIC in 
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total).  The second group of pits in this area was located to the south and featured a rectangular cut 
pit 4845 (fill 4843) cutting another rectangular pit 4847 which featured timber-lining around its 
interior walls (fill 4844).  Pit fill 4843 contained 119 MIC ceramics with 19 identifiable shapes 
represented by 109 of the items.  This fill was again one of household refuse, with food-related 
functions of preparation, serving, consumption and storage dominating.  Other household activities 
were represented, in the form of hygiene (poes and washbasins), ornamentation (figurine), garden 
(plant pot), and education (ink bottles).  The twenty-five decorative types recognised were indicative 
of an assemblage dating from the mid nineteenth century, where ever increasing variety in the 
marketplace was the norm.  The fourteen identified transfer-printed patterns reflected this greater 
variety and choice, with patterns such as “Isola Bella”, first introduced in c1850 by William Adams 
and Sons, and “Rousillon”, registered in 1846 by John Goodwin, examples of this.  The timber-lined 
pit 4843 contained 118 MIC ceramics within its fill (4844), with 23 shapes identified by 113 of the 
items.  The ceramics again reflected a fill of household domestic refuse, with food-related functions 
dominating (preparation, serving, consumption and storage).  Teaware items were especially 
prevalent.  Other household functions represented were maintenance (blacking bottles), education 
(ink bottles), hygiene (poes, washbasins and ewers), and grooming (pomatum pot lid).  Twenty-five 
decorative types were also recognised here, with 12 identified transfer-printed patterns and three 
basemarks suggesting the fill dated from the mid nineteenth century.  Seven items were also found to 
conjoin between the two pit fills of 4843 and 4844 indicating probable cross-contamination rather 
than one episode of backfilling. 
 
Two more pits were located to the south of the timber-lined feature just discussed.  Pit 5073, and its 
associated fill 5074, was the most recent and cut an earlier pit feature 5076 (fill 5077).  This earlier 
pit (5076) was not excavated.  Pit 5073 featured 134 MIC ceramics within its fill (5074), with 29 
identified shapes represented by 121 of the items.  This domestic refuse was again very much food-
related (preparation, serving, consumption and storage), with items identifiable with the function of 
consumption particularly well represented.  The other household functions represented were again 
maintenance (blacking bottles), garden (plant pots), education (ink bottle), grooming (pomatum pot 
lid), and hygiene (ewers, washbasins and poes).  Thirty decorative types were identified, with mass-
produced wares from the United Kingdom dominating.  The sixteen identified transfer-printed 
patterns (including “Alma”, “Italian Lakes”, “Lady Peel”, “Chantilly” and “Rhine”), identified on 45 
items, coupled with five basemarks, were suggestive of the fill at least post-dating the mid nineteenth 
century. 
 
The eastern group of pits was located near the centre of the site.  Three of the pits (5054, 5058 and 
5063) contained no ceramics in their fills, with the remaining two pits, 5061 and 5068, containing 13 
MIC and 26 MIC ceramics respectively.  Pit 5068 was comparatively shallow and featured an 
unusual sandstock brick base.  Its fill featured 26 MIC ceramics (5070), all of which were typical of 
household refuse from the mid nineteenth century, and three of which were found to conjoin with the 
just discussed pit fill of 5074 (a blue flow poe, a brown transfer-printed “Nice” pattern serving dish 
lid, and a brown transfer-printed “Canton Views” pattern plate).  Two other pits in this group also 
featured sandstock brick bases (5061 and 5058).  The reason for these bases is unknown - if they 
were for storage purposes then walls would have been needed to stop the soft sand from collapsing 
and there was no evidence to support this.  
 
The only ceramics recovered that specifically indicated the presence of children on site were two 
items recovered from the one pit in Area B.  Pit 5073 contained sherds from a child’s plate and a 
child’s mug in its fill (5074).  The single plate sherd is decorated with transfer printing, hand painting 
and moulding (#36,239).  It has a rim diameter of 180mm and features miscellaneous green transfer 
printing on its base with a blue handpainted line on both the rim edge and cavetto, and a moulded 
lobe motif covering the marley.  The mug is decorated in green transfer print and has a rim diameter 
of 60mm and a height of 64mm (#36,320).  One side of the mug features a pheasant perched on a 
bird feeder with a man standing next to it, and the other side has a man sitting backwards on a bolting 
horse with a clown holding the tail trying to stop it. 
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Photo 14: Side view of child’s mug (5074/#36320).  Pattern series number 102 (grn tp). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 15: Side view of child’s mug (5074/#36320).  Pattern series number 102 (grn tp). 
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Appendix 1: Lead-Glazed and Slipped Pottery Type Series 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

1

BASIN/BOWL 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4822/#35652  
V:B5 Fabric: very pale brown 

(10YR 8/3) 
Glaze int: brownish yellow 
(10YR 6/8) 

Slip ext: orange 

 Rim dia: 250mm Base dia: Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 1 

 
 
 
BASIN/BOWL 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4823/#35654  
V:B6 Fabric: very pale brown 

(10YR 8/4) 
Glaze int: yellow (10YR 7/6) Slip ext: orange 

 Rim dia: 205mm Base dia: Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 1  

 



 

 

2

BASIN/BOWL 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4826/#35657; 4910/#35666  
V:B8 Fabric: reddish yellow 

(5YR 7/8) 
Glaze int: reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8) Slip ext: orange 

 Rim dia: 300mm Base dia: Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 2 

 
 
BOWL 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 5000/#36462  
V:B25 Fabric: very pale brown (10YR 8/3)  Glaze int/ext: brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8)  
 Rim dia: 155mm Base dia:  Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 6 



 

 

3

BOWL / WASHBASIN 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4801/#35641; 4804/#35646; 4910/#35665  
V:Y2 Fabric: very pale brown 

(10YR 8/2)  
Glaze int: pale olive (5Y 6/4) Glaze ext: pale yellow 

(2.5Y 8/3); dark brown 
bands (7.5YR 3/3) 

 Rim dia:  Base dia: 128mm Height:  Body angle:130 o 
Drawing sheet: 6                                                                                       

 
 
 
BOWL 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4801/#36444  
V:O1 Fabric: very pale brown 

(10YR 8/4) 
Glaze int: reddish yellow (7.5 
YR 8/6) 

Glaze ext: reddish 
yellow (5YR 7/8) 

 Rim dia:  Base dia: 159mm Height:  Body angle:128o 
Drawing sheet: 5                                                                                         Scale 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

4

CONTAINER 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 5000/#36464  
V:B26 Fabric: reddish yellow 

(5YR 7/8) 
Glaze int: dark reddish brown 
(2.5YR 2.5/4) 

Glaze ext: dark reddish 
brown (5YR 3/4) 

 Rim dia: Base dia: 72mm Height:  Body angle:110o 
Drawing sheet: 6 

 
 
 
 
 
CROCK 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4844/#36459  
V:Y9 Fabric: light grey (10YR 

7/2) 
Glaze int: olive yellow (2.5Y 6/8) Slip ext: orange 

 Rim dia: 340mm Base dia:  Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 3 

 



 

 

5

  
CROCK 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4801/#36447  
V:B18 Fabric: very pale brown 

(10YR 8/3) 
Glaze on rim: yellow (10YR 7/8) Slip int/ext: orange 

 Rim dia: 320mm Base dia: Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 3 

 
 
CROCK 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4815/#36449  
V:B20 Fabric: reddish yellow 

(7.5YR 8/6) 
Glaze on handle: yellowish red 
(5YR 5/8) 

Slip int/ext: orange 

 Rim dia: 325mm Base dia: Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 7 

 
 



 

 

6

JAR/POT 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4801/#36446  
V:B17 Fabric: very pale brown (10YR 8/3) Glaze int/ext: strong brown (7.5YR 5/8)  
 Rim dia:  Base dia: 144mm Height:  Body angle:120o 
Drawing sheet: 5                                                                                        

 
JAR 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4805/#35649; 4837/#35661  
V:B4 Fabric: very pale brown 

(10YR 8/3) 
Glaze int/ext: yellow (10YR 7/8)  

 Rim dia: 160mm Base dia: Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 5 

 
 
JAR/POT 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4823/#35655  
V:B7 Fabric: reddish yellow 

(5YR 6/6) 
Glaze int: dark yellowish brown 
(10YR 4/6) 

Slip ext: orange 

 Rim dia: Base dia:115mm Height:  Body angle:119o 
Drawing sheet: 5 

 



 

 

7

JAR/POT LID 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4837/#35660  
V:B10 Fabric: reddish yellow 

(5YR 7/6) 
Glaze ext: yellowish brown (10YR 5/8)   

 Rim dia: Base dia: 74mm Height: 23mm Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 4  

 

 
 
LID FINIAL 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 5000/#36465  
V:B27 Fabric: pink (7.5YR 8/4) Glaze ext: yellow (10YR 7/6)   
 Rim dia: Base dia: 60mm Height: 44mm Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 6 

 
 
 



 

 

8

PAN-1 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4818/#36451  
V:B21 Fabric: very pale brown 

(10YR 8/2) 
Glaze int: olive brown (2.5Y 
4/4) 

Slip ext: pale orange 

 Rim dia: 325mm Base dia: Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 2 

 
 
PAN-1 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4818/#36453  
V:B22 Fabric: pale yellow (2.5Y 

8/2) 
Glaze int: strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) Slip ext: orange 

 Rim dia: 280mm Base dia: 159mm Height: 80mm  Body angle:130o 
Drawing sheet: 2 

 
PAN-1 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 5045/#35671  
V:B16 Fabric: pink (5YR 8/4) Glaze int: reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8) Slip ext: orange 
 Rim dia: 180mm Base dia: 74mm Height: 34mm Body angle:150o 
Drawing sheet: 1 

 



 

 

9

PAN-1 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4895/#35664  
V:B12 Fabric: very pale brown 

(10YR 8/2) 
Glaze int: light yellowish brown 
(2.5Y 6/4)  

Slip ext: orange 

 Rim dia: 300mm Base dia:  Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 4 

 
 
PAN-1 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4927/#35667  
V:B13 Fabric: pink (7.5YR 8/3) Glaze int: yellow (10YR 7/6) Slip ext: orange 
 Rim dia: Base dia:180mm Height:  Body angle:130o 
Drawing sheet: 5 



 

 

10

PLANT POT 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4806/#35651  
V:SS Fabric: reddish yellow (5YR 6/8) Self Slipped   
 Rim dia: 210mm Base dia: Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 1 

 
 
POE 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4808/#35640  
V:Y1 Fabric: white (10YR 8/1) Glaze int/ext: pale yellow (2.5Y 8/3)  
 Rim dia: 220mm Base dia: Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

11

POE 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4837/#35659  
V:Y4 Fabric: white (7.5YR 8/1) Glaze int/ext: pale yellow (5Y 8/4)  
 Rim dia: 200mm Base dia:  Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 1 

 
 
 
 
POE 
Site: 109-113 George St, Parramatta 4844/#36460  
V:Y10 Fabric: white (10YR 8/2) Glaze int/ext: yellow (5YR 8/8) with green flecks.  
 Rim dia: 220mm Base dia:  Height:  Body angle: 
Drawing sheet: 6 
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1.0 Glass Artefact Analysis 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Presented here are the results of the analysis for glass artefacts recovered from archaeological 
excavations 109 to 113 George Street, Parramatta conducted by Casey and Lowe for Landcom.  The 
study area is on the southern side of George Street.  Historically, the site was first lease in 1799 to 
Reverend Rowland Hassall and the Hassall family maintained possession of the site until 1882.  
 
There are 744 glass artefacts representing 338 MIC.  There are different categories of glass forms, 
including bottles (flasks, phials and jars), stoppers, tableware (tumblers, stemware, bowl, cups, salts, 
shot glass), window and lamp chimneys.  For 12 artefacts no form could be determined because they 
were too fragmented to determine any attribute beyond colour.  During cataloguing minimum vessels 
were identified for fragmented items.  For the purpose of this study minimum vessel counts are used 
throughout, so that artefact counts represented in the following discussion represent whole, partial, 
and fragmented items.  
 
 
1.2 Glass Discussion 
This study will begin with a discussion of the entire glass collection.  Due to their relative high 
frequency, bottles are subject to in depth discussion.  Other categories of glass artefacts are subject to 
descriptive overviews. Counts for artefact by shape are shown in Table 1.1. 
 

Table 1.1 Counts  of Glass Artefacts by Shape 
Shape Gen Function Count 

Bottles   
bottle/flask alcohol 119 

bottle beverage 4 
bottle clerical 6 

bottle/jar food 36 
bottle pharmacy 32 

bottle/jar pharmacy/personal 5 
phial pharmacy 3 

bottle personal 2 
bottle/jar unidentified 62 

Total Bottles   221 
Tableware    

stemware food 13 
salt food 1 

tumbler food 14 
cup food 2 

Total Tableware   30 
     
Lamp Shade service 1 
Lamp Chimney service 2 
Flat Glass architecture 22 
Stopper beverage  1 

 unidentified 1 
Unidentified food 8 

 
 
1.3 Bottles 
Bottles, with 36 whole bottles and 229 partial bottles and/or fragmented bottles, represent 
approximately 79 percent of the glass assemblage.  The term “bottle” is used throughout this 
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discussion to represent glass storage containers, such as bottles, flasks and jars. Bottle characteristics, 
such as diagnostic manufacturing technologies, contribute useful chronological data.  Recognised 
bottle shapes enable identification of products consumed by the occupants of a site, which help 
answer questions about trade and economics. Patented shapes and documented manufacturer and/or 
bottler embossments contribute chronological data, as well as helping to answer questions on 
consumer choice and market access.  
 
1.3.1 Bottle Chronology 
Approximately 35 percent of the bottles are cylindrical English beer/wine bottles.  Five of these 
bottles were manufactured from the mid-seventeenth century to the mid-nineteenth century. These 
early bottles were manufactured using the standardised technology of the times, however, during this 
period cylindrical beer/wine bottles underwent major and minor changes in shape and size of the 
finish, neck, shoulder, body and base.1  Studies of these forms provide date ranges that were 
established through datable seals and from dated archaeological contexts.2 Based on the results of 
these studies, characteristics of finishes (lip and rim) and base (heel, pontil, push up), as well as 
shape and size of neck, shoulder, body and base contribute, alone or in combinations, to the temporal 
placement of these bottles.   
 
By the end of the nineteenth-century glass containers were mass-produced, relatively inexpensive, 
and consequently readily disposable.  Therefore, they became increasingly popular as packaging for 
all manner of commercial products.  The frequency of container glass entering into the 
archaeological record since the mid-nineteenth century has also increased dramatically as a result.  
Chronological data for manufacturing techniques is shown in Table 1.2, these techniques form the 
basis for dating bottles from the mid-nineteenth century to early twentieth century.  
 

Table 1.2. Chronological Data for Bottle Glass  
Technomorphology Date Range 

Conical pushup with sand pontil scar 1820 – 1850 
Conical pushup with ridges 1820 – 1870s 
Crack-off finish with string rim 1760 –1820s 
Cup bottom mould 1850 + 
Dip mould 1870s 
External threaded finish 1885+ 
Finishing tool 1820 – 1920s 
Fire polished 1880 –1920s 
Internal ledge finish 1850-1910 
Machine-made 1920+ 
Post bottom mould 1820s+ 
Semi-automatic machine-made 1893-1926 
Solarised Amethyst 1880s – 1910s 
3-part mould 1820s-1920s 
2 pt bottom hinge 1810 –1880 

Patent Common Name Date Range 
Codd bottle 1875-1930s 
Hamilton  Patent 1790+ 
Rickett’s bottle 1830 – 1920 

 

                                                 
1  O. Jones Cylindrical English Wine & Beer Bottles 1735-1850. Studies in Archaeology, Architecture, and 
History, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada, 1986, p 9 
2 R Dumbrell 1983 Understanding Antique Wine Bottles. Antique Collector’s Club, Suffolk  
Noël-Hume, I. 1970 A Guide to Artifacts of Colonial America. Alfred A. Knopf, New York, p 60-71 
O Jones Cylindrical English Wine & Beer Bottles 1735-1850. Studies in Archaeology, Architecture, and 
History, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada, 1986 
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Documented manufacturer’s marks for glass containers further serve to establish date ranges.3 
Chronological and location data for manufacturers are shown in Table 1.3.  A further chronological 
refinement comes from labelling practices (product embossments and labels on containers) and 
trademarks that also serve to aid in the establishment of data specific information for these 
archaeological materials.4 Chronological data and source for bottlers are shown in Table1.4.  
 
 

Table 1.3. Chronological and Locational Data for Manufacturers 
Manufacturer Name Date Range Location Country 

Australian Glass Manufacturers 1912-1922 Melbourne, VIC Australia 
Dominion Glass Co    Canada 
Wood Bros Glass Co. 1828-1970 Barncley England 
Edinburgh & Leith Glass Co 1864+ Edinburgh & Leith Scotland 

 
 

Table 1.4. Chronological and Locational Data for Products 
Product Name Date Range Location Country 

Ashton  & Parsons     England 
Barry's Safe Hair Dye 1851-1982 New York USA 

Roger & Gallet, Paris 1890+ Paris France 

Hennessy Cognac 1813+  France 

Marchant Ltd 1909-1930 
Brisbane, Sydney, 
Paramatta Australia 

Tooth & Co 1835+ Sydney, NSW Australia 
Dinneford's Fluid Magnesia 1880-1930s     
Toohey Ltd  Auburn Australia 
Tooth & Co 1835+ Sydney, NSW Australia 
Sir J. Murray's Recarbonated Patent 
Magnesia 1860   England 
Barry's Tricopherous For the Skin 
and Hair 1851-1982 New York USA 
Tooth & Co 1835+ Sydney, NSW Australia 
H J Heinz 1860+   USA 
Cooper & Wood Co. 1859-1928 Portobello Scotland 

 
 
Chronological data was established for 71 percent (n=192) of bottles.  Terminus post quem dates 
range from 1760 to 1930.  Terminus anti quem dates range from 1820 to 1944. Since select areas of 
the site and discreet context represent different occupational episodes, the 1760s – 1940s hypothetical 
date range for bottles in the collection reflects the overall occupation of the site through time. 
 
                                                 
3 J Boow Early Australian Commercial Glass: Manufacturing Processes.  Prepared for the Heritage Council of 
New South Wales, 1991. 
J H Toulouse Bottle Makers and Their Marks. Thomas Nelson Inc., New York , 1971. 
4 K Arnold Australian Found Bottles. Crown Castleton Publishers 1985. 
J K  Baldwin Patent and Proprietary Medicine Bottles of the Nineteenth Century.  Thomas Nelson Inc., New 
York, 1975. 
J Boow Early Australian Commercial Glass: Manufacturing Processes.  Prepared for the Heritage Council of 
New South Wales, 1991. 
K M Deutsher The Breweriers of Australia: A History. Lothian Books, Melbourne, 1999. 
R Fikes The Bottle Book: A Comprehensive Guide to Historic, Embossed Medicine Bottles. Peregrine Smith 
Books, Salt Lake City, 1987. 
B  Zumwalt  Ketchup,  Pickles, Sauces: 19th Century Food in Glass. Mark West Publishers, Fulton, California, 
1980. 
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1.3.2 Bottle Use Patterns  
As shown in Table 1.1, bottles were classified on function or original use into six general function 
categories; Alcohol/liquor, Beverage, Clerical, Food, Personal, Pharmaceutical, 
Personal/pharmaceutical. For eight bottles no specific use could be identified. Each category is 
discussed below. 
 
Alcohol/liquor 
Alcohol related bottles are subcategorised into four specific functions: beer/wine (n=96), beer (n=3), 
champagne (n=8) and spirits/whisky (n=4). Eight bottles could not be identified beyond the general 
“Alcohol” classification.   
 
Observations on alcohol bottles include: 
 

• The majority (81percent) of alcohol-related bottles are classified as beer/wine. Manufacture 
dates for beer/wine bottles range from the late seventeenth century to late nineteenth century. 

• Most of the champagne bottles were manufacture between 1860 and 1920. Archaeological 
and historical records indicate that from the mid-nineteenth imported beer and wine was 
commonly stored in these “champagne style” bottles.5 Therefore, bottles classified in this 
study as champagne contained alcohol (champagne, beer and wine), but it cannot be verified 
that they did indeed contain champagne.   

• There are two marked Scottish whisky bottles: one from Cooper & Wood Distillers and one 
from Edinburgh & Leith Glass Co. 

• There is also one seal from a Hennessy Cognac bottle (1813+) 
 
Beverage 
All beverage containers are aerated water bottles. Two bottles are Hamilton patent shape. One bottle 
is from Marchant Ltd (Brisbane, Sydney, Parramatta).   
 
Clerical/Ink 
There are six glass ink bottles in the collection.  One bottle was manufactured by Australian Glass 
Manufacturers (1930+) and one has a partial embossment “Thomas &..”/ “Ink.” 
 
Food 
There are 35 food related bottles subcategorised into two identified categories: oil/vinegar (n=8) and 
pickle/chutney (n=15).  In addition there are three are catergorised as condiment and nine food 
related bottles with no specific function.  Of note is one pickle bottle by H. J. Heinz (1860+). 
 
Personal 
Personal related bottles include containers for grooming products, such as, Roger & Gallet perfume 
(1890+) and Barry's Safe Hair Dye (1851 – 1982). 
 
Pharmacy 
The collection consists of 32 medicine and 5 medicine/toiletries. Medicine bottles are subdivided in 
pharmacy/chemist bottles and patent medicine bottles.  
 

• Medicine 

                                                 
5 J Boow Early Australian Commercial Glass: Manufacturing Processes.  Prepared for the Heritage Council of 
New South Wales 1991, p 68 
M  Stanbury The Barque Eglinton: wrecked Western Australia 1852. Australian National Centre of Excellence 
for MaritimeArchaeology, Special Publication No 6., The Australasian Institute for Maritime Archaeology, 
Pecial Publication No. 13, 2003, p 155 –157  
 O Jones, C Sullivan, G L Miller, E A Smith, J E Harris, K Lunn The Parks Canada Glass Glossary. Studies in 
Archaeology, Architecture, and History, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada, 1985, p 79 
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o pharmacy bottles – These are bottles manufactured for exclusive use by physicians 
and chemists. Bottles are typically high quality flint glass that has been fire polished. 
There is one such bottle in the collection. 

 
o patent medicine bottles –There are 17 schnapps and gin bottles. While these products 

had a high percentage of alcohol, they were typically marketed and sold as patent 
medicines during the nineteenth century. One has a partial embossment “Aromatic 
Schnapps” / “Schiedam,” which is most likely a Udolpho Wolfe bottle.  Other 
identified patent medicines include two castor oil bottles and the following embossed 
bottles: 

 
 Sir J. Murray's recarbonated patent magnesia (1860+) 
 Ashton  & Parsons’ infant teething powder  
 Dinneford's fluid magnesia (1880-1930s) 

 
 
1.3.3 Market Access  
A market access study is the examination of factors affecting individual selection of goods in the 
context of the supply-demand interactions and spatial distribution of goods along transportation 
networks from manufacturer to distributor to consumer. A network could be as small as purchases 
from the neighbourhood shop or extend half way around the world. To determine where Parramatta 
was looking to for its commerce requires understanding the commerce of its closest port, Sydney and 
of the entire nation. To understand changes in market access in Australia requires the examination of 
worldwide commerce.  
 
During the nineteenth century many developments affected international commerce on a worldwide 
basis. In the 1869, the opening of the Suez Canal brought new and faster trade routes to Australia 
from Europe. The late nineteenth-century introduction of the iron steam freighter led the way to new 
trans-Pacific routes between Sydney and major North American ports, such as Vancouver and San 
Francisco.6  While Germany and America were new market competitors actively cultivating the 
Australian market, Britain was still Australia’s major trading partner. Australia’s place in the world 
market elevated considerably due to Britain’s increased dependency on Australian wool and the 
downturn in British agriculture. In the 1870s, Circular Quay was rebuilt to accommodate this 
increasing trade and Darling Harbour, Balmain, and Pyrmont all underwent reconstruction by the 
mid-1880s.7 
 
One way to determine where Parramatta was looking for it commerce is to look to the archaeological 
record. Bottles, with embossments, as well as those with paper and applied colour labels, are one of 
the best sources of information for observing trade practices. As previously mention, sources of 
goods ranged from local to very distance. For example, a bottle manufactured in Canada, by the 
Dominion Glass Co., contained infant teething powder from the English company Ashton & Parsons. 
 
To interpret this data, the analysis identified trends in international and domestic markets, comparing 
and contrasting these trends and identifying patterns of consumerism for a particular market. Sixteen 
bottles exhibit embossment that provided information on either manufactures or bottlers (see Tables 
1.3 and 1.4). Of this number, manufacturers were identified for four bottles, one each from Australia, 
Canada, England and Scotland.  Associated bottle manufacturers are listed below: 
 

• Australia - Australian Glass Manufacturers 
• Canada - Dominion Glass Co 
• England - Wood Bros Glass Co. 

                                                 
6  J. Bach  A Maritime History of Australia. Pan Books, Sydney, 1976, p 146 
7 M. Canon  Life In the Cities: Australia in the Victorian Age: 3. Thomas Nelson Pty, Ltd, Melbourne 1975, p 
186 
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• Scotland - Edinburgh & Leith Glass Co 
 
Thirteen bottles provided locational information for bottlers: Australia (n=5), England (n=2), France 
(n=2), Netherlands (n=1), Scotland (n=1) and USA (n=2).  Products identified through embossments 
included aerated waters, alcohol, grooming, food, and patent medicines. Observed trends on products 
include: 
 

• Nineteenth-century Australian-made products consist of beer and aerated waters.   
• French products consist of perfume and cognac 
• Patent medicines were imported from the USA and England. 

 
Due to the paucity of identifiable marked bottles, results of the market access study found no 
discernable trade patterns beyond a few general trends; 

• A preference for American patent remedies 
• Scotland whisky was a favourite.  

 
A comparative analysis of market access with other known nineteenth-century archaeology sites in 
Parramatta (1 Smith Street and Parramatta Children’s Court) to this site demonstrates only a few 
similarities in market access trends. Preferences for whisky (Scotland) and schnapps (Netherlands) 
were the same for all sites. While there were no marked patent medicines from the Parramatta 
Children’s Court Site, patent medicines from 1 Smith Street (75%, 5 MIC) and 109 George Street 
(67%, 2 MIC) sites were primarily American. 
 
 
1.4 Tableware  
There are 38 tableware items in the collection, including cups (n = 2), stemware ( n = 13), tumblers 
(n = 14) and a salt. For eight items no form could be assigned. Temporal information was established 
for 21 items through identified manufacturing technologies and decorative design patterning.  
Pressed glass, which was developed in the 1820s, is the foremost in the identified manufacturing 
techniques (n=11). Pressed glass is commonly described and dated by its decorative motif.  
Throughout the nineteenth century  and twentieth century there were shifts in popularity of 
decorative motif that serve to aide in assigning dates to individual items.8  Also used in temporal 
assessment were: 
 

• solarisation 
• empontilling method 
• stemware bowl and stem shapes 

 
Of note in this collection is one press moulded ‘master’ salt that dates from 1870s. Also there are two 
bucket-shaped stemmed wine glasses with rounded knops on the stems, a style that has been popular 
since the early 1800s 
 
 
1.5 Lighting  
The three lighting-related glass artefacts:  two cylindrical lamp chimneys (1820+) and a white opaque 
light shade (1850+). 
 
 
1.6 Flat Glass 
There are 81 fragments of window glass in the collection. For the purpose of this study window glass 
is not subject to minimum item counts.  All but one fragment was identified as crown window glass.  

                                                 
8 O Jones ‘A Guide to Dating Glass Tableware: 1800 – 1940’, Studies in Material Culture Research, edited by 
Karlis Karklins, Society for Historical Archaeology, 2000, p 141 – 232 
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A total of 59 fragments have a thickness of 1.1 –1.5mm and an approximate 1870s end date. The 
remaining 21 crown window glass fragments range in thickness from 1.6 – 2.5 mm, which have an 
approximate 1880s end date.  The one broad glass fragment, for which importation into Australia did 
start until the 1850s, is 3.2mm in thickness. 
 
 
1.7 Stoppers  
Two stoppers are included in the collection. One is a moulded marble from a Codd-patented bottle 
(1875). The other is a partial stopper that is missing the finial, which provides the most diagnostic 
attributes for use interpretation. 
 
 
2.0 Context Analysis 
There were 37 contexts with glass artefacts.  The majority of context (76%) had less than ten glass 
MIC.  Approximately 76 percent of context (29) provided temporal information (Table 2.1). The 
focus of glass analysis are the contents located in Area B - the southwest area of the site. In this area, 
at the rear of the Hassall’s, house, were four groups of inter-cutting pits.  Fill from these features is 
discussed below within these groupings.  For the most contexts the assemblage size is too small to 
determine use association.  Artefacts are predominately bottles, tableware and window glass. 
 
 
 

Table 2.1  Summary of Chronological Data for Fill Contexts 
AREA FEATURE CONTEXT DETAILS TPQ TAQ QTY 

A clean up 4801 Fill-clean-up 1820 1920 15 
 demolition 4805 Fill from brick & S/S feature 1760 1920 14 
 demolition 4802 demolition 1760 1920 4 
 4893 4894 shallow pit  – 1850 1 
  4806 oval pit  1820 1920 12 
 shallow pit 5033 Fill of series of depressions – 1865 2 
 4817 4804 Fill of largish pit 1800 1880 17 
 4927 4927 Fill for shallow pit  1820 1880 1 
 4821 4822 Fill in[4821] 1820 1920 4 
 4824 4803 Fill of rectangular feature 1760 1865 3 
 4836 4835 Fill of S/S-brick well  1820 1880 5 
 4914 5014 Burnt deposit in  1850 1920 3 
 5072 5071 Fill of pit  1870 3 
 bedding 5065 Bedding for cellar paving 1820 1920 4 

 fill 4837 
Fill below demo in brick-S/S 
structure 1850 1920 6 

 trench fill 4912 Wall trench in NE corner  1850 1920 3 
A/B Unstratified 5067 Unstratified 1835 1944 24 
B Centre Structure 5036 Wall trench fill 1875 1930 4 
B Centre Structure 5032 Demolition  1820 1920 3 
B 5068 5070 Cleanup of Rectangular pit 1810 1920 4 
B 4816 4815 fill of cut  – 1920 3 
B 4820 4818 Fill-of cut  – 1860 1 
B 4828 4827 Fill of pit cut  1810 1870 7 
B 4847 4844 Fill of timber-lined cut  1800 1920 34 
B 4956 4954 Fill of cut  1820 1920 3 
B 5001 5000 Fill of rectangular cut  1810 1920 26 
B 5018 5017 Sandy pit fills of cut  1810 1920 19 
B 5058 5059 Fill of pit  1820 1920 7 
B 5061 5062 Fill for pit  – 1920 3 
B 5069 5068 Fill over brick "paving" – 1880 3 
B 5073 5074 Fill  1790 1920 81 
B 5076 5077 Fill  1820 1920 3 
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2.1 Group 1 
Group 1 consists of two distinct pit features from Area B 1: 4816 and 4820. The fill of each feature is 
discussed below. 
 
2.1.1 Context 4815 – Fill of Rectilinear Pit (Context 4816)  
There are three glass MIC from Context 4815; two beer/wine bottles and one unspecified non-
machine made bottle.  One item is a beer/wine base that has a bulged heel, a technological 
characteristic of English bottle manufacturing until the 1850s.9 The other item is a beer/wine bottle 
finish that has an applied lip and string rim and has a 1790s – 1850s date range.10  The manufacturing 
characteristics and resulting temporal data of these two items suggest that they might represent one 
bottle. 
 
2.1.2 Context 4818 – Fill of Pit Feature (Context 4820)  
Context 4818 is the upper most of two fill episodes from Context 4820.  Glass from context 4818 is 
limited to one thin fragment of crown window glass (until 1870s). 
 
2.1.3 Discussion of Group 1 
The paucity of glass artefacts from contexts in Group 1 precluded in-depth temporal and 
functional analysis beyond suggestion of a 1790 – 1850s date range for Context 4815 and an 
1870s end date for structural remains from Context 4818.  
 
 
2.2 Group 2 
Group 2 consisted of three distinct pit: 5001, 5018 and 5041.  The fill contexts associated with these 
features are discussed below. 
 
2.2.1  Context 5000 – Fill of Possible Rectilinear Rubbish Pit (Context 5001)   
There are 26 glass MIC from Context 5000.  Sixty-five percent of the artefacts provided date-specific 
information with the majority of these being bottles that have an 1820s –1870s date range.  Thin 
crown window glass (1.0 – 1.1mm) associated with this context most likely was imported prior to the 
1870s. Datable tableware items (stemware and tumblers) are press moulded (1820+), however, one 
stemware vessel is also solarised (amethyst).  Solarised glass was a result of the introduction of 
manganese into the flux as a decolourant, but when exposed to ultra-violet light for extended periods 
of time.  The use of manganese as a decolourant for bottles was common from 1870s – 1914. This 
artefact most likely results from disturbance.   
 
2.2.2  Context 5017 – Fill of Context Sub-Rectangular Pit (Context 5018)   
There are 17 glass MIC from Context 5017.  Datable artefacts consist of bottles, tumblers and 
window glass.  The bottles have an 1810 – 1870s date range. The tumblers are turn-moulded, a 
technology that was phased out in the early twentieth century.  Window glass fragments are very thin 
crown glass (1.0 – 1.2mm) and most likely imported by the 1870s. 
 
2.2.3  Context 5040 – Fill of Context Irregular Shaped Cut (Context 5041) 
There is one non-diagnostic bottle glass fragment from Context 5040. 
 
2.2.4  Discussion of Group 2 
Analysis results for the glass assemblage from the pit features in Group 2 suggest that Context 5000 
and Context 5017 might be contemporaneous.  Both contain bottles dating from the first quarter of 
the nineteenth century to the 1870s.  Window glass from both Context 5000 and Context 5040 date to 

                                                 
9  O Jones Cylindrical English Wine & Beer Bottles 1735-1850. Studies in Archaeology, Architecture, and 
History, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada, 1986, p 96 – 97   
10 O Jones Cylindrical English Wine & Beer Bottles 1735-1850. Studies in Archaeology, Architecture, and 
History, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada, 1986, p 61 – 71 
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the 1870s. The inclusion of one solarised stemware item is possibly associated with later disturbance 
of Context 5000. 
 
 
2.3 Group 3 
There are seven distinct pit features in this group: 4828, 4830, 4832, 4845, 4847, 4955, and 5016. 
The fill of three of these features had glass artefacts: 4827 (4828), 4954 (4955) and 5015 (5016).  Fill 
context is discussed below. 
 
2.3.1 Context 4827 – Fill of a Rectangular Pit (Context 4828) 
There are seven glass MIC from Context 4827. Artefacts consist of bottles and a press-moulded cup 
fragment. Datable items are beer/wine bottles that collectively have an 1810 – 1870s date range.   
 
2.3.2 Context 4954 – Fill of Context 4955 a sub-circular pit 
There are three glass MIC from Context 4954: two beer/wine bottles and a tumbler base. All 
contributed to an 1820 – 1880s date range. The tumbler is press moulded and its shape and decorative 
motif were popular between 1820 and 1880.  Datable attributes on beer/wine bottles have an 1820s 
TPQ.   
 
2.3.3 Context 5015 – Fill of Context 5016, a large irregular shaped cut 
There is one glass item from Context 5015: a small green alcohol bottle fragment. 
 
2.3.4 Discussion of Group 3 
Artefacts from Group 3 consisted of tableware and beer/wine bottles.  Both contexts with datable 
glass have early to late nineteenth century date ranges.  The paucity of glass precludes further 
interpretation of analysis data. 
 
 
2.4 Group 4 
Group 4 consisted of two pit features in Area B: 5074 and 5077.  The fill of these features is 
discussed separately below. 
 
2.4.1 Context 5074 – Fill of a Rectangular Pit (Context 5073)  
There are 81 glass MIC from Context 5074. Sixty-one MIC contributed to temporal placement.  The 
majority of this number (92 percent) is bottles.  TPQ for bottles range from 1790 – 1860, but the 
majority of datable bottles (n = 39) have 1820 TPQs.  No bottles are machine made. Of note are two 
whisky bottles embossed “Cooper and Woods” (1859–1928) and Edinburgh & Leith Glass Co. 
(1864+). 
 
Tableware and window glass also contributed to temporal placement.  One tableware item, a ‘master’ 
salt is a style common from the early 1870s.11  There are also a few fragments of crown window 
glass; some of which is the very thin (1.0 – 1.3mm) variety that was imported until circa 1870s. 
 
As part of the temporal analysis for the glass from this context, an 1860s mean date was calculated 
and results of temporal analysis for the glass assemblage suggest a circa 1860s – 1880s date range for 
the context.   This date range encompasses TPQs for all datable glass artefacts from the context.  
 
The glass assemblage size for this context was sufficient to conduct a functional analysis.  Functional 
analysis classified 98 percent of the glass assemblage into six identified groups; Alcohol (n = 37), 
Architecture (n = 2), Beverage (n = 3), Food (n=18), pharmacy/personal (n=10) and Service (n=1).  
Alcohol related items consist of beer/wine, spirits and unspecified bottles. Architectural items are 
crown window glass fragments.  Beverage items are aerated water bottles.  Food related items 

                                                 
11  O Jones ‘A Guide to Dating Glass Tableware: 1800 – 1940’, Studies in Material Culture Research, edited by 
Karlis Karklins, Society for Historical Archaeology, 2000, p 183 
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include condiment bottles (oil/vinegar, pickle/chutney and unspecified condiment) and tableware 
(stemware, tumblers, and a salt).  Pharmacy/personal grooming items include patent medicine bottles 
(castor oil and gin/schnapps) as well as unspecified pharmaceutical bottles.  One partial lamp 
chimney comprises the Service Group.   
 
Results of functional analysis indicate that the glass assemblage reflects that resulting from a typical 
mid-nineteenth century residence.  The relative frequency of alcohol-related bottle might be 
somewhat lower than those from other contemporary archaeological investigations, but the common 
condiments and patent medicine are typical of those found on mid-nineteenth century archaeological 
sites throughout Australia. 
 
2.4.2 Context 5077 – Fill of a Rectangular Pit Context (Context 5076)   
There are three glass bottles from Context 5077: one beer/wine, one champagne type, and one 
personal/ grooming.  All bottles provided date ranges based on diagnostic technological attributes 
and provided a mid- to late-nineteenth century date range.  This date was reinforced by one bottle 
that bears the embossment for Barry’s Tricopherous for Skin and Hair (1851–1880). 
 
2.4.3 Discussion of Group 4 
Based on glass analysis the deposits from the two pits in Group 4 potentially represent two different 
time periods of occupation. The fill from one rectangular pit has an 1820 – 1860s (5073) date range 
while the other rectangular pit has an 1850s – 1880s date range (5076).  The fill of the former 
contained a wide variety of domestic materials including tableware, alcohol bottles and condiment 
bottles that typify a residential setting, however the paucity of glass artefacts from the latter limited 
use interpretation to the mere suggestion that individuals who produced this rubbish, drank alcohol 
and used hair-care products. 
 
 
3.0 Conclusion 
Results of analysis for glass artefacts were discussed in four Groups.  Each group consisted of a 
number of pit features. Glass from each feature deposits was subject to separate analysis. For the 
purpose of this study, the fill from the rectangular pit in Area B (Group 4) was the only context to 
provide a sufficient quantity of glass artefacts to adequately contribute temporal and functional 
information. For Groups 1 –3 the quantity of diagnostic glass was insufficient to contribute any 
substantive functional analysis and only marginally to temporal analysis. 
 
Results of temporal analysis for glass suggest that these grouped features resulted from the Hassall 
occupation of the site over time.  Group 1 features had a 1790s–1870s date range.  However, the 
paucity of glass artefacts makes this date marginal at best.  An 1820s –1870s date range was 
established for both fill deposits from Group 2.  While broad ranged, this date range was achieved 
with chronological data from several artefact types. Group 3’s features also had an 1820s – 1870s 
date range, which like chronological data for Group 1, is based on a few diagnostic artefact types.  
The two analysed deposits from Group 4 had consecutive 1820 –1860s and 1850s –1880s date 
ranges. These date ranges were established by manufacturing date ranges for glass artefact types and 
reinforced by documented product manufactures’ dates. 
 
Groups 1–3 also produced a limited variety of functionally associated items.  Group 1 had only 
beer/wine bottles and window glass.  Group 2 had beer/wine bottles, window glass and tableware. 
Group 3 had beer/wine bottles and tableware.  Group 4 produced sufficient numbers and varieties of 
use-specific artefacts as to determine that the artefacts resulted from domestic activities.   
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1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
The artefacts discussed in this report comprise those catalogued as Building Materials, Metal and 
Miscellaneous by Robyn Stocks for Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd Archaeology and Heritage Consultants in 
2005.  The catalogue system was developed by Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd.  All information was added 
to an Access database, with each item and fragment assigned to a three-step functional category.  
Significant artefacts were also drawn and photographed. 
 
The artefacts were discovered during the 2005 excavations 109 George Street, Parramatta, prior to 
redevelopment.  The archaeological assessment of the site was done by Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd for 
Landcom.1  The subsequent 2005 excavations were supervised by Franz Reidel for Casey & Lowe 
Pty Ltd., and reported within this volume. 
 
The site comprised Lots 8-20 situated at the east end of the block bounded to the north by George 
Street, to the south by Union Street, and to the east by Argus Lane.  During excavation the site was 
subdivided north and south, Areas A-B, corresponding to the east-west division of the building 
allotments.  The pits and other features found in Area B were described in detail by area supervisor 
Tim Adams and incorporated within Reidel’s excavation report of this volume, Section 7. 
 
This part of Parramatta has been occupied by Europeans from 1790 with the people undertaking a 
variety of activities causing numerous physical changes to the site.  The artefacts were used in a 
variety of domestic, work and religious settings and found within structures, storage and refuse areas 
and yards.  To understand more about these residents and workers, the items used doing specific 
actions will be examined separately and then as a whole.  Such activities include eating, drinking, 
recreation, writing and learning, fashion, grooming, hygiene, construction, services and transport. 
 
 
1.2 List of Tables 
Table 1: General functional groups of artefacts. .................................................................................................. 4 
Table 2: Summary of artefacts by general and specific function. ........................................................................ 5 
Table 3: Bricks by feature, context and date. ....................................................................................................... 9 
Table 4: Building stone by area and context. NB x indicates stone recorded but not sampled. ......................... 11 
Table 5: Total roof and floor tiles and slates by area and context. ..................................................................... 12 
Table 6: Mortars, renders and paint from Areas A and B. NB x denotes mortar noted on bricks/tiles or 

unsampled............................................................................................................................................. 15 
Table 7: Mortar, plaster and paint types in relation to structural elements. Note: sample X on B=brick; S=stone: 

T=floor tile. .......................................................................................................................................... 16 
Table 8: Nails from Areas A and B.................................................................................................................... 18 
Table 9: Other architectural hardware from Areas A and B............................................................................... 19 
Table 10: Services and lighting artefacts by context and date............................................................................ 20 
Table 11: Artefacts for transport uses by context............................................................................................... 21 
Table 12: Work tools by context and shape. ...................................................................................................... 21 
Table 13: Household and storage artefacts by context and date......................................................................... 23 
Table 14: Food and alcohol artefacts by context and date. ................................................................................ 24 
Table 15: Personal artefacts by context and date. .............................................................................................. 26 
Table 16: Toys by context and date. NB x denotes marble in the Glass catalogue #30801. .............................. 30 
Table 17: Smoking pipes by context and date.................................................................................................... 32 
Table 18: Smoking pipes with diagnostic features grouped by manufacturer and country................................ 34 
Table 19: Clerical artefacts by context and date. All slate items date to before c1940. ..................................... 35 
Table 20: Economic artefacts by context and date. ............................................................................................ 39 
Table 21: Artefacts with unidentified function by context and date. ................................................................. 39 
Table 22: Artefacts from the Hassall House cellar, timber structure, well and southeast wall by context and 

date.   NB x denotes artefact recorded but not sampled; * cut bricks. .................................................. 42 
Table 23: Artefacts from the Dairy by context and date. ................................................................................... 45 
Table 24: Comparable bricks, tiles and stones from the Dairy and related contexts.......................................... 46 

                                            
1 Casey & Lowe 2003. 
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Table 25: Artefacts from the Eastern Building(s) by context and date. ............................................................. 47 
Table 26: Artefacts from the Chimney/flue by context and date........................................................................ 49 
Table 27: Artefacts from Pits 4824 & 4817. ...................................................................................................... 50 
Table 28: Artefacts from Pits 4816 (garden) & 4820......................................................................................... 52 
Table 29: Artefacts from Pits 5001, 5018, 5041.  NB x denotes items recorded but not sampled. .................... 53 
Table 30: Artefacts from Pits 4828, 4830, 4832 and 4834................................................................................. 55 
Table 31: Artefacts from Pits 4845 and 4847.  * denotes cut brick.................................................................... 57 
Table 32: Artefacts from Pits 5073 and 5076.  NB x denotes artefacts recorded but not sampled. ................... 59 
Table 33: Artefacts from Pits 5054, 5058, 5061, 5063 and 5068....................................................................... 61 
Table 34: Artefacts from the Southeast Oval Pit 4806....................................................................................... 62 
Table 35: Artefacts from Unstratified Contexts 4801 and 5067......................................................................... 63 
Table 36: Area A Features and Contexts TPQ and TAQ. .................................................................................. 64 
Table 37: Area B Features and Contexts TPQ and TAQ. .................................................................................. 65 
 
 
1.3 List of Figures 
Figure 1: Dressed stone (5039) and brick (5037) with sandy shell mortars from the Dairy. Artefact Photo 006, 

Scale 10cm. .......................................................................................................................................... 11 
Figure 2: Paving bricks and tiles from above the Dairy drain (5039) and Cellar fill (4802).  Front row l-r: Dairy 

tiles: with little wear and some grout #27087, clay composition in section #27,086, with foot/hoof and 
water wear #27,084.  Back row l-r: Dairy paving brick showing foot/hoof and water wear to right 
#27,082; Cellar paving brick showing foot/hoof wear #27,061.  Artefact Photo 061, Scale 10cm...... 12 

Figure 5: Selection of Household and Architectural artefacts.  Front row l-r: lighting taper holder 5074/#27003; 
wooden fence picket 4801/#27039; brass gas/kero lamp collar 4843/#26933; padlock 5074/#26997; 
window latch 4827/#26929; grate 5074/#26996.  Centre second row l-r: machine wrought spike 
5017/#26953; iron door escutcheon 5017/#26956.  Back: door hinge strap 5000/#26982.  Artefact 
Photo 059, Scale 10cm ......................................................................................................................... 19 

Figure 6: Horse equipage. Front row l-r: large and small horseshoes 4844/#26934, 5039/#26975.  Back: half of 
Filet Baucher half cheek bit 4803/#26906.  Artefact Photo 052, Scale 10cm. ..................................... 21 

Figure 7: Selection of Tools: Front row l-r: corer 5039/#26977, pickaxe head 5000/#26948.  Back: spade head 
4954/#26947.  Artefact Photo 053, Scale 10cm. .................................................................................. 22 

Figure 8: Household items used in Cooking.  Left to right: saucepan 4827/#26928; pot hook from chimney 
crane 4822/#26925; smaller of two frypans 4827/#27016.  Artefact Photo 74, Scale 10cm................ 24 

Figure 9: Selection of Cutlery. Front: 2-prong meat fork with bone handle over whittle tang 4815/#26810.  
Second row l-r: George III fiddle pattern, silver condiment spoon made in London 5000/#26856; 3-
prong fork 5017/#26869.  Third row l-r: knife handles with horn or antler scales on thick scale/flat 
tangs- slightly tapered 5039/#26880, pistol grip 4844/#26838.  Back: slightly tapered ivory handle for 
fork/knife with whittle tang 5062/#26885.  Artefact Photo 20, Scale 10cm......................................... 25 

Figure 10: Examples of Footwear.  Left to right: Vulcanised rubber heel with iron screws from a man's work 
shoe/boot 4806/#26808; upper fragments from a woman's kid-leather lace-up shoe 4806/#26802.  
Artefact Photo 16, Scale 10cm. ............................................................................................................ 27 

Figure 11: Variety of Miscellaneous Personal, Household and Economic artefacts.  Front row l-r: for women's 
health and contraception- bone pessary ring 4912/#26845; buttons from clothing- bone 4-hole 
5068/#26889, bone 3-hole 4801/#26777, brass 4-hole trouser 5032/#26874, porcelain 4-hole 
5000/#26852.  Second row l-r: sewing pin 5032/#26873; acrylic cake candle holder 4801/#26787; 
copper alloy belt or shoe buckle 4844/#26837; glass spectacle lens 5074/#26894.  Third row: gilt 
copper alloy purse frame 4827/#26815.  Back row l-r: Coins- 1804-1811 (Bank of England Dollar) 
silver Crown 4844/#26836, 1875 English half penny 4801/#26779.  Artefact Photo 015, Scale 10cm.
.............................................................................................................................................................. 28 

Figure 12: Personal Grooming and Hygiene artefacts. Left front to back: bone toothbrushes 4844/#26831, 
5017/#26867, 5074/#26900; wooden brush head 5077/#26902.  Right front to back: bone brushes of 
same set: large face 5000/26855, small showing two-part construction, back and face 5017/#26868.  
Rear: Vulcanite comb with copper alloy head cover 5074/#26893.  Artefact Photo 010, Scale 10cm. 29 

Figure 13: Selection of Marbles.  Front row l-r: hand-made glass 4894/#26844, hand-made terracotta "Clays" 
4801/#26783; painted porcelain "China Alleys" one floral 5059/#26883, two linear 4844/#26832.  
Back row l-r: group of five different sized machine-rolled "Clays" 5000/#26861, #26860, #26859, 
#26858, #26857.  Artefact Photo 009, Scale 10cm. ............................................................................. 30 

Figure 14: Range of clay pipe fragments.  Front row l-r: plain briar-type pipes 5074/#26896, #26895.  Second 
row: honey-glazed thickened mouthpiece 5000/#26850.  Third row l-r: simple marked mouthpiece by 
Duncan McDougall, Glasgow 4843/#26826; (and DETAIL front) British-made pipe stem marked for 
tobacco retailer Thomas Saywell, Sydney 4843/#26825.  Fourth row l-r: marked leaf-decorated stem 
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and "M/P" marked spur by the unidentified "M. P. P." maker 4835/#26816, (and DETAIL centre) 
marked stem by Joseph Elliott, Market St Wharf, Sydney 4804/#26793.  Back row l-r: cream bowl 
with stem leaf decoration and "I/M" marked spur probably by John Mortimer, Sydney 4801/#26785; 
plain bowl with "I/[F?]" marked spur probably by John Ford, London 4805/#26796; (and DETAIL 
back) William Cluer (Sydney) over-trimmed bowl with "W/C" marked spur 5015/#26864.  Artefact 
Photos 017 and 018, Scale 10cm. ......................................................................................................... 33 

Figure 15: Decorated Smoking Pipes. Left: American Patriotic from Eastern building, bowl height 30mm 
(4912/#26847), fluted bowl with festoon and pendant from Hampstead, London, bowl height 30mm 
(4801/#26784).  Illustration by Franz Reidel........................................................................................ 35 

Figure 16: Types of Clerical artefacts.  Front row l-r: slate pencils 5000/#26853; slate boards one with ruled 
lines 4843/#26623.  Back row l-r: ink bottles 5067/#30608, #30607. Artefact Photo 050, Scale 10cm.
.............................................................................................................................................................. 36 

Figure 17: Left: Slate Board fragment with incised lines and circle on obverse.  Right: Detail of initials “DAV[ 
}” on reverse (4844/#26839). Scanned photo, Scale 10cm. ................................................................. 37 

Figure 18: Left: Slate Board fragment with incised letters “A/W/U” on obverse. Right is detail of incised letter 
“W” on reverse (5000/#26854). Scale 10cm ........................................................................................ 37 

Figure 19: Left: Slate Board fragment showing nail hole and incised letters “HF”on obverse. Right top: Detail 
of letters.  Right bottom: Detail of sunburst and diagonal motif on reverse (50017/#26904). Scanned 
photo, Scale 10cm. ............................................................................................................................... 38 

Figure 20: Saucepan on cradle, hooked to chimney crane            Figure 21: Bachelor frypan (Fearn 1977:22).
.............................................................................................................................................................. 55 
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2.0 Artefact Analysis 
 
2.1 Overview of Analysis 
The catalogued artefacts were analysed in order to address the research questions identified in the 
archaeological assessment.2  This was done by incorporating information about site history and 
contexts from the assessments and the excavation report.3  Additional historical and technical 
information was also sought at this stage in relation to specific artefacts and architectural elements. 
 
The initial analyses of the 446 catalogued building materials, metal and miscellaneous items were 
done according to their function and context.  They were made from a wide range of materials. 
Minimal item counts (MIC) was the basic numerical unit used and where relevant the three branches 
of the catalogue were brought together so that the entire assemblage could be analysed as a whole 
(Tables 1 & 2).  Within this report the relevant context numbers will be identified in brackets. 
 

General Function MIC % 
architecture 216 48.4 

architecture/yard 1 0.2 
clerical 21 4.7 

cleric/art 1 0.2 
economy 2 0.4 

food 21 4.7 
h'hold 29 6.5 

h'hold/pers 2 0.4 
paint 2 0.4 

personal 30 6.7 
recreation 78 17.5 

service 6 1.3 
store 5 1.1 

transport 4 0.9 
unidentified 24 5.4 

work 4 0.9 
TOTAL 446 100.0 

Table 1: General functional groups of artefacts. 
 
Of the artefacts discussed here, the highest proportion, some 48.6 percent related to the architecture 
of the site, followed by those used in recreational pursuits, at 17.5 percent.  The building materials 
and metal hardware were of particular importance during the analysis of the construction sequence, 
and the interrelationship of various activities on the site.  A number of local and more distant sources 
for the materials and labour used during construction will be suggested.  In addition they provide part 
of a valuable resource for the analysis of early colonial brick and tile making.  In discussing these 
items other comparable sites will be mentioned from Parramatta and Sydney (Tables 3-9). 
 
The supply of water, light and power to the various structures on the site are discussed under 
services. Horses and other large animals provided the power for transport and some machinery well 
into the twentieth century (Tables 10-11).  Several metal artefacts were tools that reveal much about 
occupation and the technical accomplishments and standards of the time, and can often be assigned to 
a broad date range (Tables 12). 
 
The artefacts in the household such as furniture, equipment and fittings, that were used for sewing, 
security, cooking and storage are analysed together in this report due to the size and scope of the 
Hassall property (Table 13).  Other items used specifically for the preparation, serving, consumption 
of food and drink, and other goods are discussed separately under food/beverage (Table 14). 

                                            
2 Casey & Lowe 2003. 
3 Casey & Lowe 2004; Reidel 2006. 
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General Function Specific Function MIC % 
architectural door 4 0.9 

 finish 11 2.5 
 floor 11 2.5 
 non-structural 12 2.7 
 roof 14 3.1 
 structural 159 35.7 
 stru/floor 3 0.7 
 stru/non-stru 1 0.2 
 window 1 0.2 

architecture/yard roof/garden 1 0.2 
clerical writing 21 4.7 

clerical/art wrtg/painting 1 0.2 
economy currency 2 0.4 

food celebration 1 0.2 
 condiment 1 0.2 
 container 2 0.4 
 preparation 8 1.8 
 serve 1 0.2 
 tableware 8 1.8 

h’hold container 7 1.6 
 cooking 2 0.4 
 fitting 2 0.4 
 furnishing 4 0.9 
 light 7 1.6 
 ornament 2 0.4 
 security 1 0.2 
 sewing 3 0.7 
 unidentified 1 0.2 

h'hold/personal laundry/hygiene 2 0.4 
paint container 2 0.4 

personal access 1 0.2 
 cloth 17 3.8 
 groom 7 1.6 
 health 2 0.4 
 hygiene 3 0.7 

recreation smoking 64 14.3 
 toy 14 3.1 

service gas 1 0.2 
 unidentified 1 0.2 
 water 4 0.9 

store store 5 1.1 
transport horse 4 0.9 

unidentified container 8 1.8 
 strainer 1 0.2 
 unidentified 15 3.4 

work tool 4 0.9 
 TOTAL 446 100.0 

Table 2: Summary of artefacts by general and specific function. 
 
 
The more personal items in the miscellaneous category provided information about individual 
clothing, gender, age and occupation (Table 15).  Other objects were part of recreational pursuits 
such as gaming and smoking (Tables 16-18). 
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Some of the children and possibly adults at the site used clerical implements in education and 
perhaps to conduct business (Table 19).  Economic artefacts such as coins revealed something of the 
prosperity of the occupants and provided absolute dating for some contexts (Table 20).  Although it 
was not possible to fully classify the function of 15 unidentified metal items they will be incorporated 
where possible in the discussion (Table 21). 
 
In Chapter 3 the overall meaning and date of the significant contexts will be analysed in relation to 
the site as a whole.  This will be followed in Chapter 4 by a brief comparison of the Lots and Areas 
in order to understand more about the different functional uses of the site.  The conclusions 
reached about the results of the analysis will be drawn in Chapter 5. 
 
 
2.2 Architecture 
 
2.2.1 Overview of Architectural Artefacts 
As the architectural artefacts formed the largest category they will be discussed in subgroups of 
bricks, building stones, tiles, slates, wall finishes and paint, and structural and roofing hardware 
(Tables 3–9).  Of the 217 items there were 44 bricks, 24 tiles and slates, 127 metal and timber 
components.  Other metal objects with unidentified function may also have been used to build the 
structures (Table 22). 
 
Evidence of the earliest buildings mostly remained as postholes and other sub ground features which 
contained none or very few artefacts.  During the nineteenth century more materials were used and 
deposited in the archaeological record, the bulk being bricks and roof tiles, with some adhering 
mortars.  Of necessity, only a proportion of these were sampled for analysis.  The larger structures 
were constructed of sandstone blocks, bricks and mortar and are discussed individually in Chapter 3. 
 
The more recent houses and other buildings also left brick and concrete footings.  These materials are 
not dealt with in this report, but a few of the other contemporary artefacts are included in different 
categories.  The demolition of the various structures during the different phases of occupation 
removed most of the in situ building materials, but some were deposited in backfill or were reused.  
Examination of the architectural artefacts from the site was done utilising various historical sources 
that recorded the production and use of various building materials in early Sydney and Parramatta as 
well as specific recollections of people who lived or visited the property. 
 
 
2.2.2 Architectural Historical Context 
Construction of permanent dwellings in Sydney Cove began within the first months of the colony.4  
The framework comprising posts and plates of the first temporary 1788 Sydney huts were made of a 
species of local pine, and the sides and ends filled with lengths of the cabbage tree, plastered over 
with clay.5  The roofs were mostly thatched with the grass of the “gum-rush” making them 
vulnerable to fire.  Others that had been covered in clay (tiles?) collapsed after solid rain.6  The tiles 
were low fired and impractical, absorbing too much water which made them heavy.7  These huts 
began to be replaced by brick ones in 1792.8 
 
Wooden shingles had been used from the earliest days of the colony with the local pine found to be 
the most suitable.9  In May 1788 they were attached to the roof of the first Sydney hospital with 
wooden pegs made by female convicts.  By July 1788 Governor Phillip had decided that all future 
buildings were to be covered in shingles but this perhaps only referred to the replacement of thatch.10  
                                            
4 Proudfoot et al. 1991: 30-41. 
5 Collins 1975 Vol I: 16, 23. 
6 Collins 1975 Vol I: 17. 
7 Proudfoot et al. 1991: 47. 
8 Collins 1975 Vol I: 178. 
9 Collins 1975 Vol I: 23; Proudfoot et al. 1991: 40 – quoting Worgan 1978: 39. 
10 Proudfoot et al. 1991: 47. 
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10,000 bricks had been brought out on the First Fleet but these are thought to have been largely used 
in the Sydney storehouse.11  This structure, completed in April 1788, had a thatched roof.12 
 
Bricks and probably roof tiles began to be made by the end of February 1788 at Brickfield Hill, 
Sydney using the 12 brick moulds that had also been brought out.13  The tiles were slightly smaller 
than the shingles.  According to Thompson the bricks and tiles were both light brown in colour.14  
However, another source dates this description to 1792.15 
 
By April 1790 the operations at the Sydney brickfields had expanded and included pottery 
manufacture.16  From June 1790 they made 40,000 bricks and tiles per month.  Although there was 
considerable variation in the bricks efforts were made to follow the London brick standard 8.5 x 4 x 
2.5” (216 x 102 x 64mm), established by the London Building Act 1774.17 
 
Transport of the bricks and tiles from Brickfield Hill to Sydney building sites was by cart, drawn by 
12 convicts.18 Each could carry only 700 tiles or 350 bricks, with the total number of loads per day in 
1793 limited to four loads of tiles or five loads of bricks.19  Transporting such materials to Parramatta 
in the first years of the new settlement would only have been practical by river.  It would have been 
much more desirable to have all necessary items sourced or made locally. 
 
Local manufacture of bricks for the new settlement of Parramatta (Rose Hill) commenced in 1790 
when a convict James Becket, who had experience in brickmaking in Birmingham, was instructed to 
set up a workshop and kiln.20  This is thought to have been established in the Government Domain, in 
an area beside the river called the Crescent, immediately to the west of the site.  By November 1790 
Becket with a gang of 52 men was making 25,000 bricks a week.21  These bricks were thought to 
have been larger in size than those made in Sydney, following the Birmingham standard rather than 
that of London.  Examples of this standard may be seen with a c1790 or 1799 brick from Parramatta 
Government House 9.5 x 4.5 x 2.75 inches (242 x 115 x 70mm).22  
 
Bricks and tiles were used extensively only on large or government structures in Parramatta such as 
the storehouse, barracks, town hall and Government House.  By 1800 this trend was still evident with 
only expensive private houses made of brick, it being a luxury to have a brick chimney and floor.23 
Bricks remained costly due to the few numbers of brickmakers and the contract system under which 
they operated. 
 
When the convict huts were constructed along George and other streets in Parramatta, bricks and tiles 
were not used. The walls were made of wattle and daub and the roofs thatched.24  These huts were 
begun in 1790 and by July 1791 eight had been built.25  During a severe storm in April 1792 the 
greater part of the wattled huts were reported to be considerably damaged.26  Only during leaseholder 
occupation of these structures were bricks used to repair chimneys and sometime pave floors. 
 
The bricks made at Sydney were found to be superior to those of Parramatta.  The clay from beside 
the Parramatta River was found to be too sandy and the bricks underfired making them bright red and 
                                            
11 Proudfoot et al. 1991: 38. 
12 Collins 1975 Vol I: 19-20. 
13 Proudfoot et al. 1991: 40 – quoting Worgan 1978: 39. 
14 Proudfoot et al 1991: 47 – quoting the Journal of G.  Thompson, 1788 in HRNSW I (2): 794. 
15 Varman 1993: 60. 
16 Varman 1993: 59; Casey 1999. 
17 Varman 1993: 216. 
18 Collins 1975 Vol I: 277. 
19 Collins 1975 Vol I: 278 
20 Gemmell 1986: 72. 
21 Tench 1996: 157; Varman 1993: 57, 59. 
22 Varman 1993: 216. 
23 Varman 1993: 61. 
24 Tench 1789, 1793, 1996: 155-156. 
25 Collins 1975 Vol I: 139.  See also Casey & Lowe 2004: 11. 
26 Collins 1975 Vol I: 172. 
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not durable.27  With the lack of strong mortar all brick buildings in Parramatta were ruinous by 
1797.28 Even though they were repaired during 1798, their instability continued. 
 
In 1793 there was a continual shortage of tiles due to the fact that in that year only one person was 
capable of moulding them in Sydney.  At this time the maker was limited to burning 30,000 tiles at a 
time as he was obliged to fire a large quantity of bricks as well.  Collins recorded that to build one 
barrack required 69,000 bricks and 21,000 tiles.  This was a considerable task when approximately 
3,000 tiles were destroyed out of a general total of 15,000 at each firing.29 
 
At Parramatta during 1797-1799 there were 12 men making bricks at a rate of 6,000 per week, but no 
tiles.  Double this amount and 3,000 tiles per week were made in Sydney.  The 1800 census lists 44 
brick and tile makers in Sydney but only one for Parramatta, Toongabbie and George’s River 
combined.30  However, in the December 1802 quarterly return ten brickmakers were located at 
Parramatta. 
 
By at least 1805 Becket had moved to a new area to the north of the river, where Brickfield Street is 
now located.31  In August 1806 he gained a land grant at Toongabbie.32  His workshop continued to 
operate until at least 1826, the area completely abandoned during the 1830s.33 
 
Due to the lack of local limestone (rock lime), the mortar used to waterproof (daub) the timber huts 
and bond brick and stone structures in both Parramatta and Sydney were made from local sands and 
clays.  Occasionally they were strengthened by the inclusions of small fragments of burnt wood, tiny 
pebbles and hair.  However, due to the lack of lime and the effects of the weather, these early 
buildings were easily burgled, escaped from and often collapsed after a short period.34  In various 
excavations at Parramatta, the subsoil and perhaps nearby creek beds provided convenient, if 
variable, sandy clay, either grey or yellow-brown in colour.  Such soils could be used to line 
subterranean pits and structures such as half cellars and wells.35 
 
The lack of lime was partially addressed within a short space of time by the crushing and burning of 
local oyster shell beds and Aboriginal middens.  This endeavour was only intermittently relieved by 
ship cargoes of lime, and the discoveries of coral and rock lime from Norfolk Island (1791), 
Tasmania (1799) and the Hunter (1808).  Although significant lime beds were found near Bathurst in 
1824, they were not able to be fully utilised until better transport was in place.  Sydney was partially 
supplied by lime burnt at Picton and Argyle in the 1840s, but only when rail infrastructure was 
established in the 1870s was rock lime able to be imported in quantity, and the use of shell 
replaced.36  (Table 8) 
 
 
2.2.3 Bricks 
All but one of the 44 bricks sampled from various structures and fills on site were hand-moulded 
sandstocks with no frog (Table 3).  The other was a flat wire cut extruded brick (4805), a process 
invented c1860. 37  There were no dry-pressed bricks. .  The bricks are also discussed with other finds 
from the various buildings and features in Chapter 3. 
 

                                            
27 Collins 1975 Vol I: 117. 
28 Varman 1993: 60. 
29 Collins 1975: 277. 
30 Varman 1993: 61 
31 Gemmell 1986: 72. 
32 Varman 1993: 88. 
33 Gemmell 1986: 72. 
34 Collins 1975 Vol I: 15-17, 273; Varman 1993: 60. 
35 Clay-lined pits of various types and sizes found at George & Charles Streets, Parramatta: see Casey & Lowe 
forthcoming. Half-cellars were partly underground structures left open at each end to facilitate cooling of stored goods: see 
Unstead & Henderson 1971: 68. 
36 Gemmell 1986: 3, 5. 
37 For brickmaking technology and development see Gemmell 1986; Varman 1993: Chapter 1 
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Area Feature Context Specific 

Function Shape ReUse Dimension From To MIC 

A CELLAR 4802 stru brick  211x99x60-63 1788 1860 1 
      218x102x68-70 1800 1860 1 
   stru/floor   233x110x61-62 1788 1860 1 

   stru   211x100x60-62 1788 1860 1 
      LxWxTh=180+x104x62-64 1788 1860 1 
     Yes LxWxTh=130+x102x64 1788 1860 1 
     Yes LxWxTh=155+x106-7x64-7 1800 1860 1 
     ? LxWxTh=175+x111x67-72 1800 1860 1 

  5065    197x97x64-65 1788 1860 1 
      200x94-97x63-65 1788 1860 1 
      197x94x65-68 1788 1860 1 
      200x97x67 1788 1860 1 
      210x99-100x60-62 1788 1860 1 

 E BLDG 4913    LxWxTh=158+x109-111x77-78 1860 1890 1 

 CHIMNEY 4805    LxWxTh=187+x108x74 1860 1890 1 
      234-236x115-117x70-72 1860 1890 1 
  4914    LxWxTh=106+x103x67-71 1800 1860 1 
      LxWxTh=220+x116x68-69 1800 1860 1 
  5033    LxWxTh=60x64x37 1788 1860 1 

 PIT 4817 4804    211x98-101x63-65 1788 1860 1 

 PIT 4821 4822    LxWxTh=77x74x74 1860 1890 1 
 PIT 4928 4927    LxWxTh=163+x108x64-68 1788 1860 1 
 PIT 5072 5071    LxWxTh=90+x105x69 1800 1860 1 

 PH 4930 4933    LxWxTh=58x33x34 1788 1860 1 
 PH 4993 4990    LxWxTh=53x64x49 1788 1860 1 

 
RTA 

TRENCH 
4866 

4865    LxWxTh=95+x67+x66 1788 1860 1 

      LxWxTh=71x51x63 1800 1860 1 
      LxWxTh=44x38x37 1788 1860 1 

B SE WALL 5052    LxWxTh=187+x111-114x70-71 1800 1860 1 
     ? 230x112-113x68-69 1800 1860 1 
      235-240x114x66 1788 1860 1 

 DAIRY 5037    215x106-107x61-64 1788 1860 1 
      215x103-104x61-64 1788 1860 1 
  5038    210-212x103x59 1788 1860 1 
      217x103-104x61-64 1788 1860 1 
  5039 stru/floor   LxWxTh=212-215x99-102x61-63 1788 1860 1 

   stru/floor   LxWxTh=58+x102x62 
60-66+x101x23 1788 1860 1 

 PIT 4816 4815 stru   LxWxTh=122+x100-101x61 1788 1860 1 
 PIT 4820 4818    LxWxTh=68+x83+x62 1788 1860 1 
 PIT 4828 4827    202x98x61 1788 1860 1 

 PIT 4845 4844    230x107-108x66-67 1788 1860 1 
      220x103-104x67-71 1800 1860 1 
 PIT 5018 5017    230x111x66-68 1788 1860 1 
 PIT 5041 5040    LxWxTh=104+x97x60 1788 1860 1 

        TOTAL 44 

Table 3: Bricks by feature, context and date.  
 
The earliest sandstock bricks found on the site had poorly crushed and mixed clays and numerous 
small ironstones.  Measuring between 60-68mm in thickness they can be dated to c1778-1860 (Fig. 
1).  The surface of many had grass or straw impressions from when they lay wet on the ground before 
being fired.  The slightly larger bricks, ranging from 67-72mm in thickness, and a few others, 
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exhibited slightly improved crushing and mixing techniques.  Their slightly larger size may indicate 
that they were made according to the Birmingham standard, perhaps by Becket in Parramatta.  They 
are given a slightly later date of c1800-1860. 
 
Four bricks were large and exhibited better technology in their manufacture, dating them to c1860-
1890.  Of these, three were sandstocks, of which two came from the chimney (4914) and one from a 
nearby fireplace of the eastern building (4913).  The wire-cut brick, mentioned above, came from the 
demolition fill inside the chimney (4805).  As this structure contained a range of bricks (and two 
different mortars), it may have been built and repaired several times. 
 
Several sandstock bricks were made of clay similar to that used for the floor tiles (See section 2.2.5).  
Three of these were actually used as pavers (5039, 4802).  It is considered that these tiles and bricks 
were made in c1788-1860, perhaps as part of the same moulding and firing operations.  They fall into 
two general types: 

• Dark red slightly crushed and mixed clay, retaining its blocky nature, intermixed with 
numerous small blobs and streaks of white clay, and few ironstones. 

• Partly mixed and crushed red and white clays in a more even balance, with common 
ironstones and a sandy texture. 

 
All the sandstock bricks were probably fired in a clamp kiln as the firing process was clearly not well 
controlled with signs of under and over burning causing warping and cracking, colour variation, 
occasional vitrification.  Many of the larger bricks, especially those from the chimney (4914) were 
highly vitrified, and one from a nearby pit was a black clinker (4821). 
 
It was not possible to isolate any different sort of bricks from the assemblage that may be definitely 
attributed to those reputedly brought out by Rowland Hassall as ship’s ballast.38  However, some of 
the types mentioned above, in particular the tile and brick varieties, may be candidates.  The slightly 
larger bricks would only qualify if he had purchased them in the north of England.  The high use of 
warped and unevenly fired sandstocks on the property may be due to the lack of cheaply available 
bricks in the early colony.  This situation is reinforced by the use of inferior but locally quarried 
sandstone.  However, bricks and stone of better quality no doubt once existed in the superstructure of 
the house seen in the c1879-1881 photograph, materials removed from the site in the 1880s 
 
 
2.2.4 Building Stone 
The building stone used for the nineteenth-century structures on the site was selected from the same 
source, probably local.39  The features and contexts where the stone was found are listed in Table 4. 
 
The fine-grained light grey sandstone had silty black banding (seams following old water ripples) 
which made it easy to split.  Many of the faces of the small, fairly irregular and thin building blocks 
and pavers had naturally weathered faces with the edges were worked into small, fairly irregular and 
thin building blocks or pavers.  Tool marks are often evident on these edges indicating the stages in 
reduction from initial blocking out, to being dressed with a pointed pick or chisel (Fig. 1).  
Occasionally a smooth draughted finish was achieved on the wall blocks by using the chisel at an 
angle, and on the pavers by grinding the surface flat.  Sandstone was first used on the site during the 
construction of the Hassall house and outbuildings. 

                                            
38 Casey & Lowe 2003: 11. 
39 Outcropping of similar sandstone with numerous shale seams forms the cliffs of the Parramatta River bank at the northern 
end of Charles Street, to the north of the site.  This stone is described in the excavation report at mudstone by Reidel. 
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Area Feature Context Specific 

Function Shape Fabric Dimension MIC 

A CELLAR 5043 stru dressed stone sandstone 450x300-450x50-150 x 
  5044    450x300-450x50-150 x 
 WELL 5081/4836     x 

 
CHIMNEY 

RETAINING 
WALL 

4915    25x25x25 x 

B DAIRY 5039    125x112x50 1 
  5039    156x140x7-25 1 
  5049    284x143x30-42 1 

 PIT 4824 4803    50-150  
 PIT 4816 4815    165x136x48-51 1 

 PIT 4820 4818 stru/non-stru   
150x80x38-47 
flat edge W=38-41 
Thin edge W=15-18 

1 

 PIT 5068 5069 stru    x 

      TOTAL 5 

Table 4: Building stone by area and context. NB x indicates stone recorded but not sampled. 
 NB x denotes unsampled items. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Dressed stone (5039) and brick (5037) with sandy shell mortars from the Dairy. Artefact Photo 006, 
Scale 10cm. 
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2.2.5 Flooring and Roofing 
Some 24 floor tiles, roof tiles and slates were found at the site (Table 5).  Sandstock clay floor and 
roof tiles were made at the early brickyards in shallow wooden stocks using the same clays and 
techniques as employed to make the bricks (Section 2.2.2). 
 

Area Feature Context Specific 
Function Shape Fabric Type From To MIC % 

A CHIMNEY 4837 roof tile clay  1788 1810 1 4.2 
 PH 4938 4939     1788 1810 1 4.2 
 PH 4993 4990     1788 1860 1 4.2 

 UNSTRAT 4801   terracotta Marseilles 1870  1 4.2 

B DAIRY 5039 floor  clay  1788 1860 9 37.5 
  5049 floor    1788 1860 1 4.2 
   roof    1788 1810 1 4.2 

 PIT 4816 4815    Single Lug 2 1788 1810 2 8.3 
 PIT 4820 4818    Single Lug 2 1788 1810 3 12.5 
 PIT 5073 5074 roof    1788 1810 1 4.2 

 PIT 5068 5070 roof/garden      1 4.2 

 PIT4845 4844 roof slate slate  1830  1 4.2 
 PIT 5001 5000     1830  1 4.2 

        TOTAL 24 100.0 

Table 5: Total roof and floor tiles and slates by area and context. 

 
The square floor tiles were uniform in size and much thinner than the bricks.  They were 
characterised by poorly mixed and blocky red clays with common small blobs and streaks of white 
clay, and only occasional small ironstones (Fig. 2).  The tiles had been used to pave the dairy floor in 
Area B (5039, 5049).  The pavers were bedded in grey-brown sandy shell mortar and the gaps filled 
with a light grey grout (Tables 7 and 24).  Foot-traffic and water-wear was evident on the tiles and 
some of the bricks used to pave the dairy (See Section 3.4). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Paving bricks and tiles from above the Dairy drain (5039) and Cellar fill (4802).  Front row l-r: Dairy 
tiles: with little wear and some grout #27087, clay composition in section #27,086, with foot/hoof and 
water wear #27,084.  Back row l-r: Dairy paving brick showing foot/hoof and water wear to right 
#27,082; Cellar paving brick showing foot/hoof wear #27,061.  Artefact Photo 061, Scale 10cm. 
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Floor tiles are infrequently found on early colonial sites with bricks or sandstone flagging apparently 
being more commonly used to create water-tight and hard-wearing floors.  This may have been due 
to several factors. As with the roof tiles, perhaps the floor tiles were too soft for their desired purpose 
and were susceptible to cracking.  Any floor tiles that may have been laid may have been highly 
desirable for reuse, for example as convenient small shapes, and thus removed from most floors 
during demolition.  Floor tiles were a specialised part of the brickmaker’s production at a time when 
making bricks for basic construction was a higher priority.  Although they are not specifically 
mentioned by either Collins or Tench, floor tiles no doubt continued to be made along with the 
bricks, the tiles remained only as a small percentage of any yard’s production.  Tiles became more 
popular in the last quarter of the nineteenth century with the introduction of improved technology 
that enabled cheap manufacture of salt-glazed stoneware, encaustic and other decorative pressed dust 
tiles.40 
 
Roof tiles were an even more time-consuming option for the brickmaker, and were fragile and heavy 
to transport to the construction site.41  Wooden shingles on the other hand were easier to source, 
make and use, leading to their pre-eminence as a roofing material by 1810.  It is thought that 
sandstock roof tiles ceased to be made by c1810. 
 
The early roof tiles were attached to the roofing frame either by a lug projecting from the centre of 
one edge, or more rarely by pegs or nails that used one or more square holes punched through one 
end (Peg-hole type).  They were usually pink or salmon in colour, the pink and white clays poorly 
mixed with occasional ironstone inclusions and a fully sanded strike face.  Numerous Sydney and 
several other Parramatta sites have single lug 1 (SL1) tiles, with the lug formed by pinching the 
centre of one end, making a thin concave lip and a thumb impression below on the strike face.  The 
lip and the edges of these tiles are often found badly weathered, presumably having fallen off 
buildings.42  
 
The ten fragments of roof tile found at the current site were of similar thickness, and exhibited a 
similar mix of clay and surface sand, to the Peg-hole and SL1 varieties described above.  Only five 
had evidence of the attachment method and these were of a different kind (4815, 4818).  Here the 
tiles also had a single lug to SL1, but it was of a different form and more robust.  The upper edge had 
a central jutting projection that was pushed down when the clay was wet to form a sturdy lug at right-
angles to the strike face.  Any thumb impressions were only on top of the lug, not on the strike face 
below. Unfortunately as the lugs on these tiles had all been snapped off at the tile edge making them 
difficult to discern, better examples should be used for a definitive comparison.  However, the lug 
technique was identical to that used for double lug (DL) tiles found at two Parramatta sites at the 
western end of George Street, even though the thickness of the tiles and mix of the clays were not.43  
DL tiles were thicker, had better crushed and mixed clay, and were fired to a lighter brown colour 
than the other types.  In addition, they almost always had a smoother and barely sanded strike face, 
made when the clay was wet.  It seems reasonable to conclude from this comparison that the SL2 
type was developed from the SL1 tiles, which in turn led to the final sturdy DL form. 
 
The technology and poor condition of the less common SL1 and Peg-hole tiles at sites in Parramatta, 
supports the idea that they were the earliest types made in the colony.  As none of the other lugged 
types, DL and now SL1, have been recorded from Sydney sites, it would appear that they were made 
at Parramatta specifically for local buildings.  If this is true then it is probable that the DL1 and Peg-
hole tiles were made at the brickfields of Sydney, whereas the SL2 and DL types were made at 
Parramatta (probably by Becket) from 1790.  The limitations of the earliest clay roof tiles perhaps 
prompted Becket to trial more solid forms in an effort to make them more durable.  The roof tiles 
may have all come to the Hassall property as rejected or reused building materials, perhaps used on 
his new house. 
                                            
40 Gemmell 1986: 57. 
41 Collins 1975 Vol I: 277. 
42 For example, First Government House Site, Sydney: Proudfoot et al 1991; PCC Site: Casey & Lowe 2006; Charles and 
George Streets, Parramatta: Casey & Lowe forthcoming. 
43 Parramatta Children’s Court and the Hospital Site, see Casey & Lowe 2006. 
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There were only two other types of tile found on the site.  One was a small fragment of a Marseilles 
type terracotta roof tile found in an unstratified context (4801), but probably coming from a house 
built after the demolition of the Hassall property.  These tiles were used from c1870, becoming 
highly popular from the 1890s.  It cannot be determined whether the tile was imported or made in 
Australia.  The other type was a broken extruded tile that may have been use as garden edging, found 
in pit fill (5070).  Slate was a very commonly used roofing and damp-coursing material from the 
1850s onward, and small fragments were noted in a few parts of the site (4844, 5000). 
 
 
2.2.6 Architectural Mortars and Finishes 
A range of mortars, renders and painted finishes were found and sampled on the site (Table 6).  
Where necessary, details of non-sampled items were taken from context and report descriptions.  In 
an effort to synthesise the information all the types and colours are listed in detail on Table 7. 
 
As has been described in Section 2.2.2, the earliest mud mortars at Parramatta were made of locally 
available soils, often a mixture of sands and clays with no added shell or lime.  At this site the mud 
mortars were either coloured dull yellow or grey.  Daub used on the early timber structures was often 
extant as grey clay lumps within early postholes and pits.  Most of these could only be noted and not 
sampled (see x in Tables 6 & 7).  The sandy clay continued to be used in the later mixes with crushed 
shells.  Shell was a necessary component of mortars until c1880 due to the lack of easily available 
lime.44  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            
44 Gemmell 1986: 3-5. 

Figure 4: Reused brick and painted render and set  
fragments from the Cellar fill (4802).  Front row l-r:  
light brown mortar with cream on light blue on cream 
painted set #27026; light grey-brown mortar with pink 
on white painted set #27025.Back: half brick with 
light brown mortar above grey clay or whitewash 
#27064.  Artefact Photo 063. 

Figure 4: Painted render and set fragments from the 
robbed wall trenches of the Eastern building (4912). 
Left: grey soft mortar with two layers of salmon on 
white painted set front piece showing reverse 
#27035. Right: light yellow-brown mortar directly 
painted with white on salmon pink on white 
#27033. 
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The structures on the site only survived to such a low level that no in situ decorated wall survived.  
However, several brick and render fragments were retrieved in various contexts that showed evidence 
of whitewashed and painted walls and ceilings. (Figs 3 and 4)  The whitewash was done directly onto 
the brick or mortar/render.  In comparison, most of the interior wall renders had a white undercoat 
with either: white, light pink, salmon, or light blue topcoats.  Several of these fragments show 
repainting of the surface.  Two paint tins manufactured after 1847 were found in the fill of the oval 
pit to the southeast of the site.  One contained the remains of what appeared to be black paint (4806). 
 

Area Context General 
Function 

Specific 
Function Shape Fabric From To MIC 

A 4802 architecture finish render/ set mortar/plaster   1880 1 
        1880 1 
    render mortar   1880 1 
 4841       1880 1 
 4849  structural  mortar/plaster   1880 1 
 4912  finish  mortar   1880 1 
        1880 1 
     plaster   1880 1 
     mortar/plaster   1880 1 
 4914  structural mortar mortar   1880 1 
 4923       x 
 4924       x 
 5043       1880 1 
          1 
 5044       x 
 5081/4836       x 
 5087       x 
 4856       x 
 4860       x 
 4867       x 
 4871       x 
 4956       x 

B 4827       1880 1 
 4933  finish render    1880 1 
 5052  structural mortar   1880 x 
 5074   render/ set mortar/plaster   1880 1 
 5036   mortar mortar   x 
 5037      1880 x 
 5039      1880 x 
 5049      1880 x 
 4806 paint container tin can fe 1847  2 
       TOTAL 17 

Table 6: Mortars, renders and paint from Areas A and B. NB x denotes mortar noted on bricks/tiles or 
unsampled. 
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MUD 
MORTAR SHELL MORTAR PLASTER PUTTY WASH PAINT 

Grey Yellow
-brown Grey Grey Grey-

brown L. Brown Yellow-
brown 

White-
grey Grey Grey Cream White White 

to 
L. 

Blue 
L. 

Pink Salmon Black AREA FEATURE CONTEXT 

  Shell 
rare 

Shell 
common 

Shell 
common 

Shell 
common 

Shell 
common 

set & 
grout medium coarse   Grey-

white     

A CELLAR 4802    BX X BX BX X   X X X X X   
  5043 SX  SX   SX            
  5044 SX                 
  5065 X                 

 HOUSE? 
WALL 5087 X                 

 4856 X                 
 4860 X                 
 4867 X                 
 4871 X                 
 

POST 
HOLES 

4956 X                 

 WELL 5081/4836 BX 
SX                 

 E 
BUILDING 4912   X  X  X X X    X   X  

 CHIMNEY 4805  BX                
  4914  BX     BX     X      
  4923  BX     BX           
  4924  BX     BX           
  5033            X      
 P HOLES 4841    X         X     
  4849          X        
  4933       X      X     

B SE WALL 5052      BX            
 DAIRY 5036 X                 
  5037      BX BX           
  5039     SX TX   TX          
  5049       SX           
 SE PIT 4806                 X 
 PIT 4828 4827    X              
 PIT 4847 4844       BX           
 PIT 5073 5074     X   X     X     

Table 7: Mortar, plaster and paint types in relation to structural elements. Note: sample X on B=brick; S=stone: T=floor tile. 
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The later nineteenth and twentieth-century footings that cut into the lower stratigraphy of the site had 
mortar with rock lime or were made of cement.  The mortars and finishes are discussed in detail in 
Chapter 3 as part of the architectural evidence of the different structures and when assessing the 
phasing of the site. 
 
 
2.2.7 Structural and Roofing Hardware 
The nails and other forms of hardware used and discarded during the repair and occupation of the 
various structures on the site are listed below (Tables 8 and 9).  Headed nails formed the largest 
category, 76 percent, of the total.  The bad corrosion of many items has made identification difficult, 
including distinguishing simple cut and forged forms such as sprigs and brads from broken nail 
shanks.  Of the technological types able to be classified: 44 were hand-forged; nine cut; nine cut and 
wrought; four machine-made; and 2 wire-drawn.45 
 
Hand-forged nails were among the supplies brought out with the First Fleet in 1788, along with other 
building hardware such as spikes, hinges, locks and bar iron.46  They continued to be made in the 
colony until the late nineteenth century, although generally superseded by improvements to 
machinery by the 1870s. 
 
Other varieties showed the evolving technology of nail making, improvements from Britain, Europe 
and the U.S.A. that became either accepted or rejected by nineteenth-century Australian builders.  Of 
the sprigs, brads and countersunk nails nine out of 11 were cut.  The two latter countersunk nails, 
made from c1810, were commonly used to fasten floors and horseshoes well into the twentieth 
century (4818, 5032).  Of the cut and wrought varieties only one had the original flat head form, 
made from c1815 (5000).  The machine-wrought nails and spikes, patented from c1840, probably 
included the popular Ewebank type (5017, 5074) (Fig. 5).  The iron and steel wire-drawn nails, made 
from 1870 and 1890 respectively, were found in the robbed wall trench on the south side of the dairy 
(5036).  The latter types revolutionised the industry and superseded all previous nail forms.  They 
would have been used almost exclusively in the new housing estate after the Hassall property was 
demolished.47 
 
One screw was used for roofing (5000), the others were used for non-structural purposes (5059, 
5074).  None were galvanised, although one sheeting fragment was.  The square iron escutcheon 
(5017) and the brass latch plate (5070) were all that remained of door fittings.  Part of window latch 
bar was also found (4827).  End fragments from two timber elements survived, one a narrow floor 
board (5080) and the other the pointed top of a fence picket (4801).  The latter may have come from 
the fence shown in the c1879-1881 photograph.  The hardware is discussed further within their 
contexts in Chapter 3 and shown in Figure 5. 
 

                                            
45 Varman 1993. 
46 Proudfoot et al 1991: 38. 
47 Varman 1993: Figs 145-146, 148. 
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Area Context General 

Function 
Specific 

Function Shape Fabric From To MIC % 

A 4801 architecture structural nail fe 1788 1890 1 1.0 
 4803     1788 1890 2 2.1 
 4804     1788 1890 1 1.0 
 4805     1820 1890 1 1.0 
      1840 1914 1 1.0 
 4822         3 3.1 
      1788 1890 1 1.0 
 4823     1840 1870 1 1.0 
 4837         2 2.1 
      1788 1890 4 4.1 
 4839     1788 1890 1 1.0 
 4852  non-stru   1810 1870 1 1.0 
   structural       1 1.0 
 4894     1840 1870 2 2.1 
 4910     1840 1870 1 1.0 
 4912     1788 1890 1 1.0 
 4927     1820 1870 1 1.0 
 4939     1788 1890 1 1.0 
      1840 1870 1 1.0 
 4941     1840 1870 2 2.1 
 5014     1788 1890 1 1.0 
 5021         1 1.0 
      1788 1890 1 1.0 
 5033     1788 1890 1 1.0 
 5045     1788 1890 1 1.0 
 5071         1 1.0 
      1788 1890 3 3.1 
      1820 1870 2 2.1 

B 4815 architecture structural nail fe     1 1.0 
      1788 1890 1 1.0 
 4818         3 3.1 
      1788 1890 6 6.2 
      1810   1 1.0 
 4843     1820 1870 1 1.0 
 4844         3 3.1 
      1788 1890 6 6.2 
 5000     1788 1890 1 1.0 
      1815 1870 1 1.0 
 5017         2 2.1 
      1840 1914 1 1.0 
 5032         1 1.0 
      1788 1890 2 2.1 
      1810   1 1.0 
 5036         1 1.0 
      1788 1890 2 2.1 
      1870 1940 1 1.0 
     steel 1890 1940 1 1.0 
 5039    fe     4 4.1 
      1788 1890 3 3.1 
      1788 1940 4 4.1 
      1820 1870 1 1.0 
 5059         2 2.1 
      1788 1890 1 1.0 
 5062     1840 1870 1 1.0 
 5070         1 1.0 
 5074         1 1.0 
      1788 1890 2 2.1 
      1840 1914 1 1.0 
       TOTAL 97 100.0 

Table 8: Nails from Areas A and B. 
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Area Context 
General 
Function 

Specific 
Function Shape Fabric From To MIC % 

A 4801 architecture door hinge fe     1 3.3 
   non-stru fence wood     1 3.3 
   structural spike fe 1788   1 3.3 
 4804   brad fe 1810   1 3.3 
    sprig fe 1810   3 10.0 
 4805   spike fe 1788 1914 2 6.7 
 4806  door hinge fe     1 3.3 
   non-stru grate fe/steel     1 3.3 
   structural sprig fe 1810   1 3.3 
 4841   brad fe 1810   2 6.7 

B 4827  window latch fe     1 3.3 
 4844  non-stru sheet zn 1860   1 3.3 
 5000  door hinge fe     1 3.3 
   roof sheet fe     1 3.3 
   structural screw fe 1850   1 3.3 
 5017  door escutcheon fe     1 3.3 
 5036  non-stru sprig fe 1788   1 3.3 
 5039  structural brad fe 1788 1890 1 3.3 
 5059  non-stru screw fe 1850   1 3.3 
    scupper fe 1788 1890 1 3.3 
 5070   latch brass     1 3.3 
    grate fe     1 3.3 
    screw fe     1 3.3 
    strap fe/galv 1870   2 6.7 
 5080  structural floor board wood     1 3.3 
       TOTAL 30 100.0 

Table 9: Other architectural hardware from Areas A and B. 
 

 
Figure 5: Selection of Household and Architectural artefacts.  Front row l-r: lighting taper holder 5074/#27003; 

wooden fence picket 4801/#27039; brass gas/kero lamp collar 4843/#26933; padlock 5074/#26997; 
window latch 4827/#26929; grate 5074/#26996.  Centre second row l-r: machine wrought spike 
5017/#26953; iron door escutcheon 5017/#26956.  Back: door hinge strap 5000/#26982.  Artefact 
Photo 059, Scale 10cm 
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2.3 Services and Lighting 
There were 13 items that could be positively identified as part of services or light and power fittings 
(Table 10).  Fragments of four water pipes were found on the site (4806, 4822) along with another of 
unknown purpose (4827). 
 
In Parramatta the earlier candle, wood and coal lighting, fires and stoves began to be replaced in the 
1860s and 1870s by those powered by gas or kerosene.48  There was no evidence of electrical 
circuitry, introduced in 1913.  Evidence for the earlier fuels, such as small fragments of charcoal and 
coal, were found scattered across the site and dumped in numerous post holes and pits.  The chimney 
structure (4914) contained evidence of material burned in bulk, perhaps household and garden 
rubbish that included wood. 
 

Context General 
Function 

Specific 
Function Shape Fabric From To MIC 

4802 h’hold light lamp brass 1875  1 
4806   lamp brass 1860  1 

 service water pipe fe   2 
   pipe fe/galv 1860  1 

4822   pipe fe   1 
4827 service unidentified pipe fe     1 
4843 h’hold light collar brass 1860 1920 1 
4844  light taper holder fe     1 
5000   taper holder fe     1 
5039   taper holder fe     1 
5074   taper holder fe     1 

 service gas pipe brass 1870   1 
      TOTAL 13 

Table 10: Services and lighting artefacts by context and date. 
 
Fragments of four narrow iron taper holders, used to light any form of fuel, were the most numerous 
lighting artefacts sampled from the site.  One was found in the demolition fill of the dairy (5039) 
(Fig. 5). 
 
Two brass collars and a narrow bracket were evidence of the oil, gas or kerosene lamp fittings (4802, 
4806, 4843) (Fig. 5).  All the lighting fragments came from fills deposited during the demolition and 
clearance of the house and outbuildings in c1882 except for the bracket which was found in the large 
oval pit (4806).  These lamps may have been fed gas through a pipe (5074) that would have been 
installed during the later occupation of the house and outbuildings and discarded during demolition.  
Vehicles and machinery that may have been used on the site, for instance on the farm or in the dairy, 
were evidently only operated by human or animal (horse/oxen) power. (See following Section 2.4) 
 
 
2.4 Transport 
Two horseshoes and parts of one or two bits were found in pits and demolition debris.  They point to 
the reliance upon horses until well into the twentieth century to drive transport and some machinery, 
such as in the dairy and yard (Table 11).  Other small items possibly from horses included loose cut 
nails (4818, 5032 on Table 8). 
 
The fill in the well (4835) and the timber-lined pit (4803) each contained one half of a similar Filet 
Baucher type snaffle bit, perhaps from the same object.  The horseshoes were symmetric and worn.  
The larger shoe came from a pit backfilled towards the end of the Hassall occupation (4844); the 
smaller, with a thickened heel and two toe clips, came from the demolition of the possible dairy 
(5039) (Fig. 6).  

                                            
48 Kerosene was introduced to Parramatta in 1862, gas in 1873; see Low 1992: 7. For comparative examples see Cuffley 
1982; Gledhill 1999; Seymour 2001: 313-317. 
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Context General 

Function 
Specific 

Function Shape Type MIC 

4803 transport horse bit Filet Baucher 1 
4835   bit Filet Baucher 1 
4844   horseshoe   1 
5039   horseshoe   1 

    TOTAL 4 
Table 11: Artefacts for transport uses by context. 
 

 
Figure 6: Horse equipage. Front row l-r: large and small horseshoes 4844/#26934, 5039/#26975.  Back: half of 

Filet Baucher half cheek bit 4803/#26906.  Artefact Photo 052, Scale 10cm. 
 
 
2.5 Work Tools 
The site revealed three tool fragments relating to the tilling of the soil and the working of metal, 
wood and stone (Table 12).  They were found in pits backfilled during the last stages of occupation 
of the Hassall property (4854, 5000).  The irregular fragment with wedge-shaped edges from a 
slightly earlier pit (4844) was identified as a possible tool-head blank (Fig. 7). 
 
 

Context General 
Function 

Specific 
Function Shape Portion Fabric MIC 

4804 work tool hammer head fe/steel 1 
4844   blank fragment fe/steel 1 
4954   spade head fe 1 
5000   pick head fe 1 

     TOTAL 4 
Table 12: Work tools by context and shape. 
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Figure 7: Selection of Tools: Front row l-r: corer 5039/#26977, pickaxe head 5000/#26948.  Back: spade head 
4954/#26947.  Artefact Photo 053, Scale 10cm. 

 
 
2.6 Industry 
No artefacts had an obvious industrial function, although see the discussion of the dairy and the 
chimney in Chapter 3. 
 
 

2.7 Household and Storage 
Artefacts discussed here and used within the household and for storage numbered 27 (See Tables 2 
and 13).  Other objects used in the household are included elsewhere in this report, such as the seven 
lighting items in Section 2.6, and those remaining unidentified in Section 2.13 (Figs 5, 11). 
 
The largest group comprised wooden and metal containers that were commonly used by households 
and businesses into the early twentieth century to store and transport a variety of goods.  Items that 
were used in conjunction only with food or beverages are described in the next section.  Barrels and 
smaller wooden containers or objects, represented by hoops, were found in four pits, the earliest 
backfilled during the late occupation and demolition of the Hassall house (4805, 4806, 4844, 5074).  
Hooped wooden tubs and smaller items were used for a variety of purposes within the kitchen and 
laundry. A single example of a lozenge-shaped tinware canister was found within the demolition fill 
of the dairy (5039). 
 
Parts of one or more cooking stoves and at least two washing tubs or basins made from hoops, wire 
and sheeting were also found in two of these pits (4827, 5074).  Another large oval pit contained a 
bent wire handle or cradle (4806) that could have been used to hold the large frying pans above the 
fire.  (See section below and discussion of the oval pit in Chapter 3) 
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Context General 

Function Specific Function Shape Fabric From MIC 

4801 h‘hold furn hasp fe  1 
  sew pin aes   1 

4805  container hoop fe  1 
  furn knob brass  1 
  furn rose plate brass  1 

4806  container hoop fe  1 
  fitting handle/cradle fe  1 
 store store barrel hoop fe  1 

4815 h’hold furn hasp fe   1 
4822  fitting hook fe   1 
4827  cooking stove fe   1 

 h'hold/pers laundry/hygiene tub/basin fe   1 
4844 h'hold container hoop fe   1 

  unidentified strip brass   1 
 store store barrel hoop fe   1 

4912 h’hold ornament frame aes   1 
5000 store store barrel hoop fe   1 
5032 h’hold ornament chain aes   1 

  sew pin aes 1880 1 
5039  container canister fe  1 

  sew pin aes 1880 1 
5074  container hoop fe  1 

  cooking stove fe   1 
  security padlock fe/brass 1840 1 
 h'hold/pers laundry/hygiene tub/basin fe/galv 1860 1 
 store store barrel hoop fe   2 
     TOTAL 27 

Table 13: Household and storage artefacts by context and date. 
 
Elements from household furniture and fittings come from a several contexts and periods, and are 
more fully described in Chapter 3.  These items were of varying quality and manufacture, including a 
hand-forged iron pot hook (4822), and finer copper alloy fragments from a frame (4912) and a 
hanging chain (5032) that were part of pictures or mirrors.  A small brass knob and rose plate were 
all that remained of one or two pieces of furniture that had been dumped (and burned?) in the 
chimney (4805).  A brass and iron padlock (5074) and an iron hasps (4801, 4815) may have locked 
doors, cupboards or trunks. 
 
Only three dress pin fragments related to the common practice of sewing.  Of these, two were of a 
type made after 1880 and came from the demolition of the dairy (5032, 5039) (Fig. 11).49   
 
 

2.8 Food and Beverage 
Some 24 items remain that showed what the residents of the site used to hold and prepare, cook and 
serve food and drink (Table14).  Three pits backfilled during the demolition of the Hassall buildings 
(fills 4827, 5053, 5074) contained several pieces of ironware including two large frypans, a saucepan, 
a pot and a serving dish.  The frypans are discussed in Section 3.8.3.  The saucepan was probably 
once enamelled, a process that became cheaper and more readily available from the 1880s (Fig. 8, 11, 
20, 21).50   
 
                                            
49 Tylecote 1972: 186. 
50 Booher 1977. 
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Context General 

Function 
Specific 

Function Shape Fabric Type From To MIC 

4801 food celebration candle holder synth   1950   1 
4806  container tin can fe  1900  4 
4815  tblw fork fe/bone 2-prong 1770 1870 1 

   knife fe/bone   1780 1890 1 
4827  prep frypan fe       2 

   saucepan fe       1 
4837  tblw fork/knife fe       1 
4843   fork/knife bone/ivory/fe       1 
4844   knife fe/antler/horn Pistol grip 1720 1780 1 
5000  condiment salt spoon ag Fiddle 1798 1819 1 
5017  tblw fork fe 3-prong 1770 1910 1 
5039   fork fe/antler/horn   1760 1910 1 

  prep corer fe       1 
   vessel/utensil fe       2 

5053   frypan fe       1 
5062  tblw fork/knife ivory/fe   1760   1 
5074  container tin can fe    1 
5074  prep pot fe       1 

  serve dish fe       1 
       TOTAL 24 

Table 14: Food and alcohol artefacts by context and date. 
 

 
Figure 8: Household items used in Cooking.  Left to right: saucepan 4827/#26928; pot hook from chimney 

crane 4822/#26925; smaller of two frypans 4827/#27016.  Artefact Photo 74, Scale 10cm.  
 
The majority of the artefacts in this category were table utensils, of which eight were knives and 
forks, with handles of bone, ivory, antler or horn.  Most can be dated to the nineteenth century but 
one with an antler or horn handle in the form of a pistol grip was probably made during the latter half 
of the eighteenth century (4844).51  Due to their condition it is not known whether any were silver-
plated or electroplated, processes which were developed in the 1850s and 1880s respectively (Fig. 
9).52   
 

                                            
51 Dunning 2000: 33-36. 
52 Cook 1979:106, 110-111. 
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A bone handled knife and two-pronged fork was found in the same pit fill (4815).  The fork had two 
long (broken) tines that may have been used when cutting and serving meat.  Otherwise, by c1870 
non-serving 2-pronged forks had become unfashionable and had been replaced by 3 or 4-pronged 
ones.53 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9: Selection of Cutlery. Front: 2-prong meat fork with bone handle over whittle tang 4815/#26810.  
Second row l-r: George III fiddle pattern, silver condiment spoon made in London 5000/#26856; 3-
prong fork 5017/#26869.  Third row l-r: knife handles with horn or antler scales on thick scale/flat 
tangs- slightly tapered 5039/#26880, pistol grip 4844/#26838.  Back: slightly tapered ivory handle for 
fork/knife with whittle tang 5062/#26885.  Artefact Photo 20, Scale 10cm. 

 
Of the tin can fragments sampled from the site, four would have contained food. They were made at a 
time when the canning industry was changing to mass production from c1900 using improved 
machine-technology. The food cans were amongst 11 of 19 cans sampled from the southeast oval pit 
fill (4806).  Although other cans held various other household and maintenance products, such as 
paint, most cannot be identified. For instance, the narrower cylindrical cans may have held 
condiments, pharmaceutical or other type of goods; the small rectangular tin box could have held 
tobacco, snuff, pills or personal accessories (see containers in the household in Section 2.7 and those 
unidentified in Section 2.13). 
 
Three other distinctive items were found at the site.  Firstly, a small hallmarked silver condiment 
spoon, probably for salt, was found in a pit backfilled during the demolition of the Hassall structures 
(5000) (Fig. 9).  Secondly, an iron corer that may have been used to prepare or test cheese as well as 
fruit was amongst the dairy demolition deposits (5039) (Fig. 7). Lastly, a blue acrylic candle holder 
that once decorated a cake attests to a post-1950 celebration of householders or office workers (4801) 
(Fig. 11).  
 

2.9 Personal 
Personal artefacts found on the site were worn and used by men and women, adults and children.  
Clothing forms the largest group within this category with a total of 17 of the 29 items found across 
the site (Table 15) (Figs 10, 11, 12). 

                                            
53 Dunning 2000: 36-38; Moore 1995: 28. 
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Context General 

Function 
Specific 

Function Shape Age Sex Type Portion Fabric From To MIC 

4801 pers cloth button     2-piece dome face aes 1802   1 
   button     2-hole, 2-piece fabric half aes 1880   1 
   button     3-hole bone whole bone   1830 1 
   button     Flat Jacket Golden Age face aes/au 1820 1830 1 

4806   boot, lace-up Adult Female   upper leather 1862   1 
   boot, lace-up Adult     upper leather 1827   1 
   boot, lace-up Adult     upper leather     1 
   boot Adult     tongue leather   1860 - 
   shoe Adult   COHSt6 insole leather 1820 1860 1 
   shoe     COHSt5 outsole leather   1860 1 
   shoe Adult Male CORub3 heel synth 1850   - 
   shoe       insole leather     - 

4827  access purse   Female   frame aes/au     1 
4843  groom comb       cover aes     1 
4844  hygiene toothbrush     Wire-trepan whole bone 1850   1 

  cloth button Child   4-hole sunken eye whole porc 1850 1930 1 
   button   Male 4-hole trouser whole aes     1 
   buckle Adult   Bar whole aes     1 

4912  health ring Adult Female  whole bone   1 
5000   button     4-hole sunken eye whole porc 1850 1930 1 

  groom brush     Wire-grooved head bone 1850   1 
  cloth eye     Standard wire whole aes     1 

5017  groom comb       partial synth 1869   2 
  hygiene toothbrush     Wire-trepan whole bone 1850   1 
  groom brush     Wire-grooved head bone 1850   1 

5032  cloth button   Male 4 hole trouser whole brass     1 
5068   button     4-hole rolled rim whole bone     1 
5074  groom comb Adult     partial synth/aes 1839   1 

  health spectacle lens       lens glass     1 
  hygiene toothbrush     Wire-trepan head bone 1840   1 
  cloth shoe       heel leather     1 

5077  groom brush     Wire-small holes head wood     1 
          TOTAL 30 

Table 15: Personal artefacts by context and date. 
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Approximately six adult shoes or boots are represented on the site, with all but one fragment coming 
from the large oval pit to the southeast (4806).  Three of these were lace-up boots with hand-stitched 
uppers and a mixture of stitched and nailed soles.  One female boot was made of brown kid.  Another 
male shoe had a thick vulcanised rubber heel, invented in 1850, and appropriate for outside or 
manual work.  One insole had impressions of woven lining, probably flannelette. It is possible that 
the decorative copper alloy, bar-type buckle was used to fasten a shoe rather than a belt (4844). 
 

 
Figure 10: Examples of Footwear.  Left to right: Vulcanised rubber heel with iron screws from a man's work 

shoe/boot 4806/#26808; upper fragments from a woman's kid-leather lace-up shoe 4806/#26802.  
Artefact Photo 16, Scale 10cm. 

 
Clothing attachments included a small wire eye from a dress or blouse (5000) and nine buttons from 
various contexts worn by both adults and children. Most were made during the second half of the 
nineteenth century.54  Three buttons found in surface cleaning were made earlier in the same century 
(4801).  Some may have been reused or placed on different types of clothing than usual, for example, 
trouser types onto shirts, small buttons on dolls or sewing aids. 
 
Buttons worn on male clothing included two from trousers or suspenders (4844, 5032), and two from 
jackets (4801).  The latter were a plain domed 2-piece button, of a style first made in 1802; and a flat 
gilded Golden Age button with an illegible backmark, popular in the 1820s and 1830s.  
 
Two other unstratified (4801) buttons included a pressed two-hole cloth-covered brass button, a type 
that became numerous after haberdashers covered their own buttons using hand machines in the 
1880s.55  The other was an unfinished sawcut 3-hole bone button commonly made until c1830.  
Another polished bone button had four holes, a type that continued to be manufactured into the 
twentieth century (5068).  Two sunken two-hole eye buttons were made of porcelain.  One was adult 
sized (5000), the other small enough for a child or doll (4844).   
 

                                            
54 Identification and dating based on Houart 1977; Lindbergh 1999; and Peacock 1978. 
55 Lindbergh 1999: 52-53. 
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Figure 11: Variety of Miscellaneous Personal, Household and Economic artefacts.  Front row l-r: for women's 

health and contraception- bone pessary ring 4912/#26845; buttons from clothing- bone 4-hole 
5068/#26889, bone 3-hole 4801/#26777, brass 4-hole trouser 5032/#26874, porcelain 4-hole 
5000/#26852.  Second row l-r: sewing pin 5032/#26873; acrylic cake candle holder 4801/#26787; 
copper alloy belt or shoe buckle 4844/#26837; glass spectacle lens 5074/#26894.  Third row: gilt 
copper alloy purse frame 4827/#26815.  Back row l-r: Coins- 1804-1811 (Bank of England Dollar) 
silver Crown 4844/#26836, 1875 English half penny 4801/#26779.  Artefact Photo 015, Scale 10cm. 

 
Artefacts relating to the health, hygiene and grooming practices of the occupants or workers of the 
Hassall residence included one ring from a contraceptive or therapeutic device, four combs, three 
brushes and three toothbrushes (Figs 11, 12).  The polished bone ring found in the backfilled wall 
trench of the eastern building had a diameter of 32mm (4912). It is similar to, but slightly smaller 
than, those occasionally found on other historical sites in Sydney, for instance at Number 1 Caraher’s 
Lane, The Rocks.56  Bone rings with diameters of 38-42mm were part of rubber or oil-silk devices 
known as ‘womb veils’, akin to a modern diaphragm, and used by women from the 1840s.  
Therapeutic pessaries for the treatment of prolapse and other conditions were also used which may 
have included bone rings.57  A variety of such ‘rubber goods’ used for personal health and hygiene, 
were widely available in the U.S.A. from the last decades of the nineteenth century. They were sold 
to the consumers of several countries, including Australia, via mail catalogues of retail companies 
such as Sears Roebuck, or by smaller stores and peddlers. 
 
Two celluloid combs, a bone brush and toothbrush were found in fit fill (5017).  Two slightly later pit 
fills contained parts of two vulcanite combs with copper alloy covers (4843, 5074).  Combs and other 
grooming articles were increasingly fashioned from man-made plastics from the middle of the 
nineteenth century.  Vulcanite was invented in 1839, celluloid in 1869.58  Another bone brush, almost 
identical to but larger than one from pit fill 5017, was found in fill 5000.  They were probably part of 
a grooming set. The head of a wooden brush with small holes was found in another contemporary pit 
fill (5077) (Fig. 12).  

                                            
56 For references and discussion of these bone rings in relation to contraception, health and the rubber goods trade see 
Karskens 1999: 173-178. 
57 Iacono 1999: 80-81, Figures 5.28, 5.29b. 
58 Katz 1994: 19-22. 
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Figure 12: Personal Grooming and Hygiene artefacts. Left front to back: bone toothbrushes 4844/#26831, 

5017/#26867, 5074/#26900; wooden brush head 5077/#26902.  Right front to back: bone brushes of 
same set: large face 5000/26855, small showing two-part construction, back and face 5017/#26868.  
Rear: Vulcanite comb with copper alloy head cover 5074/#26893.  Artefact Photo 010, Scale 10cm. 

 
All the bone brushes and toothbrushes were carefully made and betray use of a drill and a hole-
template, a technical improvement dating from c1850.59  Their bristles were attached using copper 
wires drawn either through the back (grooved) or through channels to the top of the head 
(trepanning).  One of the trepanned toothbrushes was engraved with the maker’s mark on the handle: 
“D & H [MA?]TTHEW EXTRA FINE”.  The brushes were used to groom the hair, or for cleaning 
fingernails, shoes or other apparel such as clothing or hats.60 It is possible that the wooden brush may 
have been used to groom horses or scrub floors or vessels instead. Perhaps it had been used in the 
dairy.  Only one item relating to health was discovered on the site, a circular spectacle lens from a pit 
backfilled during the late occupation of the Hassall residence (5074). 
 

2.10 Recreation 
The children and adults living and working at the site clearly enjoyed recreational pursuits such as 
games, smoking pipes (Tables 16-18).  There was no evidence for weaponry used in fishing and 
hunting. 
 
 
2.10.1 Children’s Games 
Marbles were the only type of child gaming pieces found at the site, and some may have come from 
broken bottles (Table 16).  Of the 15 found (14 recorded in this catalogue), two were made of glass, 
two of porcelain and ten of fine clay.  No stoneware or stone marbles were found (Fig. 13). 
 
 
 
 

                                            
59 Shackel 1993: 42-49, 156-157; Karunanathan 1987. 
60 Iacono 1999: 80, Figure 5.30. 
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Context General 
Function 

Specific 
Function Shape Type Colour From To MIC 

4801 recreation toy marble Clay l. brown 1850  1918 1 
    Clay orange-red 1788   1 

4844    China alley multi 1770 1914 2 
    Clay l. grey 1800 1918 1 

4894    Clay salmon 1800 1918 1 
    Glass alley clear & green 1846 1914 1 

5000    Clay white 1800 1918 1 
    Clay white 1800 1918 1 
    Clay l. brown 1800 1918 1 
    Clay l. brown 1800 1918 1 
    Clay cream 1800 1918 1 

5036    Glass alley l. blue green 1875 1930 x 
5059    China alley multi 1770 1914 1 
5074    Clay l. brown 1800 1918 1 

       TOTAL 14 
Table 16: Toys by context and date. NB x denotes marble in the Glass catalogue #30801. 
 
All the marbles were common and inexpensive types.  The most desirable in this assemblage were 
the hand-made glass and porcelain “alleys”, the latter painted in multi-coloured linear and floral 
decoration.  The least desirable was the hand-made clay marble, attesting to the need to make do with 
local or rough marbles when the better made imports were not available (4801).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13: Selection of Marbles.  Front row l-r: hand-made glass 4894/#26844, hand-made terracotta “Clays” 
4801/#26783; painted porcelain “China Alleys” one floral 5059/#26883, two linear 4844/#26832.  
Back row l-r: group of five different sized machine-rolled “Clays” 5000/#26861, #26860, #26859, 
#26858, #26857.  Artefact Photo 009, Scale 10cm. 

 
The commonest and cheapest marbles were made of clay.  Hand-made asymmetric ‘clays’ were 
rolled from creamy clay that often had small red inclusions and fingerprints.  As they were made 
from clay that was locally available it is probable that they were made in Australia as well as 
imported.  In the 1880s one manufacturing method described the rolled marbles being fired in a kiln 
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on small tripods.  As clay was easily and freely available in many locations, hand-made marbles 
continued to be made, even by children, well into the twentieth century.61 
 
Machine-made ‘clays’ were known to have been manufactured in several countries including Britain, 
Germany and America.  Peak production was in the second half of the nineteenth-century.  
Commercial production in the U.S.A. began in 1884.  One British method had clay extruded and cut 
onto moulds into which the marbles were pressed or rolled into spheres using wooden drums or 
rollers.  The plain ‘clays’ could then be dyed or painted before being fired in a kiln. 
 
More highly fired clay marbles, similar to stoneware, were popular prior to the advent of porcelain 
types.  These marbles were often painted, glazed or had coloured slip decoration.  Many of these 
higher fired clay and early porcelain marbles were hand-made and slightly asymmetric.  When 
porcelain factories in Germany began to specialise in commercial production of marbles c1800, they 
used mould-rotation manufacturing methods similar to that described in Britain for low fired ‘clays’.  
Because knowledge about this German (?) technology could have easily become known across 
Europe, it seems likely that clay marbles, whether earthenware or porcelain, could have been made 
by machine from c1800 onwards.62 
 
Porcelain marbles, known as ‘china alleys’, were imported into Australia from the earliest decades of 
the colony until trade was disrupted during World War I.  By c1960 clay marbles of all kinds became 
outmoded by cheap imported glass types.   
 
Many of the symmetric plain clay marbles found at this site had obviously been made using the 
rotation-mould method.  They occasionally had small facets from where they rested whilst drying.  
The five clay marbles from the late pit fill 5000 were graduated in size and clearly formed a set that 
perhaps belonged to one child.  The occurrence of these marbles in the assemblage is not surprising 
given the presence of a Sunday school at the site from 1813.  Interestingly there are no toys that 
specifically relate to girls. 
 
One of the glass marbles was hand-made with an internal green swirl.  The other had begun as a 
moulded stopper from a Codd Patent aerated water bottle (see Glass catalogue 5036 #30801).  Once 
the bottle was smashed the marbles were frequently retrieved by children.   
 
2.10.2 Adult Smoking 
The mainly adult pursuit of smoking formed the largest group within the recreation category (Table 17).  
Finely moulded clay pipes were broken easily and are found on most eighteenth and nineteenth-century 
sites.63  Most of the 64 pipe fragments were plain, but 15 items were marked or showed datable diagnostic 
features (Table 18, Fig. 14). 
 
Many of the pipes found at the site were relatively robust and short stemmed cutties or the Irish style 
dudeens, types favoured by working men.64  These pipes were popular after c1850 due to their durability, 
bowl size and balance.65  It should be noted that pipes were also used by children to smoke and blow 
bubbles, and the broken stems as well as specially made pipeclay curlers (wrapped with paper) were used 
by both women and men to curl hair and wigs.66 
 
Several methods were employed by pipe manufacturers to prevent lip burning, the most common being 
the use of glaze on the mouthpiece as was found on the site.  However, the most traditional method used 
by smokers was to dip the unglazed mouthpieces into cool beer.67  Wear or accidental breakage has 
caused two stems to be reused as new mouthpieces (4801, 4805) (Fig. 14). 
                                            
61 Opie 1997: 49-50; Randall 1971: 103. 
62 Opie 1997: 49; Baumann 1970: 33. 
63 Gojak & Stuart 1999; Oswald 1975. 
64 Gojak & Stuart 1999: 40. 
65 Wilson 1999: 318-319. 
66 Ayto 1994: 10; Noël Hume 1969: 321-323.  For more unusual applications including use of pipes as musical instruments 
and weapons see Sudbury 1978 and Walker 1976. 
67 Harley 1963: 16. 
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Context General 

Function 
Specific 

Function Shape Portion ReUse From To MIC 

4801 recreation smoking pipe bowl/stem   1800 1850 1 
4801    bowl/stem   1822 1847 1 
4801    mth piece Yes     1 
4803    bowl       1 
4803    bowl/stem   1810 1840 1 
4803    stem       3 
4803    stem   1810 1840 1 
4804    bowl       1 
4804    stem       3 
4804    stem   1828 1840 1 
4805    bowl   1800 1830 1 
4805    mth piece Yes     1 
4805    mth piece       2 
4805    stem       5 
4818    bowl       1 
4818    bowl/stem   1804 1821 1 
4822    stem       1 
4835    mth piece       1 
4835    stem   1810 1840 1 
4837    stem       2 
4843    bowl/stem       1 
4843    mth piece   1847 1968 1 
4843    stem       2 
4843    stem   1865 1905 1 
4844    bowl/stem   1840 1880 1 
4844    stem       2 
4852    stem       1 
4865    stem       1 
4894    stem       2 
4912    bowl   1837 1845 1 
4939    stem       2 
4999    stem       1 
5000    mth piece   1806 1955 1 
5000    stem       2 
5014    mth piece       1 
5015    bowl   1804 1821 1 
5017    stem       1 
5032    mth piece       1 
5033    bowl       1 
5036    stem       1 
5039    stem       2 
5045    stem       1 
5068    stem       1 
5071    stem       1 
5074    bowl   1850 1950 1 
5074    bowl/stem   1850 1950 1 
5074    stem       2 

       TOTAL 64 
Table 17: Smoking pipes by context and date. 
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Evidence for local Australian pipe manufacture was found on the site with four or five items from 
pits backfilled during the lifetime of the Hassall house, as well as surface cleaning.  Local 
manufacture of pipes in the colony, begun in c1804, collapsed c1840 as the pipemakers could not 
compete with the imported product, particularly those from Holland and then the UK.68 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Range of clay pipe fragments.  Front row l-r: plain briar-type pipes 5074/#26896, #26895.  Second 

row: honey-glazed thickened mouthpiece 5000/#26850.  Third row l-r: simple marked mouthpiece by 
Duncan McDougall, Glasgow 4843/#26826; (and DETAIL front) British-made pipe stem marked for 
tobacco retailer Thomas Saywell, Sydney 4843/#26825.  Fourth row l-r: marked leaf-decorated stem 
and "M/P" marked spur by the unidentified "M. P. P." maker 4835/#26816, (and DETAIL centre) 
marked stem by Joseph Elliott, Market St Wharf, Sydney 4804/#26793.  Back row l-r: cream bowl 
with stem leaf decoration and "I/M" marked spur probably by John Mortimer, Sydney 4801/#26785; 
plain bowl with "I/[F?]" marked spur probably by John Ford, London 4805/#26796; (and DETAIL 
back) William Cluer (Sydney) over-trimmed bowl with "W/C" marked spur 5015/#26864.  Artefact 
Photos 017 and 018, Scale 10cm. 

 
Two plain bowls from pipes in pits thought to have been used by the Hassall family (4818, 5015) had 
a spur marks “W”/“C” that identify the maker as William Cluer who operated in Sydney from 1802-
1846.69  The seams of these bowls had areas of over-cutting similar to that from another bowl (in the 
same pit fill) with a broken off spur, perhaps also made by Cluer (4818) (Fig. 14 Detail).  
 
One pipe stem (4804) had embossed marks from Joseph Elliott who manufactured pipes at the same 
time as other members of his family at Market Street Wharf, Sydney from c1828-1840.70  Another 
pipe had a cylindrical spur marked “I”/”M”, indicating that it was probably made by John Mortimer 
who also operated in Sydney from 1822-1847 (Fig. 14 Detail).71   
 

                                            
68 Gojak & Stuart 1999: 44-46. 
69 Wilson 1999: Type 024. 
70 Wilson 1999: Types 012-014. 
71 Wilson 1999: Types 053-154. 
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A pipe made in the UK for the Sydney tobacconist Thomas Saywell was found in one of the 
backfilled pits (4843).  Saywell was one of several Sydney tobacconists (1865-1905) who commonly 
ordered his pipes from Britain (Fig. 14 Detail).72  
 

Manufacturer Retailer Country Type Portion From To Context Cat # MIC 
William Cluer  Aus   bowl 1804 1821 4818 26812 1 

      bowl/stem     4818 26813 1 
  Aus   bowl 1804 1821 5015 26864 1 

Joseph Elliott  Aus   stem 1828 1840 4804 26793 1 

John Mortimer?  Aus Leafed 
branch bowl/stem 1822 1847 4801 26785 1 

  Eng Fluted, 
fest/pend bowl/stem 1800 1850 4801 26784 1 

Duncan 
McDougall  Scot   mouthpiece 1847 1968 4843 26826 1 

William White  Scot   mouthpiece 1806 1955 5000 26850 1 
 Thomas Saywell UK   stem 1865 1905 4843 26825 1 

M/C. or G.      stem     4805 26797 1 

M. .P. P.    Leafed 
branch bowl/stem 1810 1840 4803 26788 1 

    Leafed 
branch stem 1810 1840 4803 26789 1 

    Leafed 
branch stem 1810 1840 4835 26816 1 

    Fluted bowl/stem 1840 1880 4844 26828 1 
  USA Patriotic bowl 1837 1845 4912 26847 1 
        TOTAL 15 

Table 18: Smoking pipes with diagnostic features grouped by manufacturer and country. 
 
At least four pipes found on the site were imported from the UK with two from Scotland and one 
from England.  The latter was made in Hampstead, northwest London, with lettering and a festoon 
and pendant in relief above a fluted bowl.  Unfortunately the pipemaker’s name on the left hand side 
was blurred and illegible (4801) (Fig. 16).  This style of bowl was typical of that more commonly 
made in the northern counties of England, such as Lincolnshire and Yorkshire (Fig. 15).73   
 
Edinburgh and Glasgow were the main centres for pipe manufacture in Scotland, entering the 
colonial market from c1850.74  Due to their versatility theses cities became dominant during the 
second half of the century, with some large firms continuing well into the twentieth century.75  The 
identified Scottish pipes found at this site were extant only as marked stems (4843, 5000).  They 
were all made in Glasgow by either Duncan McDougall (1847-1968) or William White (1806-1955). 
 
Stems from three pipes (4803, 4835) were marked “M. P. P.”.  Although the person has not been 
identified, these pipes can be dated by shape and have been found on other sites in Sydney, in 
particular Cumberland Street, The Rocks.76  Common motifs used on pipes from the middle of the 
nineteenth century are also represented in the assemblage, such as fluting (4844), and leafed branches 
(4803, 4835). 
 
An unusual American patriotic style pipe was found in the robbed wall trench of the northeastern 
building (4912).  It may have belonged to a visiting missionary.  The fine-walled and rather fragile 
bowl had fine relief decoration of a U.S.A. flag with 25 stars in the field.  This number of states was 
attained when Arkansas joined the Union and lasted for eight years (1837-1845).  Unfortunately the 
pipe with a plain pedestal spur was broken off at the stem.  Patriotic pipes such as these more usually 
had an eagle or groups of stars (Fig. 16).77   

                                            
72 Wilson 1999: 366. 
73 Walker & Wells 1979; Watkins 1979. 
74 Ayto 1994: 14. 
75 Gojak & Stuart 1999: 43, 46. 
76 Wilson 1999: Type 144.  Wilson’s dates for this maker are used in this report. 
77 See Yamin (ed.), Reckner & Dallal 2000: #30, p.10, and ff. 
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Figure 15: Decorated Smoking Pipes. Left: American Patriotic from Eastern building, bowl height 30mm 

(4912/#26847), fluted bowl with festoon and pendant from Hampstead, London, bowl height 30mm 
(4801/#26784).  Illustration by Franz Reidel. 

 

2.11 Clerical 
Some 22 items were found that related to writing and these, of which 21 were fragments of slate 
pencils and boards deposited in numerous contexts and pits.  One end cap from a brush was also 
found in an unstratified context (5067). (Table 19 and Fig. 16) 
 

Context General 
Function 

Specific 
Function Shape Type Initials Mark MIC 

4801 cleric writing slate pencil Cut-hex   1 
4843   slate pencil Mach-circ   1 

   slate    l 1 
4844   slate   DAV[ ] lc 1 
5000   slate pencil Cut-hex   2 

   slate   W; A/W/U l 3 
5014   slate pencil Cut-oct   1 
5017   slate pencil Cut-hex   3 

   slate   HF lqs 2 
5032   slate pencil Mach-circ   1 
5039   slate    lc 1 
5062   slate    l 1 
5067   slate pencil Mach-circ   1 

 cleric/art writing/painting Aes cap     1 
5074 cleric writing slate     1 

   slate pencil Mach-circ   1 
      TOTAL 22 

Table 19: Clerical artefacts by context and date. All slate items date to before c1940. 
Marks are denoted by: l=ruled line(s); c=compass drawn circle; q=squiggly line(s); z=zigzag line(s). 
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There were two types of slate, one thicker and coarser than the other, the latter found in pit fills 4844, 
5000, 5017.  One of the pit fills contained an almost whole broken rectangular board with nail holes 
for attachment to a frame (5000).  This and several of the other slate board fragments had ruled lines 
and were marked by the students.  Initials included “DAV[ ]”; “W”; “A/W/U”; “HF”.  Other marks 
included small circles drawn using a compass; a small sunburst and various squiggly and zigzag lines 
(Figs 17, 18, 19). 
 
The high number may have been due to the presence of a school in one or more of the buildings 
during the 1840s and 1850s.78  The eastern building may have served as such but there is no 
artefactual evidence (see Section 3.5).  The use of the Hassall property as a Sunday school from 1813 
(to 1820?), and perhaps the proximity to the King’s School (Harrisford) across the street may also 
have contributed to the deposition of broken writing slate.  It is possible that slate may have been 
useful for adults to do rough tallies in the dairy or other work areas of the property. 
 
Due to the necessity for economy of use in schools, slate equipment was handed out each morning 
and returned at the end of the day. Broken slate boards and stubs of a size too small to be of use 
would have been discarded. Because of their small size, pencils could easily have been pocketed by 
schoolchildren and take home. Boards with holes may indicate where the slate was attached to a 
frame; or where several boards were bound together to form a book; or where a pencil was tied by a 
string to prevent loss.  Used mostly for the education of children in the junior grades, they became 
seen as unhygienic.  Slate had generally been replaced by the increasingly affordable pencils, pens 
and paper by c1940.79 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Types of Clerical artefacts.  
Front row l-r: slate pencils 5000/#26853; 
slate boards one with ruled lines 
4843/#26623.  Back row l-r: ink bottles 
5067/#30608, #30607. Artefact Photo 050, 
Scale 10cm. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                            
78 Casey & Lowe 2004: 2 
79 Davies 2005. 
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Figure 17: Left: Slate Board fragment with 
incised lines and circle on obverse.  
Right: Detail of initials “DAV[ }” on 
reverse (4844/#26839). Scanned photo, 
Scale 10cm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 18: Left: Slate Board fragment with incised letters 
“A/W/U” on obverse. Right is detail of incised letter “W” on 
reverse (5000/#26854). Scale 10cm 
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Figure 19: Left: Slate Board fragment showing nail hole and 
incised letters “HF”on obverse. Right top: Detail of 
letters.  Right bottom: Detail of sunburst and diagonal 
motif on reverse (50017/#26904). Scanned photo, Scale 
10cm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.12 Economy 
Only two coins were found at the site, and both were minted in Britain.  The lowest denomination 
was an 1875 halfpenny, found during surface cleaning (4801).  (Table 20, Fig. 11) 
 
The other coin was more unusual being a large silver Crown.  It was discovered in the backfill of the 
timber-lined pit to the south of the site (4844).  Made during the reign of George III for a limited 
period from 1804-1811, these coins were known as Bank of England dollars.  They were created by 
totally over striking Spanish dollars, possibly the most widely circulated coin in the world.  From 
1797 Britain used the over-stamped Spanish dollars to meet its own chronic coin shortage.  Although 
actual Spanish dollars were brought into the colony from its foundation, they were imported in bulk 
during 1803 and 1822, remaining in common circulation along with other smaller foreign 
denominations until their devaluation in 1829.80  The coin found on the site may have been lost a 
long time before being redeposited in the backfill of the pit, or due to its size and silver content, the 
crown may have been hoarded for a time before it disappeared. 
 

                                            
80 In 1803 7,500 were brought out by Governor Hunter and in 1822 several thousand by Governor Brisbane in an effort to 
reform the currency standard. In 1828 the Bank of Australia was robbed of £10,000 Spanish dollars. See Myatt & Hanley 
1980: 45-48; Johnson 1999: 247-255. 
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Context Shape Type Country From To MIC 

4801 coin Halfpenny UK 1875   1 
4844  Crown UK 1804 1811 1 

     TOTAL 2 
Table 20: Economic artefacts by context and date. 
 
 

2.13 Unidentified 
Some 22 items or five percent of the total number of artefacts in the assemblage were not completely 
identified beyond their shape or specific function (Table 21).  Many were fragmentary and in poor 
condition as with many of the metal artefacts from the site.  They came from a wide variety of 
contexts.  Partially identified items included a copper wire fragment probably used to close a 
container, as well as a large ‘pipe nail’, iron straps, flat sheeting and a handle.  The tin cans may have 
held a wide array of merchandise; the rectangular tin box could have held tobacco/snuff, clothing 
accessories or jewellery. 
 

Context General 
Function Specific Function Shape Fabric MIC 

4803 unidentified unidentified handle fe 1 
   strap fe 1 

4804   strap fe 1 
4805  container container fe 1 
4806  container container fe 1 

   tin box fe 1 
   tin can fe 4 
  strainer unidentified fe 1 
  unidentified pipe nail fe/zn 1 
   strap fe 1 

4815  unidentified strap fe 2 
4818   wire cu 1 
4822  unidentified sheet fe 1 
5017  container unidentified fe 1 
5017  unidentified strap fe 1 
5039  unidentified strap fe 1 
5070   sheet fe 1 
5070   strap fe 2 
5074  container tin can fe 1 

  unidentified unidentified fe 1 
    TOTAL 22 

Table 21: Artefacts with unidentified function by context and date. 
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3.0 Significant Structures and Contexts 
Using the artefacts described above several significant structures and contexts are discussed within 
their historical phase. 
 
 
3.1 Pre-Hassall Period 
As the site under study was at the eastern end of George Street it appears to have been just beyond 
the limit of convict huts built along its southern frontage, although a series of structures lay on the 
northern side.81  Indeed, on the G. W. Evan’s 1804 plan there were no structures on the two 
allotments in the northwest corner of the site.  The two buildings that are shown to the northeast were 
probably houses built by leaseholders (see below).  However, it possible that these structures could 
have been briefly used as convict huts and then reoccupied by the early leaseholders until better 
dwellings were constructed.  
 
According to the lease descriptions a creek ran along the south side of the properties, becoming 
swampy ground as one approached.  The creek flowed into the Parramatta River further to the east of 
the site, below the point where the river came under tidal influence.  It would have provided at least 
seasonal fresh water and food to the indigenous inhabitants as well as the early colonists.  Access to 
such resources, and the land’s close proximity to river transport, made it an ideal location for a farm. 
 
Few features can positively be assigned to this period.  Scattered and often redeposited Aboriginal 
stone tools as well as tree stump pits from possible remnant native vegetation are all that remains of 
the pre-Colonial occupation.  Convicts, with their dependence on the Government store, tended to 
leave few artefacts in the archaeological record.  As the site was leased from 1799, any convict 
occupation would have only lasted for a maximum of 8 years.  Many early short-term leaseholders in 
Parramatta re-occupied the same timber structures and consequently left little evidence.  However, 
only when a leaseholder stayed longer or could afford a range of items and undertake structural 
improvements, was their presence seen in the archaeological record. 82  Unfortunately, as many of the 
early timber structures and features on this site are poorly preserved, any such interpretation of their 
date and occupation is difficult. 
 

3.2 Leaseholder Historical Overview 
The site under discussion comprises three original leases.  Rowland Hassall and Charles Smith were 
demised adjoining parcels of land on the south side of George Street, followed in 1803 by Obediah 
Ikin.  During 1803 Smith’s southern (swampy) property (Lot 18) was sold to Hassall.  In the same 
year Hassall is recorded as having built a house using bricks brought from England as ship’s ballast, 
its location possibly shown on the G. W. Evan’s 1804 survey plan.  His property was burgled in 
October 1804.  The adjoining property of Ikin to the east (Lot 15) may be the one shown on the 1804 
plan, but no structure can be seen on Smith’s original property.  In 1805 Ikin’s lease was also sold to 
Hassall. 
 
Later plans of 1823 and 1831 showed the same (?) structure, presumably Hassall’s house on his 
original parcel, as well as several other buildings to the east, west and south.  These plans were used 
to identify the structural remains on the site.  The earliest two structures were considered to lie within 
the northern Area A.  The main house straddled both (modern) Lots 10-11, with outbuildings 
extending to the west onto (modern) Lots 7-9.  The structures on Ikin’s lease were further to the east, 
now (modern) Lots 12-13.  The other outbuildings on the 1831 plan lay to the south and southeast in 
Area B.83 
 
Several historical accounts record activities of the Hassall family on the site including, including the 
operation of an early supply store for the settlers.  Rowland Hassall’s house was a base for visiting 

                                            
81 The following description is based on the site history within Casey & Lowe 2003: 11-21; Casey & Lowe 2004: 2, 4. 
82 See discussion regarding leaseholder occupation of the Parramatta Children’s Court Site in Casey & Lowe 2006. 
83 Casey & Lowe 2003: Fig 2.11. 
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missionaries from the London Missionary Society when they visited Parramatta and he preached 
from a barn (“the chapel”) on the property.  The attic was used by his son Thomas Hassall as the first 
Sunday school in Australia from 1813 and housed a printing press for religious texts and regulations 
from 1816. (See Conclusion 5.3) 
 
Rowland Hassall died in 1820, leaving the Parrramatta estate to his wife and son.  At the time the 
house was described as one of several buildings on the property with a yard, garden and an orchard.  
Later his grandson James Hassall recalled an old fashioned brick house opposite the school 
(Harrisford).  The garden had a huge mulberry tree and large English oaks.  On Guy Fawkes’ Day 
they burned dead lemon trees from the boundary hedge on big bonfires. 
 
The house was photographed from George Street in c1879-1881.  It was a two storeyed masonry or 
rendered brick structure with numerous sash windows and a shingled jerkin-head roof.  To the rear of 
the house was a dilapidated timber structure with a brick chimney and a shingled roof behind an east-
west fence.  The front garden was fairly bare with only a few trees enclosed by a picket fence. 
 
According to a letter of 1882, the house in the 1840s and 1850s contained 13 rooms, an attic and a 
cellar.  The writer also noted the existence of 20 outbuildings which included a kitchen with a room 
behind and two above; a dairy; and a large schoolroom with one or two others attached.  Some of 
these trees in the garden were described as almond and pear.84  
 
The house and other structures stood until the estate was sold and subdivided in 1882.  At the auction 
the building materials from the standing buildings were sold.85 The 1882 letter also records the hunt 
by workmen for a pit filled with fine stone reputedly on the site.  The houses that were built on the 
site were demolished and the land cleared to make way for the RTA building in the 1960s.  Rubbish 
from these structures and any other stray earlier items were dumped into a large pit to the southeast 
(4806) or carried off site.86 
 
 
3.3 The Hassall House Cellar, Timber Structure, Well and Boundary Wall 
Evidence for the house and any other structures built by Rowland Hassall survive only at the very 
lowest levels.  A limited number of artefacts were retrieved from the vicinity of these structures and a 
contemporary boundary wall (Table 22). 
 
The cellar below the house was largely robbed out, with only the lowest course of roughly shaped 
sandstone walls (5043) and flagging (5044) remaining below demolition rubble (4802).  The thinness 
and irregularity of the lower stone wall coursing enabled the builder to attain a uniform level for the 
upper coursing.  The cellar footings were generally bonded by grey sandy clay mud mortar which 
had rare small shells on the western part.  The southeast corner may have been repaired at one time as 
the stones were bonded with a light brown shell mortar.  The stones of the footings on this side of the 
cellar were larger and more carefully made, similar to most of the paving.  The pavers lay on a 
bedding of grey clay and brown sand approximately 10mm thick (5065).  This bedding also 
contained small sandstock brick fragments.  The location of the cellar within the house plan is 
thought to have been at the south-western corner of the house; however, it may have been at the 
south-eastern instead.  The type of mortar used and the few of artefacts within the construction fills 
indicate that the initial construction of the cellar appears to have been very early in Rowland 
Hassall’s occupation. 
 
The sandstone used in the cellar was characteristic of all other building stone sampled from the site 
and described in section 2.2.4 above.  All bricks except one used on the Hassall property were hand-
moulded flat sandstocks.  They ranged in date from those that could have been made in the first years 
                                            
84 In letter written in 1882 by Hannah Mills whose family leased the property in the 1840s and 1850s.  In Casey & Lowe 
2004: 2. 
85 The materials from Lots 9 to 11 and 16 to 18 went to C. E. Fuller for £101; those from Lots 12 to 13 went to Michael 
Hagen for £17. 
86 See Reidel, Section 7, this volume. 
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of the colony, to others that were larger and possibly made up to c1890.  Some of the slightly larger 
bricks were of a size known to have been made in Parramatta by Becket from c1790, and other 
factors such as poor kiln firing may account for some of the variation, warping and discolouration.  
No positive evidence remains of the English ballast bricks reputedly used by Rowland Hassall.  
However, some of the bricks and floor tiles found in the dairy and other features of the site show 
affinities that could make them a part of a single cargo (See Section 2.2.3). 
 
Within the demolition backfill of the cellar (4802) several bricks and pieces of mortar and plaster 
were found that provide information about the interior and exterior finishes of the house (Table 7, 
Fig. 3).  There was a wide range of sandy shell mortars as well as one fragment of window putty.  
Two of the whitewashed bricks had been reused when recut and mortared into a new wall.  Two of 
the three reused bricks had been cut to shape.  The plastered walls were decorated in light pink or 
cream on light blue paint above a creamy-white undercoat. 
 

 Context General 
Function 

Specific 
Function Shape Type Re Use From To MIC 

4802 architecture finish render/ set       1880 2 
   render       1880 1 
  structural brick     1800 1860 1 
   brick     1788 1860 3 
   brick*   Yes 1788 1860 1 
   brick*  Yes 1800 1860 1 
   brick   ? 1800 1860 1 
  stru/floor brick     1788 1860 1 
 h’hold light lamp     1 

5043 architecture structural mortar       1880 2 
   dressed stone     x 

5044   dressed stone     x 
5065   brick   1788 1860 5 

C
E

L
L

A
R

 

5065   mortar     x 

W
A

L
L

 

5087 architecture structural mortar     x 

4856 architecture structural mortar     x 
4860   mortar     x 
4867   mortar     x 
4871   mortar     x 

PO
ST

H
O

L
E

S 

4956   mortar     x 
5080/4835 architecture structural brick clay    x 

 recreation smoking pipe Leafed branch   1810 1840 1 
 trans horse bit Filet Baucher    1 

5081/4836 architecture structural brick    1860 x 
   dressed stone     x 

W
E

L
L

 

   mortar     x 

5052 architecture structural brick     1800 1860 2 

W
A

L
L

 

   brick   1788 1860 1 

Table 22: Artefacts from the Hassall House cellar, timber structure, well and southeast wall by context and 
date.   NB x denotes artefact recorded but not sampled; * cut bricks.87 

 

                                            
87 Tench 1996: 154; and his interview with James Ruse at Parramatta in 1788: 158. 

        TOTAL 25 
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A timber structure lay to the east of the cellar.88  The ground plan is not certain but the extant 
postholes suggest that it consisted of at least two rooms.  The posts of the structure were sub-circular 
and not sawn to shape.  The east-west trench 5088 may equate to the north wall of this structure, or 
that of the Hassall house as seen in the c1879-1881 photograph.  When the house plan constructed 
from the 1831 and 1883 plans are overlaid on the site features (with the cellar at the southwest 
corner), the southeast corner of the house roughly corresponds to the position of the timber structure.  
It is possible that the cellar may have been part of the timber structure but in a more primitive form: 
perhaps as a clay-lined storage pit.  The circular pit in the centre of the structure contained no 
artefacts in the sandy fill (5019) and may be an abandoned well cut or a modern feature (crane pit?). 
 
Many of the associated pits and postholes from the structure (eg 4856, 4860, 4867, 4871) and the 
trench fill (4087) contained fragments of grey clay mortar, the same as found in the original cellar 
footings.  However, they contained little else that would help in interpreting the date and function of 
this structure.  During previous excavations of convict and leaseholder sites at Parramatta, huts and 
other timber structures were characterised by rows of holes for unshaped posts, with fills containing 
similar sterile redeposited sands.89 Occasionally the fills had grey clay fragments that were thought to 
have been decayed daub from the timber/wattle walls (See Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.6). 
 
The presence of the clay in the packing, the lack of other artefacts and the close proximity to the 
cellar and well indicate that the timber structure was directly linked to the early Hassall occupation of 
the site.  (See Table 7) 
 
There are three possible interpretations for this apparent wattle and daub structure: 

• It was built in the early 1790s prior to the Rowland Hassall lease, perhaps with a clay-lined 
storage pit or half-cellar to the SW. It was a temporary residence for Hassall from 1799 then 
demolished to make way for the new house by 1803. It is the same structure as shown in the 
c1879-1881; 

• It was built as a timber part of the original Hassall house along with the cellar (or storage pit) 
and the well from 1803, and was demolished to make way for the larger house by 1823 or 
1831, seen in the c1879-1881 photograph.  This would allow the cellar to be in the SW 
corner of the house; 

• It was built at the same time as the photographed Hassall house, a structure no longer 
existing to the west, and functioned as an eastern lean-to or outbuilding for a limited time, 
being demolished before the c1879-1881 photograph.  This would mean the cellar was at the 
SE corner of the house.  This agrees better with the alignment of the house to the dairy if it is 
the same as the rear outbuilding seen behind the fence in the photograph. 

 
Although Rowland Hassall was demised the property at the end of 1799, he does not appear to have 
started to build a house until 1803.  In this case it seems doubtful that he would have been able to 
completely build such a large two-storey house as seen in the c1879-1881 photograph in time for the 
structure to appear on the 1804 survey.  It seems more likely that once a liveable house or shelter 
existed, even an enlarged wattle and daub hut, he would have concentrated on completing other 
essential structures such as a kitchen, food and water storage systems (well), and a cesspit.  Closely 
following would be farm provisions and buildings on which he had to support himself and his family, 
such as ways to improve the soil, crops, animals and a dairy (See section 3.4).  These appear to have 
been done with the cheapest locally available materials.  Once established, the Hassall family could 
improve the house and then add other buildings, such as the eastern building and the chimney (See 
sections 3.5 and 3.6).  It is likely that some of these structures were built by the time the Sunday 
school was begun in 1813.  It is certain that the expansion of the property and the 2-storeyed house in 
the later photograph had been built by 1831, as an appropriately-sized and located structure was 
included on the J. B. Richards’ plan.90  Furthermore a large house with upper storey and attic rooms, 

                                            
88 See Reidel: Phase 2: Timber Structure, Section 7, this volume. 
89 For example, at the George and Charles Streets Site, Parramatta opposite this site: see Casey & Lowe forthcoming;  and 
in Casey & Lowe 2006. 
90 Casey & Lowe 2003: Figure 2.6. 
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as well as numerous outbuildings was leased in the 1840s and 1850s to the Mills family, as recalled 
in Hannah Mills’ letter of 1882.91  It is not known what areas of the property was actually occupied 
by the family, or how the outbuildings were used. 
 
Immediately to the south of the cellar was a well lined with flat hand-moulded sandstock bricks 
(4836/5081).  A sandstone block similar in size to those in the cellar had been placed at the bottom 
and with the lower bricks was bonded or sealed by the same grey sandy clay as in the cellar.  The 
well was backfilled by sandy deposits containing occasional sandstock brick fragments and only two 
other artefacts (4835/5080).  One was half of a Filet Baucher snaffle type horse bit; the second was a 
fragment of tobacco smoking pipe made by an (unidentified) maker whose initials were “M. P. P.” in 
c1810-1840.  The possible other half of the same bit and two other pipes made by the same 
pipemaker were found further to the east in the backfill (4803) of the timber-lined pit (4824), near the 
chimney. (See Section 3.7) 
 
The bricks of the southeast property boundary wall (5052 in Area B) were the same type as in the 
well and other Hassall-period structures.  Dated from c1800, they were bonded with the same shell 
mortar as seen in the repaired southeast corner of the cellar.  An eastern section of the same wall may 
be evident in a north-south trench to the east of the chimney (5046 in Area A). 
 
Ancillary features relating to the early occupation of the Hassall family or other early residents, such 
as post holes and (cess, composting and rubbish) pits, were found in various parts of the site.  The 
fills of these cuts contained redeposited grey clays and natural sands, possibly fragments of charcoal, 
sandstone, shale and few other finds.  Such features included the cuts below the eastern chimney 
(5022, 5026), the garden bed (4816) and pit (4820) in the west part of Area B, and other original pits 
cut to the south and southeast (See section 3.8.1). 
 
 
3.4 The Dairy 
A small rectangular structure, measuring approximately 6 x 3.6m, was uncovered to the south of the 
main house and well.  Only the base of the brick walls (5037), one pier footing (5084) and a small 
drain (5038) remained.  Some 61 artefacts were recovered from the structure, the backfill of robbed 
trenches (5036, 5049) and demolition debris (5039, 5032).  (Table 23, Figs 1, 2, 5-7, 9, 11) 
 
The bricks used in the walls and pier were hand-moulded flat sandstocks, the same as seen in the well 
and the cellar demolition deposit.  The west wall was not extant.  The pier would have supported a 
timber beam that divided the building into east and west rooms.  On the west side of the beam and 
fairly close to the northern wall was a small brick box-drain that channelled effluent away to the 
west.  The walls were bonded by light brown and yellow-brown sandy shell mortar.  No bonding was 
evident on the pier.  These types of mortar were also used to repair the cellar, and construct parts of 
the house, the chimney and the southeastern boundary wall.  Other fragments of the same mortar 
were found within the backfilled pit (4847) to the southwest of the dairy. 
 
The majority of the finds from the building came from the demolition fills and rubble including a 
selection of interesting building materials (Table 24).  The small blocks of dressed stone from above 
the collapsed sandstock brick drain and bearer were the same type as used to construct the cellar 
walls and floor, with the latter also having identical mortar to the repaired part of the southwest 
corner of the cellar.  The excavator noted that a few scattered pieces of stone flagging were removed 
during machining of the area prior to hand excavation.  The mortar on the other stone sampled from 
the dairy was used as floor tile bedding, and seen in samples from the cellar demolition fill (4802).  
However, the rubble above the southern wall footing curiously only had fragments of grey mud 
mortar, the same as seen in the original construction of the cellar (5036).  They were perhaps reused 
here or disturbed from their original position and moved into this area during the 1880s demolition 
(See Table 7, Fig. 1). 
 
                                            
91 Casey & Lowe 2004: 2. 
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Context General 
Function 

Specific 
Function Shape Fabric Type From To MIC 

5032 architecture structural nail fe       1 
   nail fe   1788 1890 2 
   nail fe   1810   1 
 cleric writing slate pencil slate Mach-circ   1940 1 
 h'hold ornament chain aes       1 
  sew pin aes UH 1880   1 
 pers cloth button brass 4 hole trouser     1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin       1 

5036 architecture non-stru sprig fe   1788   1 
  structural nail fe       1 
   nail fe   1788 1890 2 
   nail fe   1870 1940 1 
   nail steel   1890 1940 1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin       1 

5037 architecture structural brick clay   1788 1860 2 
5038 architecture structural brick clay   1788 1860 2 
5039 architecture floor tile clay   1788 1860 9 

  structural dressed stone sandstone       2 
   brad fe  1788 1890 1 
   nail fe    4 
   nail fe  1788 1890 3 
   nail fe   1788 1940 4 
   nail fe   1820 1870 1 
  stru/floor brick clay   1788 1860 2 
 cleric writing slate slate     1940 1 
 food prep corer fe       1 
   vessel/utensil fe       2 
  tblw fork fe/antler/horn   1760 1910 1 
 h'hold container canister fe       1 
  light taper holder fe       1 
  sew pin aes UH 1880   1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin       2 
 transport horse horseshoe fe       1 

 unidentified unidentifie
d strap fe       1 

5049 architecture floor tile clay   1788 1860 1 
  roof tile clay   1788 1810 1 
  structural dressed stone sandstone       1 
       TOTAL 61 

Table 23: Artefacts from the Dairy by context and date. 
 
The surface of the sandstock floor tiles and one of the bricks showed evidence of wear, presumable 
foot or hoof traffic (Table 24, Fig. 2).  Three tiles and one brick also had small water/liquid-worn 
channels across all or part of the same surface.  The style and clays used in these pavers (both bricks 
and tiles) were similar, characterised by poorly mixed and blocky red clays with common small blobs 
and streaks of white clay, and only occasional small ironstones.  The square tiles were remarkably 
uniform in size and bedded in the same type of shelly mortar as on the stone blocks (5039).  The gaps 
between the tiles were filled with a light grey grout making a water-tight surface. 
 
By far the greatest majority of the tiles found in the structure come from the rubble (5039) above the 
collapsed drain.  One of the bricks and probably one of the tiles was cut to shape.  The deposit above 
the decayed central bearer also contained both floor and a roof tile fragments.  In addition there were 
isolated finds of similar foot-worn artefacts to the north in Area A: namely a brick from the cellar fill 
(4802) and a tile from a backfilled twentieth-century fenceline posthole (4990). 
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Context Shape Specific 

Function Wear Dimensions From To MIC 

4802 brick stru/floor f 233x110x61-62 1788 1860 1 
4990 tile floor f LxWxTh=68x63x40 1788 1860 1 
5038 brick structural  210-212x103x59 1788 1860 1 

    217x103-104x61-64 1788 1860 1 
5039 brick stru/floor fw LxWxTh=212-215x99-102x61-63 1788 1860 1 

   *f LxWxTh=58+x102x62; 60-66+x101x23 1788 1860 1 
 tile floor fw LxWxTh=148-146x152x37 1788 1860 1 

   fw LxWxTh=149x149x38-41 
Grout Th=6 

1788 1860 1 

   
fw LxWxTh=148x72+x41; 147x85+x38; 

91+x51+x41 
Grout Th=4 

1788 1860 2 

   f LxWxTh=147-148x147x41-42  
Grout Th=6 

1788 1860 1 

   f LxWxTh=147x149-150x41-43 
Grout Th=8 

1788 1860 1 

   
f LxWxTh=80+x54+x38; 150x81+x40-41  

147-148x88+x414-412 
Mortar/grout Th=6;  

1788 1860 3 

 stone structural  156x140x7-25   1 
5049 tile roof  LxWxTh=40x44x14 1788 1810 1 

 tile floor *f Corner LxWxTh=107+x104+x38 1788 1860 1 
 stone structural  284x143x30-42     1 
      TOTAL 19 

Table 24: Comparable bricks, tiles and stones from the Dairy and related contexts.  
 * denotes cut brick or tile; f=footwear on surface; w=water wear on surface. 
 
The nails found within the structure and perhaps used to construct it were of mixed types.  Those that 
could be dated included hand-made and cut varieties from above the drain (5039) and in the general 
demolition debris (5032). The presence of a brad commonly used in flooring indicates the possible 
presence of a timber floor somewhere in the structure (5039). The two machine-made wire nails 
found with earlier types in the backfill of the robbed southern wall (5036) indicate either very late 
repair to this part of the structure immediately prior to the known general demolition of the Hassall 
property c1882/3, or the use of the ruined building as a convenient dump during construction of the 
new houses.  The c1879-1881 photograph shows a timber (walled and roofed) structure in this 
location, identified as the kitchen. 
 
Non-structural remains were scarce, with all recovered from above the collapsed drain or in the 
general demolition.  Unfortunately many were unmarked.  Those relating to the household or food 
preparation indicate the need for various utensils and containers.  The most significant was the corer 
which could have been used to prepare fruit or test cheese (Fig. 7).  The fork had a flat tang with 
worn antler or horn scales, a style and material commonly used in inexpensive cutlery from c1760-
1910 (Fig. 9).  One small horseshoe attests to the presence of animals in the vicinity (4039) (Fig. 6). 
 
It is possible that some of the smaller items found within the structure may not relate to its use as a 
dairy or other function.  They were perhaps disturbed from other parts of the site and dumped within 
the soils during clearance of the area.  The artefacts included the broken copper alloy picture or 
mirror chain, a male trouser button, as well as pins and pipe fragments reflecting the pursuits of 
sewing and smoking (Fig. 11).  The copper alloy sewing pins were of the late machine-made types, 
dating from c1880.  The presence of children or the need to keep some sort of tally was indicated by 
the butt of a machine-cut slate pencil, and a slate board fragment with ruled lines and a compass-
drawn circle.  The latter were very similar to other slate writing implements from other parts of the 
site (See Section 2.11, Fig. 17).  
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The above evidence indicates that the building to the south of the house was used for a variety of 
residential and utilitarian purposes.  The different mortars found in the structure points to at least one 
period of alteration or disturbance, perhaps when the paved floor and drain were installed.  When 
fully operational, the dairy had a sealed paved ground floor which underwent considerable wear from 
foot (or hoof) traffic, and, in parts, the sluicing or dripping of liquid.  As the box drain did not 
continue beyond the central bearer it may have had a sump in the floor at the eastern end through 
which water from floor or container cleaning could be emptied.  Such building components and 
surface wear suggests that this building could have operated well into the 1840s and 1850s as the 
dairy mentioned in the 1882 letter.92  Later it may have been converted to function as an adjoining 
room of the kitchen. 
 
 
3.5 The Eastern Building(s) 
Some 13 artefacts were catalogued that related to features east of the main house.  These came from 
structural remains, cuts and postholes (Table 25).  The chimney immediately to the south and two 
large pits beyond that will be discussed in the following sections. 
 
Although poorly preserved, the small rectangular building seen in the 1831 and 1883 plans appears to 
correspond to several wall cuts in the eastern part of Area A (5078).  An east-west internal wall 
trench was also found, creating a room to the north that was slightly larger than that to the south.  The 
walls were robbed and backfilled with building rubble and several other artefacts (4912).  Towards 
the eastern end of the southern wall was a probable fireplace footing, extant at ground level (4913).  
The outer row of this installation was constructed of unmortared sandstone, the inner of flat 
sandstock bricks.  The bricks and the fine-grained sandstone were the same types as used in various 
structures of the Hassall property.  The two nails found in the area were hand-forged, a method used 
from the beginning of the colony to c1890. However, the sampled brick was large and can be dated to 
after c1860.  It was most similar to those used extensively in the nearby chimney (4914) and found in 
its demolition deposit (4805).  Several examples of plaster from rendered walls were found in the 
wall trench fill show painted decoration in combinations of white, grey-white and salmon (Fig. 4). 
 
Context General 

Function 
Specific 

Function Shape Fabric Type From To MIC 

4912 architecture finish render mortar     1880 2 
    mortar/plaster     1880 1 
    plaster     1880 1 
   set plaster     1880 1 
  structural nail fe  1788 1890 1 
 h'hold ornament frame aes       1 
 pers health ring bone    1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin Patriotic 1837 1845 1 

4913 architecture structural brick clay   1860 1890 1 
4999 recreation smoking pipe kaolin      1 
5045 architecture structural nail fe  1788 1890 1 

 recreation smoking pipe kaolin    1 
       TOTAL 13 

Table 25: Artefacts from the Eastern Building(s) by context and date. 
 
Artefacts relating to the occupation of the area, and perhaps the building itself, were found trampled 
onto the surface of the interior natural subsoil (5045, 5064), in the backfilled wall trenches (4912) 
and one small pit sunk beside the north wall (4999).  The natural surfaces contained tiny broken 
pieces of clay pipe, a hand-forged nail and sandstock brick.  Those from the trenches included 
another hand-forged nail, part of an ornamental copper alloy picture frame and a polished bone ring 
from a female contraceptive or therapeutic device (Fig. 11).93  The bowl of a used fine-walled clay 

                                            
92 See note 73. 
93 See notes 56 & 57.  
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pipe decorated with the flag of the U.S.A., shows 25 stars, which dates it to the period 1837-1845 
(Fig. 15).94  This pipe is highly unusual in Australia, and as yet no parallels can be found.  It is 
tempting to ponder on who may have brought the pipe to the site, perhaps a visiting American 
clergyman. The bone ring may also have come from the U.S.A. 
 
The small pit beside the north wall mentioned above (4998) may have been part of a later north-south 
fence line.  Unfortunately this and other postholes in the area contained no artefacts (4987, 4983, 
5007, 5003). 
 
The building may have operated for a time as a residence but the poor survival of the fabric and the 
few related artefacts makes interpretation problematic.  As suggested by the historical records 
mentioned above, the structure may have been used for a variety of purposes.  The rooms were 
carefully painted and featured modest decorative items that could suit use as a residence, schoolroom 
or chapel.  A fireplace had been installed or repaired sometime in the 1860s, perhaps when the 
chimney behind the building was extended and the area became more built-up.  The 1840s and 1850s 
schoolroom described by Hannah Mills had one or two other rooms attached.  However, the few 
artefacts associated with the building do not include any slates or other school related paraphernalia; 
rather they point more to a possible residential occupation.  For example, the bone pessary indicates 
the presence of at least one mature-aged female; as such a personal item would not be discarded 
carelessly.  The more easily broken smoking pipes, however, suggest that by the late 1830s the 
building was at least visited by smokers, one of whom was probably an American.  Although there 
were very few artefacts, it is possible that the eastern building may have functioned as a residence, 
either for the extended family, visitors or employees of the property.  As this structure does not 
appear on any plan prior to 1831, it may not have been built at the time when Rowland Hassall was 
preaching or entertaining visitors from the London Missionary Society.  The efficient rubbish 
disposal and composting undertaken in the adjacent chimney and yard pits could also account for the 
dearth of artefacts in the immediate vicinity of the building, including any broken school slates or 
toys. (See Section 3.7 and 3.8 pits) 
 
 
3.6 The Chimney/Flue 
Immediately south of the eastern building was a small, sturdily built and partly subterranean structure 
(4914).  Its base was constructed on the subsoil within a backfilled large cut (5094).  Its U-shaped 
walls remained open to the south, facing a wide and sloping open area within the cut (surface 5095).  
This hollow was buttressed to the west by a narrow sandstone retaining wall (4915).  Part of another 
wall ran off the west end of the structure at ground level (4923, and possibly trench 5097), parallel to 
the fireplace described above (See Table 26). 
 
Various ash deposits (5014, 5021, 4837, 4838) and finally rubble and burnt wood (4805) were found 
within and above the robbed structure and inside the hollow.  The rubble contained large bricks, of 
which one was a sandstock and the other made using the extruded process, developed in c1860.  An 
impression of the fabric on which the wet brick had been laid can be seen on its side.  The area 
between the chimney/flue and the eastern building was also cut and backfilled with rubble, possibly 
during final demolition (4924).  The excavator noted small areas of burnt mortar between the brick 
courses and on top of the bricks in the north wall.  These may have been due to incineration of debris 
during demolition when the pit 5091 was dug to the north of the structure, possibly to salvage 
building materials.  In the process the south wall trench of the eastern building 4912 was partly cut. 
 
The form of the structure and the contemporary ash deposits point to it having been used as a 
chimney/flue, stoked from the hollow to the south.  When in operation, the charred debris from the 
chimney/flue may have been dumped with other items into the nearby pits 4824 and 4817 as part of 
the household’s and school’s hygiene regimen.  The subsequent compost could then have been 
emptied onto the garden and cropland.  The digging-in of cleared and ashed native vegetation, and 
the composting of this ash and rubbish in pits, were common British farming practices adopted from 
                                            
94 See note 75. 
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the beginning of the settlement at Parramatta in order to enrich the nutrient-poor soil.95  The 
demolition of the property in the 1880s would probably have made use of this installation, in 
whatever condition, to facilitate removal of rubbish including architectural debris, as seen in the ashy 
fills of 4837, 4838 and 4805. The deep stoke hole and sunken base would have provided a convenient 
dumping hole. 
 

Context General 
Function 

Specific  
Function Shape Fabric Type Re-Use From To MIC 

4805 architecture structural brick clay     1860  1890 2 
   nail fe   1820 1890 1 
   nail fe   1840 1914 1 
   spike fe   1788 1914 2 
 h’hold container hoop fe     1 
  furniture knob brass     1 
   rose plate brass     1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin       7 
   pipe kaolin   Yes     1 
   pipe kaolin     1800  1830 1 
 unidentified container container fe     1 

4837 architecture roof tile clay     1788 1810 1 
  structural nail fe     2 
   nail fe   1788 1890 4 
 food tableware fork/knife fe         1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin         2 

4838 architecture roof slate slate     x 
4914 architecture structural brick* clay     1800 1860 2 

   mortar mortar         1 
4915   dressed stone sandstone     x 
4923 architecture structural brick clay   1800 1860 x 

   mortar mortar     x 
5014 recreation smoking pipe kaolin         1 

 cleric writing slate pencil slate Cut-oct     1940 1 
 architecture structural nail fe   1788 1890 1 

5033 recreation smoking pipe kaolin       1 
 architecture structural brick* clay    1788 1860 1 
   nail fe   1788 1890 1 
        TOTAL 38 

Table 26: Artefacts from the Chimney/flue by context and date.   
NB x denotes unsampled items; * cut brick. 

 
The brick walls of the chimney/flue were four rows thick and bonded by both yellow-brown mud and 
shell mortar (4914).  There size and form indicates that they were made from c1800. Many of the bricks 
were noted to have vitrified surfaces, due to over-firing when originally made, perhaps in a clamp kiln.  
Some of the bricks from the structure and an adjacent irregular soil feature (5033) had been cut to shape, 
while others had once been whitewashed, indicating reuse. 
 
The artefacts found in the various ashy deposits within the chimney/flue would have come from across the 
site as part of general rubbish disposal, as well as clearance and demolition of the 1880s.  The majority 
were architectural elements, such as nails and spikes, and the furniture door knob and rose plate, that had 
perhaps fallen off broken-up or charred timbers. The second highest category were broken tobacco pipes 
that could also have survived the flames that were probably dumped during clearance as they did not show 
any obvious site of post-depositional burning.  One of these was a broken and reused mouthpiece stem.  
An undated pipe-bowl fragment was marked with the initials of “[ ]M. C. or G.”, and another with the 
initial “I” on the spur may have been made by John Ford, London c1810-1830 (these three from 4805, see 
Fig. 14). 
                                            
95 Tench 1996: 154; and his interview with James Ruse at Parramatta in 1788: 158. 
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Several features that cut into the subsoil below the chimney/flue and ash were noted but 
unfortunately none contained any artefacts applicable to this report (5022, 5026).  However, the 
backfill of the latter pit (5027) was recorded as having contained pieces of coal, grey soil (clay?) and 
a fragment of Chinese ceramic c1790-1850s (see Ceramic report in this volume). 
 
A north-south trench cut for a wall was found to the east of the chimney/flue and may have been a 
part of the boundary wall of the Hassall property (5046).  Its backfill contained no relevant artefacts 
(4826).  Just to the east of 5046 was a short north-south row of postholes and small cuts, perhaps a 
boundary fence along Argus Lane. 
 
The date of some of the bricks and the similarity of the mortars to those found in other Hassall 
property structures, indicate that the chimney/flue was built after the cellar and well.  It may have 
been repaired or expanded as there were two types of mortar and several brick varieties present.  
However, for this purely utilitarian structure the builders may have simply used and reused lower 
quality bricks, and combined redeposited sands to bond subterranean brickwork with that of the 
stronger shell mortar for the more exposed superstructure. 
 
 
3.7 Pits adjacent to Eastern Structure 4824 and 4817 
Some 24 artefacts were found within two large rectangular pits excavated to the south of the 
chimney/flue (Table 27).  None of the items appeared to have been reused.  The pit 4824 was timber-
lined (4825) and backfilled with a sandy deposit that contained slate and sandstone fragments and 
several artefacts (4803).  The other pit 4817 lay slightly to the northeast, the backfill containing 
charred wood and other items (4804). 
 
Pit Conte

xt 
General 
Function 

Specific 
Function Shape Fabric Type Fro

m To MIC 

4803 architecture structural nail fe  1788 1890 2 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin    4 
   pipe kaolin Leafed branch 1810 1840 2 
 transport horse bit fe Filet Baucher     1 
 unidentified unidentified handle fe       1 

48
24

 

   strap fe    1 
4804 architecture structural brad fe   1810  1 

   brick clay   1788 1860 1 
   nail fe  1788 1890 1 
   sprig fe  1810  3 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin       4 
   pipe kaolin   1828 1840 1 
 unidentified unidentified strap fe    1 

48
17

 

 work tool hammer fe/steel    1 
        TOTAL 24 
Table 27: Artefacts from Pits 4824 & 4817. 
 
The decayed timber-lining of the pit 4824 was evident only with the two hand-forged nails.  Its fill 
(4803) contained iron handle and strap fragments and parts of six clay tobacco pipes.  Two of these 
had stems with leafed branch decoration and were marked by the maker “M. P. P.”.  Although the 
identity of this person is as yet unknown, the form of the pipes can be dated to c1810-1840.  Half of a 
Filet Baucher (half cheek) snaffle type horse bit and an iron handle from an unidentified object were 
also found. As has been mentioned previously, another “M. P. P.” pipe fragment and the probable 
other half of the horse bit found to the west in the backfilled well (4835).  From these artefacts it 
would appear that these features had been backfilled at the same time. (See Section 3.4; Fig. 6 and 
14) 
 
The other pit (4817) had more structural artefacts and a slightly higher number of clay pipe 
fragments.  One of the 5 pipes was made in Sydney by Joseph Elliott in c1828-1840 (Fig. 14). 
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The brick from the fill was of the early flat sandstock type made either in Sydney or Parramatta.  The 
brad, nails and sprigs were of the early hand-forged and cut-sheet types. The small claw-hammer-
head may have been used during construction and repair to any of the structures on the site. 
 
Both these pits reveal that the occupants who were responsible for backfilling the pits smoked pipes, 
usually plain ones.  However, the marked types that they chose were popular in their time and are 
often seen on contemporary sites in Parramatta.  The Elliott family ran a Sydney business and it may 
be that the “M. P. P.” maker was also a Sydney manufacturer. 
 
The evidence of these artefacts points to a pre-1850 date, perhaps as early as 1830, for the backfilling 
of the pits. This indicated that they may have been originally used when the Hassall family still 
occupied the house.  The timber was probably used to line the pit in order to prevent the sandy 
(subsoil) sides from collapsing, and the deposits seeping into the soil.  This enabled the pit to remain 
open for a considerable length of time.  Perhaps it was a cesspit that was regularly filled and emptied.  
The placement of the pits immediately in front of the chimney/flue would suggest that they may have 
received burnt and other rubbish, and once this had composted the soil was redistributed over the 
garden.96  Alternatively, the pits may have been used and backfilled prior to the operation of the 
chimney/flue.  Whatever the time period, the two pits possibly became disused and backfilled 
because they became too foul, decayed or were too close to the expanding/changing household.  The 
pits were probably replaced by others further to the south and southwest in Area B. (See Section 
3.8.6) 
 

3.8 Area B Pits 
A series of inter-cutting pits were found in Area B.  These will be discussed in their associated 
groups from west to east.  Other smaller cuts and postholes were also recorded but they will not be 
included here. 
 
3.8.1 Western Pits – Group 1 
 
Pits 4816 (garden) and 4820 
Evidence of an early pit (4820) lay to the west of the excavated site, on the north side of Area B.  It 
was backfilled in two stages, 4818 above 4819.  Above these to the northwest and partly cutting into 
the upper fill was a probable garden bed (4816) with loamy fill 4815.  Possible remnant topsoil lay 
immediately to the north of the pit.  Some 29 items were recovered from the fills, none of which 
appeared to have been reused (Table 28). 
 
The lower fill of the pit contained few artefacts with noted fragments of sandstock brick too small to 
sample (4819).  The grey clay and sandy silt fills appeared to the excavator as laminated, perhaps 
wind or water deposited while the pit lay open. 
 
The upper fill (4818) also had similar lamination.  The majority of the finds were nails, of which six 
could be identified as being hand-forged, and one cut.  The latter may have been used to secure a 
horseshoe.  Other architectural elements included fragments from an early flat sandstock brick that 
had been burned after broken, and parts of four clay roof tiles, two of which appeared to have single 
snapped-off lugs (SL2 – see Section 2.2.5).  The tiles and the brick were made of poorly mixed and 
crushed clays, dating them to the early years of the colony.  One wedge-shaped piece of sandstone 
was within the fill and similar in type to those found in the cellar.  The stone had been carefully 
shaped and one surface ground smooth.  It may have been part of either a facing or paving stone. 
 
Two smoking pipe fragments were also found in this fill.  One of these was marked by a Sydney 
manufacturer William Cluer who with his wife operated a business between c1804-1821.  The other 
bowl fragment was of same size and shape, and had the similar over-cut seams to the marked pipe, 
indicating that it had been made by the same man (Fig. 14).  
                                            
96 See note 89. 
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Pit Context General 

Function 
Specific 

Function Shape Fabric Type From To MIC 

4815 architecture roof tile clay   1788 1810 1 
  roof tile clay Single lug 2 1788 1810 1 
  structural brick clay   1788 1860 1 
   dressed stone sandstone       1 
   nail fe       1 
   nail fe   1788 1890 1 
 food tblw fork fe/bone 2-prong 1770 1870 1 
   knife fe/bone   1780 1890 1 
 h'hold furn hasp fe       1 

48
16

 

 unidentified unidentified strap fe       2 
4818 architecture roof tile clay Single lug 2 1788 1810 2 

   tile clay   1788 1810 1 
  structural brick clay   1788 1860 1 
   nail fe       3 
   nail fe   1788 1890 6 
   nail fe   1810   1 
  stru/non-stru dressed stone sandstone       1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin       1 
   pipe kaolin   1804 1821 1 
 unidentified unidentified wire cu       1 

48
20

 

4819 architecture structural brick clay    x 

        TOTAL 29 
Table 28: Artefacts from pits 4816 (garden) & 4820. 
 
The garden bed 4816 appears to have contained some similar items to the pit.  Such items included 
fragments of a sandstock brick, two clay roof tiles, a corner fragment of a dressed sandstone block 
and a hand-forged nail.  The bed also had a broken knife and fork with bone handles.  The fork had 
two prongs and a whittle tang, the knife a flat scale tang.  These forms were in common use for 
approximately a century from the 1770s and 1780s (Fig. 9).  Other household items include an iron 
hasp and a strap.  The hasp may have helped lock a case or trunk. 
 
The early date and local origin of many of the artefacts in both the pit and the garden bed point to 
their being dug during the early occupation of the Hassall family.  The building materials point to an 
early period of rebuilding or repair, perhaps of the Hassall house or dairy, or even one of the small 
structures to the west of the house on the 1831 plan.  The pit may have been originally used for cess, 
composting or was dug to establish a garden plant.  The lower wind or water-laid deposits were 
relatively sterile.  Prior to the establishment of a regular rubbish collection by local councils, it was 
common for various broken or undesirable objects to be discarded in the yard and garden, and 
subsequently redeposited every time the yard was disturbed.  This bed 4816 was turned over and the 
pit 4820 backfilled in accordance with such procedures.  The soil may also have been enriched using 
burnt and composted material processed in the chimney/flue and adjacent pits. 
 
 
3.8.2 Western Pits – Group 2 
Pits 5001, 5018, 5041 
Further to the east were three inter-cutting pits in which 46 artefacts were found (Table 29).  None of 
the items appeared to have been reused. The irregular pits 5041 and 5018, to the north and south 
respectively, were cut by the rectangular pit 5001.  A few items of a similar form were found in all 
pits. 
 
The northern pit contained numerous small fragments of flat sandstock bricks of which one was 
sampled with a thumbprint (5040).  A flat piece of dressed sandstone, the same type as used in the 
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main house cellar and measuring 90 x 60 mm, was also noted.  This stone may have been a fragment 
of paving. 
 
Pit Context General 

Function 
Specific 

Function Shape Fabric Type From To MIC 

5000 architecture door hinge fe       1 
  roof sheet fe       1 
   slate slate   1830   2 
  structural brick clay    x 
   nail fe   1788 1890 1 
   nsil fe  1815 1870 1 
   screw fe   1850   1 
 cleric writing slate slate     1940 3 
   slate pencil slate Cut-hex   1940 2 
 food condiment salt spoon ag Fiddle 1798 1819 1 
 h’hold light taper holder fe       1 
 pers cloth button porc 4-hole sunken eye 1850 1930 1 
  cloth eye aes Standard wire     1 
  groom brush bone Wire-grooved 1850   1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin       2 
   pipe kaolin   1806 1955 1 
  toy marble few Clays 1800 1918 5 
 store store barrel hoop fe       1 

50
01

 

 work tool pick fe       1 
5017 architecture door escutcheon fe       1 

  structural brick clay   1788 1860 1 
   nail fe       2 
   nail fe   1840 1914 1 
 cleric writing slate slate     1940 2 
   slate pencil slate Cut-hex   1940 3 
 food tblw fork fe 3-prong 1770 1910 1 
 pers groom brush bone Wire-grooved 1850   1 
   comb synth   1869   2 
  hygiene toothbrush bone Wire-trepan 1850   1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin       1 
 unidentified container unidentified fe       1 

50
18

 

  unidentifie
d strap fe       1 

5040 architecture structural brick clay   1788 1860 1 

50
41

 

   dressed stone sandstone    x 

        TOTAL 46 
Table 29: Artefacts from Pits 5001, 5018, 5041.  NB x denotes items recorded but not sampled. 
 
The southern pit had 18 objects amongst the essentially redeposited natural sand (5017).  The 
southern pit had a complete example of the same type of brick as in the previous pit, as well as other 
architectural items including a square iron door escutcheon and three nails.  The door plate was hand-
forged and pierced, whereas one of the nails was made on a machine, probably of the Ewebank 
variety patented in 1840 (Fig. 5).  
 
The southern pit also contained a small number of items relating to the consumption of food, as well 
as hygiene, recreation and grooming (5017).  The three-pronged fork had a flat tang but evidence of 
the material used for the scales was missing (possibly bone?) (Fig. 9).  The bone toothbrush was of 
the wire-trepanned type.  The surface was finely polished and the maker engraved on the handle: “D 
& H [MA]TTHEW EXTRA FINE” (Fig. 12).  The fragment of a tobacco pipe stem was undecorated 
and unmarked. 
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The grooming items included an imitation tortoiseshell celluloid comb with fine narrow teeth that 
survived in poor condition.  The other grooming item, a rectangular bone brush, was clearly the 
smaller of two brushes in a set.  Another was found in pit 5001 (see 5000).  They were hand-shaped 
in two sections that had been joined using copper ally pins.  The holes were hand-drilled using a 
template and the bristles tied by copper wire accessed through back grooves.  The brushes were used 
either to groom the hair, or for cleaning fingernails, shoes or other apparel (Fig. 12). 
 
Clerical artefacts used by children of the same types were found in both pits 5018 and 5001.  Each 
had fragments of one or more cut slate pencils and boards.  The boards were of two different slate 
types, the thinnest having a nail hole where they had been attached to a wooden frame.  The example 
from the upper pit fill (5000) enabled the size of a complete board to be measured (179 x 66 x 3mm).  
The boards had ruled lines and several incised marks from the students: (5017) “HF”; a sunburst; 
squiggly and zigzag lines; and (5000) “W”; “A/W/U”.  (See Table 19 and Figs 18, 19) 
 
The upper pit fill (5000) also contained items not found in the earlier pit fills (including much 
butchered bone).  The fill was described as being laminated at the base, from when the pit lay open to 
the weather.  These included different iron architectural elements such as a door hinge, roofing sheet, 
and structural fastenings including a screw and a cut /wrought nail.  The 5 percent small sandstock 
brick fragments and two pieces of roofing slate in the fill may have come from repairs or alterations 
to one of the nearby buildings sometime after c1830, possibly to the main house.  They were dumped 
in alongside the general household rubbish. 
 
A small London-made silver condiment spoon was also found, with a series of chased marks on the 
back of the fiddle pattern handle.  Enough of the marks could be made out to date the spoon to the 
reign of George III, either 1798-9 or 1818-1819 (Fig. 9). 
 
Personal items included a porcelain button and an eye from a dress hook.  This type of button was 
made in Britain and Europe from c1850.  Adult and child recreational pursuits of smoking and 
gaming were represented in the three tobacco pipes and a set of machine-made clay marbles.  One of 
the pipes was marked by the manufacturer William White of Glasgow whose firm operated between 
c1806-1955.  The marbles, all of different sizes, could have been made in several countries in the 
northern hemisphere from c1800-1918 (Fig. 13). 
 
In conclusion, the three pits exhibited a degree of similarity in some of the materials found with the 
fills, particularly the southern and the final pits.  The earliest pit 5041 to the north was probably used 
mainly for cess and composting, the soil through which it was dug containing few artefacts.  The 
excavator noted that its base had three rounded depressions which could have been cuts for several 
postholes.  This pit was finally backfilled with early architectural elements and few other artefacts 
(see ceramic and glass sections reports within this volume).  This building rubble probably came 
from construction or repair of a Hassall family structure.  According to the stratigraphy the southern 
pit 5018 was dug and backfilled next.   It had a similar number and range of artefacts as the final pit 
5001, and both were used mainly to dispose of household rubbish.  The most recent items in the 
southern pit point to a backfill date in the 1870s or later.  The third pit 5001 must have been dug and 
backfilled after this date, causing a re-deposition of some of the items disturbed from the earlier pits 
and surrounding soils. 
 
 
3.8.3 Western Pits – Group 3 
 
Pits 4828, 4830, 4832 and 4834 
A series of four rectangular pits or pit re-cuts and fills were uncovered further to the east.  Of these 
only the most recent one (4828) contained artefacts that were catalogued here.  Some 10 items were 
sampled from within the backfill that contained much building rubble (4827).  None of the artefacts 
appeared to have been reused (Table 30). 
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The rubble consisted mainly of broken sandstock bricks, of which one was sampled (4827).  This was 
a narrow, flat whole brick made in a hand-mould.  A fragment of sandy grey shell mortar was also 
found, similar to that on the west wall of the house cellar.  The surface of the fill was partly covered 
in broken plaster.  Parts of an iron window latch and service pipe must have come from one of the 
nearby structures, perhaps the main house itself (Fig. 5).  
 
Pit Context General 

Function 
Specific 
Function Shape Fabric From To MIC 

4827 architecture structural brick clay 1788 1860 1 
   mortar mortar   1880 1 
  window latch fe     1 
 food prep frypan fe     2 
   saucepan fe     1 
 h'hold cooking stove fe     1 
 h'hold/pers laundry/hygiene tub/basin fe     1 
 pers access purse aes/au     1 

48
28

 

 service unidentified pipe fe     1 

48
30

 

4829 architecture structural brick clay   x 

48
32

 

4831 architecture structural brick clay   x 

       TOTAL 10 
Table 30: Artefacts from Pits 4828, 4830, 4832 and 4834. 
 
The fill contained several interesting iron items relating to household-food preparation and cooking.  
These consisted of a set of two almost identical cast large frypans, a saucepan, and part of a stove.  
The size of the frypans may indicate that they were used in a kitchen that serviced a large household.  
When used in a fireplace, the frypans were held in a wire cradle attached by hook to a chimney crane.  
Parts of such a contraption were found in different areas of the site: to the east a pot hook in the late 
pit 4822; and to the southeast a similar frypan in pit 5054 and a possible cradle in pit 4806.  
However, similar shaped (and sized?) pans were advertised as a “bachelor saucepan (and cover) (Figs 
8, 20, 21).97   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20: Saucepan on cradle, hooked to chimney crane            Figure 21: Bachelor frypan (Fearn 1977:22). 
                 (Fearn 1977:9). 
                                            
97 Fearn 1977: 9, 22. 
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Part of a tub or basin made from iron sheeting wrapped around a wire rim and hooped base may have 
been used in the laundry or bathroom.  Another example of this type of vessel was also found in pit 
5073 to the south.   
 
The only personal item from this fill was the frame from a ladies purse made from gilt brass (Fig. 
11).  
 
Of the artefacts relevant to this report, only rare tiny sandstock brick fragments were recorded as 
having been found in pits 4830, 4832 and none at all from within posthole 4834.  These pits were 
perhaps used for cess or composting.  The final fill (4827), however, was clearly dumped after a 
period of building activity, either repair or demolition.  Advantage was taken at this time to dispose 
of unwanted large kitchen and laundry items.  In the absence of any closely dated artefacts in the fill, 
the inclusion of such functional items points to a time of considerable household change sometime 
towards the end of the nineteenth-century.  This is likely to have been when the Hassall house was 
demolished in the early 1880s and a general cleanup of the site was done prior to construction of the 
new housing estate. 
 
 
Pits 4845, 4847, 4955 and 5016 
Immediately to the south of the previous pit group were four inter-cutting pits, or re-cuts of the same 
pit.  The two most recent were rectangular pits 4845 and the slightly larger 4847.  Some 11 artefacts 
were found in the fill (4843) of the upper pit, and 32 from the timber-lined pit (4844).  Below these 
were the more irregular pits 4955 and 5016, each of which contained only one item.  The latter was 
the oldest stratigraphically and may once have also been timber-lined.  None of the items appear to 
have been reused (Table 31).  
 
The earliest pit fill (5015) had occasional small fragments of sandstock brick and sandstone as well 
as a broken clay smoking pipe made by William Cluer.  He and his wife Mary operated in Sydney 
from 1804-1821 (Fig. 14).  This pit was possibly recut or another dump of fill was added (4955) that 
contained the head of an iron gardening spade (Fig. 7). 
 
The very regular timber-lined pit (4847) was positioned above the two earlier ones.  The timber 
frame (4846) measured 2.05 x 1.6m, with boards also lying along the edges of the rectangle below 
the sides.  The fill (4844) inside the lining contained a wide range of artefacts, the most recent of 
which was made sometime after 1860.  The majority of these were architectural elements, including 
nine nails, six of which were hand-forged.  The sampled sandstock bricks include two whole flat 
sandstocks.  The later one of these was slightly cut to shape, with yellow-brown sandy shell mortar, 
similar to that used to build the chimney/flue and parts of the dairy.  Roofing slate was also found, in 
use from the 1830s.  The zinc or galvanised sheeting was not widely available until c1860. 
 
Part of a slate board used in the education of children was also found in the fill.  The student had 
drawn a circle with a compass and possibly letters on the ruled surfaces (Fig. 17).  An unexpectedly 
high denomination coin, a British silver Crown dated c1804-1811 and in poor condition, was 
discovered in the pit, no doubt a sad loss to the original owner (Fig. 11). 
 
Another early survival was a broken knife with a pistol grip, antler or horn-scaled handle (Fig. 9).  
The style of the handle was common from 1720-1780.  Household items included a hooped iron 
container and a brass strip, perhaps from an ornament or frame.  Larger storage was represented by 
part of a barrel hoop.  A fragment of an iron taper holder was one of several found on the site, and 
revealed the constant need to be able to safely light candles, fireplaces and ovens in various buildings 
prior to the advent of electricity. (See Fig. 5)  Other utilitarian objects included a horseshoe and a 
corroded wedge-shaped fragment of iron, possibly a blank for an axe-head (Fig. 6). 
 
Personal objects mostly came from clothing, such as two serviceable buttons and a decorative bar-
type, copper alloy belt or shoe buckle (Fig. 11).  One brass button came from a male pair of trousers; 
the other was made of porcelain.  A plain, bone toothbrush was also found, the bristles attached by 
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the copper wire-trepanning method, the holes hand-drilled using a template (Fig. 12).  Both the 
porcelain button and the toothbrush were made sometime from c1850. 
 
Adult and child recreation was represented, such as tobacco pipe smoking and the game of marbles.  
The pipes were unmarked, but two had fluted bowls, the form of one dating to c1840-1880.  The two 
marbles were made of clay and linear-painted porcelain (Fig. 13).  The clay was rolled on a machine, 
the porcelain by hand.  Both these types were inexpensive and imported in considerable numbers 
during the entire eighteenth century until World War I. 
 
Pit Context General 

Function 
Specific 
Function Shape Fabric Type From To MIC 

4843 architecture structural brick clay    x 
   nail fe   1820 1870 1 
 cleric writing slate slate     1940 1 
   slate pencil slate Mach-circ   1940 1 
 food tblw fork/knife bone/ivory/fe      1 
 pers groom comb aes      1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin      2 
   pipe kaolin Fluted    1 
   pipe kaolin   1865 1905 1 
   pipe kaolin   1847 1968 1 

48
45

 

 service light collar brass   1860 1920 1 
4844 architecture non-stru sheet zn   1860   1 

  roof slate slate   1830   1 
  structural brick clay   1788 1860 1 
   brick* clay  1800 1860 1 
   nail fe       3 
   nail fe   1788 1890 6 
 cleric writing slate slate     1940 1 
 economy currency coin ag Crown 1804 1811 1 
 food tblw knife fe/antler/horn Pistol grip 1720 1780 1 
 h'hold container hoop fe       1 
  light taper holder fe       1 
  unidentified strip brass       1 
 pers cloth buckle aes Bar     1 
   button aes 4-hole trouser     1 
   button porc 4-hole sunken eye 1850 1930 1 
  hygiene toothbrush bone Wire-trepan 1850   1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin       1 
   pipe kaolin Fluted 1840 1880 1 
   pipe kaolin      1 
  toy marble few Clays 1800 1918 1 
  toy marble porc China alleys 1770 1914 2 
 store store barrel hoop fe       1 
 transport horse hshoe fe       1 

48
47

 

 work tool blank fe/steel       1 

49
55

 

4954 work tool spade fe      1 

5015 architecture structural brick clay    x 

50
16

 

 recreation smoking pipe kaolin  1804 1821 1 

               TOTAL  45 
Table 31: Artefacts from Pits 4845 and 4847.  * denotes cut brick. 
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The most recent fill (4843), from pit 4845, comprised a series of tip layers with small sandstock brick 
fragments throughout.  It was found within the re-cut of the timber-lined pit and had a more restricted 
range of artefacts.  The single nail was of the cut variety which was invented in c1820.  The brass 
light collar would have been part of a kerosene or gas fitting, probably inside the main house. 
 
The slate pencil was machine-cut and the board fragment had ruled lines.  Other items included a 
bone or ivory handle from a fork or knife and a copper ally cover from the head of a comb.  An 
identical cover was found on a vulcanite comb in pit 5073 to the south. 
 
The recreation items in this fill were limited to fragments of five smoking pipes.  One had a fluted 
bowl similar to those in the lower fill and two others were marked.  One was a pipe made by the large 
firm of Duncan McDougall in Glasgow, sometime from 1847-1968.  The other was created by an 
unknown British maker for the Sydney retailer Thomas Saywell, who operated from 1865-1905 (Fig. 
14). 
 
In consideration of the above evidence the four pits can be divided into two broad periods.  All were 
likely to have functioned as rubbish/cesspits, the soil they accumulated being regularly removed and 
redeposited on the garden as compost.  At the end of its life the pit was mainly used to dispose of 
rubbish.  The upper two were more carefully built and cut and contained a wide range of artefacts, 
the last being deposited sometime after the 1860s.  This event perhaps occurred at the time of house 
demolition in the early 1880s.  The original timber-lined pit 4847 appears similar in construction to 
that of 4824 to the south of the chimney/flue, and may be contemporaneous.  However, the later date 
of some of the artefacts in 4847 and its position above earlier pits, suggests instead that it may have 
been constructed to replace 4824, perhaps before the 1850s (see also the southeast lined pits).  The 
lining was mainly to support the sandy sides of the pit and prevent it from collapsing.  The incidence 
of a few very early objects in the fill of the timber-lined pit may indicate two things: either they were 
dug up from the earlier two pits during the creation of the new pit and quickly redeposited; or they 
were curated for a time in the house and finally dumped into the pit with other later rubbish.  The 
first explanation seems more likely in the light of the general paucity of finds in the two early pits 
and the presence of the marked clay pipe from the first pit fill (5015), made prior to 1822.  Smoking 
pipes were fragile and easily broken once used, leading to their quick deposition in the archaeological 
record.  The two lower pits appear then to have been used mainly for cess during the occupation of 
Rowland Hassall and his immediate successors. 
 
 
3.8.4 Western Pits – Group 4 
 
Pits 5073 and 5076 
Further to the south were two more inter-cutting rectangular pits or re-cuts of a pit.  The fill (5074) of the 
upper pit (5073) contained 35 artefacts from a wide range of activities, whereas the lower pit (5076) had 
only one item in the fill (5077).  None of these items were reused (Table 32). 
 
The earliest pit fill (5077) had no building rubble, only the head of a large wooden (hair?) brush with 
small holes for bristles (Fig. 12).  The later pit fill (5074) also had a grooming item, a vulcanite comb 
with a copper alloy head cover.  Vulcanite was perfected in 1839, and an identical cover was also 
found in pit 4845 to the immediate north. 
 
Other personal items from the later fill included a flat clear spectacle lens, the heel of a woman’s or 
child’s leather shoe and a worn bone toothbrush with a narrow head and irregular hand-drilled holes. 
(Fig. 12).  The bristles were secured by copper wire-trepanning.  The lack of a drilling template 
places the date of manufacture slightly earlier that the other toothbrushes found on the site, perhaps 
to c1840. 
 
There were fragments from four clay smoking pipes, two of which were plain late briar types, 
broadly dated from c1850-1950, but very popular in the 1880s or 90s (Fig. 14).  One machine-rolled 
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clay marble was the only gaming piece for children.  Otherwise their education was represented by 
fragments of a machine-cut slate pencil and board. 
 
Food storage, preparation and cooking was evident in a cast iron pot and serving dish, a tin can and 
container and barrel hoops, as well as a fragment of a stove.  Part of a laundry or bathroom tub or 
basin made from sheet metal wrapped over a wire rim and hooped base was also found.  This was 
similar to another in pit 4828 to the immediate north. 
 
Pit Context General 

Function 
Specific 

Function Shape Fabric Type From To MIC 

5074 architecture finish render/ set mortar/plaster     1880 1 
  non-stru grate fe       1 
   screw fe       1 
   strap fe/galv    1870   2 
  roof tile clay   1788 1810 1 
  structural brick clay    x 

   dressed 
stone sandstone    x 

   nail fe       1 
   nail fe   1788 1890 2 
   nail fe   1840 1914 1 
 cleric writing slate slate     1940 1 
   slate pencil slate Mach-circ   1940 1 
 food prep pot fe       1 
  serve dish fe       1 
 h'hold container hoop fe       1 
  cooking stove fe       1 
  security padlock fe/brass   1840   1 
 h'hold/pers laundry/hygiene tub/basin fe/galv       1 
 pers cloth shoe leather       1 
  groom comb synth/Aes   1839   1 

  health spectacle 
lense glass       1 

  hygiene toothbrush bone Wire-trepan 1840   1 
 recreation smoking pipe kaolin       2 
   pipe kaolin   1850 1950 2 
  toy marble few Clays 1800 1918 1 

  light taper 
holder fe       1 

 service gas pipe brass  1870  1 
 store store barrel hoop fe       2 
 unidentified container tin can fe    2 

50
73

 

 unidentified unidentified unidentifie
d fe       1 

50
76

 

5077 pers groom brush wood Wire-sm 
holes     1 

        TOTAL 35 
Table 32: Artefacts from Pits 5073 and 5076.  NB x denotes artefacts recorded but not sampled. 
 
Household security was signified by a padlock with a brass escutcheon plate, dating from c1840.  A 
section of brass pipe would have been part of a gas fitting used during in the last years of the house.  
Gas was introduced at Parramatta in 1870.98  The iron taper holder used to light candles, fire and 
stoves was identical to the three others from the site (see Table 10, Fig. 5). 
 

                                            
98 Low 1992: 7. 
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Architectural elements included occasional sandstock brick and sandstone rubble, an early clay 
roofing tile and four nails.  One nail was hand-forged, while another was machine-wrought.  The 
possible repair to a room of a building, perhaps the main house, was evident in a fragment of grey-
brown sandy shell mortar with a plaster set coat and white painted decoration.  Other non-structural 
items were an iron grate, a screw and galvanised strap. 
 
Although both pits were used to dispose of rubbish and cess, their finds indicate that they were 
backfilled at two very different times.  The earliest pit 5076 was probably mainly for cess.  It had 
only one probably hand-cut artefact, date of which remains unknown.  In contrast the later pit 5073 
was used mainly for rubbish.  It had numerous items that had been used in a wide range of situations, 
the most recent dating to after c1870.  It is likely that this pit was filled during the demolition and 
clearance of the site prior to the new housing estate. 
 
 
3.8.5 Eastern Pits 5058, 5054, 5063, 5061 and 5068 
The eastern side of Area B contained five large pits from which 16 artefacts were sampled.  Others were 
noted during excavation (Table 33). 
 
Two pits had bases carefully lined with bricks (Pits 5058, 5061) and one with unevenly laid bricks, and 
sandstone slabs and fragments (Pit 5068).  When investigated further, the bricks and stones (5069) in Pit 
5068 overlaid a thick metal sheet (300 x 300mm) and a shallow sterile pit or basal deposit.  The bricks 
used in the three pits were all flat sandstocks, the stone the same as that used in the Hassall house cellar.  
The materials were either: left over from the construction of one or more of the Hassall structures, came 
from their repair or demolition.  The purpose of these reused building materials is uncertain, although they 
would have provided a firm surface on the soft natural sandy subsoil.  They were not waterproof.  The 
excavator considered that the base lining would have provided an easy level to dig down to during re-
excavation of the pit.99 This would accord with their probable use as cesspits or perhaps composting pits. 
 
Other structural and non-structural items were found in the fills (5059, 5070) of two of these pits.  These 
included nails, a scupper nail, a screw, and fragments of iron sheeting, a strap and a brass door latch plate.  
The fill 5070 also had a broken flat tile, the origin of which is unknown.  The other fill 5059 contained a 
floral-decorated porcelain marble (Fig. 13). 
 
The two other pits in the area were not lined on the base and contained a slightly different range of 
household items (5054, 5063).  One pit fill (5053) had a broken large wrought iron frypan, the same type 
as found in pit 4727 to the west (Fig. 8).  The other pit fill (5062) included a machine-wrought nail, and 
fragment of a slate board with a ruled line, and a fork or knife with an ivory handle (Fig. 9). 
 
The eastern pits were probably used for cess or composting but were backfilled when no longer needed 
with a variety of household rubbish and building rubble.  Two of the brick and stone-lined pits (5061, 
5068) were almost exclusively backfilled with architectural elements, the most recent activity occurring 
after 1860.  The other lined pit (5058) had no finds, possibly indicating an earlier backfill date.  The non-
lined pits (5054, 5063) had fewer items but they were mostly from the household.  The most recent of the 
artefacts in the latter pit (5063) was made no earlier than 1840. 
 
The lined pits were built using bricks and stones either left over from the construction, or perhaps 
demolition of one or more buildings on the Hassall property.  This may have occurred when the northeast 
building and chimney/flue were erected, being located at a more hygienic distance from the new living 
areas.  If the northeast building was used for a school they may have functioned as the toilets.  None of the 
artefacts found in the backfill of these pits can be identified as having been made during the late 
nineteenth or early twentieth centuries indicating that these pits were backfilled prior to occupation of the 
twentieth housing.  Although it is possible that at this time the timber-lined pit (4824) was no longer used, 
it was not finally backfilled until the well (4836) became disused.  This can be seen in the occurrence of 
several identical artefacts in their backfills. (See Sections 3.4 and 3.7) 
 
 
                                            
99 Reidel: discussion of the Central Pits, Section 7, this volume. 
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Pit Context General 

Function 
Specific 
Function Shape Fabric Type From To MIC 

50
54

 

5053 food prep frypan fe       1 

5056 architecture structural brick clay   1860 x 

50
58

 

5057   brick clay   1860 x 

5059  non-stru scupper fe   1788 1890 1 
  non-stru screw fe   1850   1 
  structural nail fe       2 
   nail fe   1788 1890 1 
 recreation toy marble porc China alley 1770 1914 1 

50
61

 

5060 architecture structural brick clay   1860 x 
5062 architecture structural nail fe   1840 1870 1 

 cleric writing slate slate     1940 1 

50
63

 

 food tblw fork/knife ivory/fe   1760   1 
5069 architecture non-stru sheet fe    x 

  structural brick clay   1860 x 

  structural dressed 
stone sandstone    x 

5070 architecture non-stru latch brass       1 
  structural nail fe       1 
 architecture/yard roof/garden tile clay   1860   1 
 unidentified unidentified sheet fe       1 

50
68

 

  unidentified strap fe       2 
        TOTAL 16 

Table 33: Artefacts from Pits 5054, 5058, 5061, 5063 and 5068. 
 
 
3.8.6 Southeast Oval Pit 4806 
A large oval pit filled with modern disturbance, including asbestos fibro, building rubble, metal and 
leather artefacts was found to the southeast of the site.  Some 28 items were sampled, none of which 
appear reused.  Many could have been dumped in this sloping area of the site from at least the middle 
of the nineteenth century (Table 34). 
 
The majority of the identified finds related to footwear, of which there were at least three lace-up 
ankle boots and two shoes.  The boots had hand stitched uppers and a mixture of stitched and nailed 
soles.  One female boot was made of brown kid.  Another male shoe had a thick vulcanised rubber 
heel, invented in 1850, and appropriate for outside or manual work.  One insole had impressions of 
woven lining, probably flannelette (Fig. 10). 
 
The other artefacts came from household or architectural fittings, containers and service components. 
The possible handle or cooking vessel’s cradle may have been used with one of the frypans found in 
pits 4827 and 5053. Unfortunately the general functions of a large proportion of the fragmentary and 
corroded artefacts remain unidentified. These include the tin cans and box which could have 
contained a wide variety of items. 
 
The depth of the pit may have been partly due to the natural gradient of the property which originally 
sloped down to the southeast towards a small creek.  None of the finds date to the occupation of the 
housing estate. 
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Context General 

Function 
Specific 
Function Shape Portion Fabric Type From To MIC 

4806 architecture door hinge partial  fe       1 
  non-stru grate corner fe/steel       1 
  structural sprig head/shank fe  1810  1 
 food container tin can partial fe  1900  4 
 h’hold container hoop strap fe    1 
  fitting handle/cradle partial fe       1 
  light lamp bracket brass  1860  1 
 paint container tin can partial fe  1847  2 
 pers cloth boot tongue leather     1860 - 
   boot, lace-up upper leather       1 
   boot, lace-up upper leather   1862   1 
   boot, lace-up upper leather   1827   1 
   shoe insole leather    - 
   shoe insole leather COHSt6  1820 1860 1 
   shoe outsole leather COHSt5   1860 1 
   shoe heel synth CORub3 1850   - 
 service water pipe fragment fe    2 
   pipe fragment fe/galv  1860  1 
 store store barrel hoop strap fe    1 
 unidentified container container partial fe    1 
   tin box whole fe  1847  1 
   tin can partial fe    1 
   tin can near whole fe  1847  1 
  strainer unidentified partial fe    1 
  unidentified pipe nail head/shank fe/zn  1870  1 
   strap fragment fe    1 
        TOTAL 28 

Table 34: Artefacts from the Southeast Oval Pit 4806. 
 
 

3.9 Unstratified 
Some of the artefacts from unstratified contexts (4801, 5067) are included in the following discussion 
because they cover a broad functional range and several were made during the early years of the colony 
Table 35).  Two can be dated to the later part of the nineteenth century, such as the 1875 British halfpenny 
(Fig. 11) and the plain Marseilles-style roof tile. However, only one, an acrylic candle holder for 
decorating a birthday cake, was used by the twentieth-century occupants of the houses or offices (Fig. 11). 
 
The wooden picket may have come from the fence photographed in c1879-1881 (Fig. 5).  The Marseilles 
tile may have been part of improved roofing for one of the buildings on the Hassall property, but it is 
more likely to have been part of the materials used on the new housing estate. 
 
The manufacture of two of the four buttons occurred before the c1830s, such as the 3-hole bone button 
(4801) (Fig. 11).  One of the two male jacket buttons was of the gilded Golden Age style, dating c1820s-
1830s. 
 
Of the three smoking pipes found in 4801, two can be dated.  A cream-coloured one with a leafed branch 
on the stem was marked on the spur and probably made by John Mortimer in Sydney in c1822-1847 (Fig. 
14).  Another with flutes and a festoon and pendant decoration on the bowl was made in Hampstead, 
London sometime in the first half of the nineteenth century (Fig.15).  The plain mouthpiece of the third 
fragment was clearly reworked to be reused.  The two marbles were made of clay but only one was 
machine-rolled.  The other may have been made locally (Fig. 13). 
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Context General 

Function 
Specific 

Function Shape Portion Fabric Type Re- 
Use From To MIC 

4801 architecture non-stru fence picket wood         1 

  roof tile fragment terracott
a Marseilles   1870   1 

 cleric writing slate 
pencil shank slate Cut-hex     1940 1 

 economy currency coin whole aes Halfpenny   1875   1 

 food celebration candle 
holder partial synth     1950   1 

 h'hold sew pin shank aes         1 

 pers cloth button face aes 2-piece 
dome   1802   1 

   button half aes 
2-hole, 2-

piece 
fabric 

  1880   1 

   button whole bone 3-hole 
bone     1830 1 

   button face aes/au 
Flat Jacket 

Golden 
Age 

  1820 1830 1 

 recreation smoking pipe bowl/stem kaolin Fluted, 
fest/pend   1800 1850 1 

   pipe bowl/stem kaolin Leafed 
branch   1822 1847 1 

   pipe mth piece kaolin   Yes     1 

  toy marbl
e whole few Clays   1800 1918 1 

   marbl
e whole few Clays   1788   1 

5067 cleric writing slate 
pencil butt slate Mach-circ     1940 1 

 cleric/art wrtg/ptng cap cap brass         1 

                  
Total  17 

Table 35: Artefacts from Unstratified Contexts 4801 and 5067. 
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4.0       Area Contexts and Dating 
 
4.1 Methodology 
Utilising the results of the contexts in the previous chapters, the T.P.Q. and T.A.Q. dates of artefact 
manufacture are now applied to the contexts and features in which they were found (Tables 36-37). 
Those contexts without datable artefacts are indicated by a dash.  The T.P.Q. is the earliest known 
dates for the most recent artefacts within each context, giving an absolute date before which the 
context cannot have been constructed or deposited (Terminus Post Quem).  The T.A.Q. (Terminus 
Ante Quem) is the latest date which the artefact was known to have been made. 
 
In the concluding chapter all the information gained from the artefacts is briefly compared to that 
from historically recorded dates associated with the development of the site  
 

AREA FEATURE CONTEXT TPQ TAQ 

A CELLAR   
 demolition 4802 1800 1880 
 wall 5043 - 1880 
 paving 5044 - - 
 bedding 5065 1788 1860 
 TIMBER STRUCTURE   
 wall 5087 - - 
 postholes    
 4859 4856 - - 
 4863 4860 - - 
 4870 4867 - - 
 4874 4871 - - 
 4959 4956 - - 
 LATE PIT   
 5072 5071 1820 1890 
 WELL   
 fill 5080/4835 1810 1840 
 lining 5081/4836 - 1860 
 E BUILDING   
 trench fill 4912 1837 1890 
 fireplace 4913 1860 1890 
  4999 - - 
 E BOUNDARY WALL   
 trench fill 5045 1788 1890 
 CHIMNEY/FLUE   
 demolition 4805 1860 1914 
 fill 4837 1788 1890 
 fill 4838 - - 
 structure 4914 1800 1860 
 wall 4915 - - 
 wall 4923 1800 1860 
 fill 4924 - - 
 ash 5014 1788 1940 
 shallow feature 5033 1788 1890 
 E PITS & POSTHOLES   
 4824 4803 1810 1890 
 4817 4804 1828 1890 
 4821 4822 1860 1890 
 4928 4929 - - 
 4930 4933 1788 1860 
 4938 4941 1840 1880 
 4998 4999 - - 
 LATE FENCELINE POSTHOLE   
 4993 4990 1788 1860 
 RTA TRENCH   
 4866 4865 1800 1860 
 UNSTRATIFIED   
  4801 1950 1950 
  5067 - 1940 

Table 36: Area A Features and Contexts TPQ and TAQ. 
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AREA FEATURE CONTEXT TPQ TAQ 

B DAIRY   
 demolition 5032 1880 1940 
 wall trench fill 5036 1890 1940 
 wall 5037 1788 1860 
 drain 5038 1788 1860 
 drain demoltion fill 5039 1880 1940 
 wall trench fill 5049 1788 1860 
 SE WALL   
 footing 5052 1800 1860 
 PITS   
 4816 4815 1788 1890 
 4820 4818 1810 1890 
  4819 - - 
 5001 5000 1850 1955 
 5018 5017 1869 1940 
 5041 5040 1788 1860 
 4828 4827 1788 1880 
 4830 4829 - - 
 4832 4831 - - 
 4845 4843 1865 1968 
 4847 4844 1860 1940 
 4955 4954 - - 
 5016 5015 1804 1821 
 5073 5074 1870 1950 
 5076 5077 - - 
 5054 5053 - - 
 5058 5056 - 1860 
  5057 - 1860 
 5061 5059 1850 1914 
  5060 - 1860 

 5063 5062 1840 1940 
 5068 5069 - 1860 
  5070 1860 - 
 SE OVAL PIT   
 4806 4806 1900  

Table 37: Area B Features and Contexts TPQ and TAQ. 
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5.0 Conclusion 
 
The artefacts catalogued as Building Materials, Metal and Miscellaneous have revealed important 
information about the construction and occupation of 109 George Street, Parramatta.  Although the 
archaeological record at the site was severely truncated by twentieth century building activities, 
several of the features and structures can be shown to have been used for different purposes over 
time.  Where dating has been possible the items support the known historical chronology of the site, 
from first construction in the late eighteenth century through to the twentieth century. 
 
5.1 The Structures 
There only limited evidence of structures from the Hassall property, with most footings remaining to 
a maximum of a single course or as subterranean features. 
 
The first buildings on the site were a brick-lined well, the first version of the cellar and a timber hut 
to its east.  The cellar may have once been a simple clay and stone-lined storage pit or half-cellar 
which was converted (and paved?) when the two-storey house seen in the c1879-1881 photograph 
was constructed.  The original bonding material appears to have been grey clay mortar or daub.  The 
well was made of flat sandstock bricks and at least one building stone, whereas the footings of the 
cellar were made only of stone.  Dislodged stone flagging from the robbed south wall of the dairy 
also had grey mud mortar. 
 
The sequencing of the hut and cellar is problematic due to the lack of footings for the two-storey 
house.  The overlay of the 1831 and later house plans onto the site indicates that the cellar was in the 
area covered by the structure but its exact position is unknown, whether at the southeast or southwest 
corner.  The difficulty lies in the positioning of a possibly earlier timber (wattle and daub) structure 
to the east and north of the cellar.  The three interpretations about this wattle and daub hut were 
discussed in Section 3.3 and are repeated here: 

• It was built in the early 1790s prior to the Rowland Hassall lease, perhaps with a clay-lined 
storage pit or half-cellar to the SW. It was a temporary residence for Hassall from 1799 then 
demolished to make way for the new house by 1803. It is the same structure as shown in the 
c1879-1881; 

• It was built as a timber part of the original Hassall house along with the cellar (or storage pit) 
and the well from 1803, and was demolished to make way for the larger house by 1823 or 
1831, seen in the c1879-1881 photograph.  This would allow the cellar to be in the SW 
corner of the house; 

• It was built at the same time as the photographed Hassall house, a structure no longer 
existing to the west, and functioned as an eastern lean-to or outbuilding for a limited time, 
being demolished before the c1879-1881 photograph.  This would mean the cellar was at the 
SE corner of the house.  This agrees better with the alignment of the house to the dairy if it is 
the same as the rear outbuilding seen behind the fence in the photograph. 

 
Shortly after the original construction phase, the sandy silty mortar was mixed with different 
proportions of crushed shell.  The colour range varied between grey, light brown and yellow.  Parts 
of the cellar walls to the west and southeast were repaired at this time using these new mixtures.  
According to interpretation 2 above, this is possibly when the storage pit was converted to a cellar, at 
the base of a new two-storey house replacing the old timber hut.  One or more of the walls of the 
structure demolished in 1882 were white washed, and the plastered rooms of the main house were 
painted in combinations of white, light pink and blue. 
 
The use of these shell mortars heralds the start of a long-term building program at the farm with 
outbuildings erected for specific functions.  Among the first was the small two-roomed dairy to the 
south of the well.  It had brick and stone footings, perhaps timber walls and roof, and a drained paved 
floor of tiles and bricks.  According to the date of the artefacts found in its demolition and robbing 
fills, the structure apparently continued to be occupied or repaired until the property was sold in 
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1882.  It was most likely to have been located near the outbuilding identified as a kitchen, shown 
behind the house and fence in the c1879-1881 photograph. 
 
A rectangular eastern building in Area A was seen on the 1831 and 1882 plans.  It was a modest 
sized structure with a small fireplace in the southern room and white and light blue painted walls.  A 
large brick dates the construction or repair of the fireplace to after c1860.  This may have occurred 
when the chimney/flue to its immediate south was being constructed or altered.  Unfortunately the 
artefacts and structural elements were poorly preserved making interpretation difficult.  The building 
may have been used for a variety of purposes over a period of time, including a residence, a kitchen, 
or the 1840s and 1850s school (See Sections 3.5 and 2.11). It seems improbable that it was the barn 
preached in by Rowland Hassall.  The artefacts found in good contexts within the structure were few 
but included adult items such as a broken American tobacco pipe made from 1837-1845 and a bone 
ring from a female contraceptive or therapeutic device.  The lack of objects belonging to children, 
including toys and school slates, would perhaps indicate that the building was not a family residence 
nor used for play.  The use of the chimney/flue and rubbish pits immediately behind and to the south 
of the eastern building may have contributed to the lack of artefacts found within the room(s), by 
providing places to burn rubbish and/or dispose of them. 
 
A strongly built chimney/flue was to the east of the main house and immediately south of the eastern 
building using larger and more highly fired flat sandstock bricks.  It was bonded in both yellow 
brown mud and shell mortar (repaired?).  The purpose of the chimney/flue may have been to 
incinerate unwanted household, school and yard debris in order to begin a composting process within 
a series of nearby pits.  The origin of the bricks is uncertain, certainly a proportion were seconds as 
many were misshapen and of different sizes.  One of those found in the demolition fill was an 
extruded type made after c1860.  At about the same time the Hassall property was enclosed in a brick 
boundary wall, surviving in part to the east and southeast of the site. 
 
 
5.2 The Pits 
The pits uncovered in both Areas A and B to the south of the Hassall house and outbuildings showed 
a long sequence of cutting and re-cutting, some up to four times.  Several of the pits and garden beds 
appear to have been dug during the period of Rowland Hassall.  The first holes to be dug were 
usually filled with redeposited soils containing few artefacts (4816, 4820, 5041, 4832, and possibly 
4830, 5016, 4955).  Any items found usually dated to within the first one or two decades of the 
nineteenth century.  The sides of these pits were often irregular due to partial collapse of the sandy 
sides.  Some of the pits had clearly been left open to the weather for periods of time.  Later pits 
tended to be more regular and rectangular in shape.  Two or possibly three had a timber lining, 
consisting of vertical planks, which in one pit rested on horizontal side beams.  These pits had also 
been re-cut on the inside of the lining. 
 
The function of the pits appears to be a combination of cess deposition and the processing of other 
rubbish (garden, food) in order to produce compost for the garden.  In the previous sections this has 
been compared to the agricultural practices of the early settlers recorded in the historical 
documents.100  In order to achieve compost, the fill of the pits was left for a certain amount of time 
and then re-excavated.  Due to these recurring disturbances and the fragility of the sandy subsoil, the 
pits had a limited life before new ones were established beside or above them.  Instability and 
perhaps leeching was remedied at times by the use of timber lining or brick and stone paving on the 
base. 
 
To the southeast a group of three pits had their bases lined with brick and sandstone, possibly 
retrieved from demolished Hassall outbuilding(s), or renovations to the main house (5058, 5061, 
5068).  These bases may have provided a guide as to when to stop digging up the fill.  A similar use 
of stone was seen at the base of the well.  As at least three appear to have been open at the same time, 
they may have been constructed to service workers in the dairy and the household. 
                                            
100 Tench 1996: 154; and his interview with James Ruse at Parramatta in 1788: 158. 
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The timber lining of the pits would have also provided a partial waterproofing and perhaps a 
microbial shield.  This may have helped prevent the unwanted seepage of noxious material in or out 
of the pit, or aided in the composting process.  The use of these pits for storage of goods, perhaps 
even food, seems problematic when they appear to have been dug in the immediate vicinity of, or 
even directly above, cess or rubbish pits. 
 
Several of the pits were for the disposal of household rubbish, including at times building rubble 
from alterations and repairs.  The last stages of all the pits included the dumping of large amounts of 
debris when the property was demolished and the land cleared prior to the construction of new 
housing.  The most recent artefacts within these fills date to the 1860s and were typical of a large 
Victorian residence (pits 4845, 4847, 5001, 5018). 
 
Some of the same artefacts were found in several different pits, providing useful cross-links.  These 
included personal items such as vulcanite combs with their copper alloy head covers (4845 & 5073); 
carefully crafted bone brushes (5001 & 5016); smoking pipes (see Table 22); slate boards and pencils 
(Table 19); hooped iron tubs/basins (4828 & 5073); tin cans for food and other goods (4806 & 5074); 
frypans (4827 & 5053); iron taper holders (Table 10); transport items such as pipes and horse bits 
(4803 & 4835); and structural elements such as bricks, tiles, dressed stones and mortars (Tables 3-7). 
 
Finally several of the unstratified artefacts and those from the large oval pit to the southeast were 
found to have come from both the earliest and most recent times.  Their inclusion in the catalogue 
and in this report is to enable a more complete understanding of the history of the occupation of the 
site.  They also provided the majority of the evidence for nineteenth-century clothing, including a 
range of adult and child buttons and footwear. 
 
 
5.3 Evidence for Religious Structures and Artefacts  
Religious worship, often an intangible practice, may leave few artefacts in the archaeological record.  
In organised religion items such as bibles, hymnals, plate, metal candlesticks, lamps and ornaments, 
vestments and offerings would be carefully treasured and eventually transferred off site, being the 
possessions of the church, ministers and congregation.  More breakable items such as church 
ceramics and glassware, including vessels, light fittings and statuettes, may have been deposited on 
site and survived in the archaeological record but are not dealt with here.101  Any careful conservation 
of religious items could of course be severely disrupted by cataclysmic events such as reformations, 
war or natural disasters.  None of those things happened at this site. 
 
Rowland Hassall during his occupation of the property preached from a barn.102  This structure was a 
location unlikely to leave any evidence of religion in the archaeological record.  In addition, the 
missionary society to which he belonged may have disdained the trappings of organised religion, 
leaving the possibilities of artefactual deposition even more remote. 
 
Rowland Hassall was almost Methodist in his preaching but associated well with the Anglican 
ministers of Sydney and Parramatta.  As he was not Catholic no religious medals would have been 
worn by his parishioners; and because he was not part of the Scottish Church it is unlikely that metal 
or cardboard communion tokens would have been used in his ministry.  In most respects communion 
tokens are similar in appearance to trade and other tokens, jetons and coins except they played no 
part in the economy.103  Communion tokens, made in a variety of shapes and sizes, were a simple 
metal ticket that permitted the holder to partake of communion in the Church of Scotland, other 
Presbyterian Churches, and after 1843 the Free Church of Scotland.  The communion service was a 
special occasion, held perhaps only once or twice a year.  Shortly before the sacrament was 

                                            
101 See Ceramics and Glass Reports within this volume. 
102 Casey & Lowe 2003: 11. 
103 Communion tokens see Creswell 1985 and Myatt & Hanley 1980: 230-232; for trade tokens and jetons see Dickinson 
1986; Lobel et al 1991-6: 399; Myatt & Hanley 1980: 52-72; Noël Hume 1969: 172-174; Seaby 1985: 141-142. 
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celebrated, individuals were examined by the minister to ensure that they understood and practiced 
the basics of their religion and led good lives.  When found to be worthy, the supplicant was given a 
token which admitted them to the sacrament.  Wherever Scots travelled, worked or settled they set up 
their own churches and often continued the use of communion tokens.  They have been found in 
England, Ireland, the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and India.  By 1900 most of the 
metal tokens had been replaced by those made of cardboard.  Examples of communion tokens were 
also issued by three Methodist Churches and one Baptist Church in seventeenth to nineteenth century 
Scotland but rarely elsewhere.  In Australia, two examples of mid to late nineteenth-century 
cardboard tokens have recently been found associated with strict Baptist Churches.104 
 
Any metal medals and tokens should be able to survive in the soil once deposited on the site.  Indeed, 
although none have been found at this site, two possible communion tokens made of lead or pewter 
were discovered across the road at the George and Charles Streets Site.105  It is possible that residents 
of those allotments worshipped at Rowland Hassall’s “chapel”, and that he issued the tokens. 
 
Finally it is not known where or for how long the Sunday school begun by Thomas Hassall in 1813 
was conducted, perhaps only up tho the death of his father in 1820.  The school, if only for children, 
has certainly left no artefacts that could be interpreted as having a specific religious function.  It is 
possible, however, that the slates may have been used to instruct the young pupils. 
 

                                            
104 Melvin Williams: South Brisbane communion cards. Article at 
http://www.qns.org.au/Articles/South_Brisbane_Communion_Tokens 
105 Tokens #21668 & #21611 (reused); see Casey & Lowe forthcoming George and Charles Streets, Parramatta. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Parramatta was Australia's first country town and, after Sydney, is its second oldest city.  For 
this reason, Parramatta has been identified as being of National significance and having 
exceptional potential in researching the earliest phases of European settlement. 
 
Like other Australian cities, Parramatta has undergone major urban expansion during the 20th 
century, and one predictable consequence has been the loss or burial of its early Colonial rural 
heritage, which dates back to the time when the settlement (then named Rose Hill) was 
isolated by ‘long miles of bushland’ from Sydney (Jervis 1961: 31).  Prime examples are the 
wattle-and-daub huts built in the 1790s (Colour Plate 1) whose archaeological ‘footprints’ still 
survive under much younger buildings lining the former main street of Parramatta, George 
Street.   
 
Fossil pollen and spores preserved in buried soils on archaeological sites along George Street 
potentially are a natural archive of developments within one of the first successful agricultural 
communities in Australia.  These developments included the planting of wheat, barley, maize 
and tobacco and establishment of orchards and vegetable gardens by convicts (see Tench, 
1793).  At the other end of the social scale, fossil pollen and spores may also provide a record 
of exotic plantings around the vice-regal residence, built in 1799 on Rose Hill at the western 
end of George Street (Colour Plate 1), and in gardens attached to houses built by Parramatta's 
more well-to-do citizens along George Street during the early nineteenth century. 
 

1.1 This study:  This report discuss the implications of pollen and spores preserved in sandy 
sediments at 109 George St., a site occupied between 1804-1882 by the important Colonial 
missionary Rowland Hassall and his descendants and tenants (Table 1).  Archaeological 
remains on the site include walls, a cellar and the ‘footprint’ of a dairy:  The majority of 
samples come from sandy soil profiles within or adjacent to these structures or similar soil 
used to infill waste disposal pits dug at various times during the nineteenth and? twentieth 
century. 
 

1.2 Related studies:  Pollen analytical data are available for archaeological sites at the corner of 
Smith and George Sts. (Macphail 1990), 41-54 George Street (Macphail 1997), 16-18 Smith 
Street (Macphail 1999a), 180-180A George Street (Macphail 2004a), at the corner of George 
& O'Connell Sts. (Macphail 2004b), James Ruse Reserve (Macphail 2005a) and 95-101 
George St. (Macphail 2005b). 
 

1.3 Samples:  Fifteen soil samples from 109 George Street were submitted for analysis by Dr. 
Mary Casey, Casey & Lowe Pty. Ltd. 

 
1.4 Aim:  The primary aim was to determine whether fossil pollen evidence of horticultural 

plantings was preserved in the samples and, if so, to use the microfossil data to infer 
horticultural activities at the time the samples were deposited.  

 
TABLE 1: Sample Data 

AREA ACN Sample Archaeological Context Lithology 
 4803 5 sediment infilling 19th ? century pit mottled orange-brown sand 
 4886 11 post-pipe fill red-brown sand, shell, brick 
 5044 61 sediment between pavers in cellar dark grey-brown fine sand 
 5050 44 'natural' soil in ACN 4914 medium brown fine sand 

A 5050 47 sediment from middle of flue medium brown fine sand 
 5050 49 Soil near stone wall ACN 4915 yellow-brown fine sand 
 5051 56 'natural' soil red-brown fine sand 
 5051 65 'natural' soil profile near well red-brown fine sand 
 5064 51 remnant 'natural 'soil profile dark brown fine sand 
 5066 66 remnant 'natural' soil in dairy red-brown fine sand 
 4819 3 basal fill layer in 19th ? century pit (4820) medium brown clayey sand 
 4844 16 basal fill layer in 19th ? century pit  grey-brown fine sand (wet) 
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B 5000 39 fill layer in 19th ? century pit yellow-brown fine sand 
 5017 29 fill layer in 19th ? century pit grey-brown fine sand 
 5058 69 Sediment in wall ACN 5058 medium orange fine sand 

 
 
2. SUMMARY  
 
• Despite the high sand and very low organic content, the majority of samples yielded low to 

moderate numbers of fossil pollen and spores in a matrix of strongly humified to well-preserved 
organic matter.  Fungal spores were sporadically abundant to dominant, as were microbial? root 
nodules.  Halophytic taxa were not recorded despite the proximity of the site to the (tidal) upper 
reaches of the Parramatta River. 

 
• The pre-Settlement vegetation on the higher terraces appears to have been dominated by 

eucalypts (Eucalyptus spp.) and, less certain, a native apple (Angophora spp.).  There is no pollen 
evidence that swamp or river oaks (Allocasuarina/Casuarina) were growing on the site or flood 
plain below lower George Street. 

 
• The persistent to abundant presence of dandelion and? crucifer pollen and liverwort spores 

indicate a high level of disturbance.  Since the site was vacant land during the 1790s, the most 
likely explanation is that clearing of eucalypts by convict labour between 1789-1790 and 
subsequent tillage of the exposed mineral soils lead to the rapid expansion of these 'opportunist' 
taxa (ash bed effect).  

 
• One sample appears to preserve evidence of agricultural activity during the 1790s clearance 

phase (ACN 5000 in Area B).  This sediment, from a fill layer in an undated pit, includes two 
grains of an unidentified cereal species and, less certain, citrus pollen.  If correctly dated, then the 
site may have been used as an orchard prior to construction of Hassell's house in 1804:  Whether 
crops were being grown on the site or the pollen came from 'broad acre' planting to the east of the 
site is uncertain.  Trace numbers of quillwort (Isoetes) spores in a natural soil in Area A (ACN 
5050) suggest water was being carted up from the lower floodplain of the Parramatta River (see 
Macphail & Casey 2005) 

 
• Because of bioturbation, many soil samples preserved 'mixed age' microfloras that are difficult to 

assign to any of the occupation phases recognised by Casey & Lowe (2003).  Overall, the data 
demonstrate that the diversity of ornamental trees/shrubs and introduced weeds increases during 
the nineteenth century.  Some of the former are likely to have been garden plants that have 
become naturalised on sites degraded by domestic and commercial grazing.  Examples are 
Oleaceae (privet?) and a group of daisies (Mutiseae) that is mostly restricted to South America.  

 
• Several samples preserved palynomorphs that have not been found in other historical 

archaeological sites in Parramatta.  These include an alete sporomorph in sediment between 
pavers in a cellar (ACN 5044), a distinctive, possibly exotic trilete spore in soil used to infill two 
pits dug in the early? nineteenth century (ACNs 4803, 4819), and drumsticks (Isopogon) pollen 
in one pit fill (ACN 4189).  The presence of this pollen type raises the question whether native 
shrubs were being planted as garden ornamentals or their 'showy' flowers picked for household 
decoration during the early 1800s.  

 
• The plant microfossil content of two samples was wholly dominated by fungal spores that were 

rare to absent in other soil samples from 109 George St.:  Biporipsilonites sp. in ACN 5066 
(remnant top soil in a dairy) and Mediaverrusporonites and Inapterisporites spp. in ACN 4844 
(basal fill layer in a pit).  The most likely explanation is that these spores represent the spillage or 
deliberate disposal of nutrient-rich waste such as milk, whey or cooking fat. 

 
• Most of the exotic trees, shrub and herbs represented by fossil pollen are shrubs that were widely 

planted by Europeans during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, e.g. pines, alder, 
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Anacardiaceae, Oleaceae (cf privet), citrus, roses and? hibiscus. Exceptions are (a) pollen of a 
subgenus of Nothofagus [N. (Brassospora)] that is endemic to New Guinea and New Caledonia 
(ACN 4803), (b) pollen of a family (Gyrostemonaceae) that is most abundant on the western 
slopes of NSW (ACN 5051) and (c) sandalwood (Santalum) pollen in ACN 4819.  Whether the 
last indicates the presence of Chinese in the workforce employed by the Hassall family is 
unknown. For unknown reasons, pollen from "large" English oaks recorded as growing on the 
site during the 1830s, were not recorded.    

 
 
3. NATURAL SETTING 
 
3.1 Geologic background:  Early Colonial Parramatta was built across a flight of Late Quaternary river 

terraces near to the tidal (and initially navigable) limits of the Parramatta River.  Remnants of the 
Holocene floodplain - i.e. river terraces formed after postglacial sea levels stabilised about the present 
day position about 6000 years ago level - occur up to 2 m elevation on both sides of the river (Mitchell 
2003).  Higher terraces above 5-6 m above sea level, including the study site, are more likely to have 
formed during the Last Interglacial period some 120,000 years ago.  Weathered Triassic bedrock 
(Ashfield Shale) outcrops on the north bank of the river. 
 
Archival and borelog evidence indicate that the pre-settlement topography of the lower (Holocene) 
terraces was highly irregular due to the prevalence of levee bank remnants (reduced to mounds) and 
back-swamp hollows (Lawrie, 1982).  Some of the latter held permanent freshwater and were used as a 
source of domestic drinking water.  Highly subdued remnants of fluvial landforms may also be 
preserved on the older (Pleistocene) terraces although a reworked sand sheet (see Mitchell (2003) now 
covers much of the surface. 
 

3.2 Site geomorphology:  109 George St. is located near the eastern end of the 'high level' river terrace 
traversed by George Street and within 200 metres of the (now mangrove-lined) Holocene floodplain of 
the Parramatta River (see Fig. 2.2 in Casey & Lowe 2003).  The adjoining allotment (113 George St.) 
was described as situated "in the swamp near Harris's farm" (ibid: 11).   

 
3.2 Soils:  Soils on the site are likely to be fine quartz sands or gradational red earths.  Data from a site at 

the corner of George and Charles Streets indicate the A1 and A2 horizons have been strongly bioturbated 
by cicada larvae, with infilled burrows reaching up to 50-60 cm depth below ground level (Mitchell 
2003).   

 
3.3 Pre-Settlement vegetation:  Benson & Howell (1990) propose that, at the time of European settlement, 

these terraces were covered by woodlands dominated by “immense trees” of grey box (Eucalyptus 
moluccana) and forest red gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis) with an open grassy understorey.  Mangroves 
(Avicennia marina) are likely to have colonised the river margins up to the tidal limit (approximately 
below Charles Street see Fig. 1) whilst the common reed (Phragmites australis), paperbarks (Melaleuca 
linariifolia) and rough-barked native apple (Angophora floribunda) occupied wetter and drier areas on 
the river terraces respectively.   
 
In 1798, a "stately grove" of wattles (Acacia) was still growing near the present day corner of Church 
and Macquarie Sts. ~250m southwest of the study site (Jervis 1961: 25).  The sub-saline quality of the 
groundwater in wells (Jarvis ibid: 157) indicates that samphires (Chenopodiaceae-Amaranthaceae) will 
have colonised sites on the higher terraces that were subject to repeated disturbance, as well as forming 
saltmarsh communities along the river. 
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4. ARCHAEOLOGICAL SETTING 

 
Agricultural and other civic developments that have impacted on the study site are likely to be those out-
lined by Jervis (1961) for the Parramatta township as a whole.  The more important of these before 
c.1840 are: 
 
• 1789:  Clearing of the alluvial terraces.  
 
• c. 1790:  Construction of George Street (the first planned road in Australia) from the landing place on 
the Parramatta River 2 km west to the vice regal residence on Rose Hill. 
 
• 1790-1800:  Construction of wattle and daub 'convict' huts along George Street. 
 
• 1796-1823: Subdivision of the area into leasehold allotments and replacement of many 'convict' huts 
by more 'substantial' brick or weatherboard dwellings surrounded by a mosaic of cultivated and grazed 
land. 
 
• 1844:  Leaseholders within the Parramatta Township offered the opportunity to convert to a freehold 
title.  This appears to have fostered the commercial redevelopment of George Street. 
 

4.1 Agriculture:  Clearing and cultivation of the land at Parramatta was carried out by convict gangs 
between 1789-1791.  For example Tench (5 December 1791) noted of a 200 acres area of cleared 
ground that …six weeks ago…[it]...was a forest   It has been cleared and the wood nearly burnt off the 
ground by 500 men (Tench 1793).  The first crops included wheat, barley, oats and maize, planted on 
ground broken up by hoe and fertilised by the ashes of burnt native vegetation. 
 
In 1789, a wheat field occupied part of the projected route of George Street whilst by late 1790 maize 
was being grown in the “marines’ garden surrounding the barracks.  Tobacco, vines, figs, apples and (?) 
turnips were being grown by December 1791 (Tench 1793).  Although issued with flour and salt meat, 
many of the convicts were growing their own vegetables.  A market for the sale of grain, fish, poultry 
and livestock was established in 1792.  Tench (ibid) noted (with some surprise) that although the cattle 
look in good condition...neither corn nor fodder is given to them [and their]   enclosures furnish hardly a 
blade of grass. 
 
The first Agricultural Society in Australia was founded at Parramatta in July 1822 and in the following 
year a piece of ground on the north side of the river was made available as an experimental garden in 
which trials of new varieties of horticultural and ornamental plants could be made. 
 

4.2 Horticulture:  Visitors to Rose Hill provide a reliable account of the introduction of edible plants in 
Parramatta before ~1820 (Bligh 1980) although only casual mention is made of the associated 
ornamental plantings.  These may have included agapanthus (Agapanthus), hibiscus (Hibiscus), 
oleanders (Oleander), roses (Rosa), rue (Ruta), lupins (Lupinus), wallflowers (Cheiranthus), larkspurs 
(Consolida) and hollyhocks (Alcea) and deciduous trees including elms (Ulmus) and oaks (Quercus) 
(ibid: 16).   
 
Trench (1793) records vines such as grapes (Vitis), melons (Cucurbita), cucumbers (Cucumis), and 
pumpkins (Cucurbita), and fruit trees including apples (Malus), bananas (Musa), oranges and lemons 
(Citrus), and figs (Ficus) were growing in the vice-regal garden at the foot of Rose Hill (ibid: 11-12) in 
1791.  By 1793, the same gardens included pomegranates (Punicia) and "nearly all the vegetables 
known in Europe for culinary purposes" (Apiaceae, Brassicaceae, Fabaceae, Lamiaceae) with the 
different beds edged with "strawberries (Fragaria), two types of geraniums (Pelargonium) and stock 
(Matthiola)" in 1793, and currents (Ribes), gooseberries (Ribes), peaches (Prunus) and raspberries 
(Rubus) by 1820 (ibid: 14, 34).   
 
By this time (1793), the steep semi-circular hill at the back of the vice regal residence was "covered with 
woods on top of which is an alley of lemon trees…recently planted [whilst] along the hedge surrounding 
the garden masses of yellow downy Mimosa (Acacia) flowers are growing" (von Bellingshausen 1820 
cited in Bligh 1980: 34).  Fossil pollen studies confirm that other exotic trees growing in the vicinity of 
George Street included palms (Arecaceae), kauri (Agathis) and Northern Hemisphere pines (Pinus) 
although when these were first planted is unknown. 
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4.3 Site history:  The history of 109 George Street has been reviewed by Kass (see Chapter 2 in Casey & 
Lowe 2003):  Four phases are identified: 
 
Phase 1 (1790-1804):  In contrast to sites further to the west along George Street (see Section 1.2), there 
is no evidence for any convict-built structure on the 109 or 113 George Street although the ~four acre 
holding almost certainly was cleared of native vegetation and, less certain, cereal crops or orchard 
species were planted on the site.   
 
Phase 2 (1804-1882):  The brick house constructed for the Rev. Rowland Hassall was built during or 
before 1804.  Consistent with his position as Superintendent of Government Stock, outbuildings within 
the curtilage included a detached kitchen a barn, stables and other outbuilding used for storage of good.  
The large mulberry tree (Morus rubra), English oaks (Quercus robur) and hedge of lemon trees (Citrus 
limon) described by his grandson James are likely to have been planted about this time  (see Hassall 
1902: 19):  Rowland Hassall's will indicates the house was surrounded by a "garden, orchard, yard, 
buildings. and paddocks" in 1820 (Casey & Lowe 2003: 13).  Subsequent horticultural developments are 
sketchy but the school playground built across the road from the house was "bounded by fruit gardens" 
in the 1830s (Hassall 1902: 16).  An 1870s photograph shows the house in poor repair and it is 
reasonable to presume that the gardens and? surrounding land will have been equally poorly maintained 
at this time (Fig. 2.8 in Casey & Lowe 2003). 
 
Phase 3 (1880s-1960s):  The 'Hassall' Estate was subdivided and the allotments put up for auction in 
1882.  The 1804 brick house and outbuildings had been demolished, leaving the whole site as vacant 
land by 1895.  Aerial photographs confirm that seven houses had been built on the site before 1961 (Fig. 
2.13 in Casey & Lowe 2003) and the associated soft landscaping included lawns with scattered shrubs 
and? trees. 
 
Phase 4 (1960s-2003):  The site is occupied by a two storey office block constructed for the Roads & 
Traffic Authority c. 1972.  This development included a petrol storage and related service areas.  
 

5. AGE CONTROL 
 
No independent age control is available for the majority of samples and the age range is based on the 
presence or absence of exotic pollen types, in particular pine, and widely naturalised weed taxa such as 
cereals (Poaceae pollen >60 μm diameter), dandelions (Liguliflorae) and plantain (Plantago lanceolata-
type). 
 
The minimum age of the samples is difficult to infer using fossil pollen data because of the longevity 
(and replanting) of trees such as pines (including Pinus) and also because shorter-lived exotics such as 
dandelions (Liguliflorae) became naturalised during the late 18th century. 
 

6. PALYNOLOGY 
 

6.1 Processing:  Because of the very low organic content, approximately 20 grams of soil were digested - 
about ten times the usual amount - from each sample.  Otherwise the samples were processed using a 
mix of chemical, heavy liquid and micro-sieving techniques developed by the author and colleagues to 
concentrate acid-resistant plant microfossils from sandy sediments (see Macphail 1999b).  Addition of a 
known number of exotic Lycopodium spores allowed the concentration of fossil pollen, spores and fungi 
to be calculated (estimates expressed as 103 grains per gram of soil are rounded to the nearest decimal 
point).   

 
6.2 Yield and preservation:  All samples yielded low to moderate amounts of strongly humified and well-

preserved plant debris plus charcoal, root nodules of unknown origin, and highly variable numbers of 
fungal spores and fungal fruiting bodies  (0 to >>700 103 spores per gram) and egg cases produced by 
invertebrates living in the soil.  
 
Yields of fossil pollen and spores were generally lower than fungal spores, with concentration values 
ranging from absent to a maximum of 4.0 x 103 grains per gram of sediment (Table 2).  These are at the 
extreme lower end of the range of concentrations found in Colonial Period soils. 
  
Preservation was variable with most assemblages included strongly biodegraded as well as some 
perfectly preserved specimens.  This phenomenon, which is typical of bioturbated soil profiles, usually 
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indicates minor stratigraphic leakage has occurred.  Analysis of soil profiles (Mitchell 2003) indicates 
the source will be material infiltrating down cicada burrows or in rainwater. 

 
6.3 Fossil pollen data:  Because of the mostly low yields, the fossil pollen and spore data are expressed in 

two ways in Table 2:  
 
1. For samples which yielded significant numbers of fossil pollen and spores (>100 counts), the fossil 

data are expressed in bold type as a percentage of the total identifiable pollen and spore count 
excluding algae and fungal spores.  Values less than 1% are shown as '+'.  [see Table 2A ACNs 
4803, 5050, 5051, Table 2B ACNs 4819, 5058]. 
 

2. For samples yielding less than 100 identifiable pollen and spores, the fossil pollen data are given as 
raw counts [see Table 2A ACNs 4886, 5044, 5050, 5051, 5064, 5066, Table 2B ACNs 4844, 5000, 
5017]. 

 
A selection of culturally significant pollen and spore types is illustrated in Appendix 1.  Many pollen 
types include several distinctive morphotypes, which are presumed to represent different species or 
genera.  Examples occur in the crucifer (Brassicaceae) and dandelion (Liguliflorae) families.  In both 
cases, it is possible that the source was, or includes some grains produced by edible species, e.g. 
cabbage or turnips (Brassica spp.). 
 
The concentration value of fungal spores is used as proxy evidence for the former presence of nutrient-
rich (putrescent) in a sample.  Similarly the relative abundance of egg cases is suggested to be a reliable 
indication of bioturbation of the sediment by soil invertebrates. 
 

6.4 Dominance and diversity: A minimum of 50 pollen and spores could be identified to a plant family or 
higher taxonomic level such as a genus or species.   
 
Ten of these fossil taxa definitely represent exotic species, e.g. pine (Pinus) and citrus (Citrus), and 
another eight taxa are likely to have been produced by exotic 'weeds' rather than native analogues.  
Examples of the latter group are pollen produced by the daisy (Asteraceae high-spine types), crucifer 
(Brassicaceae) and samphire (Chenopodiaceae) families.  Accordingly high relative abundances of 
crucifers are equivocal evidence for edible species if found in tilled soil, and for weed species when 
found on degraded sites such as paddocks.  Many of the unidentified tricolpate and tricolporate pollen 
types are presumed to represent exotic plants.   
 
The majority of exotic taxa are under-represented in that their pollen is dispersed close to the parent 
plants.  Accordingly, even low relative abundance values of taxa such as citrus (Citrus) are reliable 
evidence that the parent plants were growing on the site.  Trace values of cereal grasses (Poaceae pollen 
>60 μm diameter) may be derived from spilled stock feed, stored grain and/or locally naturalised plants, 
as well as from 'broad acre' crops growing on or near to the site.   
 
Five taxa represent native species that do not naturally occur in the local flora at Parramatta flora.  
Examples are the tree-ferns Cyathea and Dicksonia, which are restricted to wet gullies and the margins 
of rainforest on the escarpment of the Blue Mountains west of Parramatta, and Gyrostemonaceae, a 
family that is prominent on the Western Slopes and Plains of NSW.  
 
The number of local native trees, shrubs, herbs and cryptogams represent by fossil pollen and spores is 
unusually low relative to 19th century historical sites in Sydney.  With the exception of liverworts, all 
commonly occurring fossil taxa are plants that produce/disperse pollen or spores in very large numbers, 
usually by wind.  Examples are casuarina (Allocasuarina/Casuarina), eucalypts (Eucalyptus), grass 
(Poaceae pollen <50 μm diameter), crucifers and samphires (Chenopodiaceae).  The eucalypt and native 
grass counts usually include immature pollen aggregates to whole anthers - evidence that the parent 
plants once grew on the site.  Despite the proximity of the site to the Parramatta River, mangrove pollen 
or marine algae (dinoflagellates) were not recorded in any sample although it is possible some of the 
samphire count may have come from salt-marsh communities lining the upper (tidal) reaches. 
 
Spores of liverworts (Cingulatisporites, Rudolphisporis) are special cases in that their fossil spores are 
uncommon on historical archaeological sites except after fires (clearance phase) and on damp mineral 
soils on creek banks, around ponds, on gardened sand under the drip-lines of eaves.  Similarly swamp 
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selaginella (Selaginella uliginosa) is reliable evidence for damp organic-rich soils on the site, especially 
when the fossil population includes immature spores (see Appendix 1).  
 

7.0 RESULTS 
 

7.1 Area A:  Ten samples from this area were submitted for pollen analysis.  Only three of these (ACNs  
4803, 5050, 5051) yielded statistically reliable numbers of fossil pollen and spores (Table 2A) 

 
ACN 4803 (pollen sample 5) 
 
Context:  sediment infilling a pit 
Inclusions: none observed in sample bag  
Yield:  moderate (diluted by organic matrix) 
Common taxa: eucalypts, crucifers  
Frequent taxa: dandelions, native grasses, casuarinas, samphires, starwort 
Ornamentals: alder, Antarctic beech, pine 
Edible spp: cereal grass (trace) 
 
Comment:  The diverse microflora is dominated by eucalypt (mostly small/corroded grains) and 
crucifer (Brassicaceae) pollen, with a significant representation of dandelions (Liguliflorae).  Other 
definite or potential exotics include cereals, pine (Pinus), alder (Alnus), a subgenus of Nothofagus that is 
endemic to New Guinea and New Caledonia [Nothofagus (Brassospora) sp.], a member of the Olive 
family (privet?) plus a distinctive trilete fern spore characterised by kyrtomes along the laesurae and 
small foveolae.  This morphotype, cited as cf Dictyophyllidites, has not been previously recorded in an 
historical archaeological context.  The deposit is considered to be mid to? late nineteenth century garden 
waste (compost?) since it preserves frequent to common amounts of swamp selaginella and fungal 
spores as well as dandelion and grass pollen.  Alternatively, the swamp selaginella could have been 
imported in organic soil from the former "swamp" on the 113 George St.  As such, the Brassicaceae 
count could represent either or both vegetable and weed species.  The acid-resistant extract includes 
dark coloured/strongly humified and straw-coloured/well-preserved plant debris, consistent with a 
'mixed age' origin for the microflora.   
 
ACN 4886 (pollen sample 11) 
 
Context:  post pipe fill 
Inclusions: shell and brick fragments 
Yield:  low 
Common taxa: eucalypts 
Frequent taxa: - 
Ornamentals: - 
Edible spp: - 
 
Comment:  The sample yielded low numbers of eucalypt pollen, and trace numbers of crucifers, 
grass and cryptogam spores including trace numbers of swamp selaginella.  The relatively high fungal 
spore content indicates the presence of rotting organic matter.  This may have been wood from the 
former (garden fence?) post although thalloid morphotypes are more typical of decaying leaf matter.  
The acid-resistant plant detritus includes fragments of both leaf cuticle and wood (see (Appendix 1).   
 
ACN 5044 (pollen sample 61) 
 
Context:  sediment between pavers in a cellar  
Inclusions: charcoal 
Yield:  negligible (pollen)  
Common taxa: alete sporomorph 
Frequent taxa:  
Ornamentals: alder 
Edible spp: - 
 
Comment:  The sample yielded trace numbers of alder pollen and fungal spores in an organic 
matrix dominated by an inaperturate (alete) sporomorph (estimated concentration = 12.6 x 103 grains per 
gram of sediment).  These sporomorph, which have not been previously recorded, are medium dark 
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brown in colour and occur in aggregates as single cells (see Appendix 1).  A provisional interpretation is 
that they are Palaeozoic spores derived from coal dust.  If correct, then the cellar was used to store coal.  
 
ACN 5050 (pollen sample 44) 
 
Context:  natural soil from ACN 4914 
Inclusions: none observed in sample bag 
Yield:  medium 
Common taxa: eucalypts, crucifers 
Frequent taxa: native grasses, dandelions, daisies (low spine types), invertebrate egg cases 
Ornamentals: - 
Edible spp: citrus, cereals 
 
Comment:  The sample yielded a diverse microflora dominated by small/corroded eucalypts, 
crucifers, native grasses and fungal spores.  The assemblage is unusual in that it also includes trace 
numbers of native shrubs (wattles, geebung), citrus (crushed), cereals and a single quillwort (Isoetes) 
spore.  It appears to be of 'mixed age' and is suggested to incorporate fossil pollen and spores deposited 
during the late eighteenth century clearance phase plus pollen washed or carried into the profile at later 
times within the nineteenth or twentieth centuries.  The plant detritus, which includes both strongly 
humified and well-preserved remains as well unusually 'high' (2%) relative abundances of egg cases, 
provides circumstantial evidence for bioturbation of the soil profile by burrowing insects.  If correct, 
then the crucifer pollen count could have been sourced from edible species or weeds growing in a poorly 
maintained lawn or garden bed.  
 
ACN 5050 (pollen sample 47) 
 
Context:  sediment from middle of flue 
Inclusions: none observed in sample bag 
Yield:  nil (barren sample) 
Preservation: - 
Common taxa: - 
Frequent taxa: - 
Ornamentals: - 
Edible spp: - 
 
Comment:  The organic yield consisted of micro-charcoal in siliceous fines.  
 
ACN 5050 (pollen sample 49) 
 
Context:  soil? near a stone wall (ACN 4915) 
Inclusions: charcoal flecks observed in sample bag 
Yield:  nil (barren sample) 
Common taxa: - 
Frequent taxa: - 
Ornamentals: - 
Edible spp: - 
 
Comment:  The organic yield consisted of micro-charcoal in siliceous fines. 
 
ACN 5051 (pollen sample 56) 
 
Context:  'natural red soil' 
Inclusions: none observed in sample bag 
Yield:  low 
Common taxa: eucalypts  
Frequent taxa: casuarina, dandelion, Oleaceae, liverworts 
Ornamentals: Oleaceae (privet?)  
Edible spp: cereals (trace) 
 
Comment:  The sample yielded well-preserved pollen grains and abundant fungal spores.  The 
latter are suggested to be ±modern since they include pine, Oleaceae (privet?), old man banksia (Banksia 
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serrata-type), wire-weed (Polygonum aviculare) and Gyrostemonaceae (a plant family found in 
rainforest as well as semi-arid regions in western NSW).  The plant detritus includes both strongly 
humified and well-preserved remains.  This observation along with an unusually 'high' number of egg 
cases (11) and presence of invertebrate dental plates implies that that organic matter has been carried 
into the soil profile by burrowing insects during the twentieth? century.    
 
ACN 5051 (pollen sample 65) 
 
Context:  natural very dark red sand near well 
Inclusions: none observed in sample bag 
Yield:  moderate (diluted by strongly humified organic matrix)  
Common taxa: eucalypts, native grasses, liverworts 
Frequent taxa: dandelions, casuarina, wattle, crucifers,  
Ornamentals: Oleaceae (privet?), alder, Anacardiaceae, hibiscus?, paperbarks  
Edible spp: cereals (trace) 
 
Comment:  The microflora is a diverse analogue of that recovered from pollen sample 56.  
Additional taxa include paperbark (Melaleuca), Gyrostemonaceae, a Malvaceae type resembling 
hibiscus (see Section 4.2), two types of wattle, frequent dandelion pollen and liverwort spores.  Unlike 
pollen recovered from 'clearance phase' deposits, the eucalypt count consists of well-formed and 
preserved grains and indicates the microflora has been derived from relatively recently planted trees and 
shrubs, as well as from weeds and liverworts growing on damp soil around the well when in use in the 
nineteenth century. 
 
ACN 5064 (pollen sample 51) 
 
Context:  remnant topsoil 
Inclusions: none observed in sample bag 
Yield:  low (diluted by organic matrix) 
Common taxa: casuarina, eucalypts 
Frequent taxa: native grasses, Oleaceae, fungal spores 
Ornamentals: alder, Anacardiaceae, Macaranga-Mallotus, Oleaceae (privet?), pine 
Edible spp: cereals (trace) 
 
Comment:  The microflora mostly consists of exotic and non-local native taxa.  These include 
'frequent' Oleaceae (privet?), pine (Pinus), Macaranga-Mallotus type and a type of daisy (Mutisieae) 
that is endemic to South America.  The assemblage is likely to be derived from opportunist shrubs and 
herbs that invaded the site during the latter half of the nineteenth century.  The dark colour of the 
sediment appears to come from the abundance of strongly humified organic matter, including woody 
tissues. 
 
 
ACN 5066 (pollen sample 66) 
 
Context:  remnant topsoil in dairy  
Inclusions: none observed in sample bag 
Yield:  low (diluted by organic matrix) 
Common taxa: eucalypts, fungal spores 
Frequent taxa: native grasses 
Ornamentals: pine 
Edible spp: - 
 
Comment:  The sample yielded low numbers of well-preserved eucalypt pollen plus trace 
numbers of wattle, grass and pine.  The high relative abundance of fungal spores, including a 
morphotype that is rare or absent in other samples on the site (Biporipsilonites sp.) implies nutrient-rich 
or putrescent matter was once present in the deposit.  Given the dairy context, this could be spilled milk 
or associated products such as whey.  The dark colour of the sediment appears to come from abundant, 
strongly humified organic matter.  Since the organic matrix lacks the woody tissues found in many 
samples from the site, it may be herbaceous material derived from the breakdown of cow dung. 



 
TABLE 2A: AREA A:  Relative abundance (bold type) calculated as a percentage of the total pollen and spore 

excluding algae.  + equals values less than 1%.  Raw count data only where pollen sum is < 100  
 

FOSSIL COMMON ACN & Pollen sample No. 
TAXON NAME 4803 4886 5044 5050 5050 5050 5051 5051 5064 5066 

  5 11 61 44 47 49 56 65 51 66 
Reworked Triassic pollen & spores - - >200 + - - - - - - 
Pollen concentration (103 grains g-1) 1.1 0.3 <0.06 1.4 - - 0.4 0.7 0.05 0.01 
Fungal concentration (103 spores g-1) 0.7 1.8 0.06 0.9 - - 3.1 0.9 0.3 0.6 
POLLEN SUM  280 32 1 313 0 0 76 133 51 21 
Definite (shaded) and probable exotics  
Alnus alder +  1     1% 1  
Apiaceae umbellifer family         1  
Asteraceae (high spine) daisy family +          
Brassicaceae crucifer family 33% 3  22%   1 1% 1  
Chenopodiaceae samphires 2%   +       
Citrus lemon, orange    +       
Liguliflorae dandelion 7%   3%   5 9% 1  
Malvaceae cf Hibiscus cf hibiscus        +   
Mutiseae daisy (S. America)         1  
Nothofagus (Brassospora) Antarctic beech +          
Oleaceae privet family +       6% 4 1 
Pinus pine +         1 
Plantago lanceolata-type plantain         1  
Polygonum aviculare wire-weed    +   1  1 1 
Poaceae (> 60 μm) cereals +   +   1    
Stellaria starwort 1%   +    +   
Tricolpate cf Prunus Rosaceae         1  
Non-local natives 
Cyathea soft tree-fern +   +       
Dicksonia rough tree-fern           
Gyrostemonaceae -       1    
Isoetes drummondii-type quillwort    +     1  
Melaleuca quinquinerva paperbark        3%   
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TABLE 2 (cont.) 
 

FOSSIL COMMON ACN & Pollen sample No. 
TAXON NAME 4803 4886 5044 5050 5050 5050 5051 5051 5064 5066 

  5 57 61 44 47 49 56 65 51 66 
Native trees & shrubs 
Acacia (granulate) wattle    +    1%  1 
Acacia (non-granular) wattle    +    +   
Allocasuarina/Casuarina river oak,  2% 2     5 7% 10  
Banksia serrata-type old man banksia       1    
Eucalyptus eucalypts 40% 19  57%   48 35% 16 13 
Hibbertia guinea-flower +          
Leptospermum spp. ti-tree         1  
Melaleuca-type paperbark        1%   
Unidentified Myrtaceae bottle-brush family       1 +   
Native herbs 
Asteraceae (low spine) daisy family +   2%   2   1 
Gonocarpus raspwort + 1  +   1    
Poaceae (<50 μm) native grasses 6% 3  6%   2 14%  7 3 
unidentified tricolpates - +   +       
unidentified tricolporates - +   +     1  
FERN & FERN ALLIES 
Calochlaena rainbow fern +   +    +   
'Dictyophyllidites harrisii' unknown trilete +          
Gleicheniaceae coral ferns         1  
Histiopteris incisa bat's wing-fern  1         
Isoetes drummondii-type quillwort    +       
Microsorium kangaroo fern +          
monolete ferns includes water-fern +       +   
Schizaea-type includes comb fern + 1      +   
Selaginella uliginosa swamp selaginella 1% 1  +    +   
trilete ferns includes filmy ferns 1%   +   1    
Liverworts 
Cingulatisporites spp. (Anthocerotae) 2% 2     3 14%   
Rudolphisporis rudolphi Ricciaceae    +   2 2%   
Soil invertebrates (excluded from pollen sum) 
egg cases  + 3  2%   11    
dental plates        1    
 





 

 
7.2 Area B:  Five samples from this area were submitted for pollen analysis.  Three of these 

(ACNs 4819, 5017, 5058) yielded statistically reliable numbers of fossil pollen and spores 
(see Table 2B 

 
ACN 4819 (pollen sample 3) 
 
Context:  basal filler layer in pit (ACN 4280) 
Inclusions: none observed in sample bag (clay content implies minor illuviation) 
Yield:  high (diluted by organic matrix) 
Common taxa: crucifers, eucalypts 
Frequent taxa: native grasses, swamp selaginella, casuarina, trilete ferns 

('Dictyophyllidites'), cereals samphires, pea-flowers, raspwort, wire-
rushes, unidentified Myrtaceae, unidentified tricolpate cf prunus, tree-
fern (Cyathea), citrus, pine, liverworts 

Ornamentals: alder, Anacardiaceae, pine, rose, sandalwood, Scrophulariaceae? 
Edible spp: cereals, citrus 
 
Comment:  The sample yielded an exceptionally diverse microflora in which 
'pollen dominance' is shared by some ten angiosperms and ferns.  Commonly occurring taxa 
include crucifers (29%), eucalypts (13%), cereals (4%), swamp selaginella (8%) and 
'Dictyophyllidites' (4%).  Less common to rare taxa include alder, pine, Anacardiaceae 
(pepper-tree?), citrus (1%), rose (Rosa), sandalwood (Santalum), as well as another ten 
other unidentified potential exotic types plus non-local? native species that may have been 
planted as garden or pond ornamentals, e.g. drum-sticks (Isopogon), native flax (Dianella), 
bull-rush (Typha), smooth tree-fern (Cyathea.  Although Isopogon is cited as growing on 
shallow sandy soils (Fairley & Moore 1995), its pollen has not been previously recorded at 
any historical archaeological site in Parramatta and most of the fossil records come from 
sites in southern Sydney where soils are derived from Wianamatta Shale.  Accordingly it is 
possible that pollen grain in ACN 4819 comes from flowers picked for household 
decoration.  The 'high' representation of swamp selaginella and wire-rushes (Restionaceae) 
indicate soils were damp and organic-rich.  Given the archaeological context and 
stratigraphic position (basal fill in a pit), the microflora almost certainly represents organic 
waste (compost?) from the garden surrounding the 1804 house, rather than e.g. organic soil 
imported from the site of the former swamp.  If correct, then the very low representation of 
weeds, including dandelions, suggests that the garden was well maintained.  It is tempting 
to speculate that the citrus pollen came from the hedge of lemon trees planted along the 
boundary of 109 George Street by Rev. Rowland Hassall sometime between 1804 and the 
1830s although pollen of the "large English oaks" were not found in this or other sampled 
deposits on the site.  Sandalwood pollen has been previously found only in cesspit samples 
on a site once occupied by Chinese in lower Broadway, Sydney.  It is tempting to speculate 
that Hassall family were employing Chinese workers at the time represented by ACN 4819. 
 
ACN 4844 (pollen sample 16)  
 
Context:  basal fill layer in pit 
Inclusions: none observed in sample bag 
Yield:  moderate (diluted by very high fungal spore content) 
Common taxa: liverworts (Cingulatisporites) 
Frequent taxa: - 
Ornamentals: pine 
Edible spp: - 
 
Comment:  The microflora is highly unusual in an historical archaeological context 
in that it is wholly dominated by two usually rare types of fungal spores 
(Mediaverrusporonites, Inapertisporites).  Both taxa occur found in trace numbers in other 
samples from 109 George St. but the high concentration (estimated >>700 x 103 spores per 
gram of sediment) in ACN 4844 is difficult to explain unless the pit was used for the 
disposal of some nutrient-rich waste.  This was not faecal material since the assemblage 
lacks a highly distinctive sporomorph found in cesspit deposits (see Macphail 1999b).  
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Hence the deposit is presumed to have been be kitchen waste (fat?), based on its similarity 
to the only fungal spore-dominated microflora found so far on an historical archaeological 
site in the Sydney district - in a pit located outside an 1830s kitchen block at the 
Castlereagh Street Fire Station Site (see Macphail 2000). 
 
ACN 5000 (pollen sample 39) 
 
Context:  fill layer in pit 
Inclusions: none observed in sample bag 
Yield:  moderate (diluted by organic matrix) 
Common taxa: eucalypts 
Frequent taxa: liverworts (Cingulatisporites), casuarina, native grasses,  
Ornamentals: - 
Edible spp: cereals, citrus? 
 
Comment:  The microflora is dominated by small/corroded eucalypt grains, grass 
and liverworts in an organic matrix dominated by strongly humified 'woody' plant detritus.  
This association appears to be diagnostic of soils accumulating during the 1790s clearance 
phase and the pit fill is inferred to have been dug and filled-in before 1804.  Unlike sites 
further to the west along George Street, ACN 5000 also preserved two very large (~80 
micron) but unusually thin-walled grains of an 'early' cereal species (Appendix 1).  The 
only other potential exotics recorded are dandelions, crucifers, starwort and a grain of a 
possible citrus species.  There is no evidence that the sample has been contaminated by 
younger material:  Assuming that inferred age is correct, then the sample provides not only 
additional data on the spread of exotic weeds during the late eighteenth century but also the 
clearest evidence to date that 'broad acre' crops were being grown on allotments on 'lower' 
George Street or, more probably, on areas to the east of the Parramatta township.   

 
ACN 5017 (pollen sample 29) 
 
Context:  fill layer in pit 
Inclusions: charcoal flecks observed in sample bag 
Yield:  negligible 
Common taxa: - 
Frequent taxa: - 
Ornamentals: pine 
Edible spp: - 
 
Comment:  The sample yielded trace numbers of ±modern exotics, including pine 
and plantain (Plantago lanceolata-type) in a matrix of finely disseminated charcoal 
particles. 

 
ACN 5058 (pollen sample 69) 
 
Context:  natural? soil associated with a Colonial Period wall (ACN 5058) 
Inclusions: none observed in sample bag 
Yield:  moderate (see Comment) 
Common taxa: eucalypts 
Frequent taxa: native grasses 
Ornamentals: epacrids (Epacridaceae T-type)?, tree-ferns (Cyathea) 
Edible spp: - 
 
Comment:  The bulk of the microflora comes from three partially broken-up 
Eucalyptus and Poaceae anthers, and to that extent the relative abundance data give a 
misleading impression of the source vegetation.  Since the Epacridaceae and Cyathea grains 
are perfectly preserved, the assemblage is likely to be ±modern contaminants introduced 
into the soil by a burrowing insect. 
 



 

 
TABLE 2B:  AREA B:  Relative abundance (bold type) calculated as a percentage  

of the total pollen and spore excluding algae.  + equals values less  
than 1%.  Raw count data only where pollen sum is <100  

 
 

FOSSIL COMMON ACN & Pollen sample No. 
TAXON NAME 4819 4844 5000 5017 5058 

  3 16 39 29 69 
Reworked Triassic pollen & spores 3% - + - 4% 
Pollen concentration (103 grains g-1) 1.6 0.2 4.0 <0.02 0.3 
Fungal concentration (103 spores g-1) 2.3 >>700 1.0 <0.02 0.3 
POLLEN SUM  334 46 256 3 100 
Definite (shaded) and probable exotics  
Alnus alder + 1    
Anacardiaceae pepper-tree family +     
Asteraceae (high spine) daisy family +     
Brassicaceae crucifer family 29%  +   
Chenopodiaceae samphires 4%  +   
Citrus lemon, orange 1%  cf   
Fabaceae pea-flower family 2%     
Liguliflorae dandelion +    2% 
Pinus pine 1%   1  
Plantago lanceolata-type plantain    1  
Poaceae (> 60 μm) cereals 4%  +   
Rosa rose +     
Santalum sandal-wood +     
Scrophulariaceae hebe family +     
Stellaria starwort +  +   
tricolpate cf Prunus Rosaceae? 2%     
Non-local natives 
Cyathea rough tree-fern 1% 1   2% 
Dicksonia smooth tree-fern +     
Isopogon drum-sticks +     
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TABLE 2B (cont.) 
 

FOSSIL COMMON ACN & Pollen sample No. 
TAXON NAME 4819 4844 5000 5017 5058 

  3 16 39 29 69 
Native trees & shrubs 
Acacia (granulate) wattle +     
Allocasuarina/Casuarina river oak,  4%  10%   
Banksia marginata-type banksia +     
Epacridaceae native heath     1% 
Eucalyptus eucalypts 13% 3 62% 1 78% 
Monotoca broom-heath +     
Persoonia geebung +     
Unidentified Myrtaceae bottle-brush family 3%     
Native herbs 
Apiaceae umbellifer family +  +   
Asteraceae (low spine) daisy family +  +   
Cyperaceae sedge +  +   
Dianella flax-lily +     
Gonocarpus raspwort 2%     
Liliaceae lily family +     
Poaceae (<50 μm) native grasses 8% 1 9%  10% 
Ranunculaceae buttercup family   +   
Restionaceae wire-rush 2%     
Typha bull-rush +     
unidentified tricolpates - +  +  1% 
unidentified tricolporates - 3%  +   
FERNS & FERN ALLIES 
Calochlaena rainbow fern + 2    
'Dictyophyllidites harrisii' unknown trilete 4%     
Hypolepis ground fern   +   
Lycopodium laterale slender club-moss +     
Osmundaceae regal fern family +     
Selaginella uliginosa swamp selaginella 8%  +   
trilete ferns includes filmy ferns   +   
Liverworts 
Cingulatisporites spp. (Anthocerotae) 1% 35 11%  2% 
Rudolphisporis rudolphi Ricciaceae  2 +  2% 
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8. DISCUSSION 

 
The study confirms the observation (Macphail 1999b) that, with skilful processing, fossil pollen and 
spores can be recovered from many of the sandy soils found on historical archaeological sites.   
 
This however, is not a guarantee that the plant microfossils will always be in situ or can provide 
unequivocal answers to every question posed by the documentary and archaeological evidence.  For 
example fossil pollen preserved in fill layers in the three pits sampled in Area B at 109 George St. 
appear to range in age from the 1790s to ±modern, and are a partial mirror of cultural activities as 
diverse as the clearing of the native vegetation by convicts and the horticultural and landscaping 
aspirations of a member of the Colonial gentry.   
 
The same pollen data add to a growing body of fossil pollen and spore evidence that archives changes in 
land-usage on the allotments fronting George Street between c. 1790 and the twentieth century.  Key 
(empirical) observations are: 
 
• Spores produced by two types of liverworts (Cingulatisporites, Rudolphisporis rudolphi) are 

consistently frequent to abundant (unlike on correlative sites in Sydney).  
 
• Casuarina (Allocasuarina/Casuarina) pollen are usually much less common than eucalypt 

(Eucalyptus and? Angophora) pollen.  Much of the eucalypt count in the earliest Colonial Period 
deposits consists of small/immature and often strongly corroded grains. 

 
• Pollen of native sclerophyll shrubs are very rare and it is unusual to find more than 1-3 taxa in the 

in the one early Colonial Period deposit.  The same is usually true for cryptogams other than 
liverworts.  

 
• Cereal grass (Poaceae >60 μm) pollen are usually rare to very rare relative to pollen of 'weed' herbs 

such as crucifers (Brassicaceae), dandelions (Liguliflorae) and samphires (Chenopodiaceae).   
 

• A significant number of the Early Colonial Period deposits preserve pollen of fruit trees, in 
particular citrus (Citrus) species.   

 
• At least one locally extinct freshwater aquatic herb (Isoetes) was growing along the upper 

Parramatta River during the late nineteenth and earlier nineteenth century (cf Wilson 2000). 
 
A working hypothesis, which fits well with the documentary evidence, is that, before 1790, higher 
terraces lining the Parramatta River supported eucalypt woodland or forest with a grassy rather than 
shrub-rich understorey.  Casuarinas were either rare or absent although pollen derived from distant 
stands can be frequent if the local pollen influx is low.   
 
This forest was cleared using fire, allowing native grasses and liverwort populations to colonise exposed 
areas of damp mineral soils.  'Agricultural' weeds such as dandelions had become widely naturalised 
across the same area by the early 1800s.  European activities seem responsible for the extinction of two 
quillwort species (Isoetes drummondii, I. muelleri) by the early 19th century. 
 
Land separating the convict huts is depicted as being ploughed in an undated (c. 1793) pen and wash 
view of George Street from Rose Hill (see Colour Plate 1).  There is no compelling fossil pollen 
evidence that 'broad acre' crops had been planted on the allotments fronting onto 'upper' George Street 
although grain may have been stored on some of these sites.  Conversely cereal pollen preserved at 109 
George St (ACN 5000) provides the first evidence that 'broad acre' cereal crops may have been planted 
on allotments on, or to the east of, 'lower' George St. 
 
The pollen data support the written documentary evidence that orchards were planted at the rear of some 
(most?) convict huts during the 1790s.  Pollen preserved in an Early Colonial Period storage facility on a 
nearby site at the corner of George & O'Connell Streets (Macphail 2004a) and in the waterhole at 95-
101 George Street (Macphail 2005) confirm that vegetables were being grown on some allotments 
during the early nineteenth century.  These included the garden pea although, thus far, there is no 
compelling evidence that high relative abundances of crucifer pollen represent edible species such as 
cabbage or turnips.   
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The same data point to an increasingly degraded urban landscape by the middle of the nineteen century.  
This is reflected in the spread of 'weed' taxa such as dandelions and possibly privet although the trend 
was offset by an increased planting of exotic trees, shrubs and herbs in gardens attached to the more 
substantial dwellings fronting onto George Street.   
 
One unresolved question is:  were native flowers being widely grown or picked for household 
decoration' during the earlier nineteenth century?  Hints that this was the case is provided by the 
presence of drums-sticks at 109 George Street, waratah pollen at the Smith and George Streets site 
(Macphail 1990) and possibly by the persistent occurrence of wattle pollen at these and other George 
Street sites. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

Photomicrographs of selected fossil pollen spores and related plant microfossils 
 

All photomicrographs taken at x788 magnification (50 μm scale bar) 
unless otherwise stated. 

 



 

 
Plate 1 

 
 
Fig. 1 Cuticle with three stomata, from an unidentified shrub? ACN 4886 (the dark 

brown colour is typical of strongly humified plant debris) 
 
Fig. 2 Wood tissue (xylem), from an unidentified tree or shrub. ACN 4803 (the 

xylem cells appears to be partly carbonised and is bracketed by charcoal 
particles)  

 
Fig. 3 Fibre cells from an unidentified herb? (the straw colour is typical of 

relatively recent plant debris that has not been subjected to prolong 
humification processes). ACN 4819. 

 
Fig. 4  Thalloid fungus typically found on decayed leaves. ACN 4886  (x600) 
 
Fig. 5  Fungal spore-dominated microflora.  1 = Mediaverrusporonites sp.  2 = 

Inapertisporites sp.  3 = Fractonisporites sp.  4 = fragment of the fossil 
liverwort genus Cingulatisporites.  5 = Dicellaesporites sp.  6 =dark brown 
strongly humified plant tissues in which all trace of the cellular structure has 
been lost.  ACN 5066  (x 250) 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Plate 2 
 
 
Fig. 6  Fungal fruiting body.  ACN 4886 
 
Fig. 7 High magnification view (x 788) view of the commonly occurring fungal 

spores in ACN 5066. 1 & 3 = Inapertisporites, 2 = Mediaverrusporonites 
 
Fig. 8 High magnification view (x 788) view of the commonly occurring fungal 

spore type (Biporipsilonites sp.) in ACN 5066 
 
Fig. 9 High magnification view (x 788) view of the alete sporomorph dominating 

ACN 5044 (chain of three weakly attached cells)  
 
Fig. 10 Low magnification (x 125) view of plant debris recovered from the 

'clearance phase' deposit ACN 5000.  1 = strongly humified woody tissues in 
which the cell structure is still visible, 2 = cereal pollen grain shown in Fig. 
11  

 
Fig. 11 Large (85 μm) thin-walled cereal pollen preserved in the 'clearance phase' 

deposit ACN 5000 
 
Fig. 12 Small, microbially-corroded eucalypt (Eucalyptus) pollen grain preserved in 

the 'clearance phase' deposit ACN 5000 
 
Fig. 13 Crumpled citrus (Citrus) pollen grain preserved in the 'clearance phase' 

deposit ACN 5000 
 
Fig. 14 Dental plate of an unidentified soil invertebrate.  ACN 5051 (pollen sample 

56) 
 
Fig. 14 Verrucate egg case of an unidentified soil invertebrate.  ACN 5051 (pollen 

sample 56) 
 
Fig. 16 Epi-reticulate egg case of an unidentified soil invertebrate.  ACN 5050 

(pollen sample 44) 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 



 

 

Plate 3 
 
Fig. 17 Liverwort (Cingulatisporites bifurcatus) spore.  ACN 5051 (pollen sample 

65) 
 
Fig. 18 Liverwort (Rudolphisporis rudolphi) spore. ACN 5051 (pollen sample 65) 
 
Fig. 19  Immature swamp selaginella (Selaginella uliginosa) spore. ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 20  Mature swamp selaginella (Selaginella uliginosa) spore. ACN 4803 
 
Fig. 21  Slender club-moss (Lycopodium laterale) spore.  ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 22 Unusually well-preserved (recent?) rough tree-fern (Cyathea) spore. ACN 

5058 
 
Figs. 23-25 Unidentified trilete fern spore (cf Dictyophyllidites).  1= view of proximal 

face showing laesurae bordered by kyrtomes, 2 = equatorial view, 3 = view 
of distal face showing small foveolae.  ACN 4819 

 
Fig. 26  Pine (Pinus) pollen.  ACN 5066 
 
Fig. 27  Alder (Alnus) pollen.  ACN 4803 
 
Fig. 28 Fragment of a Malvaceae pollen , possibly hibiscus (Hibiscus).  ACN 5051 

(pollen sample 65) 
 
Fig. 29  Pepper-tree family (Anacardiaceae) pollen.  ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 30  Olive family (Oleaceae) pollen cf privet.  ACN 5064  
 
Fig. 31  Citrus (Citrus) pollen.  ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 32  Sandalwood (Santalum) pollen.  ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 33  Macaranga-Mallotus pollen.  ACN 5064 
 
Fig. 34  Rose (Rosa) pollen.  ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 35  Gyrostemonaceae pollen.  ACN 5051 (pollen sample 65) 
 
Fig. 36  Pea-flower (Fabaceae) pollen.  ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 37 Wire-weed (Polygonum aviculare) pollen. ACN 5050 (pollen sample 44) 
 
Fig. 38  Unidentified microreticulate tricolporate pollen.  ACN 4819 
 
 
Fig. 39  Unidentified strongly lobate, triporate pollen.  ACN 4819 
 
 



 

 

 



 

 

 
 

Plate 4 
 
 
Fig. 40  Mutiseae pollen.  ACN 5064 
 
Fig. 41  Scrophulariaceae pollen (tricolpate).  ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 42  Scrophulariaceae pollen (tetracolpate).  ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 43  Dandelion (Liguliflorae) pollen.  ACN 4803 
 
Fig. 44  Starwort (Stellaria) pollen.  ACN 5050 (pollen sample 44) 
 
Fig. 45  Plantain (Plantago lanceolata-type) pollen.  ACN 5064 
 
Fig. 46   Lily family (Liliaceae) pollen cf onion.  ACN 4819  
 
Fig. 47  Cereal (Poaceae > 60 μm) pollen.  ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 48  Crucifer (Brassicaceae) pollen.  ACN 5050 (pollen sample 44) 
 
Fig. 49  Crucifer (Brassicaceae) pollen.  ACN 5050 (pollen sample 44) 
 
Fig. 50  Well-preserved eucalypt (Eucalyptus) pollen. ACN 4803 
 
Fig. 51  cf native-apple (Angophora) pollen.  ACN 4803 
 
Fig. 52 Aggregate of poorly-preserved eucalypt (Eucalyptus) pollen grains. ACN 

4803  
 
Fig. 53  Casuarina (Allocasuarina/Casuarina) pollen.  ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 54  Geebung (Persoonia) pollen.  ACN 4819 
 
Fig. 55  Drum-sticks (Isopogon) pollen. ACN 4819 (x 600)  
 
Fig. 56 Wattle (Acacia) pollen covered with small granules. ACN 5050 (pollen 

sample 44) 
 
Fig. 57 Wattle (Acacia) pollen not covered with small granules. ACN 5051 (pollen 

sample 65) 
 
Fig. 58 Flax-lily (Dianella) pollen.  ACN 4819 
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